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PREFACE

As is stated in the opening chapter, the present inquiry was

begun at the suggestion of Professor F. W. Taussig, to whom I

am especially indebted for kindly and unfailing advice and

inspiration. Though some preliminary work was accomplished

at Harvard University during the academic year 1916-17, most

of the data were assembled and the book written in Buenos

Aires (from July, 1917, to May, 1918), whither the writer went

for that purpose as Sheldon Travelling Fellow.

For valuable assistance in collecting materials acknowledg-

ment is due to Dr. Alejandro E. Bunge, Director General de

Estadistica de la Nacion, and to Sr. Ricardo Piliado, who prior

to 19 16 was for many years Director General de Comercio e

Industria. Sr. Piliado has an intimate personal acquaintance

with the period of Argentine economic history here studied, and

has for many years been a keen student of his country's eco-

nomic problems. For information and insight gained from con-

versations with Sr. Piliado, as well as from his books, I am most

grateful.

Most of all, I am glad of this opportunity to express my grati-

tude to Sr. Carlos Alfredo Tornquist, the distinguished head

of the banking firm of Ernesto Tornquist y Ca., Lda., which

since its inception in 1830 has played so prominent a part in the

economic and financial upbuilding of the repubhc. It was

Sr. Tornquist's father, the late Sr. Ernesto Tornquist, who as

intimate friend of Presidents Pellegrini and Roca, and as sup-

porter of Finance Minister Rosa at the time of the Conversion

Law controversy of 1899, played so large a part in restoring the

finances of the government after the collapse of the Baring

Panic, and in solving the problem of depreciated paper money.

Sr. Tornquist has the best commercial and financial U-

brary in Argentina, yntil recent years, except by a small

number of eminent students, not much attention has been given
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in Argentina to systematic research or to the preservation of

documentary or other materials. Sr. Tornquist and hil%taff, by

indefatigable canvassing of booksellers and searching into odd

comers, have made an invaluable collection of Argentine books,

documents, and periodical literature. The major part of the

materials upon which the present investigation is based was

obtained in Sr. Tornquist's library, where I was made thoroughly

at home and given every aid and encouragement throughout

the period of my stay in Buenos Aires. The inquiry will always

be intimately associated in my mind with pleasant recollections

of Sr. Tornquist and the members of his staff.

JOHN H. WILLIAMS

Princeton University
May, 1920.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

For the student of international trade the period from 1880 to

1900 of Argentine economic history is of peculiar interest. Dur-

ing the greater part of it, Argentina was on a depreciated paper

money basis, gold having been driven completely out of circu-

lation, and standing at a premium which ranged from 35 per

cent in 1885 to 354 per cent in the third week of October, 1891.

As is always the case under a regime of depreciated paper, the

price of gold fluctuated violently, often moving over a range

of twenty to thirty points in a single day.

Contemporary with the depreciated paper regime, and indeed,

as I hope to show later, an intimate part of it, there was a pro-

gram of heavy borrowing of foreign capital, particularly of

British capital. The borrowing was maintained throughout the

eighties, culminating in loans of such extent as have probably

never been equalled, in time of peace, by a coimtry of so small

a population as was that of Argentina.

Add to the depreciated paper money situation and toi the bor-

rowing program the fact that in these twenty years Argentine

foreign trade underwent a revolution, that the "unfavorable"

balance of trade which had existed from early times was sud-

denly converted into a "favorable" balance in 1891, and that this

overturn was punctuated by the Baring Panic, the most severe

crisis in Argentine history, and one has the broad outlines of the

period I am to study.

The purpose of this study is to work out the interrelations

among these factors— depredated paper money, foreign bor-

rowings, and foreign trade— and by so doing to make an induc-

tive examination of the theory of international trade and foreign

exchange under a regime of depreciated paper money. Several

studies have been made of the balance of international pay-

3
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ments in its relation to foreign trade. These, however, have

usually been concerned with gold-using countries, 'rfe factor

of depreciated paper has been absent. That the latter essentially

alters the nature of the problem, and makes necessary the

formulation of an independent explanation, is apparent from a

casual examination of the case.

The presence of depreciated inconvertible paper money re-

moves some essential parts of the mechanism which is pre-

supposed in the usual explanation. Summed up baldly, the bases

of the usual statement of the theory of international trade and

foreign exchange are as follows:

1. The trading couhtries are on a gold basis.

2. Through the mechanism of the specie points, gold

flows freely between the trading countries.

3. When gold flows out of a country the level of prices

within that country falls, and in consequence exports

increase and imports diminish: and conversely, when

gold flows in, the price level rises, so that imports are

encouraged, and exports discouraged.

Given this mechanism, a comparatively slight disturbance of

the balance of international payments, as for example an increase

in borrowings, will set the machinery in motion and effect a

change in the merchandise imports and exports. A disturbance

sufficiently marked would result in an overturn of the trade

balance.

But how explain such an overturn without the mechanism?

How explain the fact that such an overturn did occur in Argen-

tine foreign trade in 1891, notwithstanding the fact that the

currency of the country was depreciated inconvertible paper

money, and that there was consequently no gold in circulation?

Since gold could not circulate within the coimtry, the changes

of prices presupposed in the usual statement of the theory could

not take place, or at least they could not occur from the same

cause, or operate upon foreign trade in the same manner.

This problem of international trade and foreign exchange

under a r6gime of depreciated paper money has been considered
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by Professor, F. W. Taussig in an article which appeared in the

Quarterly Journal of Economics, in May, 1917.^ At the conclu-

sion of the article Professor Taussig expresses the conviction

that, despite its difficulty, verification of theory must be at-

tempted in this field of economic inquiry as in any other. He
mentions the possibility of attempting verification with some

prospect of success in the case of Argentina, in view of the fact

that the particular change in the balance of international pay-

ments that took place there, the heavy foreign borrowings, was

of sufficient duration and of sufficiently pronounced character

to give rise to the hope that its effects upon exchange and trade

might be traced with some distinctness.

This study, begun at Professor Taussig's suggestion some

months before his article was published, is an attempt to find

the verification there mentioned. What I propose to do is to

trace historically each of the three large factors in the situation,

the paper money, the balance of international payments (and

this means particidarly the borrowings of foreign capital in the

period here studied), and the foreign trade: and to try to work

out the interrelations that existed among these factors.

' International Trade Under Depreciated Paper: A Contribution to Theory.



CHAPTER II

PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION OF PRINCIPLES

As has been said, it was the presence of depreciated incon-

vertible paper money which differentiated the problem of inter-

national trade in Argentina from that which the theorist ordi-

narily has in mind. We may best indicate the general purpose of

this study, therefore, and the broad hnes which it is to pursue,

by some general discussion of inconvertible paper money and

the forces which determine its value.

There is no theoretical reason why inconvertible paper money

should not be worth its full face value. Instances are not lacking

of emissions of inconvertible paper that have not depreciated,

the most notable, perhaps, being that of France during the

Franco-Prussian War. There is at least one remarkable instance

in which paper money rose above par. In March and April of

1889 and again in October BraziHan credit stood so high that

• the paper milreis actually sold in foreign exchange transactions

for more than the intrinsic value of the coin which it represents.

There is proof, then, that an inconvertible paper money need

not depreciate. So long as it will circulate freely, that is, so

long as people do not distrust their government, or have no

strong feeling against using paper, such as existed in California

during and after the Civil War; and so long as the quantity

of inconvertible paper is not greater than the quantity of

specie and convertible paper that could be maintained in cir-

culation, it will retain its value and perform all the functions of

money.

Nevertheless, the experience of all countries is proof that

inconvertible paper rarely does retain its full face value. The
cause of its depreciation has usually been "over-issue," the great

curse of inconvertible paper. Argentine writers are virtually

unanimous in ascribing the vicissitudes of their monetary history

6
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to excessive issues of paper: and although, as will appear later,

I shall take some exception to this view, it is undeniable that

over-issue was one of the main determinants of the value of

Argentine paper money.

Argentine writers have ample reason for their reiterated as-

sertions that over-issue has been due to extravagance, to mal-

administration, and, at times, to motives that have the color

of downright dishonesty. Inconvertible paper money is apt to

be looked upon by an unscrupulous governor, or even by one

who is merely near-sighted, as a means of getting something for

nothing.^ Inconvertible paper is in the nature of a forced inter-

nal loan. Whenever the government finds itself in a tight pinch

what is more simple than to issue a few millions of paper pesos?

A new issue will buy guns for the army, new battleships, a new

House of Congress, larger salaries for government officials.

And these things may be had merely by starting a printing press.

Paper money was not infrequently issued in Argentina for

no better motives than these. More often it was issued to meet

some special emergency, such as a budget deficit due to extrav-

agant expenditure, or to meet the expenses of civil rebellions or

foreign wars. In the great boom of the eighties, a chief cause of

the hberal issues appears to have been the desire to keep the

boom going, a dread of the consequences when the inevitable

contraction should come.

Not only did the government have an interest in increasing

the quantity of paper in circulation, but the banks as well.

Until 1887, virtually all of the paper was issued by banks that

were semi-governmental in character. Their directorates were

composed in part of private persons, and in part of members

appointed by the government. Their operations were subject

to government regulation. They acted as fiscal agents of the

government and made loans to it from time to time. When the

government needed paper it appHed to the banks. Theoreti-

' The present fondness for lotteries and horse-racing is witness to the fact

that the spirit of something for nothing is still very much aUve in Argentina.

There are lotteries at frequent intervals whose first prizes range from S°,ooo to

300,000 pesos each; and the chief prize of the annual Christmas lottery is 1,000,000

pesos.
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cally, the banks were required to maintain a reserve of specie

behind their notes. Precise figures of the amount of thffi reserve

are lacking, but it appears to have been about one-third of the

notes.

On their own behalf the banks welcomed opportunities to

make new issues, for if in place of one gold peso they could use

three paper ones, they could do three times as much lending:

and they need not be so careful as to what the money was lent

for, or on what security. Since the provision for a specie reserve

was, except in rare instances, not lived up to, the cost of the

paper money was little more than a printer's biU. Such a situation

offers a powerful inducement to speculation. In the late eighties

the banks made loans lavishly for all sorts of madcap enter-

prises. Personal credit was expanded to such limits as have

rarely been witnessed in any country.

There is ample cause, therefore, for the virtually unanimous

opinion among Argentine writers that maladministration,

extravagance, a wild desire to get something for nothing, have

produced excessive issues of paper money, and consequently

depreciation. Many of them have gone farther than this, how-

ever, and have said that excessive issues, due to maladministra-

tion, have been the sole cause of depreciation. It is this point

of view to which exception must be taken: and it is because,

as a student of international trade, my chief interest in Argentine

paper money consists in pointing out other factors that helped

to regulate its value, that I have thought it necessary to begin

with this general discussion of paper money.

Otie of the factors that regulated the value of the paper was

the possibility of redemption in gold. At no time during the

whole of the period of this study did the government -publicly

accept the fact of inconvertible paper money as a permanent

condition of things. In the early eighties there was a series of

monetary reform measures. In 1883 specie payments were ac-

tually begun; and although they came to an end in 1885,

announcement was made that merely a two years' suspension,

and not the permanent abolition of specie payments, was
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intended. The famous Guaranteed Banks Act of 1887 was also,

in theory, an attempt to guarantee the full face value of the

bank notes.

At no time, therefore, was the prospect of redemption wholly

absent: and the value of the paper fluctuated as this prospect

seemed nearer or farther away. Civil war would send the gold

premium up on the run. Lack of confidence in the government,

a cabinet crisis, a rumor of scandal in a state bank, an attack on

government pohcy in Congress, any of these things and many
more would cause a disturbance of the gold premium. When
the Revolution of July, 1890, broke out, turning President

Celman out of office, the premium rose to 186,^ as compared with

139, the maximum for June. But when some degree of confidence

was restored by the succession of Seiior Pellegrini, the premium

dropped to 155.^

Fluctuations of this sort may take place without any change

in the quantity of paper money. These modifications, however,

are of minor importance. They are merely some causes of the

short-time fluctuations of the value of the paper, and serve to

indicate how imstable a situation is created by a regime of de-

preciated paper, and how sensitive is the premium on gold to

every new event. It must be admitted, moreover, that fluctua-

tions from these causes were fundamentally due to the fact

that pubHc confidence had already been shaken by the reckless

issues of paper, founded on no legitimate need. They were the

inevitable concomitant of depreciated paper money, and not a

fundamental cause of its depreciation. Their presence serves

rather to confirm than to weaken the affirmation that the real

cause of depreciation was excessive issues of paper.

There is, however, a factor that affects the premium on gold,

or the value of paper money, more fundamentally: and which,

as I hope to show, deserves to be classed as a main determinant,

coordinately with the quantity of paper issued, of the underlying,

long-time movement of the premium on gold. And the opera-

tion of this factor forms a significant part of the explanation of

Argentine foreign trade in the period from 1880 to 1900.

' Monthly average for July, i8go. * Ibid., August, 1890.
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This factor is the balance of international payments. Incon-

vertible paper money circulated freely within ArgentBla: but

for foreign transactions it was worthless. The foreigner must

be paid in some money that he could make use of, some money

of whose value he could be certain. He must be paid in gold, or

in bills of exchange representing gold. That the balance of in-

ternational payments has some relation to the value of incon^

vertible paper money would appear to be indicated by the fact

that the extent of the depreciation of paper is habitually, and

with approximate accuracy, stated by means of a comparison of

the paper with gold. We express the value of the, paper in

terms of a premium on gold. In other words, we express the

value of the domestic currency by comparing it with the standard

money of international transactions.

Outside of the large cities there was no such thing in Argen-

tina as a "premium on gold." The farmer paid his rent and his

wages in paper and sold his produce for paper. The laborer

received his wage in paper and expended it in the same form.

Indeed, it would have been difficult to make the ordinary coun-

try person imderstand what was meant by a "premium on gold."

W. R. Lawson tells of his inability to make use of gold coins in

some of the interior towns even as late as 1890.^ He was looked

upon with suspicion for offering them in payment of his

purchases.

It was only in the cities, then, where foreign trade was con-

ducted, in Buenos Aires and Rosario, that there was a "premium

on gold." And this premium owed its existence to the fact that

international transactions made necessary an exchange of gold

for paper and vice versa, a continual comparison of the one with

the other. It is obvious that in such a situation the movements

of the gold premium would be determined not merely by tbe

conditions of supply of and demand for paper, but also by the

conditions of supply of and demand for gold. If it is true that

an increase in the quantity of paper would tend to lessen its

value and cause the premium on gold to rise, it is no less true

• "The Argentine Crisis: Its Financial Aspects," Fortnightly Review, liv,

p. 4S4.
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that a decrease in the quantity of gold would have precisely the

same effect, without any change in the quantity of paper.

If the balance of international payments were such that

Argentina owed to the outside world a deficit not covered by her

exports, or by capital coming to her as the result of government

loans, investments in railroads, and the like, that deficit would

have to be made good in gold: and the export of gold would have

precisely the same effect upon the gold premium as would a new
issue of inconvertible notes. It would cause the premium to rise.

And conversely, a "favorable" balance of payments, by starting

a flow of gold to Argentina, would bring down the premium,

and cause paper to appreciate in terms of gold, without any

change having taken place in the quantity of paper.

If gold were being imported as the result of a favorable bal-

ance, and at the same time paper were being issued, the tendency

would be for the two factors to neutralize each other. Paper

might be issued without the premium's rising at all: or, if the

issue were very large, the premium would not rise so far as it

would have done but for the imports of gold. This combination

of opposing forces did occur in the middle years of the eighties,

1885-88: the premium rose, but only very slowly, and to a

comparatively small degree. From 1891 to 1894 there were

large issues of paper, poured into a circulation already redundant

to the point of suffocation: yet because of certain external

arrangements of the foreign debt impeding the outward flow

of specie, the premium showed a marked decline in those years.

The years 1884 and 1885 afford an instance of still another sort.

In 1884 paper was converted into gold at par; there were no

issues whatever of paper money: yet an imfavorable balance of

pajonents, by causing a demand for gold for export raised the

price of gold, exhausted the resources of the banks, threatened a

commercial crisis, and forced the suspension of specie payments.

In other words, paper depreciated without any change in its

quantity.

These instances are sufficient to indicate that there are

grounds of fact for beheving that the balance of international

payments did play an important part in regulating the value of
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Argentine paper money. This interrelation between the value

of inconvertible paper money and the balance of international

payments becomes still more significant in the case of Argentina

when it is considered how large a part the balance of payments

plays in the economic life of that coimtry. There are few coun-

tries whose .economic hfe depends so entirely on contact with

the outside world. Without foreign trade and foreign capital

Argentina would be a frontier community. Its resources are

purely agricultural, and grazing. Its eight millions of inhabitants

occupy a coimtry one-third the size of the United States, a

country capable of producing grains, wool, hides, and meats

in quantities immeasurably greater than those needed by the

home population. On the other hand, it lacks combustibles ^

and minerals. It is virtually without manufactures, and has not

the materials or the facihties for their development. Its business

of making a Hving, therefore, consists of an exchange of its raw

materials for the finislied products of the outside world; with

the result that in proportion to population and to domestic

trade its foreign trade is enormously large. Prior to the late

war the foreign trade of the United States was but a small portion

of its total trade : in Argentina foreign trade is the breath of life.

If there is a bad harvest there is immediately a ."slump" in

exports; ' as a direct consequence, the spending power of the

country is cut down; there is a decline of imports. The national

budget of the following year shows traces of these effects of the

bad harvest. For example, in 1901 there was a bad grain harvest.

Exports declined 9,000,000 pesos; imports for 1902 showed a

decline of 4,000,000 pesos in imports of iron and construction

materials; the depression was visible too in imports of textiles

and beverages and still more in articles of luxury. The revenue

for 1902 showed a decline of about 10,000,000 pesos gold. The
bad harvest made itself manifest in every branch of the coimtry's

economic hfe: and it did so, not by limiting supplies of home-

grown food for home consumption, but by obstructing the cur-

rents of foreign trade. In the case of Argentina it is strictly true

' Oil deposits at Comodoro Rivadavia are now being worked by the govern-

ment with some success.
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that the prosperity of the country depends on its foreign trade.

Foreign trade gives the measure of all improvement, all progress

of a financial or economic order.

To build up a large foreign trade, Argentina, like all young

countries, has needed capital to develop her agricultural re-

sources. Almost all of the large industries, the banks, the rail-

roads, the meat refrigerating plants, the importing and exporting

houses, have been developed by foreign capital and are still in

the hands of foreigners. How entirely dependent Argentina still

is upon foreign capital may be seen from the fact that ninety

per cent of the internal loans of the national government is held

abroad. The whole economic structure, in a word, is erected on

a single basis and with a single aim, that of buying and selling,

borrowing and repaying, with the outside world. If the farmer

finds his foreign market cut off, he does not sell at home; the

home population is too small to afford him an adequate market.

He must simply stop cultivation, or grow just enough to feed

himself.' If he should already have raised his crop, and the in-

ternational price should fall ruinously, he must sell abroad never-

theless and pocket his loss. If a new railroad is to be built, there

are but two alternatives: either the government must borrow

the capital abroad and build and manage the road, or it must

give a building concession to foreigners, who will bring their

capital from the outside world.

Enough has been said, perhaps, to indicate the importance

of the balance of international payments in the economic life

of Argentina, and to point out in general terms the significance

of the interrelation between the balance of payments and the

depreciated currency during the period of my study. Before

proceeding to the actual investigation, however, it is necessary

to consider the relation of these factors to the mechanism of

foreign exchange, the machinery whereby the contact between

paper money and the balance of payments was effected.

It is a familiar fact that inconvertible paper money tends to

drive out specie, and that if enough paper is emitted gold will

disappear completely from circulation. Once this stage is

reached gold becomes a mere commodity like any other. Those
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needing gold for any purpose, whether for use in the axts or to

make payments stipulated in gold, must procure the gola in the

market.

In some discussions of the mechanism of foreign exchange in

countries on a depreciated paper money basis, the process of

expulsion of coin has been supposed to go much further. It has

been said that virtually all gold, save that used in the'arts, or

that proceeding continually from gold mines within the country,

is expelled from the country through the mechanism of foreign

exchange: and that when that stage is reached gold exchange

ceases to exist, and the international transactions of the country

are conducted by means of a "paper exchange." The gold ex-

change may continue to be quoted, indeed, but it has not any

real significance, it is said, since, there being no gold in the

coimtry, bills of exchange must be bought with and sold for de-

preciated paper money. The "real" exchange is therefore said

to be a "paper exchange," and the so-called gold exchange is

only a "nominal" exchange.

To cite an instance, I find the following in Mr. George Clare's

The A B C of the Foreign Exchanges: ^

When once the depreciation of an inconvertible paper currency becomes
an accompHshed fact, some of the fundamental propositions on which
the theory of the excnanges is built up will appear to call for reconsidera-

tion. How, for instance, are we now to reconcile our conception of a par

of exchange, or of a standard of value, with the new state of affairs: and if

we are at fault in our elementary definitions, what becomes of the super-

structure which we have based upon them? True, there is still the nominal
metallic par to refer to: but, except that it serves as a sort of standard by
which to measure the extent of debasement, it might for all practical pur-

poses just as well be non-existent. And to tell the student that the specie

par with the Argentine is about 48^. but that the rate fluctuates at present

(1892) between i2d. and i^d. is merely to add to his perplexity.

In order to imderstand the actual situation as regards the

exchanges in Argentina during the twenty-year period covered

by this study, and to understand how essentially different it

was from Mr. Clare's conception of it, it is necessary to explain

more fully the reasoning that underhes this conception.

'First edition, 1892, London: reference is to fifth edition, reprint of 1914,

pp. 150-151.
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Let us assume, for a beginning, a time when Argentina was on

a specie basis. The Argentine gold peso, as created by the Law
of November 5, 1881, is equal to 47.58 British pence. Sterling

exchange being quoted in Buenos Aires in British pence, the

mint par is thus 47.58.^ Let us assume now that .with exchange

at par lavish issues of inconvertible paper money were made in

Argentina. The paper being of no use outside the country,

foreign transactions would continue to take place on a gold

basis. Suppose now that the balance of international payments

became unfavorable to Argentina, so that Argentina was called

upon to remit the deficit to Europe. That deficit would be

remitted in gold, for the following reason:

International payments are effected by bills of exchange.

Those having remittances to make to foreign creditors seek

exchange for that purpose. They represent the demand for

exchange. Those who have remittances to receive from their

foreign debtors receive payment by means of bills of exchange,

which they turn into cash by selling them. They represent the

supply of exchange. On the side of demand are the importers,

those having to make remittance of interest on foreign capital,

immigrants who are sending their savings to the home country,

and the like. On the side of supply are the exporters, those

who have succeeded in borrowing foreign capital, foreign tourists

in Argentina receiving funds from their home country, and

so on.

In the situation originally assumed, exchange was at par,

because the demand for and supply of bills of exchange were

equal. Suppose now that the balance of payments becomes

unfavorable to Argentina. Suppose that Argentine imports

increase, or that interest charges on the national foreign debt,

or on capital invested in railroads, grow heavier, with no cor-

responding increase in the other side of the equation repre-

senting the exports and new annual borrowings. Then the de-

mand for exchange to make these remittances will become

greater than the supply, and exchange will go "against" Argen-

tina. That is, the price of exchange to the Argentine buyer will

' The Argentine gold peso equals $0,965 U.S.
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become greater. He will have to pay more of Argentine money

for a bill of exchange worth a given number of poimds sterling.

Since in Buenos Aires exchange is expressed in British pence, this

would mean that exchange would fall. Instead of being able to

buy 47.58 pence with an Argentine gold peso, pne would receive

something less. If the excess of demand over supply were con-

siderable, exchange would continue to fall, to say 46. Much lower

it would not go, for with exchange at that point, the Argentine

debtor would find it more to his profit to ship gold to his EngHsh

creditor, and pay the cost of transportation thereon. This rate

of 46 is thus the "gold'export point." ^

It is clear, therefore, that in the case I have assumed, of an

unfavorable balance of pa5Tnents, exchange would fall to the

gold export point, and the deficit in the balance would be paid by

a flow of specie from Argentina to England. Continuing, then,

with the train of reasoning underl3dng the concept of a paper

exchange:

Through the workings of the foreign exchange mechanism,

as just described, it is supposed that virtually all gold disappears

from the country, except for some minor quantities which find

a market in supplying the demand for gold in the arts, or for the

pajonent of contracts expressly stipulated in gold.^ Once the

gold is expelled, the mechanism of the gold exchanges must of

necessity cease to function. For, to go back to the assumed

case:

Suppose that on account of a continued unfavorable balance,

exchange were to continue "against" Argentina. The country

having now been drained of gold, there is no longer a "gold

export point." A person having a foreign remittance to make
must buy exchange willy-nilly: and since he has only the depre-

' This figure is given only as a rough approximation. The cost of shipping

gold varied with freight rates, interest rates, and other factors. During most of

the period of this study the gold export point appears to have been somewhat

higher than 46. In fact, 47 was often tliought a low rate; and gold was shipped

frequently at 46 to 47.

' Gold might also proceed from mines in the country; but in Argentina there

are no gold mines. There is no source of gold save the ordinary one of foreign

transactions.
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dated paper money, he must buy his exchange with this: and

since a bill of exchange represents command over gold, he

must give for it whatever gold is worth in terms of paper.

Instead, therefore, of the exchanges being confined within the

narrow limits of the gold points, now that there has been removed

the regulating factor of gold shipments which kept exchange

within those points, the fluctuations will become incomparably

wider: and will keep pace approximately with the fluctuations

of the premium on gold.

Thus, as paper depreciates, exchange will fall lower and lower.

Instead of stopping at 46, it will fall to 40, to 35, and finally, if

the depreciation of paper be very great, to the 11 or lad. that

Mr. Clare mentions. A favorable balance of payments, on the

other hand, by increasing the supply of exchange, will cause the

rate to rise. It might cause exchange to rise from i2d. to 2od.,

for example, but always, so long as paper was depreciated, ex-

change would remain below par.

Theoretically, this train of reasoning appears sound enough.

Had Argentina not been receiving large sums from Europe on

accoimt of borrowings during the period when the paper issues

began to be multiphed, and the paper to depreciate, it is possible

that some such situation as this might have come about : although

in view of the fact that gold exchange was maintained even

during the disastrous Baring Panic of 1890 and 1891, it seems

unlikely. In any case, it is not so much my purpose to criticise

the theory as to point out that, so far as Argentina was con-

cerned, it was not borne out by the facts. Gold exchange, as I

Have said, was maintained throughout the period. Nor was it

merely a "nominal" exchange, that might as well for all prac-

tical purposes be ignored.

So far as the relation between the balance of- payments and

the value of paper money is concerned, it is indeed true that

the relation would exist under a paper exchange quite as much

as under the gold exchange that was actually in operation.

One could prove that the value of the paper depended not merely

on its quantity in relation to home needs, but also on its quan-

tity in relation to the demand for and supply of bills of exchange.
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representing gold. That comes to much the same thing as my
own statement, that the value of paper money depended not

solely on the conditions of demand for and supply of paper, but

also on the conditions of demand for and supply of gold. And

as regards the overturn in the trade balance, and the means

whereby it was brought about, the conclusions, as we shall see

when we come to that subject, would be much the same, whether

we had in mind a paper exchange or a gold exchange in a coimtry

on a depreciated paper money basis. For, as I hope to show in

later portions of this study, the essential factor in the situation

is not the particular mechanisni of foreign exchange which was

in operation: but the presence of depredated paper money, and

the relation of the paper to the international balance of pay-

ments.

There are, however, some points of difference between a paper

exchange and a gold exchange operating in a paper money

country which have significance; and which therefore warrant

a description of how exchange was actually dealt-nn in Buenos

Aires during the period covered by the present study. Exchange

was not bought with and sold for paper, but for gold. Exchange

was sold by the banker, and the purchase price drawn against

the customer's gold accoimt with the bank. In other words,

instead of one money there were two: the depreciated paper

which circulated throughout the coimtry, and was legal tender

for all domestic transactions; and gold, which was bought and

sold only in the foreign trade centers, by the money changers

and on the Buenos Aires stock exchange, where balances in gold

dealings were settled at the end of each month. To buy a bill of

exchange you first bought gold, and with the gold bought ex-

change. Importing and exporting houses bought gold at frequent

intervals, through their brokers, in order to purchase exchange

for their over-seas settlements. When the government had to

remit interest on the foreign debt, it bought exchange with gold,

and if it had not on hand a stock received by means of foreign

loans, or from such revenues as were required to be paid in gold,

it had to go into the market for the coin. There was thus a con-

tinual buying and selling of gold for paper and paper for gold.
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Of the opportiinities which this situation created for speculators,

and the violent fluctuations of the gold premium occasioned

thereby, I need not speak at present. The essential point at this

stage is to make it clear that foreign exchange was not bought

with and sold for paper; that there was no "paper exchange,"

but instead a gold exchange, and a continual buying and selling

of paper for gold: that, in other words, there were two distinct

monetary systems, the domestic paper money system, and the

foreign trade monetary system of gold exchange and gold where-

with to purchase it.

Fimdamentally, of course, the situation was a good deal the

same as it would have been under a paper exchange. The under-

lying transaction was an exchange of depreciated paper for for-

eign exchange; and every person who purchased exchange made
a calculation as to how much paper it had cost him to buy gold

for that purpose.

There was, however, one significant difference between the

exchange mechanism that operated in Buenos Aires and a paper

exchange. The cardinal point of the theory of paper exchange

is that, once gold has been driven out and a paper exchange has

taken the place of the metallic exchange, gold cannot move freely

between the trading countries. There is no specie, and it is for

that very reason, says the theory, that exchange fluctuates so

violently, destroying the notion of a par of exchange and destroy-

ing the mechanism of the gold points. The mechanism of gold

exchange having been destroyed, the whole train of consequences

so familiar to the student of international trade falls to the

ground. Since specie cannot move between the trading countries,

one caimot explain changes in the price levels of the two coun-

tries by reference to gold movements: and consequently one

cannot so explain changes in the balance of trade, which, in the

theory for gold coimtries, are brought about by the influence of

gold movements upon the level of prices. There would be no

gold movements, for example, to explain the overturn of the

Argentine trade balance in 1891.

Such is the conclusion to be drawn from the theory of the paper

exchanges. In point of fact, however, there were gold move-
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ments between Argentina and the outside world. The operation

of the exchanges permitted the flow of specie in mucMPthe same

manner as would have been the case had there been no depre-

dated paper money. There was still a par of exchange: not a

"nominal" par, but a par between the Argentine gold peso that

was being bought and sold in large quantities on the stock

exchange, and foreign gold monies. There were still specie

points, which operated in precisely the same manner as they do

in gold-standard countries. For, as I have said, the first step

in the operation of dealing in exchange was to buy gold. As to

this, there was no choice. Once in possession of the gold, the

buyer of exchange faced exactly the same question as he would

have done in a gold-standard coxmtry : should he buy exchange

with his gold, or ship the gold itself? If exchange was above

gold export point he bought exchange. If it had fallen to the

gold point, it was to his advantage to ship the gold and pay

transportation cost thereon. So, too, with the seller of exchange.

Should gold exchange rise high enough above par to more than

cover the cost of importing gold, he would send for gold rather

than sell exchange at so great a loss.

Thus we find in 1888 an import of about $45,000,000 of specie;

and in 1889 an export of about $12,000,000. For the seventeen

years 1884 to 1900, imports of specie amounted to more than

$158,000,000, and exports to about $90,000,000. It is impossible

to explain away such heavy shipments of specie, as due entirely

to shipments for purposes of speculation, or to the fact that in

1890 the government enacted that part of the customs dues must
be paid in gold.' The size of the specie movements, and more
particularly their dates, indicate clearly that the mechanism of

exchange was operating as in a gold country, and that specie

flowed in and out in obedience to the machinery of the gold

points. The year 1888 was the year when borrowings reached

their height. Argentina, then a country of less than four mill-

ion people, borrowed about $250,000,000 (gold) in that year. In

1889, on the other hand, borrowings declined, and the interest

' As a matter of fact, virtually all customs dues continued to be paid wholly

in paper.
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charge began to assume alarming proportions. As in a gold

country, the movements of gold were in entire accord with these

changes in the balance of international pajmients.

Gold exchange and gold movements between the trading coun-

tries there were, then; and in these respects the Argentine case

differs from that of a paper exchange. The difference, however,

is merely one of mechanism, and does not materially alter the

conclusions of theory regarding international trade in a country

on a basis of depreciated currency. For, after all, it is not the

question of mechanism, but the fact of the presence of depreciated

paper which is of real significance. It is the presence of de-

preciated paper that makes the case of Argentina different from

that of a gold-standard country. Gold did flow into and out of

the country in obedience to the mechanism of gold points, to be

sure: but gold could not flow into and out of the monetary

circulation of the country. Gold stood constantly at a premium.

Consequently an influx of gold into the country would not raise

the price level, nor an outflow of gold lower it, as would be the

tendency in a gold-standard country. Gold movements would

not, therefore, affect exports and imports in the same way, or

by the same means, as they would in a gold-using country.

For the theorist of international trade this is the significant dif-

ference between the Argentine case and that of gold standard

countries.

From this, however, one is not to jump to the opposite con-

clusion: that gold movements are of no importance, or that they

do not affect prices at all. I have already discussed the effect

that international movements of gold have on the value of in-

convertible paper money. Gold cannot, to be sure, enter into

circulation, but gold coming to the country would have quite

as much effect upon the value of money as if it had done so.

Only, it would be the opposite effect : it would not cheapen money

and raise the price level, but would cause money to appreciate

and the price level to fall. It would do so by increasing the supply

of gold, and thus cheapening gold in terms of paper.

This is not the place to set forth in any detail the cdnclusions

of my study, or to state to what extent the investigation of the
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Argentine case appears to provide verification of the tiieory of

international trade and foreign exchange under condTtions of

depreciated paper money. This preliminary discussion will have

served its purpose if it has indicated the nature of the principles

which this study is intended to test. It was important, too, to

make known at the outset the fact that in so far as the machinery

of exchange is concerned, the Argentine case does not accord

with theory, that there was no "paper exchange," no "disloca-

tion" of exchange: and to point out that so far as the main con-

clusions of theory as to the effect of depreciated paper on foreign

trade are concerned, the question of exchange mechanism is of

secondary importance, the significant factor in the situation

being the presence of depreciated paper money, and the inter-

relation between this money and the balance of international

payments.

Before concluding this introductory chapter it may be con-

ducive to clearness to explain briefly the general scheme of the

narrative account that follows. I am to study the interrelations

of three factors— depreciated paper money, foreign borrowings,

and foreign trade— with a view, finally, to explaining the over-

turn in the trade balance in 1891, when an excess of imports over

exports, until then the normal state of things, was changed into

an excess of exports over imports, "a favorable" balance which

has existed ever since. I shall divide the work into two main
sections: ^he first will consider the facts of paper money and of

borrowings, and show the relation between them. It will be

shown that the value of the paper depended in large part on the

conditions of borrowing; and that, on the other hand, the bor-

rowings themselves emanated to a considerable extent from the

paper money situation. This interrelation, as I have said, was
the significant factor in the Argentine case. The second section

will consider the effects of this interrelation of paper money and
borrowings upon the foreign merchandise trade: and will con-

sist mainly of a study of prices and costs, of the manner in which

these were affected by depreciated paper money, and of the

influence of the fluctuations of paper money, prices, and costs
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upon the operations of importers and exporters. The purpose of

this latter section will be to explain how, in a country using

depreciated inconvertible paper money, changes in exports and

imports are brought about.

The twenty-year period of this study divides itself naturally

into two parts: (i) 1880 to 1885, and (2) 1885 to 1900. The

first period is of minor importance for our purpose, its chief in-

terest consisting of the fact that it provides the most striking

single instance of the effect of borrowings on the value of the cur-

rency. This is the period of monetary reforms, of the adoption

of specie payments, in 1883, and of their suspension, in January,

1885. '

The second period is the important one. Through it all, paper

was inconvertible and depreciated. It consists of a period of

inflation and speculation culminating in the Baring Panic of 1890

and 189 1, and of a subsequent nine or ten years of depression and

very slow recovery. It ends with the Conversion Law of 1899,

the act famous in Argentine history for having furnished at last

a stable basis for the currency. From that time on the problem

of a fluctuating premium on gold disappears.
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AND

THE BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL
PAYMENTS





CHAPTER III

ARGENTINE MONETARY HISTORY TO 1885

The decade from 1880 to 1890 is the great "boom" period of

Argentine economic history. It is not too much to say that in

those ten years Argentina underwent a greater economic develop-

ment than in all the preceding decades of the century. In 1880

a Strong central government was established under the presi-

dency of General Julio A. Roca. In 1881 Buenos Aires was de-

clared the federal capital. In 1881, also, the great reform of the

currency took place, the Law of November 5th still serving as

the basis of the Argentine system of currency. And it was in

Roca's administration that the program of borrowing, intended

for the opening up of the land for settlement and the building

of railroads on a scale hitherto undreamed of, was conceived,

and put in process of operation.

Prior to 1880 the modern Argentina can scarcely be said to

have existed. Until then, Argentine history is one long tale of

internal strife and foreign wars. It was in 1861 that the fourteen

provinces which, together with ten "national territories," coin-

prise the present Argentina, imited to form a federation. In

1864 together with Brazil and Uruguay the new republic waged

war on Paraguay, a war which terminated in 1870 with the

death of Lopez, the dictator of Paraguay, and the destruction

of nine-tenths of the population of that country. At this period

Argentina was nothing more than a backward frontier com-

munity. Her chief industry was grazing; but Argentine wool

was of poor quality, and the sheep, poorly cared for, were much
aflBicted with epidemic diseases.^ Agricultural methods were

primitive. Wheat, which has since become one of the great

staples, was not grown in sufficient quantities to supply home

consumption; no wheat was exported before 1875. The foreign

1 H. Gibson, The History and Present State of the Sheep-breeding Industry in

the Argentine Republic, 1893, Chapter VI.

27
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trade (imports and exports combined) amounted in 1870 to

79,000,000 pesos, as compared with 256,000,000 pesos in 1889.

The population, according to the census of 1869, was 1,830,000,

and was confined largely to the eastern and northern provinces.

This scanty population inhabited a coimtry equal in aggregate

extent to the United Kingdom, Austria, Italy, and Spain.^

The South and West of Argentina was a vast uncultivated terri-

tory stretching away to the Andes on the West and to Patagonia

on the South, and inhabited almost exclusively by Indian

tribes.

Most interesting for our purpose is the condition of the cur-

rency prior to the monetary law of 1881. Jorge Pillado begins

his study of Argentine paper money ^ with the following sentence,

which serves as a key to Argentine monetary history in the nine-

teenth century: "Argentine paper money, besides its regular

functions as an element of exchange, has served the official

finances of all periods, as a tax forced upon the country in diffi-

cult moments of its political life." Whenever the party chiefs

for the moment in power needed resources to suppress an internal

rebellion, wage foreign war, defray extravagant expenditure of

one sort or another, they usually turned to the simple expedient

of the printing press. To name only one instance, when civil

war broke out in 1859 between the province of Buenos Aires and

the other Argentine provinces, the Buenos Aires legislature

authorized, between July and December, three emissions of

paper money for a total of 85,000,000 pesos. These were fol-

lowed by a further emission of 50,000,000 in 1861.

An idea of the lavish scale on which resort to these forced

loans was had may be obtained from the figures of emission on

various dates. The first issue, in 1822, was for 290,000 pesos.

By 1826 the total amount in circulation was 2,694,856; in 1835

it was 15,000,000; in 1854, 204,000,000; and in 1865, 298,000,-

000.' The population at this latter date was about one million

' H. B. Callender, Fortnightly Review, liv, p. 445; "The Argentine Crisis."

^Armaria Pillado, 1900, p. i.

' Anuario Pillado, p. 10 et seq.; Martinez and Lewandowski, La RepMica
Argentina en El Siglo XX, Part IV, Chapter III, pp. 474-475 (Madrid, 1912).
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and a half, and it had not doubled in fifty years. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that by 1865 the value of the paper peso

had fallen to three to four cents gold.

In 1866 an attempt was made to stabilize the currency, by

means of a system of conversion, a system of interest to us

because of its similarity to the famous scheme of 1899, by which

the problem of debased currency was finally settled. A "Bureau

of Exchange" was established in connection with the Bank of

the Province of Buenos Aires. The bank was to deliver, through

this bureau, 25 pesos in legal tender notes for one peso in gold,

and vice versa. This office functioned from February, 1867, to

May, 1876. At first, the plan appeared to work successfully.

In the first year the bureau accumulated 3,481,000 gold pesos.

By 1873, the gold reserve had risen to 16,862,000 pesos. But

after that date the stock of gold dwindled rapidly, chiefly by

reason of the fact that the province could not keep its hands off

the accumulated gold. A law of June 30, 1873, authorized the

retirement of three millions from the conversion office. This

act, together with the large loans made by the provincial bank

to the federal government, the expenses of the Civil War of 1874,

and finally the financial crisis of 1874-75, when the federal

government was on the verge of bankruptcy, forced the bureau

to terminate its operations: and paper money again became

inconvertible.^

One clause of the law creating the Bureau of Exchange in

1866 had declared that "the provincial bank might issue the

paper money necessary for the execution of the law." It is

this clause that appears to have been most assiduously attended

to. When the conversion bureau was opened in 1867, the

amount of paper in circulation was 298,458,000 pesos. By 1873

the provincial bank had emitted through the conversion bureau

420,000,000 pesos of new legal tender notes.

In 1872 the Banco Nacional was founded, by private capital-

ists but with the aid and encouragement of the national govern-

' On the conversion system of 1866, see J. M. Rosa, La Reforma Monetaria en

la RepaUica Argentina, p. 33 et seq. (Buenos Aires, 1909). (Sefior Rosa, as finance

minister, introduced the Conversion Law of 1899.)
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ment. Of the total stock of 20,000,000 pesos, the government

was to subscribe two millions in government bonds, "flie bank,

in addition to the ordinary operations of discount and deposit,

was to act as the financial agent of the government, and was to

make loans to government. As an offset for these services, the

bank was to be permitted to issue its notes to an amount of

double the paid-in capital, the notes to be full legal tender, and

redeemable on demand. The bank began operations November

I, 1873, when the first signs of the approaching crisis were already

apparent. To strengthen its position, the provincial bank re-

stricted its emissions, but the national bank, taking advantage

of the more prudent policy of its provincial rival, issued notes

and made loans liberally. By June, 1874, when civil war broke

out precipitating the crisis, the Banco Nacional had issued

4,500,000 of paper pesos, and was burdened with 6,000,000

pesos of bad debts. The result was that when conversion of the

provincial issues was suspended in 1876, the notes of the Banco

Nacional had likewise to be declared inconvertible.^

The net result of the conversion scheine, therefore, was an

enormous increase in the paper money. From 298,458,000

pesos, the amount that was already suffocating the country in

1866, the fiduciary circulation increased more than threefold by

1876. The national department of statistics gives the total

amount of paper in circulation throughout the country at the

end of 1881 as 882,000,000 pesos,^ and assigns to the paper peso

a value of about four cents gold.

After the crisis of 1874-76 there was a healthy reaction. New
arrangements were made for the payment of the national debt

to the provincial bank. The condition of the banks improved.

The foreign trade increased 60 per cent between 1878 and 1880.

Wheat made its appearance for the first time among the exports.

By far the most important event of the late seventies was

the reduction of the Patagonians and the opening up of great

stretches of southern lands for settlement. In 1878, General

^ Anuario Pillado, pp. 35-44.

^ Extracto Estadistico de la Repiiblica Argentina, Correspondienie al Ano igis,

p. 297. Published by the Direcci6n General de Estadistica de la Naci6n.

Buenos Aires, 1916.
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1

Roca, then minister of war, led a series of expeditions, known
as the "Salidas de Roca" (Roca's Sallies), into Southern Argen-

tina to conquer the Indian tribes, which were accustomed to

make raids for long distances into the inhabited parts of the

country, killing the settlers and driving off their herds. Roca's

troops quickly overcame the Indians, sent some of the survivors

as slaves to the plantations of the northern provinces, and drove

the remainder beyond the Rio Negro into Patagonia. To protect

the southern frontier a great ditch was dug alorig the Rio Negro.

This together with a Kne of forts effectually put an end to any

further danger of invasion.

From these events may be dated the beginning of the land

boom that swept over Argentina during the eighties. As soon

as Hfe and property were secure from Indian raiders, land

•values began to rise, and the land was gradually taken up by

settlers.

There appeared to be no impediment in the way of a period

of unexampled economic development except the disordered

state of the currency. The enormous depreciation of the paper

peso I have mentioned. An equally disturbing element was the

lack of uniformity in the currency. National money did not

exist. Each province had its own money, and the same money

had a different value between one province and another, and

even between cities in the same province.^ In Buenos Aires there

were four varieties of paper, as well as foreign coins. In the

other provinces, Chilean, Bolivian, Peruvian, and other gold,

silver, and copper coins circulated side by side with provincial

paper, with the notes of the Banco Nacional, the notes of private

bankers, and even of ordinary business houses. There was con-

vertible paper and inconvertible paper. Of the silver coins,

many were from Chile, BoKvia, and Peru; and of these many

' In Mendoza (West Argentina) 13^ to 15 silver pesos were needed to buy a

Chilean condor (gold), though the condor was officially valued in 1876 at 9.15

pesos: in Rio Cuarto, 150 miles from Mendoza, the condor could be had for if

pesos less than in Mendoza. (See W. I. Buchanan, ex-United States minister to

Argentina, "La Moneda y la Vida en la Repfibhca Argentina," in La Revista

de Derecho, Historia y Letras, i8g8, ii, p. 203. The same article appears in English

in United States Special Consular Reports, xiii.)
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were under-weight. ' The most famous was the "melgarejo,"

a light-weight silver peso, which got its name from that of the

president of Bolivia who first ordered their coinage, and forced

the Bolivians to accept them as full-weight coins, incidentally

shooting some of the more respectable business men, who
objected. It is not surprising that in many parts of the country

merchants settled accounts according to the weight of gold.

Scales were an indispensable instrument in all offices and stores.

As an illustration of the prevailing confusion, the Commission

of Mendoza^ appointed by the national government to report

on the condition of that province, cited the case of a merchant

who, wishing to fetch merchandise from the Atlantic coast, had

his c'apital in the form of Mendoza paper money. He would have

to go through the following operations:

1. Exchange in the market his Mendoza money for Chilean

coin, in fractional money, since no other existed in

abundance

:

2. Exchange the fractional coins into pesos:

3. Arrived at the seaport of Rosario, Santa Fe, he would

exchange the pesos for Bolivian cuatros; and with these

would pay for his goods:

' The following are some of the coins that circulated in Argentina prior to the

Law of 1881

:

1. Spanish-American gold "onza" (ounce), 27.875 grains: valued officially

in Argentina in 1876 at 15.75 pesos.

2. Chilean condor (gold coin), 15.253 grains: valued in 1876 at 9.15 pesos.

3. Chilean, Bolivian, and Peruvian silver pesos, 25.9 grains: valued in

1876 at 92 centavos.

4. The "'melgarejos," emitted by Bolivia, Chile, and Peru under their

national seals: weighed 20.9 grains, i. e., 5 grains under weight.

5. Twenty centavo silver pieces of Chile, Bolivia, and Peru.

6. European and North American coins, as American eagle, napoleon,

Spanish doubloon, the pound sterling, Brazilian 20-milreis piece: and
Mexican, Central American, Brazilian, Spanish, French, Belgian, and
United States silver coins.

7. Some copper pieces.

And, in addition, there was the paper money, convertible and inconvertible,

issued by the Banco Nacional, by the provincial banks, by private bankers, and
by ordinary commercial houses. (See W. I. Buchanan, ibid., p. 201 et seq.)

* The province of Mendoza is in the west of Argentina, in the foothills of the

Andes. It is famous for its grapes and wines.
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4. Lastly, he would sell his goods in Mendoza for paper

money of the bank of Mendoza.^

Some improvement of the currency was imperative. The
Banco Nacional complained to the minister of finance in 1878:

"The lack of a national money is so injurious to the legitimate

interests of the country that it is not possible to continue a

day longer in these conditions." ^ The federal executive pre-

sented to Congress a project for currency reform in 1878; but

no action was taken until after the Revolution of 1880, when

the finance minister of Roca's administration, J. J. Romero,

presented a measure which was enacted into law on November

S, 1881, and has ever since been the basis of the monetary system

of the republic. The law established a bi-metaUic standard,

the units to be the gold peso, of 24.89 grains, 9/10 fine, and

the silver peso, of 385.8 grains, 9/10 fine, the legal ratio being

thus 15.55. The law was intended principally to provide na-

tional coins which should circulate throughout the country.

A mint was estabUshed, and it was provided that eight million

gold pesos and four miUion silver pesos be issued, whereupon

the circulation of foreign coins was to be prohibited. Thus, it

was hoped, the BoUvian, Chilean, and Peruvian coins which

circulated aU through the country, but particularly in the north-

em and western provinces, would be got rid of. Foreign coins

were to be accepted at the mint at their bullion value, under the

ratio estabhshed by law. Banks of issue existing in the republic

were, within two years from the passage of the law, to renew

their issues in accordance with the new monetary imit. New
issues of denominations under one peso were prohibited, and

outstanding notes of this kind were to be withdrawn from

circulation within a period of two years.'

It is interesting to observe the subsequent history of this

somewhat pretentious enactment. The bi-metallistic provision

* Anuario Pillado, p. 49.

2 Romero got rid of the "melgarejos" by fixing for them a mint price which

was four centavos above their bullion value.

' Anuario Pillado, p. 50 et seq.
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was a failure from the outset. Silver ceased to be coined in 1884,

when 2,805,839 pesos had been issued. Gold was corned until

1896, the total amount be'ing 31,722,625 pesos, about four times

the number that the act called for.^ Yet in 1896 there were no

gold coins in circulation, any more than there had been in 1881.

At the end of 1886, when 11,225,000 gold pesos had been minted,

the director of the mint advised against further issue, and

called attention to the fact that "the gold coined has been

shipped or melted down, for which reason it is useless to continue

coining under present circumstances." ^

The Law of 1881, though it brought about a measure of uni-

formity, did not get to the root of the currency difficulty.

Whatever might be enacted with regard to new metallic tuiits,

the money that circulated from hand to hand was the old de-

preciated paper. The real problem was to replace the great

mass of 882,000,000 pesos of practically worthless notes with a

currency having a dependable value. Between 1881 and 1883 a

number of measures were directed to this end. By law of Sep-

tember 25, 1881, the Bank of the Province of Buenos Aires was

ordered to retire from circulation its notes, amounting to over

600,000,000 pesos, within two years; and, to this end, an

executive decree of August 26, 1882, required the provincial

bank to begin the conversion of its paper before July i, 1883,

the old legal tender notes to be replaced by so-called "metallic

notes" (i. e., gold notes) at the ratio of twenty-five of the old

for one of the new. By law of October 19, 1883, this measure

was extended to all banks of issue, the law providing that the

executive should indicate a period within which all of the old

emissions must be retired from circulation, after which there

should circulate only the new metallic notes, redeemable in gold

at par. An executive decree of December 22, 1883, fixed a period

of six months for the fulfillment of the terms of the law. The
same decree restricted the privilege of emission of the new metallic

' Extracto Estadistico de la RepUblica Argentina, 1915, p. 299.

^P. Agote, Finances of the Argentine Government. Edition IV, 1887, p. 595
et seq. (An oflScial investigation and report to the national government by the

chairman of the Department of Public Credit: contains texts of laws relating to

banks, currency, taxation, debt, etc.)
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notes to five banks: the Banco Nacional, the Bank of the Prov-

ince of Buenos Aires, the Provincial Bank of Santa Fe, the Pro-

vincial Bank of Cordoba, and the private banking firm of Otero

& Co.^ To insure compUance with the terms of the Act, a

Bureau of Inspection of B^nks was created, under the ministry

of finance.

At the end of 1883, therefore, Argentina for the first time had

a practicable monetary system. The old notes were withdrawn

from circulation, and in their place the country enjoyed the

benefits of a national paper currency, convertible into gold on

demand and at par. The effect on the quantity of paper in

circulation was, of course, extraordinary. The 882,000,000 pesos

in circulation in 1882 were replaced by 61,739,000 pesos in new

national metalKc notes by the end of 1884.^

The conversion decreed in 1883, however, lasted only a short

time. Even if we date the period of conversion from July i, 1883,

the time when the Bank of the Province of Buenos Aires began

the replacement of its old notes with metallic notes, the period

during which paper was convertible and on a par with gold was

of only eighteen months duration. By the end of 1884, Argentina

was in the throes of another financial crisis, which, though it

was of short duration and had practically no industrial effect,

was sufl&cient to cause the suspension of conversion, and to bring

about a return to forced paper currency, a condition from which

no escape was effected until 1899.

In January, 1885, President Roca, upon the petition of the

Banco Nacional and the Bank of the Province of Buenos Aires

found himself forced to decree the suspension of conversion for a

period of two years. In March, 1885, by another executive de-

cree, the Banco Nacional, and shortly afterwards those of the

Provinces of Buenos Aires, Santa Fe, and Cordoba, and the

bank of Munoz, Rodriguez & Co. of Tucuman, were given

permission to issue their notes as legal currency without being

obliged to convert them.' In December, 1886, the government

authorized the Bank of the Province of Buenos Aires to increase

its issue of now inconvertible notes by seven million pesos. And

' Anuario Pillado, p. 52. ^ Ibid., p. S4- ' P. Agote, ibid., p. 340.
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in the same month, the suspension of conversion decreed in 1885

for two years was continued for another two years, until 1889.

By that time the gold premium had risen to over 100 per cent,

the country was on the eve of a new crisis, and all pretence of a

return to conversion had been abandoned.

The reasons for the failure of the only attempt that has been

made to maintain convertible paper on a par with gold, in 1883-

84, are worthy of careful attention, as indicating in some measure

the nature of our problem, and affording on a relatively small

scale an illustration of the forces that were at work in the sub-

sequent five-year period which terminated with the Baring

Panic in 1890.



CHAPTER IV

BORROWINGS AND THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
1881-1885

To make possible the establishment and maintenance of specie

payments in 1883 and 1884, as contemplated by the currency

laws already reviewed, it was necessary to supply the banks of

issue with reserves of gold. To find the gold, the national and

provincial governments resorted to foreign borrowing operations.

The national government had borrowed four milUon pesos from

the Bank of the Province of Buenos Aires in 1866 to meet ex-

penses of the Paraguayan War, and ten millions of paper in

1876, to avert the bankruptcy that threatened the government

after the Civil War and the panic of 1874.^ These debts the

government paid off in part by a 6 per cent loan of 6,855,000

pesos.^ To provide the Banco Nacipnal with a specie reserve

the national government bought 60,000 shares of its stock, which

it paid for by a 5 per cent loan of 8,415,500 pesos.' Meantime,

on May 14, 1883, the province of Santa Ee authorized a 6 per

cent foreign gold loan of 7,000,000 pesos, intended to pay off a

' Characteristically, the provincial bank was on each occasion granted per-

mission to issue for its own account a corresponding amount of new paper pesos.

(See Anuario Pillado, pp. 38, 46.)

''Issued in 1883, at 90. The law of September 25, 1881, authorizing the debt

had intended it to be internal; but in fact the bonds were subscribed abroad, in

recognition whereof the loan was declared external by law of October 17, 1883.

Similar in purpose to the above loan was that of 1882, for 4,118,000 pesos; also a

6 per cent loan, and issued abroad at 90. (See Memoria de Hacienda, 1883, i, p.

72 et seq.: this is the annual report of the ministry of finance. See too, P. Agote:

Finances of the Argentine Government, Ed. IV, 1887, p. 89.)

'After an unsuccessful attempt to float the loan at home in 1882, it was de-

clared a foreign debt, June 28, 1883, and issued in England in 1884, at 84^^, yielding

the government 7,300,000 pesos gold (Ernesto Tomquist & Co., Ltd.: Manual

of Argentine National, Provincial and Municipal Loans, p. 8: Buenos Aires,

1913)-

37
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prior loan of 1874, and to increase the capital of the gjovincial

bank.^

All in all, therefore, the national and provincial governments,

to provide the gold necessary for the establishment of conver-

sion of the paper currency at par, issued between 1881 and 1885,

26,561,000 pesos (gold) of their bonds, which yielded 22,670,000

pesos (gold), and required an annual service for interest and

amortization of 1,486,829 pesos (gold).

Had these been the only loans, the burden upon the national

and provincial governments would have been tolerable, and

specie payments would doubtless have been maintained. In

fact, however, they were but part of a general program of bor-

rowing, arising out of the plans of the new administration of

General Roca for the development of the economic resources

of the republic. Argentina, though a country of about 3,000,000

square kilometers, having in 1883 about 65,000,000 sheep and

14,000,000 cattle,^ had as yet a population of only two and one-

half millions; ' and the biilk of it was in the eastern and north-

eastern provinces of Buenos Aires, Santa Fe, and C6rdoba.

The southern and southwestern parts of the country, though

freed from Indian invasion, were as yet very sparsely settled, for

the reason that they lacked adequate means of communication

with the seaboard and with the more populous provinces of the

east and north. The first Argentine railroad, a ten-kilometer

road, had been built in 1854. By 1875, the total railroad

mileage was 1170, and by 1880, 1512.^ In the next five years the

railroad mileage nearly doubled, the total miles open for traffic

in 1885 being 2700. This increase, though small compai'ed with

that effected in the subsequent five-year period, when the rail-

road fever reached its height, is nevertheless indicative of the

"^ The loan was issued in two parts: 5,122,950 pesos being issued by Morton
Bliss & Co. of New York, in May, 1883, at 85, and 2,049,180 in' October, 1884, by
the same firm, at 83. (See Amiario Pillado, pp. 148-149.)

^ Exposicidn Sobre el Estado Econdmico y Financiero de la Repilblica Argentina,

p. 85; Buenos Aires, 1893; official publication.

'Present population (figure for 1914) is 7,885,237: about 7 per square mile.

Cf. United States, 31 per square mile (Extracto Estadistico, 1915, p. xiii).

' Extracto Estadistico, 1915, p. S35-
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efforts that were being made, both by the national and the

provincial governments and by private enterprise, to open up

the land to cultivation and settlement. The activities of the

governments were twofold: they encouraged the construction' ^
of private Unes by guarantees of interest on the capital invested,

and they intensified the policy of building state lines, already

begun by the province of Buenos Aires, as early as 1857, 'with the

Western Railway, and followed later by the national govern-

ment.

By law of October 2, 1880, the national government author-

ized a 6 per cent loan of 12,000,000 pesos for the prolongation

of the two national lines, the Central Norte and the Andino.^

A series of laws from October, 1881, to June, 1884, authorized

two 5 per cent loans for a total of 42,133,345 pesos (gold). The

original purpose of these loans was the construction of harbor

and sanitary works. An attempt made to float them in 1884,

however, proved almost a complete failure. European lenders,

disturbed by the unprecedented frequency with which Argentina

was appearing in the loan market, were becoming wary. Only

14,000,000 pesos of the bonds were subscribed; and the sum
realized, 11,440,800 pesos, was applied to the further construc-

tion of state railroads.^

Meanwhile, the provincial governments of Buenos Aires,

Santa F€, and Entre Rios issued in England their bonds for a

total of 25,664,000 pesos (gold). In addition, the province of

Buenos Aires issued a loan of 1,550,000 pesos (gold) to con-

struct port works.'

The total government borrowings for railroad purposes in the

five-year period 1881-85 thus reached a nominal amount of

53,112,000 pesos (gold) : on which the actual sum realized, com-

puted on the basis of the rates at which the loans were floated,

was 46,989,800 pesos (gold). The service and amortization of

these loans required an annual sum of 3,239,538 pesos (gold).

' The loan was issued in London in June, 1881, at 91, by C. de Murietta & Co.

(Memoria de Hacienda, 1881, p. xx).

'^ Memoria de Hacienda, 1884, i, p. 6.

' The Riachuelo Port.
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Tothe borrowings for currency and railroad ^ purposes, must

be added those growing out of the political rearrangranents of

1880, and those destined for various public works. After the

Revolution of 1880, the federal government assumed two loans

of the province of Buenos Aires, amoimting to 14,018,000 pesos.

Buenos Aires, till then the capital of the province of the same

name, became the federal capital; and the federal goverimaent

agreed to pay 5,000,000 pesos for the cession to it of the build-

ings of the provincial government.^ In addition, the federal gov-

ernment agreed to pay its debt to the provincial bank.^ As a

part of the same program of federalization, the national govern-

ment took over the Riachuelo PortWorks and the SanitaryWorks

of Buenos Aires (city) , both of which were already under construc-

tion by the province.* The capital for the completion of these

works was finally secured in 1886 and 1887 by a 5 per cent loan

of 42,000,000 pesos (gold), the famous "Customs Loan" which

became the subject of bitter controversy in the early nineties.

Meanwhile, the province of Buenos Aires had undertaken the

building of a new capital. La Plata, some twenty miles south

of Buenos Aires, on the La Plata River. A provincial loan of

'List of provincial railroad loans, 1881-85 (gold pesos):

Emitted Rate Realized

1. Buenos Aires, 1882, 6% $10,330,000 90 $9,297,000

2. Buenos Aires, 1885, 5% 2,380,000 (?) 2,380,000

3. EntreRios, 1883,6% 7.7iS,ooo 85 6,557,750

4. Santa F^, 1883, 5% 1,940,000 (?) 1,940,000

5. Santa Fe, 1885,5% 3.299>°oo 81 2,672,190

Total $25,664,000

(Information concerning these early provincial loans is scanty; so that for one

or two of the smaller loans I have been unable to learn the market rate at which
they were issued. The best sources concerning these loans are:

Memorias de Hacienda (Annual Reports of the Finance Ministry).

Anuario PiUado, pp. 125-168.

P. Agote: Finances of the Argentine Government, Ed. V, 1889 (p. 93 et seq.).

' Memoria de Hacienda, 1884, i, p. 6.

^The full amount of the debt was 17,608,000 pesos: but, as has been said

(see above, p. 37 and footnote 2), the government paid only eleven millions at

this time. The financial obligations of the nation to the province were not paid

in fuU until 1888, when accounts were finally squared by means of a national

foreign loan of 19,868,000 pesos (gold). (See Anuario Pillado, p. 90.)

* As mentioned above, page 39, attempts to float loans for the completion of

these works in 1884 were failures.
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March, 1882, for 10,246,000 pesos, though intended partly for

the payment of the debt of the province to the provincial bank,

was destined chiefly for the construction of the new capital.

In October, 1883, the province issued a new foreign loan of

11,271,000 pesos, at 94, the purpose of which was to defray

the expense of the construction of port works in the new capital,

known as the Ensenada Port. At the time, it was generally

beheved that La Plata was destined to become a great seaport.

Its natural advantages were superior to those of Buenos Aires,

the river at that point being deep enough to accoijomodate ships

of the deepest draught, whereas, in Buenos Aires, before the

building of the new Madero Port Works,^ ships had to stand out

in the roads, where they were loaded and unloaded by lighters.''

Convinced of the bright future of La Plata, the provincial gov-

ernment sljiowered money upon it. Costly state buildings were

erected; an entire city was laid out on the most magnificent scale.

The extravagance displayed in the construction of La Plata is

one of the reasons why the province of Buenos Aires could never

shake itself free from the financial difficulties which terminated

in bankruptcy in 1891.'

Summing up the public borrowings during the five-year period

of currency reform, 1881-85, we have:

Public Loans, 1881-85

(Thousand gold pesos)

Nominal Amount Annual
Purpose Value Realized Service

Banks and currency $26,561 $22,258 $1,487

Railroads S3i"2 46,990 3,24°

La Plata 21,517 19,892 1,506

Totals $101,190 $89,140 $6,233

The result of the borrowing operations, therefore, was to

increase the foreign debt of the national and provincial govern-

ments 101,190,000 pesos (gold) in five years, and to increase the

1 Begun in 1887 and not completed until 1900.

' Even today the river at Buenos Aires requires constant dredging: and still

the largest ships, of say 12,000 tons, have difficulty.

' An Argentine banker has described La Plata to me as "Argentina's white

elephant." Today, however, La Plata enjoys a new lease of life as the seat of the

Armour, Swift, and Wilson refrigerating plants.

^
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service of interest and amortization of the debt by 6,232,617

pesos (gold). To this must be added at least 90 per cAt of the

small internal national loans ^ of the period, amounting in all to

1,543,000 pesos (gold), and 90 per cent of the internal mimicipal

loan (city of Buenos Aires) of October 30, 1882 (3,863,000 pesos

gold) 2; so that, all in all, the increase of the public foreign debt

becomes 105,046,000 pesos (gold), and the interest charge

6,611^37 pesos (gold).

Thus far, I have spoken only of the pubHc borrowings. To

arrive at the full extent of Argentine borrowings during the period,

one must include the new foreign capital invested in private

enterprise. Private borrowings did not in this period attain to

anything like the proportions that characterized the subsequent

five-year period which terminated with the Baring Panic. For •

the most part, they were confined to investment in railroads.

Investments in land and land-mortgages, which played so large

a part in the borrowings of the later years of the eighties, were

as yet of minor importance. The total of new capital in private

enterprise, computed from the ofiicial reports of the bureau of

railroads,' the London Economist, Mulhall's Handbook,"' etc.,

shows for the five years, 1881-85, an increase of 44,313,000

' Authorized by laws of September 2, 1881, and June 30, 1884, for the purpose

of paying civile and^militaiy debts incurred in the wars of independence and the

war against Brazil {Anuario Pillado, p. loi).

2 For taking 90 per cent of the internal loans as foreign I have the authority of

the noted Argentine banker, Carlos A. Tomquist, who, in the annual balance of

payments drawn up by him for several years past, has followed this practice. More
direct evidence on the period here considered is afforded by the following statement

of the minister of finance in 1883: "The greater facility for the placement of the

titles of our debt which the European markets offer, not only has provoked the

exportation almost in toto of our internal debt, but has also brought about a change

in the character of various of the emissions authorized as such (internal), and

which by special laws have been declared external debt. This is the case with both

emissions created for the two state banks (Banco Nacional and Bank of the Prov-

ince of Buenos Aires)." Memoria de Hacienda, 1883, i, p. 83.

'Direcci6n General de Ferrocarriles; annual reports since 1892: contain

statistics of capital invested in railroads in every year since 1857, the figures being

based on the reports of the railroads to the bureau.

* There are several of these handbooks, published at intervals between 1878

and 1900, by the former editor of the Buenos Aires Standard. They contain

excellent information gathered from official sources and by personal investigation.
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pesos (gold), of which 31,313,000 represents investments in

railroads, and 13,000,000 investments in other forms of private

enterprise. Computing the interest charge at 5 per cent, we find

an increase in the outgoings on private borrowing account of

2,215,650 pesos.

The total borrowings of Argentina, therefore, in the period of

monetary reform and specie pa3mients, may be summed up as

follows:

Total Foreign Boilrowings and Interest Charge, 1881-85

(Thousand gold pesos)
Interest

Borrowings Charge

Public Loans $105,046 $6,611

Private Investments 44)3i3 2,216

Totals $i49.'3S9 $8,827

It has been a fairly common remark among Argentine writers

on economic problems that the vicissitudes of Argentine paper

money history have had nothing to do with borrowing opera-

tions, or with the balance of international pa3anents. When,

in 1890, the gold premium was shooting up by leaps and bounds,

the Paris correspondent of La Nacion reported to his paper an

interview with various European bankers, in which the bankers

took the view that the crisis, and the high premium on gold,

was fundamentally due to the inability of Argentina to meet

its enormous Uabilities of interest owed abroad; the corre-

spondent added the characteristic sentence: "In Argentina, on

the contrary, every one knows that the crisis is due to bad gov-

ernment, to bad political and financial administration, and to

excessive issues of paper money." ^

And in Martinez and Lewaiidowski's Argentina in the Twen-

tieth Century, one of the books on Argentina best known outside

of that country, the same view is taken;

"What were, for example, the reasons that determined forced

currency in 1885, during the first presidency of General Roca?"

they ask. "Was it, by misfortune, that some economic calamity

had taken place? Had the harvest been lost, or had there arisen

some foreign war, or one of those revolutionary movements so

frequent in South American countries? Was there in the inter-

* La Nacidn, March 28, 1890.
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national markets some violent fall in prices, ruinous for Argen-

tine products? •

"Nothing of this sort had occurred. The harvests were

abundant, and prices in foreign markets satisfactory.

"It has been said, too, that the commercial balance was un-

favorable to Argentina, which was at the same time a debtor

country and one dependent on immigration. And it is even

added that the republic was suffering a crisis of development,

without having behind it reserves of accumulated capital.

"The aflSrmation which makes the depreciation of the paper

money, and consequently the establishment of forced currency,

consist in an adverse commercial balance lacks scientific basis,

and is not supported by definite proofs." ^

The authors go on to say that "the true cause of the deprecia-

tion of Argentine paper has always been excessive issues of

paper, the vitiating of the credit instrument of the country by

the superabundance of paper money."

It is no part of my thesis, of course, to deny that Argentine

governments have been extravagantly fond of the printing press

as a way out of their financial difficulties. Argentine monetary

history is full of such incidents. Nor is it necessary to prove,

what is of course apparent, that excessive issues of paper money
did not at various times play a large part in the depreciation of

the paper. The brief history that I have given of the early years

is itself a sufficient proof that they did. And in the period of

the late eighties preceding the Baring Panic, there is ample

evidence that excessive issues of paper contributed largely to

the rising premium on gold. What I am interested in demon-

strating, however, is that the mere increase of paper is not a

sufficient explanation of the ups and downs of the gold premium,

but that an important, and to my mind the controlling, element

in the situation was the adverse balance of payments, in which

the dominant factor was that of borrowings. The period of the

Baring Panic I leave for later treatment: what I am interested in

explaining at this point is the part played by the borrowings in the

period of specie payments, the period terminating in the suspen-

sion of conversion and the return to inconvertible paper in 1885.

' 1912 Spanish edition, pp. 481-482.
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It may be noted at the outset that in this period there were

no issues of paper money. In 1883, as I have said, the great

mass of old worthless notes was exchanged for new metallic

notes, convertible at par. I find no mention of any further emis-

sions until December, 1886, when, as I have described, the pro-

vincial bank of Buenos Aires was permitted to increase its paper

money by 7,000,000 pesos.^ In this instance, at least, there-

fore, it cannot be said, as Martinez and Lewandowski assert,

that the depreciation of the currency was due to excessive issues

of paper money.

The following table indicates the balance of Argentine bor-

rowings for the five years 1881-85. The first column gives the

amount of new capital that entered the country in each year;

the second shows the annual amount paid for interest and

amortization on the total foreign capital invested in the country;

and the third shows the "balance," or excess of new borrowings

over the interest charge.

Balance of Borrowings, 1881-85

(Thousand gold pesos)

New Bor- Interest
rowings Charge Balance

Year i 2 1-2

1881 $14,075 111,967 -|-$2,Io8

1882 25,293 IS.724 -1-9.568

1883 47,399 19,496 -t-27,903

1884 39,732 27,574 +12,158

1885 38,732 22,637 +15,522

The table indicates that the borrowings reached their height

in 1883, the year when specie payments were begun, and that in

that year the excess of new borrowings over interest charge was

greatest. The balance of borrowings for that year was nearly

28,000,000 pesos (gold), from which figure it dropped markedly

to about twelve millions in 1884.^

' But see p. 55, where is described the manner in which the Banco Nacional

was permitted to increase its issue. This occurred, however, in October, 1885:

/'. e., after the suspension of specie payments.

^ The private investments of 1884, 13,510,000 pesos, were about equal to those

of 1883, 13,764,000 pesos. The government, however, as I have said, was experi-

encing difficulty in placing its loans in 1884, the Riachuelo Port loan and that for

sanitary works in Buenos Aires being failures.
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So far as borrowings alone are concerned, it thus appears the

balance was "favorable" to Argentina throughout tne period.

When we turn to the trade balance, however, we find a different

state of affairs. The following table gives the imports and ex-

ports from 1881 to 1885:

Balance of Trade, 1881-85 '

(Thousand gold pesos)

Exports Imports Balance
Year i z 1-2

1881 157,938 $SS,7o6 +$2,232

1882 60,389 61,246 — 857

1883. 60,208 80,436 —20,228

1884 68,030 94,056 —26,026

188s, 83,879 92,222 —8,343

The favorable balance of 1881 is converted into an unfavorable

balance in 1882, which grows markedly in 1883 and 1884,

diminishing in 1885. And it is worth noticing that the unfavor-

able balance is brought about not by a diminution of exports,

which show a slow increase until 1885 and in that year a marked

advance, but by a remarkable development of imports. The

value of the imports in 1884 is about 59 per cent greater than

in 1881. This expansion of imports, coincident with large bor-

rowings, is a common enough phenomenon, which appears even

more markedly in the latter half of the eighties, when the bor-

rowings were much greater than in the first half.^

^ Extracio Estadistico, 1915, p. 4.

^ In part, it was the direct result of the borrowings. The Argentine governments

and the private enterprises which borrowed capital in England for purposes of

construction in Argentina, and especially for railroad construction, desired not so

much actual money as materials for the building of the railroads. These materials

could be secured as cheaply in England as anywhere else. A considerable part of

the loans for railroad purposes, therefore, as well as those for the construction of

port works, reached Argentina in the form of construction materials. The classi-

fication of Argentine imports prior to 1885 is so crude that it is impossible to say

precisely what part of the imports was for construction purposes. I have, how-
ever, been able to extract the following imports of iron, machinery, and construc-

tion materials:

1884 18,249,000 pesos (gold)

1885 23,309,000 " "

It is fair to say, therefore, that from 15 to 20 per cent of the imports during these

years were the direct result of the loans negotiated in England, ^ince the part of
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We are now ready 'to sum up the balance of international

payments, and to compare with it the movements of foreign

exchange. The following table gives the balance of payments

year by year for the period 1881-85. On page 48 the balance

is shown by chart.

Balance of International Payments, 1881-85 '

(Thousand gold pesos)

Credits * Debits 2 Balance
Year i 2 1-2

1881 $72,013 $67,673 +$4,340
1882 85,682 76,970 +8,712
1883 107,607 99;932 +7,830
1884 107,762 121,630 —13,868

1885 122,611 114.859 +7,752

the loans thus directly expended in England would not give rise to exchange oper-

ations, they do not, strictly, belong to our problem at all.

Granting, however, that a part of the loans was thus expended, and should

be omitted from the calculation, the fact remains that a considerable part of the

railroad loans (as well as the whole of thS loans for other purposes) must have

been needed in the form of money in Argentina. A part must have been expended

on domestic materials and for labor. The London Economist states that 11,000

men were employed in building railroads in Argentina in 1883 {Economist, 1883,

ii, p. 1311). Part of the railroad loans would be used in paying the wages of these

men. These funds would be secured by means of bills of exchange, and would

form a part of the total supply of exchange.

' The balance as here given includes only imports and exports, and borrowings

and payments of interest and amortization, year by year. Other items which should

properly be included in the balance, as immigrants' remittances, tourists' expendi-

tures, and the like, are omitted, for the reason that these items are not capable of

computation in the period of my study. In this early period, the country being

undeveloped, and the population small, these items were of minor importance as

compared with borrowings or foreign merchandise trade. Mulhall's Handbook,

1878, places immigrants' remittances at about 2,000,000 pesos, the figure being

based on an actual count of small drafts remitted to Europe by the banks in that

year. Other items would probably be smaller still. One item, which in the balance

for some countries is of considerable importance, maritime freights, should not

be included in the Argentine balance, owing to the fact that, by the method of

evaluating imports and exports, maritime freights are included in the official trade

figures. See below. Chapter VII, p. 107, for discussion of this point. Regarding

immigrants' remittances, it may be pointed out that, since they belong in the

"debits" column, they would increase rather than lessen the unfavorable balance

of 1884, and thus contribute still further to the fall of exchange in that year.

''By "credits" is meant borrowings plus exports, or the supply side of the

exchange equation. By "debits" is meant interest payments plus imports, or the

demand side of the exchange equation.
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The chart indicates that, whereas up to 1884 the balance of

pajonents had been favorable to Argentina, in that year there

was a reversal of conditions, the interest charges and imports

combined showing an excess of about fourteen millions over the

combined exports and borrowings.

Million
Pesos
Gold

15

10

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 1881-1885

10

15

1881 1882 1883 1884 1885

We may now proceed to note the effect of this reversal of the

balance upon foreign exchange, and thus upon the currency.

Recalling the fact that the demand for exchange comes from

the importers and the payers of interest and that the supply

is represented by the exporters and the borrowers, and apply-

ing these facts to the chart, the zero line would represent the

equation of demand for and supply of exchange. Up to 1883,
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since exports plus new annual borrowings exceeded imports plus

annual interest payments, the supply of exchange was in excess

of the demand. But in 1884 conditions were reversed; so that the

demand for exchange exceeded the supply. This increase had its

logical effect, that of driving down the rate, or to put the same

thing in other words, of causing a dechne in the value of Argen-

tine currency, a decline so great as to force the suspension of

specie payments.*

The chart on page 50 shows the movement of the rate of

exchange on ninety-day sterUng bills in 1884 and 1885. We
have here, in a space of two years, three distinct situations as

regards exchange and currency conditions. In the first period,

January to December, 1884, the exchange is in terms of gold;

gold is also the basis of the currency; paper is convertible into

gold at par. From January to April, 1885, gold exchange has

broken down; the rate, instead of stopping at 46, the gold export

point, as would normally have been the case under a system of

gold exchange, continues to descend rapidly, to 345.^ By April,

1885, however, we have still a third situation: the quotations

' The fall of exchange, however, did not, as one would expect, result in a heavy

shipment of gold. In 1884 imports and exports of gold were about equal; in

1885 exports exceeded imports by only two millions, viz.:

Exports and Imports op Gold

(Thousand gold pesos)

Exports Imports

1884 $4iSio $4,910

i88s 8,443 6,306

(Extracto Estadistico, 1915, p. 203.)

The absence of large gold exports is to be explained in part by the export of securi-

ties, which were shipped to Europe in large quantities (see P. Agote: Finances

of the Argentine Government, Ed. IV, 1887, p. 348), and in part by the brief dura-

tion of the crisis. In 1885 Argentine cereals experienced a sudden rise of price in

Europe, with a resulting increase of 20,000,000 pesos (gold) in the exports of 1885,

as compared with 1884. Borrowing soon began again, moreover, on a large scale,

and the balance of payments in 1885 was once again favorable to Argentina.

The principal cause of the absence of large gold exports, however, appears to

have been the action of the official banks in supplying cheap exchange during

1884. (See p. SI-)

" Between March 28 and April 11 exchange went as low as 29. (See Amurio de

la Direccidn General de Estadistica, 1885, pp. 333-336.)
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of exchange are again in gold, the same as those prior to the

collapse of January, 1885. But there is this difference between

the two situations. In the former period paper money stood on

a par with gold: gold was not only the basis of the exchanges

but also of the domestic monetary system. In the latter period,

paper money is inconvertible and depreciated, its value relatively

to gold being represented by the fluctuations of the gold premium.

We have after 1885, therefore, two distinct currency systems, that

of depreciated paper for domestic purposes, and that of gold and

gold exchange for foreign transactions. This is the state of

affairs which obtained throughout the remaining period of our

study, 1885-99, ^^^ to which attention has been called in Chap-

ter II.

There would appear to be no question, then, as to the cause of

the suspension of specie payments. Suspension was due to the

unfavorable balance of payments of 1884, and the consequent

fall of exchange. One further point, however, requires explana-

tion. The deficit in the balance of payments occurs in 1884; the

breakdown of exchange and the suspension of specie payments

do not occur until January, 1885. The interval represents the

period of struggle on the part of the official banks to weather the

storm, and maintain the conversion of the paper peso into gold

at par.

The Bank of the Province of Buenos Aires gave up the struggle

in June, 1884,^ suspending specie payments. This brought an

enormous burden upon the other state bank, the Banco Nacional,

which, however, continued for another seven months to convert

paper into gold on demand, at par. For these seven months the

bank refused to recognize the depreciation of the Argentine paper

peso in exchange operations. Not only did it convert paper into

gold at par, but it furnished foreign exchange at a rate con-

siderably higher than the merchant would have been able to

buy it for in the open market. And in its exchange transactions

it accepted paper equally with gold.^

' W. I. Buchanan: "La Moneda y La Vida en la' Republica Argentina," p.

206 et seq.

2 That is, it accepted paper as though it were of the same value as gold.
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This measure of the Banco Nacional, "without precedent,"

says Agote, "in the history of commerce, served to stave off the

disastrous commercial crisis which would inevitably have oc-

curred had the commercial community, instead of having been

suppUed with cheap exchange, been left to make its external

remittances through the ordinary channels." ^

By the end of the year the Banco Nacional and the provincial

bank had disbursed a total of 77,000,000 pesos ^ in converting

paper into gold on demand and in exchange operations. The

Banco Nacional, in particular, had suffered heavy losses owing

to difference of exchange, to say nothing of the interest on the

uncovered credits that the bank had been forced to have recourse

to in Europe. In December, 1884, the bank applied to the

government for relief, and in January, 1885, by a series of execu-

tive decrees, specie payments were suspended. It is then that we
see the actual market rate of exchange, representing the true

value of the Argentine paper peso in exchange transactions.

Up to January, as we have seen, the bank accepted the paper

peso at a rate based on the assimiption that the paper peso was

still worth a gold peso; a rate which was in consequence several

points above what the peso would have brought in the open

market. In January, this artificial rate disappeared by virtue of

the suspension of specie payments, and exchange straightway

fell to 34^, and even to 29.

By a decree of March, 1885, the banks were permitted to dis-

pose of their specie reserves in exchange transactions; with the

proviso that the sums so disbursed be replaced within two years.'

Thenceforward, exchange operations took place exclusively in

gold, the buyer of exchange having first to buy gold for that

purpose, or to keep with his banker a gold account for foreign

transactions, as well as his paper account for domestic pur-

poses. Thus we find established, in April, 1885, a gold foreign

'P. Agote: Finances ofjthe Argentine Government, p. 348.

" Los Mensajes, iv, 133; Message of President Roca to Congress in May, 1885.

(The Messages of the Presidents are collected and edited by H. Mabragana, in six

volumes.)

' P. Agote, ibid., p. 340 et seq.
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exchange, and by the suspension of specie payments in January

of that year, a depreciated domestic paper currency. It is this

combination that provides the monetary mechanism for our study

during the succeeding fourteen-year period, 1885-99, the period

of the Baring Panic, of the overturn of the trade balance, and

of the final fixation of the value of the paper peso by the Conver-

sion Law of 1899.

To sum up the analysis of the period from 1881-85, there

seems no ground for doubting that the reason for the suspension

of specie payments in January, 1885, and the return to incon-

vertible paper, was the disturbance of the balance of payments

caused by the heavy borrowings of foreign capital, which, by giv-

ing rise to heavy interest charges and to inflated imports, created

a foreign indebtedness, the discharge of which brought about a

pronounced fall of foreign exchange, which in turn exhausted

the resources of the banks in unprofitable exchange operations,

and thus broke down a system of currency founded upon a slender

basis.

^



CHAPTER V

THE NATIONAL BANKING SYSTEM AND THE PREMIUM
ON GOLD

From January, 1885, throughout the rest of the period of this

study, Argentina was on an inconvertible paper basis, and gold

stood constantly at a premium. Since the cause of the crisis of

1884-85 had been the attempt to hasten prosperity by a too

liberal pohcy of borrowing, it might have been expected that the

succeeding years would witness a more sober course. That

President Roca himself had grasped the situation, and saw the

remedy, is attested by his Message to Congress in May, 1885,

in which he said, "If individuals, the nation and the provinces

will practice economy, and desist from borrowing and large

pubUc works for a year or two, things will get back, to normal." ^

There is Httle evidence, however, that he took his own advice

very seriously, for almost immediately the borrowing began

anew. And when, in October, 1886, Roca was succeeded by

President Juarez Cehnan, a shallow optimist and an incompetent

administrator of doubtful honesty, Argentina entered upon a

veritable rake's progress. Not all, by any means, of the events

which occurred in Celman's administration are ascribable to the

acts of government. The spirit of speculation was general, and

in part was inherent in the circumstances of the situation. It

characterized the European lenders no less than the Argentine

borrowers. But this much is true, that throughout the period

the national and provincial governments played the leading

r61e: and that but for their extravagant leadership, the specu-

lative, spendthrift spirit could never have attained the,scope or

the intensity that it did.

The fact which differentiated most sharply the five years

from 1885 to 1890 from the preceding five years, was the changed

' H. Mabragana, Los Mensajes, iv, p. 133.

S4
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attitude of government toward the currency problem. In the

first period, as we have seen, there was a genuine effort to put

the currency on a sound basis; a notable improvement was in

fact effected, but specie payments broke down because of too

liberal borrowing. In the next period, extravagant borrowing,

on a scale which makes former borrowing appear negligible in

comparison, went hand in hand with a most reckless expansion

of the currency. This combination of foreign borrowing and

issues of paper money (which are but another form of borrowing,

a forced internal loan) had, as we shall see, its usual effects, a

successive elevation of the premium on gold, becoming more and

more rapid as 1891 neared, an unprecedented expansion of busi-

ness, an extension of personal credit rarely paralleled in any

country, and finally, in 189 1, the inevitable crisis, followed by a

long period of liquidation and depression from which there was

no real recovery before 1900.

When specie payments were suspended in January, 1885, it

was clearly the intention of the president to guard against any

increase in the amount of paper in circulation. The five banks

of issue then in existence were required, in December, 1884, to

report the quantity of their notes in circulation under the Act of

October 19, 1883. The reports showed a total circulation of

61,739,000 pesos.^ This sum was therefore distributed among

the banks, the amount of inconvertible issue of each bank being

carefully defined in the series of decrees suspending conversion

in January, 1885. To guard against over-issue, an inspection

board, to be named by the executive, was provided for.

These decrees were approved by Congress on October 5, 1885,

but with a significant modification. The Banco Nacional,, which

according to the executive decree was to have a circulation of

28,000,000 pesos, was now permitted to double its emission.

In other words, within nine months of the suspension of specie

payments the exp&.nsion of the currency had begun, and this in

the face of the avowed intention to return to specie payments

on January i, 1887.^ In December, 1886, the Bank of the Prov-

• Anuario Pillado, p. S4.

*P. Agote: Finances of the Argentine Government,, p. 344.
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ince of Buenos Aires was permitted by executive decree to

increase its inconvertible notes by seven milKon pes* And in

the same month, Congress, at the suggestion of the new president,

Cehnan, extended the suspension of specie payments for another

two years, till January i, 1889. "The return to specie pay-

ments," said President Celman in his message, "ought to repose

on a solid basis; it ought to be decreed by the development of

industrial and commercial wealth, by the accumulated fortune

of the country, and not by law." ^

Yet, if conversion were to be resumed at all, the year 1887 was

clearly the time for it. The premium on gold was still low. The

yearly average had been 37 in 1885 and 39 in 1886, and was 35

in 1887. It showed a slight decrease in spite of the imwarranted

increase in the paper circulation. The reason for the decrease

of the premium appears to have been the balance of international

payments, which, because of the resumption of borrowing, was,

for the time, increasingly favorable to the country.

Instead, however, of the return to specie payinents which

might well have been attempted in 1887, Argentina in that year

resorted to a measure which, as it turned out, put conversion

of any sort completely out of the question for the next twelve

years. This measure was the Law of National Guaranteed Banks,

or, as it is more often termed, the "Free Banking Law." Once

again the initiative came from President Celman, who proposed

the measure to Congress in September, 1887, his proposal being

enacted into law on November 3d.

The Law of National Guaranteed Banks was, with some

modifications, an attempt to imitate the National Bank system

of the United States. The principal provisions of the law were:

I. Any banking organization was to be authorized to issue

notes, provided

:

(a) that it have a capital of at least 250,000 pesos:

{b) that it purchase national gold bonds to the full

amount of the notes to be emitted by it.

' Message of President Celman to Congre ss, November 9, 1886, proposing the

postponement of conversion until January i, 1889.
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2. These bonds were to be especially issued for the purpose

as an internal gold loan, to be known as the Guaranteed

Banks Loan, bearing 4^ per cent interest, and amortiz-

able bymeans of a fund accumulating at i per cent a year.

3. The note issue was to be limited to 90 per cent of the

capital of the issuing bank.

4. The bonds were to be paid for with gold at not less than 85

.

5. The gold was to be deposited in the Bureau of Inspec-

tion of Banks for two years, whereafter it was to be ap-

plied to the payment of the national foreign debt.

6. In case of the failure of a bank, the bonds were to be

sold to meet its outstanding notes, and any deficiency

was to be paid by the government.

7. The name of the issuing bank was to be printed on the

notes.^

The fundamental purpose of this law, of course, was to insure

the convertibility of the paper currency: the guarantee was to

be a double one, the stock of gold paid in purchase of guarantee

bonds, and the bonds themselves. In addition, the law was in-

tended to provide a uniform currency in all parts of the country.

Though some approach to uniformity had already been effected

by the measures of 1881-83, it was still true that the notes issued

by the official bank of one province would not circulate freely

and at the same value in other provinces. It was supposed that

the new plan, by throwing the right of issue open to all banks

which chose to avail themselves of it, under a well-defined system

of guarantee, would bring about the desired uniformity.

\^(hether in fact the government was sincere in its defense

of the law on such grounds as these is open to question. It will

be remembered that prior to the passage of this law, the right

of emission had been restricted to five banks, four of which were

1 On the Law of Guaranteed Banks, see:

Anuario Pillado, p. 56 et seq.

P. Agote: Finances of the Argentine Government, Ed. V, i88g.

I. Grinfeld: Monetary Experiences of Argentina, P. S. Q. (Col. Univ.), xxv,

No. I, 1910.

E. Lorini: La RepuUica Argentina e i Suoi Maggiori ProUemi di Economia e

di Finanza, i, 1902.

Emilio Hansen: La Moneda Argentina, 1916.
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semi-ofl&cial, and subject to some measure of government control;

and that the amoimt of notes which these banks mighrmaintain

in circulation Jiad been rigorously defined, together with the

reserve of specie which they must maintain. According to an

executive decree of December 24, 1886, the legal maximum of

circulation of inconvertible paper was 85,294,000 pesos and the

gold reserve 27,300,000 pesos. On December 31, 1886, the actual

circulation was 80,251,380 pesos, and the specie reserve was

44,965,969 pesos.^ The banks had apparently kept well within

the terms of the law. Yet despite these restrictions upon note

issue the currency was depreciated by reason of its redundance.

To supplant the existing system by another less restrictive, by a

system which threw open the privilege of issue to any bank fulfill-

ing the conditions of the new act, could obviously have no other

effect than to increase the already over-hberal issue. It is difficult

to beheve that the government was blind to so obvious a fact.

The uses to which the new system was put increase one's

suspicion. Twenty banks availed themselves of the privilege of

emission. Of these, thirteen were provincial institutions, whose

capital was supplied by the provincial governments; one was

the Banco Nacional, the financial agent of the national govern-

ment; and six were private banks. Some of the provincial banks

were banks only in name. Several "banks" that were declared

incorporated into the new system "did not exist on the date

of the decree authorizing their incorporation, and were only

projects that were hatching in the portfoUos of some of the

provincial governments." ^

To obtain the gold for the purchase of the guarantee bonds the

provinces contracted foreign loans. There were nine such loans

in 1888, for a total of 47,243,000 pesos (gold). These loans for

the establishment of the new banking system form one of the

chief items in the program of borrowing which contributed so

largely to the Baring Panic.

' P. Agote: Finances' of the Argentine Government, Ed. IV, p. 346.

''This statement applies to the "banks'" of Santiago del Estero, La Rioja,

Mendoza, San Juan, Catamarca, San Liiis, and Corrientes. (See "Revista Eco-
n6mica de 1891," by Ricardo Pillado, published in La Prensa, Nfimero Extraor-

dinario de i Enero de 1892.)
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Notwithstanding these borrowings, however, the fact appears

to be that very few of the provinces paid for the bonds which

they acquired as guarantee for their note issue. In the case of

some of them the payment was deferred. Others seem never to

have paid anything at all, payment being accredited to them by

the federal government for book-keeping purposes. The Banco

de la Provincia de Buenos Aires, for example, which made the

largest emissions under the new act, 50,000,000 pesos, had as

guarantee of this emission 50,000,000 pesos of gold guarantee

bonds, of which 32,958,574 were acquired with gold, and

17,041,425 with "pagares," or promises to pay. The Bank of

C6rdoba, President Cehnan's province, acquired 15,553,796

pesos of bonds, of which only 8,696,653 were paid for in gold,

the rest with "pagares." All in all, 196,832,590 pesos of bonds

were deUvered to the banks as guarantee of a Hke quantity of

bank notes: the actual amount of gold paid for them was

76,500,000 pesos, or less than 40 per cent of the total value of the

bonds.^

There is plenty of additional evidence of malpractice.

Some of the banks used their power of note issue to make ad-

vances of paper money to politicians. The Report of the Caja de

'How the Guaranteed Bank bonds were acquired:

(Thousand gold pesos)

1. Banco Nacional 4i,333

(Bonds received gratuitously, in accordance with

Article 42 of the Law.)

2. Provincial Banks 115,183

(Purchased with gold, 85,185

" pagares, 29,998)

3. Private Banks 5)25o

(All purchased with gold)

4. An extra emission of bonds in July, 1890, to cover

illegal emission of bank notes by the Banco

Nacional and the Provincial Bank of Buenos

Aires in April of that year 35."6
(These were to be amortized at the rate of 5 per

cent quarterly, but only two quotas were paid.)

Total Emission of Bonds 196,833

Part of bonds purchased with gold, 90,435

Actual gold paid (at 85), 76,500

(See Balance Sheet of the Caja de Conversifin, 1890; also, Anuario Pillado,

1900, pp. 58-62.)
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Conversion in 1890 shows that the banks issued false balance-

sheets and made rosy statements of perfectly imaginary dividends.

The Bank of Cordoba (Celman's province) was found to have

issued 33,000,000 pesos of notes, although its legal maximum
was eight milUons.^ An investigation by the new governor of

the province in 1892, showed that all-in-all the bank of Presi-

dent Celman's province had managed to dispose in illegal ways of

no less than 70,000,000 pesos. Even the Banco Nacional was

not exempt. The special correspondent of the London Economist

wrote that more than one-third of the total capital of the bank

(50,000,000 pesos) had to be written off for bad debts after the

crash of 1890; and asserted that some two hundred individuals

had managed to lay hold on considerably more than the whole

capital of the bank.^

Even had the free banking system been honestly administered,

however, an undue expansion of the currency would have been

inevitable. The throwing open of the right of issue to all banks

fulfilling the conditions of the act was bound to result in an

increase of the paper currency, which even prior to the Guaran-

teed Banks Act had been redundant.

The effect of the Guaranteed Banks Law on the quantity of

paper money in circulation, year by year, was as follows:
I

Quantity op Papiir and the Gold Premium, 1885-^1

'

(Thousand paper pesos)

Paper in Gold
Year Circulation * Premium s

1885 $74,820 37
1886 89,197 39
1887 94,071 35
1888 129,505 48

1889 163,748 91

1890 245,100 151

1891 261,408 287

1 In answer to the protest of the Caja de Conversi6n, the national government
merely authorized the Bank of C6rdoba to exchange the illegal emission for a.

new one more illegal still, termed "Agricola Bonds," which were nothing else

than provincial paper currency; a plain violation of the Guaranteed Banks Law.

'Ste Economist, 1892, ii, p. 539: and AnuarioPUlado, p. 63. In March and April,

1890, the illegal emissions of the Banco Nacional and the Provincial Bank of
Buenos Aires totalled 35,116,000 pesos.

' Exiracto Estadistico, 1915, p. 297.

* Quantity in circulation on December 31. » Yearly averages.
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The table indicates the striking difference in the quantity of

paper money issued before and after 1887, the year of the pas-

sage of the Guaranteed Banks Act. In the first three years,

1885-87, the increase is less than twenty milUons. In the three

years following the passage of the act, the increase of the paper

in circulation is one hundred and fifty-one millions; in other

words, the quantity in circulation is about trebled.

Depreciation began at once. From 1885, the year of the col-

lapse of specie payments, to 1888, the first year following the

passage of the Guaranteed Banks Act, the premium on gold had

been virtually stationary, so far as the yearly averages are

concerned. There had even been a slight decline, in spite of the

increase of twenty millions m the quantity of paper. This decUne

may fairly be attributed to the fact that during these years

the balance of international payments was increasingly favor-

able to Argentina, owing to the increasingly heavy borrowing

of foreign capital. The decline of the premium was so slight, how-

ever, that were it the only instance it would perhaps have no

significance: but taken in connection with the evidence af-

forded by other periods, as that of 1881-85, already reviewed,

and the period following 1891, which we shall examine later, it

offers additional proof of the fact that the balance of payments

was an important factor in determining the value of the cur-

rency.

After the passage of the Free Banking Law the premium on

gold begins to rise, at first slowly, and then more rapidly as we

approach the crisis of 1891. The maximum was reached in

October, 1891, when gold was quoted on the stock exchange at

a premium of 364. After 1891, the premium falls, then rises

again in 1894-95, and then falls steadily 'until 1899, when the

system of conversion put an end to further fluctuation.

As is always the case under a regime of depreciated paper

money, the premium on gold was popularly ascribed to the

manipulation of gold speculators. There was a similar outcry in

the United States during the Civil War. As regards the fluctua-

tions of the premium over short periods there is considerable

truth in the criticism. It is possible by "rigging" the gold
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market to bring about a rise or fall of several points in the

premium, and to realize a considerable profit from me opera-

tion. As was pointed out by the London Economist,^ such manip-

ulation of the market by a "ring" was much more practicable

in Buenos Aires than it had been a quarter of a century before

in the United States, because the market was narrower and the

amount of gold in the country smaller. The stock of gold held

by the two great official banks, the Banco Nacional and the

Provincial Bank of Buenos Aires, amounted at the beginning of

1887 to only 15,500,000 pesos. The sale of not a very large sum

by the banks would send down the premium with a run, while,

on the other hand, the locking up or exportation of some of the

floating supplies of the metal would force up the premium to a

high point. That much of the bujdng and selhng of gold was of

this purely speculative character is shown by the monthly gold

clearings of the Buenos Aires Stock Exchange. The total

clearings for the last six months of 1886 were 379,000,000 pesos;

the clearings of October alone amounted to 121,000,000 pesos.

Transactions so entirely beyond the legitimate commercial

needs — transactions, too, performed with so slender a stock of

gold— prove that there was much buying and selling of gold

that had no other motive than the making of a speculative profit.

This speculative manipulation of the gold market, moreover,

had frequently another purpose besides the making of a profit

from the mere buying and selling of gold. The movements of

the gold premium were sometimes arranged so as to affect

seriously the market for securities. "Rigs" with ,this end in view

were frequent during the whole period of depreciated currency;

but they come most prominently to one's notice in the years

following the panic of 1891, when European banking houses,

found themselves loaded down with great quantities of Argen-

tine securities which they had underwritten during the boom
years, but which after the collapse of 1891 were worthless. To
make these securities more salable European syndicates shipped

gold to Buenos Aires. The increase in the supply of gold would

cause paper to appreciate for a time. The fall of the gold premium

' Economist, 1887, i, p. 362.
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would create the impression that the paper currency was on the

mend. People would take a more hopeful view of the situation

in general, and Argentine securities would begin to rise in value.

Still another variety of manipulation of the exchanges was

that practiced by the foreign holders of the famous "cedulas,"

or land-mortgage bonds. The full discussion of these cedulas

must be postponed until we come to the general subject of

borrowings. For the present purposes it need only be said that

they were bonds issued by land-mortgage banks, and sold in

very large quantities abroad in the late eighties, giving rise to

a most extraordinary speculation in land. Since both the inter-

est and the principal of these bonds were payable in Argentine

paper currency, their value to the foreign holder depended on

the exchange value in gold of Argentine paper. The fact that

hundreds of miUions of cedulas were held abroad made ex-

tremely difficult the adoption of measures to strengthen the value

of the paper money, for the holder of the cedula was at liberty

at any time to return his bond. Whenever paper money rose in

value, therefore, the cedulas flowed back to Buenos Aires for

sale. The result was a general disturbance of the exchange mar-

ket. The selling of cedulas in large quantities increased the

demand for exchange, wherewith to remit the proceeds of the

sales to the cedula holders; exchange fell, the gold premium went

up, and the paper money became more unstable than ever.

Finance Minister Varela in 1889 declared that fluctuations of

exchange due to the continual ebb and flow of the paper cedulas

between Buenos Aires and London made impossible any im-

provement of the currency situation.^ Once again we may admit

that the foreign operations in paper cedulas, like the manipula-

tions of the gold speculators, were a cause of short-time fluctua-

tions in the gold premium, while denying that they were a fun-

damental factor in the situation. As will appear later, even had

the paper cedulas been converted into gold cedulas, as Minister

Varela proposed, the effect upon the gold premiimi would not

have been decisive. Indeed, it may readily be seen that had the

paper cedulas been converted into gold at the premium obtain-

'^ Economist, 1889, ii, p. 958.
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ing in 1889, 151 per cent, the burden of interest payment in

1891 and the succeeding years, when the premium ranged from

250 per cent upward, would have been enormously increased,

and would have resulted in a still further elevation of the

premium on gold.

The truth appears to be that the government did not under-

stand the problem that faced it, or, understanding, would not

or could not take the proper methods for its solution. In his

message to Congress in May, 1889, President Celman expressed

his conviction that "whatever may be the sacrifice occasioned by

the depreciation, it is insignificant when compared with the ad-

vantages which the RepubUc has derived from the opening of the

banks throughout the provinces, and from the stimulus industry

has received thereby." ^ He and his finance minister acquiesced

in the popular verdict that the depreciation was due to the

manipulation of the gold speculators on the Stock Exchange. In

March, 1889, by executive decree, gold dealings on the stock

exchange were prohibited: though the leading newspapers of the

republic combined in reminding the President that in every

country where it has been attempted to arrest the depreciation

of a forced paper currency by taking steps against speculators,

the result has been a disastrous failure.*

After what has been said in Chapter II, we need not stop long

to consider the reason for the failure of the law prohibiting gold

speculation. Speculation could not be stopped without pro-

hibiting gold dealings altogether; and dealings in gold were

necessary for all persons engaged in the foreign trade, since bills

of exchange were purchasable only in gold. Since dealings on

the stock exchange were prohibited, and importers, railroad

companies, cedula holders, and all others having remittances to

make were now denied the opportunity of purchasing gold at

will, they were forced to provide themselves with a stock of that

' Los Mensajes, IV, p. 322 et seq.

2 The same monumental fallacy was committed by the United States in 1864.

The Gold Speculation Act of that year enjoyed a brief existence of fifteen days.

In this time the price of 100 gold dollars rose from about 200 paper to very nearly

300. So obvious was its evil effect that it was hurriedly repealed as a means of

preventing further commercial disasters.
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metal. The result was to reduce the supply of gold in the

market; to intensify private gold dealings outside of the stock

exchange. Naturally, the price of gold rose rapidly.

The supply of gold became so inadequate for the demands of

foreign trade that the government found itself obUged to sell

gold. The Banco Nacional was authorized to sell daily of its

funds between 300,000 and 600,000 pesos in gold, at a rate fixed

by the bank. This heroic attempt to supplant the operation of

the law of supply and demand by an official rate; to control the

gold premium and- the rate of foreign exchange by official decree,

was, of course, futile. The market ignored the official rate, and

adopted that notified by the money-changers.^ In May, 1889,

the government released some five milhons of gold, using for the

purpose the gold funds which had been received in payment of

bonds guaranteeing note issue under the Guaranteed Banks Law.

It will be remembered that the law provided for the retention

of this fund by the Banco Nacional for two years from January

I, 1888, at the end of which period it was to be used for the

redemption of a part of the foreign debt. By disposing of these

deposits the government jeopardized its credit abroad, and, be-

cause of the depletion of the gold reserve, rendered still more

precarious the paper currency.

The prohibition of speculation in gold having thus proved a

failure, the administration laid before Congress in May, 1889, a

more elaborate project. This was the proposal for the creation

of a national treasury with a conversion fund of $50,000,000 in

gold and silver specie, the fund to be composed of the gold funds

of the government in the Banco Nacional and the Provincial

Bank of Buenos Aires, the specie reserves of the banks, and the

proceeds of the proposed sale of Central Argentine Railroad

shares held by the government, and of various national public

works and railroads. Against this specie fund the treasury was

to issue $50,000,000 of gold and silver certificates, to be redeem-

able at par in gold or silver. These certificates were to be

issued in exchange for the depreciated guaranteed bank notes,

at a rate of exchange to be fixed by the finance minister. The

^Bankers' Magazine (London), 1890, i, p. 777.
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notes thus secured were to be used for the purchase of the

$40,000,000 of 4I per cent gold Internal Bonds which (in

accordance with the Free Banking Law) guaranteed the note

issue of the Banco Nacional. Once purchased, these forty-

millions of bonds were to be "placed abroad, and the proceeds

in gold and silver were to be used to replenish the conversion

fund; and to be offered to the pubhc in exchange for treasury

certificates. The certificates thus received would be used to

purchase paper cedulas, which were to be converted to 4 per

cent gold hypothecary bonds. These gold cedulas were then to

be sold abroad as a substitute for paper c6dulas; and the pro-

ceeds were to be used to meet the foreign bills of exchange which

the government had periodically to purchase for the remittance

of interest charges on the foreign debt.

It is difiicult to ascertain precisely what motives lay behind

this elaborate scheme. In so far as they may be gathered from

the explanations of Finance Minister Varela to the Congress,

the purposes were two: (i) to diminish the quantity of depreci-

ated inconvertible National Bank notes, and to substitute in

their place convertible Treasury certificates; (2) to lessen the

possibilities of manipulation of exchange by the gold speculators,

by (a) eliminating a large part of the paper c6dulas and thus

putting an end to fluctuations of exchange occasioned by the

continual ebb and flow of pafjer cedulas between Buenos Aires

and Europe, and (b) by providing the government with the means

of purchasing exchange for its foreign remittances, thus depriv-

ing the gold speculators of one of their chief customers.

A^ to the first of these purposes, the restriction of National

Bank notes, and the partial substitution of conversion, there

are grounds for doubting that the government harbored any

such intention. For, in the same month that the proposal was

submitted to Congress-, another bill, also framed by the admin-

istration, proposed that a tax of 2 per cent be imposed upon the

deposits of all banks that did not issue bank notes. In other

words, at the very time that the finance minister was proposing

measures avowedly for the curtailment of the redundant paper

currency, he was putting pressure upon the banks to compel
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them to swell the volume of the paper currency by making non-

issue the reason for imposing upon them special taxation.

As to the conversion feature of the new plan, that too was of

doubtful intent, besides being impossible of realization. If the

government had really intended to provide a means of convert-

ing the paper currency, and thus giving it a more stable value,

why should the issue of specie certificates have been resorted

to at all? Why not use the specie fund in the National Treas-

ury in direct exchange for National Bank notes? It is difficult

to suppose that the public would consent to an exchange at par

,of specie certificates for specie, for the certificates could never

be worth more than the specie, and, notwithstanding the prom-

ise of redemption at par, they might soon, in the light of past

experiences, become worth much less. This general lack of

confidence was apparently well understood by the government,

for one of the clauses of the bill provides that the treasury must

not issue certificates in excess of the specie fund in the treasury;

• and adds that the employees of the treasury are empowered "to

oppose and resist any order from any authority whatever (even

from the government!) to issue in excess of the specie held."

The provision for the purchase of paper cSdulas has already

been discussed. Had it been carried out it would have had the

beneficial result of reUeving the home market of its plethora of

cedulas, and would have eUminated one source of disturbance

of the exchanges. As we shall see presently, however, its effect

would not have been decisive; and, on the other hand, the

accompanjdng proposal to emit 4 per cent gold cedulas abroad

would eventually have increased, rather than diminished, the

burden of the foreign liabilities of the country.

This proposal for the emission of gold cedulas, taken together

with the proposal for the sale abroad of the $40,000,000 of the

4^ per cent internal gold bonds guaranteeing the notes of the

Banco Nacional, appears to indicate the real object that under-

lay the government's currency legislation during this period.

There were but two ways in which the government could raise

the value of the paper currency. One, the obvious method,

was to put a stop to further emissions of paper and to burn a
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portion of that already emitted. This the government at first

would not, and finally could not, do. Not until #rovember,

1889, was this solution suggested, and then the government had

not the courage to act upon it; for by that time inflation had

progressed so far that a curtailment of the currency would have

caused a general scaling down of prices, and a breakdown of the

extravagant speculation in land. Affairs were therefore left

to take their course, until trouble from another quarter, the

external liabilities of the country, brought about the collapse.

The second method of improving the currency was to con-

tract new loans abroad, to maintain at a height equal to that

of former years the flow of borrowings. The year 1888 witnessed

the flood tide of foreign borrowings. From that date the tide re-

ceded, and in proportion as it did so, the gold premium mounted

steadily and rapidly. And when, in 1890, the government could

no longer obtain new loans, the whole fabric of inflated credit

collapsed, perforce.

The proposals to sell guaranteed bank bonds abroad and to

sell gold cedulas abroad, are indications of this pressing need of

borrowings. A more amusing instance is contained in a decree

of President Cehnan of October, 1889, ordering the sale in Eu-

rope of 24,000 square leagues of land at a minimum price of

$2 gold per hectare. These lands were scattered about in six

of the national territories. They were to be colonized by Eng-

lish, Spanish, Swiss, Italian, French, and German families, the

amount of land to be purchased by the people of each nation-

ality being carefully defined. Special offices for the sale of the

lands were to be opened in the principal cities of Europe; and

notices of the sale were to be published for sixty days in leading

European newspapers. The important provision is contained

in Article 12:" The $120,000,000 gold, which would be the mini-

mum proceeds of the sale of these public lands, and whatever

balance be over that amount, shall be deposited in the mint for

the conversion of bank notes." ^

In his message to Congress submitting this decree for approval,

President Celman details the benefits that will accrue to the

' Economist, 1889, ii, p. 1390; and Memoria de Hacienda, 1889.
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republic. He predicts that in three years the lands will have

been taken up, and occupied by at least 700,000 settlers; and

he dwells on the "grand ends,"—the conversion of the paper

currency, the partial or total payment of the foreign debt, and

the commercial development of the country, which are to be

accomplished with the gold obtained by the sales.

This scheme, like the preceding ones, was impossible of realiza-

tion. The 216,000 square miles to be offered for sale were at

an immense distance froni markets of supply, and were without

means of communication. Much of the land, besides, was bad.

The Buenos Aires Standard gave its opinion that it would take

every dollar realized by the sales to carry out the colonization

scheme. The plan, apparently, was not approved by Congress,

for nothing more was ever heard of it.

Taken together with the previous proposals, however, it indi-

cates how pressing was the desire to maintain the borrowings

of foreign capital at full tide.

It is to the borrowings, then, that we must turn to understand

fully the monetary situation and the nature of the forces that

precipitated the Panic of 1891.



CHAPTER VI

BORROWINGS, 1885-1890

The borrowings of the second half of the eighties differ from those

of the first half, not so much in their source or purposes as in

their magnitude. It was in this period that the "boom" reached

its height. The warning afforded by the brief crisis at the end

of 1884 was unheeded. It caused scarcely an interruption of

the inflow of foreign capital; within a year borrowing had begun

again on a scale of much greater proportions.

Many reasons combine to explain the great speculative out-

burst of the late eighties. Europeans were responsible for it

no less than the Argentines themselves. The middle eighties

mark the beginning of a world-wide expansion of British invest-

ment. In South Africa the gold and diamond discoveries of

1884-85 resulted in the formation of hundreds of mining com-

panies. The South African boom seemed to be the signal for

unhealthy inflation in other countries, notably in Australia and

South America. In this period, too, German caipital, as well as

Belgian and French, began to find its way to Argentina, although

in amounts insignificant as compared with the tremendous influx

from Great Britain.

Internal circumstances, also, contributed to the same end.

Already, in the earlier eighties. President Roca's conquest of the

Indians in the South, and his establishment of a strong central

government, had rendered foreign investments more secure.

The effect is made evident by the rise in the market rate of gov-

ernment bonds in 1882 and '83. The increase in railroad mileage,

besides, had opened up new territory, and prepared the way for

the sale of new lands. Port works, already under way, offered

the promise of increased facilities for commerce. Information

oflaces established in Europe were publishing glowing reports on

Argentine agricultural possibilities; colonization schemes, the

70
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sale of land in small lots at low terms, the government appro-

priations to pay the passage of laborers from Europe, were giv-

ing an impulse to immigration, especially from Italy and Spain.

Most important of all, perhaps, was the change of govern-

ment policy caused by Celman's accession to the presidency in

1886. The previous program of comparatively moderate develop-

ment gave way to one of extravagant optimism. Railroad con-

cessions were multiplied far beyond the legitimate. needs of the

country. Land operations, fostered by ofi&cial mortgage banks,

degenerate'd into mere speculation. This speculative spirit was

intensified by the currency situation. The intoxicative effect of

such an artificial elevation of prices as is caused by depreciating

paper is too familiar to need comment. The instabiHty of a

paper-money situation, moreover, the constant shifting of the

gold premiiim, gave opportunities for speculative gains of which

Europeans, as well as the Argentines themselves, sought to take

advantage.

As regards government loans, the connection between paper

money and borrowings was even more direct. The provincial

loans were, as I have said, for the purpose of buying bonds to

guarantee note issue. The desire of the national government to

contract foreign loans had two motives, both arising from the

currency situation: one motive was to secure funds to meet its

liabihties, both domestic and foreign, which, by reason of the

rapid depreciation of paper, were requiring a greater and greater

paper expenditure; the other was to counteract the decline of

the paper by an influx of foreign gold, which would improve the

value of paper in the continual exchange of gold for paper and

paper for gold, necessitated by the foreign trade. The increase

of gold supplies, moreover, would bring nearer the so-often-

promised day of specie redemption of paper money, and by thus

creating confidence would contribute even more strongly to bring

down the gold premium.

These were the thief causes of borrowing. Our present task

is to show how large the borrowings were,, and to classify them

according to their purpose. The magnitude of the speculative

boom of the eighties, and the general course of it, are indicated
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by the statistics of new companies registered in the Registro

Publico de Comerdo {Public Commercial Register). "Hie figures

have no precise value, since they represent merely the declared

capital, not the actual capital invested. "Some companies could

secure but one or two quotas of their stock; others did not suc-

ceed in finding any subscribers at all." ^ They represent, too,

domestic capital rather than foreign, since most foreign com-

panies were incorporated abroad and were not required to record

their capital in the Commercial Register. The table does, how-

ever, furnish an eloquent description of the speculative fever, of

when it developed, and when it reached its maximum of intensity.

New Companies Recorded in the Registro Piiblico de Comercio 1882-91

(Thousand paper pesos)

1882-83 $ig,ooo

1884-85 24,500

1886-87 129,000

1888-89 S74i°oo

1890-gi 203,000

$949,500

It is difficult to state with exactness the real purpose of many
of these companies, because behind the most varied and pompous

titles were often hidden projects of exclusive speculation. The
following classification, however, is given as substantially cor-

rect ^

:

(Thousand paper pesos)

1. Dealings in land, colonization schemes, cultivation. . .

.

$275,000

"

2. Railroads, tramways, navigation 244,000

3. Insurance companies 139,000

4. Banks 137,000

5. Industrial and commercial enterprises, telephone com-

panies, miscellaneous 154,000

$949,000

^Amiario de Estadistica de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, 1891, p. 312 et seq.

^Ibid.

'In this and succeeding chapters the "dollar sign'' ($) is used to denote pesos.

This is the common practice in Argentina. As previously noted, the Argentine

(gold) peso is equivalent to U.S. $0,965.
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The table indicates that the main currents of investment were

land and railroads. This classification is even more, accurate for

foreign capital than for domestic. Foreign capital in banks,

insurance companies, and industrial enterprises was as yet

comparatively unimportant.^ Meat refrigerating-plants, at

present so important an item, did not come till later.^

I shall therefore discuss foreign borrowings under the follow-

ing classification:

I. Private Investment.

A. Land.

B. Railroad.

C. Other investments.

II. Government Loans.

A. National.

B. Provincial and Municipal.

III. Balance of Borrowings.

I. Private Borrowings

A. Speculation in Land,—The Land-Mortgage Banks and their

"Cedulas"

As is well known, Argentine land speculation in the late

eighties took the form of land-mortgage bank operations. The

bonds, or "cedulas," of the mortgage banks became as well

known and as ubiquitous a speculative security on European

stock exchanges as Erie Railroad bonds in the seventies. There

were two of these banks, the Banco Hipotecario de la Provincia

de Buenos Aires, founded in 1872, and the Banco Hipotecario

Nacional, established in 1886. The general conception of them

seems to have been borrowed from Spain and Austria, where

land-mortgage banks had long been of benefit to a needy agri-

cultural population. The purposes for which they were estab-

' Precise figures of capital in foreign banks and insurance companies cannot

be had, since their published figures were for total capital, and did not state the

amounts actually on hand in the relatively small branches maintained in Argen-

tina. I have, however, been able to secure authoritative estimates.

* Four small British plants were established between 1880 and 1900.
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lished, and the manner of their operation, form an interesting

chapter in the history of this exclusively agriculturartountry.

In idea the banks Were excellent. Their purpose was to bring

together more effectively lenders of capital and needy land-

owners; and, by directing foreign and domestic capital to the

land, to develop the agricultural resources of the country. Before

the banks were established, loans on the security of land had

been few. Land did not represent a sufficiently secure guarantee

to tempt the investor. The state of abandonment in which the

land had remained for many years, the risks as to the goodness

of the title deeds, the difficulties in the way of correct assessment

of land values, provoked uncertainties which made the lender

wary. The result was very high rates of interest, and a demand
for the return of the principal within a relatively short period.

The short period of the loan, the high interest charge, in many
cases greater than the yield of the mortgaged land, the reluctance

to lend at all,—difficulties of this sort virtually shut off the land-

owner from the use of credit, and impeded agricultural develop-

ment. Particularly was the resort to foreign capital difficult,

since the foreigner had no means of ascertaining the worth of

the security offered.

The land banks were designed to remedy this situation. They
were to make the mortgaging of land safer, and more attractive

to both parties: to the land-owners, by offering to them loans

for long periods, at lower interest rates than an ordinary banker

or capitalist would accept, and redeemable gradually, by small

periodic pa)rments i; to the lender by substituting for the indi-

vidual guarantee of the mortgagor, the guarantee of the bank,

which, in turn, had behind it the guarantee of the government.

The method of operation was as follows: The mortgage bank
performed the r61e of intermediary between the borrower and
the lender. It eliminated the direct loan. The land-owner soKc-

ited the bank for a loan on a certain piece of land, assuming the

obligation to repay to the bank the sum lent by means of annual

' The gradual amortization of the mortgage, the Banco Hipotecario Nadonal still

holds to be the "fundamental principle" of a beneficial national land-mortgage

system. See Banco Hipotecario Nacional, i886-igi6, p. 6, published in Buenos Aires,

1916, by the Bank.
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payments which should comprise the interest and amortization

of the debt at compound interest. The period of redemption

granted was long enough to pennit him to fulfil his obligation

without discomfort. The bank, made the loan, not in cash, but

in mortgage bonds, or cedulas, which the mortgagor then sold in

the market for cash. These cedulas bore a fixed rate of interest

(the maximum not to exceed 8 per cent), payable by coupon,

which the bank bound itself -to pay to the buyer, regardless of

whether or not the bank had, in its turn, received its interest

payments on the mortgage loans. The cedulas were to be re-

deemed by a cumulative sinking fund, the maximum of which

was not to exceed 2 per cent; amortization was to be made by

drawings at par.

The cedulas were payable to the bearer, an important condi-

tion, since it permitted the free transference of the bonds with-

out expenses of any sort. As the Banco Hipotecario Nacional

says: "This circumstance facilitated the transactions." It was

indeed one of the chief causes of the furious speculation in cedulas

in the late eighties.

These provisions rendered cedulas attractive to the investor.

The rate of interest on all cedulas emitted until the late nineties

(save two small issues of gold cedulas) was 7 per cent to 8 per

cent, and the amortization i per cent. This interest was payable

in paper money, to be sure, but that circumstance was of small

importance until depreciation of paper set in so heavily toward

the end of the decade. Moreover, the buyer of cedulas need not

concern himself with determining the value of land;, that work

was performed by the bank before making loans to the land-

owners. The cedula-holder could, as I have said, at any

time transfer his cedulas by sale, and thus recover his prin-

cipal.

Only one other circumstance was necessary to insure the com-

plete acceptabiUty of cedulas in the eyes of the investor. He
must have confidence that the bank could stand behind them.

A number of clauses of the federal law of September 24, 1886,

creating the Banco Hipotecario Nacional, are designed to insure

the stability of the bank in the eyes of the cedula-holders

:
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1. The organization of the bank and its control by govern-

ment are carefully defined. The bank was to consist oTa central

institution in the federal capital, and of branches in the capitals

of the provinces and national territories, and in such other points

as the directorate might designate. The directorate was to con-

sist of a president and eight other members, appointed by the

federal executive, with the concurrence of the Senate; the direc-

tors to hold office for two years, one-half of the board being

removed each year.

2. By Article V, "the nation guarantees to the bearers the

service of interest and amortization of the cedulas einitted by

the bank."

3. The amount of cedulas in circulation should not exceed the

amount of mortgage loans made by the bank.

4. The bank should emit not more than $50,000,000 m/n^ of

cedulas; this sum not to be exceeded save by express legislative

sanction.

5. The emission of cedulas would be made by series which

would be distinguished by letter, and put into circulation in al-

phabetical order. Those which bore the same interest and had

the same sinking fund, and an equal term for their service, would

belong to the same series. In opening the emission of a series, the

board of directors of the bank would fix the interest and sinking

fund of the same, and the periods of service, whether quarterly

or half-yearly. Each mortgage bond would represent a sum not

exceeding f1,000 m/n or less than $25 m/n. Cedulas should be ex-

empt from stamp duty and from all national and provincial taxes.

Other measures are designed to insure the financial stability

of the bank in its dealings with mortgagors. On these provisions

must in large measure depend the prosperity of the bank, since

it had no capital beyond a credit of $2,000,000 m/n from the

government to cover preUminary expenses of organization and

installation, and to insure the first payment of the interest on

cedulas. To meet its obligations to cedula-holders it must be sure

that the mortgagors could, in their turn, fulfil their obligations

to the bank.

' M/n ="Moneda Nacional," i. e., paper pesos.
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6. To insure the bank a margin of safety against possible losses

due to a fall in land values, it is provided that loans should not

exceed one-half the value of the land offered in mortgage.

7. Loans were not to be made on the security of lands inca-

pable of producing a rent. Loans could not be granted whose

"annual interest and amortization charge exceeded the ordinary

and permanent yield of the property."

8. The land offered in mortgage must be free of any prior Hen.

Its title deeds must be free from any flaw or legal defect; and

the bank might, if it deemed necessary, require the title to be

proved for thirty years back.

9. The board of directors could make no loan of less than

$1,000 m/n, or of more than $250,000 m/n to any person, nor

could the provincial councils grant loans of over $5,000 m/n,

though if so authorized by the board they might grant loans up

to $20,000 m/n.

10. Every loan was to be based on a valuation of the prop-

erty to be mortgaged, to be made by one or more valuers ap-

pointed by the bank; all costs to be borne by the owner.

11. In the contract for loan would be stated the undertaking

by the debtor to pay to the bank a certain sum per annum,

divided into quarterly or half-yearly parts, on the nominal value

of the bonds he received, and for the number of years which might

be fixed in the contract, which would include the interest and

quota of amortization of the respective series, and the i per cent

of annual commission in favor of the bank.

12. When the debtor should fail to pay a quarterly or half-

yearly installment, as the case might be, and sixty days should

have elapsed without his having complied with his obligation,

and paid in addition a penal interest of i per cent for the period

of delay, the bank might proceed to the sale of the property or

properties mortgaged in the manner determined by this law

(public auction).

13. The debtor might, at any time, cancel the whole or part

of his debt, paying in addition to the interest and commission

owing up to the date of payment, a quarter's interest for the whole

or part which he cancels. The payment might be made in legal
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currency (paper) or in cedulas of the same series as the obliga-

tion for their nominal value.^ *
This summary of the law sufficiently describes the organiza-

tion, fimctions, and manner of operation of the National Mort-

gage Bank. The Provincial Mortgage Bank was similar, save

that it was controlled only by the province of Buenos Aires,

and its cedulas had the provincial, instead of the national,

guarantee.

In idea, the baiiks were good. Well managed they might have

accomplished all that was expected of them.^ The mechanism

of their operations, however, was deUcate and complex; not at

all sviited to the troublous times of the Celman regime. They

had no capital. If payments to them on mortgages ran behind,

they had not wherewith to pay, in their turn, the interest on the

cedulas. It was the business of the banks, to be sure, to guard

against this possibihty. They were to value the land, to know
what it would bring at auction in foreclosure proceedings.

This was their central function, indeed. European lenders could

not go thousands of miles to value land. Upon the honest and

correct valuation by the bank everything depended. Yet it

was in this very particular that the banks proved most defective.

When the National Mortgage Bank was opened in November,

1886, the paper currency was already depreciated, and prices

correspondingly inflated. Speculation in land had already begun,

and land prices were rising fast. The law prohibited loans ex-

ceeding 50 per cent of the assessed value of the land offered in

mortgage, to be sure, and this margin had doubtless been suffi-

cient prior to the speculative fever; but advances made at a

later stage, when land prices had artificially risen, were neces-

sarily covered by a much smaller margin of surplus value.

With the land boom under way, moreover, the banks had every

temptation to keep it going, for a slump in land values would

cut the ground from under their feet.

1 See "Leyes y Disposidones," Banco Hipotecario Nacional, 1916, pp. 10-23.

' In proof witness the present prosperous condition of the National Mortgage

Bank, with its $512,987,075 m/n of c6dulas, against $566,048,570 of mortgages

(December 31, 1916). "Informe sobre las Operaciones Del Ano, 1916," Banco

Hipotecario Nacional.
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The banks, too, were under the control of the governments,

a wholesome and necessary provision in normal times. With

Celman in power, however, government control was a distinct

handicap. The banks were dominated by political cliques; the

governing bodies took good care to favor their partisans; it was

not a difl&cult matter for a supporter of the party in power to

obtain loans on properties utterly worthless, in spite of the

express prohibition of the law. "Swamps and salt plains had as

good a chance as a flourishing farm, provided the owner were in

the political ring." ^

Numerous stories were rife in the late eighties and early

nineties about the scandalous proceedings of the mortgage

banks. W. R. Lawson said the banks valued property at three

or four times what it would bring in a bona fide sale.^ The

Buenos Aires Standard of October 12, 1887, relates the following

swindle to which the National Mortgage Bank, it alleges, was a

partner: Some plots of land near Rosario were bought by a

syndicate for $30,000. The bank sent out a "tasador," or ap-

praiser, who valued the land at $12 per square meter. There

were 56,900 square meters in all! On this valuation the bank

made a loan of $500,000 of cedulas. The law says that the

maximum loan shall be $250,000, and loans shall not exceed

one-half the value of land pledged.

There are numerous tales of this sort. They may be taken

with a grain of salt, of course. Those were years of considerable

spiritual exaltation. Yet tales coming from such various and

respected sources must travel in the general direction of the

truth, even if many of them go beyond it.

It must be remembered, too, that the cedulas were paper

mortgage bonds, that their interest was payable in paper, and

that the Europeans who bought them paid gold. The govern-

ment needed gold to bolster up its tottering finances. An influx

of gold was the only thing, aside from the burning of paper

money, which would hold back the rising gold premium. To
the European the cedulas wore still a different aspect. Their

'John Procter in Bankers' Magazine, London, March, 1891, i, p. 457.

' "The Argentine Crisis: Its Financial Aspects,'' Fortnightly Review, liv, p.

456-
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interest was payable in paper, to be sure; but the rate was high,

7 per cent. In the years before the debasement of paper became

marked, the investment seemed a good one. It seemed even

better than the bonds of the government, for the cedulas bore a

double guarantee, the guarantee of the land mortgaged, and the

.promise of the government to stand behind all the obligations

of the bank. In later years, when panic was threatening, when

it was known that the government could with difficulty meet its

interest payments on foreign loans, when paper was depre-

ciated several hundred per cent, the situation was different.

Cedulas dropped into the thirties. The fact that cedulas were

payable in paper (and freely transferable) was undoubtedly the

chief reason for the enormous speculation in them both in

Europe and in Argentina. Cedula quotations rose and fell with

every fluctuation of the gold premium. They were, therefore,

an ideal betting proposition. Even when cedulas had fallen

far below their par value there was still a market for them in

Europe, because of the gambler's chance that a cedula selling

today at $50 might sell tomorrow at $45 or $60.

Finally, though the law creating the National Mortgage Bank
named $50,000,000 as its limit of emission of cedulas, to be sur-

passed only by sanction of special laws, this "provision was no

safeguard during an administration with whom "special laws"

were a specialty. There was, in fact, no limit upon emission,

except that set by the appetite of the purchasing public. Emis-

sions of cedulas on a large scale began in 1886. Until then land-

mortgage operations had been moderate. Although the Provin-

cial Mortgage Bank had been in operation since 1872, it had

emitted but $76,557,000 cedulas, of which only $49,745,000

were actually in circulation on December 31, 1885. In January,

1886, the Provincial Bank opened a new series,^ increasing

the total circulation of cedulas to $79,000,000 by the end of

1886.

'Memorias del Banco Hipotecario de la Provincia de Buenos Aires, 1886-91:

Ahexo Ixxi. At the same time the provincial bank raised the interest rate.

Series E and F, emitted in January, 1882, and January, 1884, respectively, bore

6 per cent.; Series G of October, 1885, bore 7 per cent. All subsequent issues

of the provincial bank were at 8 per cent.
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By this time the land boom was in full swing, and the print-

ing presses of the two banks were vying with each other in turn-

ing out cedulas. Authorities agree that prior to 1887 the cedulas

had reached Europe in only minor quantities. Before the end

of the year they were circulating on every European bourse of

any pretensions. This opening up of an apparently inexhausti-

ble new market goes far to explain the outburst of cedulas in

1887. The National Mortgage Bank began operations November

15, 1886. The board of directors decided to emit a Series A of

20,000,000 pesos bearing 7 per cent interest, i per cent amortiza-

tion, and I per cent commission, payable quarterly. There was

an influx of applicants from the beginning: "no fewer than

1,890 applicants for loans were attended to in the head oflSce in

six months." ^ By June, 1887, the series had been exhausted.

The great demand induced the Board to begin a new Series B,

of $15,000,000, subject to the same interest, amortization, and

commission as its predecessor, but payable half-yearly. On
August 26, Series C, likewise for $15,000,000, was begun. Thus,

within one year of its founding, the bank had issued the full

amount of $50,000,000 authorized by the law. Sixteen agencies

had been established in the provinces, 3641 mortgage loans had

been made, 2042 of them in the federal capital, 649 in the rich

wheat province of Santa Fe, and the others in the various prov-

inces and territories.^

The lands mortgaged were appraised by the bank at $111,-

506,605, so that the $50,000,000 of loans given in the form of

cedulas represented 44.84 per cent of the value of the property.

At this time, the bank appears to have favored a conservative

policy. The board announced that, although applications for

mortgages exceeded the $50,000,000 limit, no more cedulas could

be issued.'

But the tone soon changed. The cedulas had been well re-

ceived. Series A was quoted at 90, Series B at 84. Political

pressure from speculators, partisans of the government, was

at work to increase the emission. Applications for mortgages

' P. Agote: Finances of the Argentine Government, p. 144.

' Memoria del Banco Hipotecario National, 1887, p. 13. 'Ibid.
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continued to pour in. A law of August 2, 1888, authorized a

further emission of 60,000,000 pesos.^

The bank at once began three new series: Series D and E,

for 20,000,000 pesos each, at 7 per cent interest, i per cent

amortization, payable half-yearly; and a gold Series A,, likewise

for twenty millions, at 5 per cent interest, i per cent amortiza-

tion, with half-yearly service. By the end of the year Series D
had been run up to $16,894,000, Series E to $5,570,000, and

the gold series to $6,136,000. By the end of 1889 E had been

exhausted, and Series A, gold, had mounted to $18,214,000. In

three years the bank had emitted eighty-nine and one-half mill-

ions of paper cSdulas, and over eighteen miUions of gold cedulas.

This virtually concluded the emission of the National Mortgage

Bank for the time being; the emissions of 1890, amounting to

some $2,000,000, completing the $110,000,000 of cedulas author-

ized by law.

Meanwhile the Provincial Mortgage Bank had been proceed-

ing at a brisk pace. Series K was begun in July, 1887, and run

up to thirty millions. In the same year Series I and J were

completed, making a total emission for the year of $44,679,000.

The year 1888 witnessed three hew provincial series: L and M,
for a total of fifty-four and one-half millions, and a gold Series A
(at 6 per cent interest) of which only five millions could be

laimched.^ The year 1889 brought two more paper series, M
and N, each for $50,000,000. The panic of 1890 brought the end

of the mad business, though not before a new Series P, begun late

in 1889, had been run up to $69,000,000,— the largest series of

the lot!

«

The emissions of the Provincial Bank in the four years from

1887 to 1890 had amounted to $275,000,000 in round numbers.*

' Leyes y Disposici6nes," Banco Hipotecario Nacional, 1916, p. 39.

^ Twenty miUions were authorized, but the market would not take them.

Memorias del Banco Hipotecario de la Promncia de Buenos Aires, 1886-91,

Anexo xii.

'Ibid.

* Paper c6dulas $268,103,000

$5,096,000 gold c£dulas (at $1.48) 7,542,000

Total in paper $275,645,000
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Adding the national cedulas/ which reckoned in paper come to

$126,500,000, we' get a total emission of over $402,000,000 m/n.

In comparison with the Provincial Bank, the operations of

the National Mortgage Bank seem moderate. The effect is seen

in the market quotations. Though the quotations of national

cedulas fluctuated violently, in sympathy with the premium on

gold, rising as high as 112 ^ and falhng as low as 73,' the general

range was from 80 to 90, until as late as April, 1891, the worst

year of the crisis.*

Provincial cedulas, naturally, fared much worse. They en-

joyed merely the provincial guarantee. The enormous scale of

emission was not calculated to produce confidence. Series M
began in July, 1888, at 81; Series N, in December, at 76; Series

0, in April, 1889, at 76. By then warnings of the inevitable

panic were being sounded by the more prudent at home, and by

the financial journals in Europe. Series P started in November,

1889, at 67. The general average for 1890 was not above 60.

When in 1891 the panic had burst, the Provincial Bank had

gone under, and the province of Buenos Aires had defaulted, the

bottoin dropped out of the cedula market. By June^ Series P
was quoted at 30; the gold series A, at 28. No provincial ced-

ulas were above 44.^

^ Total of national c6dulas = 90,000,000 pesos of paper c6dulas

and 20,000,000 " " gold "

Below the gold c6dulas are calculated in paper:

1888 6,136,000 (at gold premium of 48) = $9,081,280 paper

1889 12,078,000 (" " " " 91) = 23,068,980 "

1890 1,786,000 ( " " " " 151) = 4,382,860 "

3f36,S33,i 20 paper

Total national cedulas stated in paper = 126,533,120 pesos.

" Series A, December 10, 1889. ' Series E, December 15, 1888.

* The national gold series, naturally, did not fare so well, falling heavily in

proportion as the gold premium rose. The series starts at 80, November 23, 1888,

descends to 74 in March, 1889, rises to 89 in June, 1889, then plunges downward

to 62 in December, 1889. In February, 1891, it stood at 49. (See Memoria del

Banco Hipotecario Nacional, 1890, p. 6.)

^ Memorias del Banco Hipotecario de la Provincia de Buenos Aires, 1886-91,

p. Ixxxv.
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The following table gives the total annual emission of cedulas,

the amount actually realized thereon, and the annuH payments

made by the banks for interest and amortization:

Yearly Emissions of C]6dulas and Annual Service, 1887-90

'

(Thousand paper pesos)

Nominal Realized Interest and
Year Value Value Amortization

1887 $94,679 $82,211 $8,239

1888 93i6l8 92,951 15,616

1889 153,894 116,681 23,167

1890 59,987 38,699 35,033

It is not possible to say with precision what part of this

great mass of mortgage bonds went to Europe. Competent

opinion, however, is agreed that it was by far the greater part.

It is worth noting, again, that the great outburst of cedulas

began simultaneously with the appearance of the bonds in

European markets, and that the chief reason for organizing the

banks was to attract capital from Europe to Argentine land.

Necessarily, in a young country, with a population of less than

4,000,000, home capital was lacking. We may note, too, the

statement of the finance minister in 1884 that virtually the

whole of the public debt, internal as well as external, was in

Europe.^ Direct evidence on cedulas is afforded by the state-

ment of the president of the Banco Hipotecario Nacional, that

in 1900, "except for small lots existing in the home market in

the hands of speculators, which might amount to $1,000,000 of

the Series A to F,' and to $3,000,000 of Series G,' all cedulas

might be considered, the paper ones as well as the gold, as being

' The statistics of nominal value of emissions and of interest and amortization

are compiled from official data from the annual Memorias, or reports of the mort-

gage banks. The "Realized Value" has been obtained by computing each series of

cedulas according to the market rate at which issued and totalling the results. The
market quotations are also given in official reports. The gold series (provincial

and national) have been converted into paper, at the average gold premium of

the years in which issued, and added to paper c6dulas to obtain the yearly totals

of emission in terms of paper pesos.

^ Memoria de Hacienda for 1883, i, p. 4.

* Series F not issued till 1895, Series G in i897=-98. Series H in 1900.
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in Europe. " ^ Inquiries made by the Argentine statistician, Sr.

A. B. Martinez, in 1900 and again in 1904,^ of the eminent

Argentine banker, the late Sr. Ernesto Tornquist, whose services

were of such value to the government during the reconstruction

days of the nineties, brought the same reply: Broadly speaking.

Series A to F were in their entirety in Europe; of Series G there

might be some milhons in the country, and likewise of Series H.^

To avoid exaggeration I take 90 per cent ^ as the portion of

the annual emissions that went abroad. The following table

gives the annual amount of cedulas sold to Europe, and the

interest and amortization annually paid thereon. These figures

are in gold pesos,' and they express the market value, that is, the

amount actually paid for the c6dulas.

Foreign C£dula Borrowings and Annual Service Thereon, 1887-90

(Thousand gold pesos)

Amount Real-
ized on C€dulas Interest and

Year Sold Abroad Amortization

1887 $54,138 $S>492

1888 46,621 9,498

1889 S5,88s 10,981

1890 13,97s 12,716

B. Foreign Capital in Railroads

The years of land speculation were also the years in which

railroad construction reached its maximum of intensity. There

is no need to discuss the causes, already reviewed: the artificial

atmosphere of prosperity caused by rising prices incident to the

depreciation of the currency, the over-confident policy of an

extravagant administration, and the eagerness of British in-

vestors for new outlets for their capital. Virtually all of the

capital invested in railroads during this period (and indeed|to

the present day) came from England.* Though in amount it

' Censo General de la Citidad de Buenos Aires, 1904, chapter on "Los Valores

Mobiliarios de la Repliblica Argentina,'' p. 491 et seq.

" Except for the two gold series, of which the whole went abroad.

' To get gold figures I have converted the figures for paper cedulas into gold

at the average premium of the year in which the emissions occurred.

* An important exception was the French railroad in the Province of Santa F6,

as mentioned below, p. 86.
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was much greater than the capital invested in c6dulas, and

therefore more important in an investigation of borrowings, its

description is a simpler matter.

One fact, however, must be noted,— the change in the policy

of the government. In Roca's time the building of state railroads

had been encouraged. In 1885 45 per cent of the total capital

in railroads was in state-owned Unes, either national or pro-

vincial. By 1890 the state Unes represented only 10 per cent of

the total capital. In part the change was due to the financial

difficulties of the provinces. In 1890 Buenos Aires sold the

Western Railroad to a British syndicate. The province of

Santa Fe leased its line to a French company, which eventually

assumed the ownership. In part, too, the change was a charac-

teristic result of the Celman regime. The presidential mes-

sages of 1887 and 1888 ^ dilate upon the advantages of private

ownership over government ownership. Viewed as a part of

the general policy of the administration, however, there can be

no doubt that the chief motive for the change was that of the

spendthrift, the desire to turn the state lines into ready

money.^

The statistics of new railroad mileage give some idea of what

was actually accomplished during this period by private enter-

prise. The entire decade of the eighties was one of unusual rail-

road building. From 1881 to 1886, 2500 miles were built.

In the next five years the new construction amounted to 4150

'See Los Menaajes, Caiman's message of May, 1887, iv, pp. 179 et seq.; and
iv, p. 209, Celman's message of May, 1888.

*In 1887 the Andino road was sold to an English company (for $12,300,000

gold), and a portion of the Central Norte leased. In the nineties there was some

tendency toward a return to the policy of state-owned roads. Capital in state

roads showed a considerable increase. But that Celman's acts of alienation of

state roads represent a distinct, permanent break with the past is evidenced by
the fact that at present state railroads represent but 18 per cent of the total rail-

road mileage and 10 per cent of the total capital in railroads. There are now
two state lines, the Central Norte and the Andino; their total capital is S122,-

000,000 gold, and their length is 4,033 kilometers. The total capital in private

lines is $1,210,000,000 gold, and the total length, 27,427 kilometers. These are

the figures tor 1913. (See EstadisHca de los FerrocarrUes en Explotacidn, xxii,

1913: Direcci6n General de Ferrocarriles.)
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miles, doubling the total mileage of the republic.^ Taking the

decade of the eighties as a whole, the increase is 6650 miles, as

compared with 1040 built in the seventies, and 2770 in the

nineties.

The figures, however,, fail to do justice to the situation. They
convey but a faint impression of the enthusiasm of the time for

railroad expansion. Though the government had begun to

alienate its own roads, it had not lost interest in railroad con-

struction. It stimulated the formation of new companies by the

liberal guarantee ^ of interest on the cost of construction.

Guarantees of interest had been granted in earlier years, but not

on the munificent scale of the late eighties. Railroad conces-

sions were granted without regard to the present and future needs

of the nation, the terms of one concession often having a destruc-

tive effect on another previously granted.^

Concessions were "frequently granted for some political pur-

pose, or else as a means of remunerating people who, although

' Growth of Argentine Railroads, 1861-1911

By five-year periods

Year Kilometers Year Kilometers

1861 39 1891 12,475

1866 515 1896 14.461

1871 852 1901 16,907

1876 2,033 I9°6 20,560

1881 2,516 1911 3°.oS9

1886 6,689

Estadistica de los Ferrocarriles en Explotacidn. Direcci6n General de Ferrocarriles,

1913, p. 400.

Figure for 1919 is 35,629 kilometers (22,141 miles).

^ The terms of guarantees varied, being defined in each concession granted.

In general, however, they were as follows: a certain annual rate of interest, usually

6 per cent to 7 per cent, was guaranteed on a construction cost not to exceed a

certain prescribed amount per kilometer; the guarantee to run for the number of

years named in the concession, usually twenty years. Interest was calculated

on the basis of a division of the gross receipts of the road, as 60 per cent to count

as costs, the rest as net earnings. Should these net earnings fall below the interest

guaranteed on the total capital, the government made up the difference. Should

the road another year earn more than the guaranteed interest, it must return

all of the excess, or a portion of it as defined in the concession, to the government,

and continue so to do till the full amount received as guarantee from the govern-

ment had been refunded.

' President Pellegrini's Message, May, 1891, Los Mensajes w.
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perhaps not entitled to any direct payment, had strong claims

which it was well to satisfy in an indirect manner. " ^HHowever

this may be, it may at least be said that the general inflation

had bhnded the government to the serious liabihties incurred

in granting subsidies to hues which were likely to prove un-

profitable, while the eagerness of British investors to absorb

Argentine securities of all kinds was a strong inducement

to promoters to obtain guaranteed concessions wherever

possible.

The mania for concessions reached its height in 1887. The

following is the work of the Congress of that year: concessions

were granted for the building of 6460 kilometers of railroad,

whose maximum cost should not exceed $150,270,000, and whose

annual guarantee was to be $7,513,500 gold. This is the "rec-

ord," but it is closely seconded by the Congress of 1889, which

granted concessions for 4553 kilometers, to cost not more than

$131,184,200, with an annual guarantee of $6,559,175. Add to

these the guaranteed concessions granted prior to 1887 and we

have a total of 15,443 kilometers, with a maximum cost of

$369,167,072 and an annual guarantee of $21,260,175 gold.^

Fortunately, the greater part of these lines were not built.

Had they been, the burden of the guarantees, greater than the

charge for the internal and external debt combined, would

have put the country in a much worse plight than that in which

it found itself in 1891, when the government was unable to meet

its charges on the foreign debt.

Yet in the presidential message of May, 1888, we find the

statement that by adding the proceeds from the sale of state

railroads to the gold being received from the banks in pajmient

of the bonds guaranteeing their note issue under the law of

November, 1887 (see Chapter V, pp. 56-61), "the external obliga-

tions (of the republic) can be extinguished in eight years." This

' Economist, 1888, ii, p. 1378.

* In addition, the Congress of 1887 gave guarantees to Houston for a shipping

line, and to Tornquist for sugar refineries, amounting to $461,720 gold, annually;

and guarantees for mining projects, steamship lines, and cable service granted in

1889 represent an annual expenditure of $955,000 gold. The total annual guar-

antees (had they really been paid) would have come to over $22,600,000 gold.
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naive statement, obviously a mere excuse for disposing of the

railroads, becomes doubly interesting in the light of what

actually happened to the foreign debt within the eight years

mentioned.^

The railroad guarantees caused a deal of ill-feeling between

the government and the railroads, the former maintaining

(often with truth) that the roads were simply resting on the

guarantee. Some roads were built with no other purpose than

that of obtaining the 6 per cent or 7 per cent of interest promised

them in their concession.^ Complaints were made, too, that

such guaranteed roads as did prosper did not return to the

government their profits in excess of the interest guaranteed, in

quittance of guarantees paid in former years, as required to do

by law. President Pellegrini in 1892 declared that the govern-

ment had in all paid out $16,000,000 gold without a cent of it

having been returned.^ A detailed discussion of the railroad

policy is beyond our province. We may leave the subject with

some eloquent figures from J. J. Castro, showing the stir that

was created in railroad circles by the policy of indiscriminate

concessions. When the panic came the situation was as follows:

State of Railroad Construction in i8g2 *

Kilometers

1. In operation 12,994

2. In active construction 528

3. Construction almost paralyzed 500

4. Construction completely paralyzed 3,699

5. "Studied" 4,089

6. "Being Studied" 61

7. "To be Studied" "
7,794

Total 29,664

• Los Mensajes, iv, p. 244.

^The special correspondent of the London Economist says in 1892 that "the

guaranteed railroads seem to possess Uttle intrinsic merit; their future depends on

the ability ... of the state to meet its obligations " (Economist, 1892, i, p. 697).

' Los Mensajes, v, p. 66.

'
J. J. Castro: South American Railways, p. 180 et seq.
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Our task is to note how this policy of railroad guarantees ^

increased the foreign liabihties of the government and to

describe the effect that it had, combined with the other causes

previously mentioned, on foreign investments in railroads.

The investments of foreign capital in railroads in this period

were extraordinary. According to the Economist, the total capital

in privately owned railroads at the end of 1885 was about

$76,500,000 (gold).^ Finance Minister Hansen's report in

October, 1892, says that the total capital of the private roads

was $312,500,000.' The increase v^as thus about $236,000,000.

About three-fifths of this, or $141,000,000, represent the rail-

road investments of two years, 1888 and 1889, the years when

the "boom" reached its maximum.*

As every one knows who has attempted investigation of this

sort, it is very difficult to determine precisely the amount of

capital in so large an industry as railroads, to distinguish the

declared capital from that actually invested, to assign to each

year the amount invested in that year. Martinez has truly said

that such an investigation is a "veritable labyrinth." Partic-

ulariy is it difficult in a country Uke Argentina, in so remote a

period as the late eighties, when Argentine statistical investiga-

tion was in its rudimentary stages. The figures that I shall give,

however, are based on a comparison of many sources, the most

important of which are given in the footnote. It may be fairly

said, too, that in a study of this sort, which deals,with general

tendencies and broad principles, small errors are of little con-

^The guarantees actually paid by the government were as follows:

Railroad Guarantees Paid, 1887-90

(Thousand gold pesos)

1887 $840 1889 $3,738
1888 838 1890 2,919

From Memorias de Hacienda {Annual Reports of Finance Minister).

' Economist, 1886, i, p. 106.

^ Memoria de Hacienda, 1891, i, and Exposiddn sobre el Estado Economico y
Financiero de la RepHUica Argentina, 1893, p. 149.

* Year Book of London Stock Exchange, 1890; Financial News, 1888.
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sequence. What we are seeking is a substantially accurate state-

ment of the roimd sum annually borrowed by Argentina, of

the interest pajonents thereon, and of the effects of these

financial dealings on the monetary situation and the balance

of trade.

The yearly investments of foreign capital in railroads were as

follows :
^

Foreign Investments in Argentine Railroads, 1885-91

(Thousand gold pesos)

1885 $ii,S43 1889 $51,897

1886 15,993 1890 20,000

1887 •. 37,812 1891 5',736

1888 89,419

C. Other Private Capital

The amount of foreign capital other than that invested in

cedulas, railroads, and public loans is much more difhcult to

get at. I cannot claim for my figures anything more than that

they represent the result of a comparison of statements coming

from a number of respected sources. The inability to obtain

precise data, however, is the less important in view of the fact

that these miscellaneous branches of investment were of much
smaller amount than the three main streams already cited. It

is for this reason, indeed, that the data are less ample. Various

careful estimates of this miscellaneous capital, however, have

been made, even for the period as early as that of my study.

1 Sources: These figures are compiled from Report of the Direcci6n General

'de Ferrocarriles, 1913, p. 424; the London Economist; Financial News; Year

Book of London Stock Exchange; report of Finance Minister Hansen for 1891;

Exposicion sobre el Estado Economico y Pinanciero de la RepHblica Argentina,

Buenos Aires, 1893; Mulhall's Handbook, 1892; Louis Guilaimes's La RepAblica

Argentina, 1889, p. 348 (attach6 to the Official Bureau of Information of the Ar-

gentine Republic) ; G. Canderlier's La Virite sur VImmigration des Travailleurs et

des Capitaux Beiges dans la Republique Argentine, p. 33 et seq.; and a very valuable

collection of financial "Clippings" gathered through many years by the banking

firm of Tornquist & Co., Buenos Aires, which I have been permitted to consult in

their admirable private library.
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Mulhall's investigation in 1878 showed the miscellaneous in-

vestments to be $21,000,000 gold.^ The Economist puts mis-

cellaneous investments, exclusive of banks, at $27,000,000 at

the end of 1885; and the capital of the foreign banks at

$15,000,000. Adopting the practice followed by the Argentine

bankers, Tomquist & Co., in their inventory of 1904, we may
take one-half of the capital of the foreign banks as being in

Argentina. The total miscellaneous capital in 1885 was thus

$34,500,000. In 1892 we have the study of Domingo Lamas,

which, basing itself on a report of the British Legation in Buenos

Aires in 1891, puts the miscellaneous foreign capital at $85,-

000,000, exclusive of that in foreign banking estabhshments.^

It is clear from these statements that the miscellaneous in-

vestment was comparatively small, not more than $60,000,000

in the period of marked expansion we are now considering,

the late eighties. The items that are grouped under this head

of "miscellaneous" are various; banks, tramways, gas, coloni-

zation and land companies, and land-mortgage companies are

the chief. The only important omission is that of capital rep-

resented by farms and "estancias" owned by foreigners. This

item was undoubtedly a considerable one, but no data on its

amount are available for the period of my study. Moreover,

since most of the owners resided within the country, it does not

constitute an item of major importance in a computation of the

balance of external borrowings.

D. Total Private Borrowings, Year by Year

We may sum up, therefore, the yearly "private borrowings,"

as represented by cedulas held abroad, foreign investments in

railroads, and the investments in various minor fields. The
following table gives the annual influx of foreign "private"

capital, and the annual interest charge thereon:

' The British in South America, 1878, M. G. Mulhall, p. 640.

^ Lamas, Revista Economica, November s, July 5, 1892, p. 120 et seq. The capital

of the foreign banks in 1892 is given by Finance Minister Hansen as $20,000,000;

taking one-half of this we get a total of 895,000,000 {Memoria de Hacienda, 1891,

i, and ExposiciSn Sohre el Estado, etc., p. 149).
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Akntjal Investments of Foreign Capital in Private Enterprise, 1885-91

(Thousand gold pesos)

Year Capital Interest Charge

'

188s 113,543 $5,563

18S6 25,993 6,863

1887 106,950 14,996

1888 156,040 24,473

1889 122,805 29,300

1890 33,975 32,035

1891 5,736 23,486

2

II. Public Foreign Borrowings, 1886-90

A. National Foreign Loans

As related in Chapter IV, the increase in the public debt,

national, provincial, and municipal, for the period 1881-85,

was about $101,000,000. In the next five years the public debt

was increased by double that sum. The national government

alone borrowed $114,000,000,* by foreign loans. The largest

loan was the 5 per cent "Public Works Loan" for $42,000,000,

of which $20,160,000 was issued in January, 1886, and $21,-

622,000 was issued in the following year. This loan supplanted

the loans previously authorized for the building of the Riachuelo

Port, and the sanitary works of the federal capital, which, it

will be remembered, the government had not succeeded in

floating in 1884. The other national loans of this period were

the North Central Railroad Extension Loan, first and second

series, issued in June, 1887, and April, 1888, for a total of

$14,112,000 gold; the so-called "German Loan" of $10,291,000

gold issued in 1887 for the payment of the debt of the national

government to the Banco Nacional; a 4I per cent "internal"

^The interest and amortization of cfidulas are official. The interest on rail-

road and other investments are reckoned at 5 per cent on the total capital in these

enterprises at the end of each year.

^ Full amount owed was much more than twenty-three millions; the decline is

due to the bankruptcy of The Provincial Hypothecary Bank; it could not meet

interest on cMulas (paid only $1,631,000 in 1891, though owing fully $10,000,000

gold a year). The National Mortgage Bank paid full interest on paper c^dulas

in 1891. (See Chapter VIII, p. 121,)

' This is the nominal value; the amount realized was $94,689,000 gold.
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gold loan for $19,868,500, issued in London and on the con-

tinent of Europe in October, 1888; and finally, t?e famous

Buenos Aires Water Supply and Drainage Loan, for $25,000,000

gold. It was this drainage loan that precipitated the panic,

and forced Baring Brothers & Co., London, to close their doors

in November, i8go.

The following table gives the annual emissions of national

foreign debt, and the annual external pajonents made by the

national government. To the annual service of the foreign

debt is added 90 per cent of the interest on the internal debt,

and the annual disbursements of interest guaranteed to railroads.

Balance of Borrowings or the National Government, 1886-90

(Thousand gold pesos)

Year
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ment in the clearest light. It indicates that, on account of the

heavy loans, the government was until 1889 receiving more

from abroad than it paid out. In other words, the government

could pay the interest on old loans out of the proceeds of the

new ones. But in 1889 the situation is reversed. Interest charges

exceed new loans. This reversal goes far to explain the anxiety

of the government to raise new foreign loans; it confirms the

view already given that the real purpose behind the complicated

projects for new currency legislation in 1889 was to maintain

the stream of foreign borrowing. In 1890, with access to foreign

lenders shut off entirely, the full weight of the foreign debt falls

on the government, with the result that the government is forced

to confess that it cannot meet its foreign Habilities.

Two other circumstances,'not indicated in the table, are neces-

sary for a complete understanding of the difficult position in

which the government found itself in 1890. The first is the 4^^
per cent gold internal loan of 1887. It will be remembered that

this loan was specially issued for the guarantee of bank notes,

under the Free Banking Law of November 4, 1887. It was to

buy these bonds that the provinces borrowed so heavily from

abroad, although there is evidence that in several instances the

provinces acquired the bonds on the strength of a promise to

pay in gold at some later date, rather than by actual purchase.

All in all, $196,882,886 (gold) of these bonds were emitted by

the national government; and one of the troublesome problems

of the nineties was the cancellation of them. By 1890 their

annual service was a heavy charge upon the government, the

amount paid for their interest and amortization in that year

being $4,066,000 gold. Since the provinces had borrowed from

Europe the capital with which to purchase the guarantee bonds,

the prompt payment of the interest to the provinces by the na-

tional government was as essential as the payment of the interest

on the foreign debt itself, for should the national government

cease the payments of interest to the provinces the latter, in

their turn, must cease payments to their foreign bondholders.

The entire fabric of the public credit, therefore, rested on

the ability of the national government to meet its obhgations,
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internal as well as external; and the government's ability to do

so rested, in turn, on its ability to maintain the stream of foreign

loans at the height attained in 1887 and 1888. When the stream

ebbed in 1889, and dried up in 1890, both the nation and the

provinces were bankrupt.

' The other circumstance which made more difficult the situa-

tion of the government was the fact that it received its revenues

,in paper money, which was rapidly depreciating in value. In

such a situation, during the period when depreciation is mani-

festing itself most markedly, revenues must inevitably fall

behind the expenditures; for some sources of pubhc revenue

are niore or less fixed in character. Assessments for the land tax,

for example, cannot be revised from week to week, yet paper

money is falling in value from day to day. Moreover, the official

valuations of the imports, on which the import duties are based,

are not even today more .than loosely accurate. They cannot

reflect the continual price changes going on from week to week.

How much less could they have done so in so unstable a period

as that of 1889 to 1891, when the gold premium shot up from 55

in March, 1889, to 364 in October, 1891, a rise of 314 per cent,

accompanied by violent fluctuations all along the way.

The result was a marked increase in government expendi-

ture, a continual lagging of revenue in the race to catch up, and

in consequence, a constant scramble to find external means,

foreign loans, with which to make ends meet. The heavy ex-

penditures of government in this period were in. part, of course,

due to extravagance; in part, however, they were the inevi-

table accompaniment of a rapidly rising gold premium.

Still other difficulties of the government grew out of this

combination of heavy foreign borrowing and a depreciating

currency. The heavy borrowings of 1886, '87, and '88, by in-

creasing the supply of foreign exchange would tend to keep up

the rate; and the result would be seen in a falling gold premium.

This appears to have been the reason why the premium remained

low during those years, notwithstanding the pouring of consider-

able amounts of paper currency into an already redundant

circulation. The government would naturally be anxious to
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continue this state of affairs by keeping up the flow of foreign

loans, for not only would the loans furnish it with resources

wherewith to make its interest pa3Tiients on the foreign debt,

but by keeping up the rate of exchange and upholding the value

of the paper money, they would enable the government to make

its gold purchases, and buy its foreign exchange therewith, on

more favorable terms. Once the ebb had set in, however, the

situation rapidly changed for the worse. When loans ceased,

the supply of exchange decreased. There being no decrease in

the demand represented by interest payments, foreign loans,

imports, etc., but, on the contrary, a continual increase, owing

to the growing size of these interest payments, exchange fell.

This condition of things, so unfavorable to a govermnent having

large foreign payments to make, was made worse by the specula-

tors, who, having in their hands the gold which the government

needed for the purcha:se of exchange with which to remit interest

on foreign loans, could run up the price, temporarily, to almost

any figure they chose. The interest payments on the national

foreign debt in 1889 and 1890 cost the government $4,902,000

and $3,658,000 gold, respectively, because of these "differences

in exchange."

The predicament of the government, it is clear, could scarcely

have been worse. It is convenient, at this place, to point out once

again that the bankrupt condition of the government was not

due merely to its own extravagance and maladministration, as

so often charged by Argentine writers. Extravagance and bad

management there undoubtedly were; though these qualities

were almost as ubiquitous during this period in private enter-

prise as in public enterprise. Everyone, lenders as well as

borrowers, had for the time being succiunbed to the fever of

getting something for nothing. Many of the difficulties of the

government, however, were inherent in the situation, in the

combination of foreign borrowings and depreciating paper.

Once these forces had begun t6 interact upon each other, it is

difficult to see how national bankruptcy could have been avoided,

especially when it is remembered that Argentina was a young

country with a smaU population and practically no capital of
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its own. Without special arrangements with foreign bondholders

such as were made in the nineties, designed to lessen^e weight

of the foreign debt, it is difi&cult to perceive how even the wisest

statesman could have avoided the crash of 1890 and 1891.

This brief description of the special problems of the govern-

ment indicates clearly enough the nature of the interrelation

between foreign borrowings and depreciated paper money.

The difficulties of the government, however, are after all but a

secondary consideration. What chiefly concerns us is the study

of the interrelation of these factors in the wider field, in the eco-

nomic life of the country as a whole. It is for that reason that I

am summing up in this chapter the total of borrowings, both

private and pubHc. We may continue with the summary.

B. Provincial and Municipal Foreign Loans

Until now, I have spoken only of the national foreign loans.

The provinciarioans amounted to a sum only slightly smaller.

From 1886 to 1889, inclusive, the provinces emitted foreign loans

totaUing $99,759,000, nominal value, on which the sum real-

ized, computed at the market rates at which the various loans

were floated, was $86,801,000 gold.^ In the early eighties the

chief purpose of provincial borrowing had been the building of

provincial railroads and other pubHc works. In the latter half

of the decade loans for this purpose continued, though not to so

great an extent. From 1885 to 1890 there were five provincial

railroad and public works loans, amounting in all to $20,-

970,000 gold. The chief cause of provincial borrowing in this

period, however, was the Guaranteed Banks Law of 1887. No
less than nine provinces made foreign loans for the purpose of

securing gold with which to buy the national gold 4I per cent

bonds to guarantee their note issue. These loans, eleven in

number, amounted to $50,975,000 (realized value $44,556,000).

Of these nine loans a total of $47,243,000 was emitted in 1888.

In addition, y/e must include a series of municipal loans.

Most important are the two foreign loans of the city of Buenos

' As compared with the provincial loans of 1881-85, which totalled $55,903,000
nominal value, or $50,371,000 market value.
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Aires, issued in 1888 and 1889, the first a 6 per cent paper loan ^

of $10,000,000, sold by the city to the Banco Nacional, which

negotiated it with a syndicate of European bankers for $6,949,-

998 gold; and the second a 45 per cent gold loan for $10,000,000

gold.^ Both were for pubUc works. Besides these, there were

several small foreign loans,— two issued by the city of Cor-

doba, in 1887 and 1889, totalUng $4,000,000 gold; three by
Rosario, in 1887, 1888, and 1889, for $7,492,000 gold; two loans

of the city of Parana; in 1889, for $2,068,480 gold; and one by

the city of Santa F6, in 1889, for $1,300,000 gold. The total of

the municipal foreign loans, stated at the nominal value, was

$34,860,000 gold ; reckoned at their market value, they amounted

to $29,238,000 gold.

C. Total Public Foreign Borrowings

All in all, then, the public foreign loans, national, provincial,

and municipal, for the period 1886-90 were as follows:

Total Public Foreign Loans 1886-90

(Thousand gold pesos)

Nominal Value Amount Realized

National $125,420 ' $106,109

Provincial 99i7S9 86,801

Municipal • 34,860 29,238

Total $260,039 $222,148

The effect of the reckless pubhc borrowing of these years was

to virtually double the total foreign obligation of the repubUc.

The most careful statement of the pubhc debt during this

period was that made by Finance Minister Seiior Emilio Hansen

in March, 1892. It is based on a special inqiiiry in which con-

siderable pains were taken to ascertain the extent of the pro-

^ Anuario Pillado, pp. 115-116.

' For details of municipal loans see Anuario Pillado, p. 113.

' Viz. : Loans to government $114,000,000

Short-time loans of 1890 to Banco Nacional, assumed by

government in 1892 11,420,000

Total $125,420,000
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vincial foreign debt, a subject on which information was meagre

and inaccurate.

Finance Minister Hansen's Statement of the Pdblic '

Foreign Debt on December 31, 1891

(Thousand gold pesos)

1. National $204,960

2. Provincial i43)32S

3. Municipal 24,59^ '

'
4. Back Interest:

1. Provincial $9,S9S

2. Municipal 697 10,292

Total 5383,173

To this total should be added

5. 90 per cent of paper internal debt

—

stated in gold $11,925

6. Guaranteed R.R.'s 81,800

Total public foreign liability $476,895

III. Balance of Borrowings

We may now draw up the table of the annual public foreign

borrowings and of the annual interest charge, and. strike the

balance:

ANNtTAi, Balance of Public Foreign Borrowings, 1886-90

(Thousand gold pesos)

Year
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It will be noted that total borrowings (Col. 4) show an increase

to 1888, the borrowings of that year anjounting to almost

$92,000,000. In 1889 the borrowings diminish markedly, and

in 1890 they come to a dead stop. Meanwhile, as shown in

Column 8, the interest charge becomes steadily heavier. Column

9 shows the "balance" of public foreign borrowings. It indicates

that to 1888 new borrowings annually exceeded the interest charge

by a wide margin, but that in 1889 the margin is cut down to

almost nothing, and in 1890, with borrowing at a stand-still, the

full weight of the foreign debt charge falls upon the governments.

As a result, they were unable in 1891 to meet their Uabilities.

By combining the totals of private borrowings given in the

table on page 93 with those just given for pubhc loans we get

the general balance of borrowings for the period:

Balance of Fobeign Borrowings, Public and Private, 1886-91

(Thousand gold pesos)

Year



CHAPTER Vir

THE INTERRELATION OF BORROWINGS AND PAPER

MONEY, 1885-1890

With the facts of monetary history and of borrowings before

us, it is plain enough that the situation in 1890 was much the

same as that of 1884-85, reviewed in Chapter III. The brief

crisis that occurred at the end of 1884 was, as we saw, caused

by over-Uberal' borrowings, which created an unfavorable bal-

ance of payments, drove foreign exchange to the export point,

exhausted the reserves of the banlcs, and forced the suspen-

sion of specie payments. We found in that crisis a case in which

depreciation of paper money was caused solely by heavy bor-

rowing, there having been no increase in the paper money in

circulation. The Baring Crisis affords an instance in which the

liberal issue of paper goes hand in hand with heavy borrow-

ings. The effect of these factors is heightened by enormous

speculation in gold and in lands. In other words, all of the

factors which tend to drive up the gold premium are operating

together. Naturally, the effect was more pronounced; the

depreciation of the paper money went to much greater lengths;

the resultant crisis was much more spectacular and profound,

and the subsequent depression of longer duration.

Before speaking of the panic itself, it may be well to point

out more in detail the effect of the borrowings on the currency

and the general situation. The first point to be noted is the

extraordinary size of the borrowings. In five years, 1886-90,

Argentina borrowed 668,000,000 pesos gold. The total of its

foreign liabilities, including public loans and foreign capital in

private enterprise, stood at the beginning of 1892 as follows:
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Total Foreign Liabilities op Argentina, January 1, 1892

(Thousand gold pesos)

Public loans and guaranteed railroads $473,845

Railroads without guarantee 230,700

C6dulas 123,000

Miscellaneous 95,000

Total $922,545

Stated in paper money, the total of the foreign capital in

Argentina was $3,063,000,000.^

Fully 85 per cent of this capital had been borrowed in a

single decade, 1880-90; and over 70 per cent of it in the last

five years, 1885-90. As was shown in the last chapter, the

climax was reached in 1888, the inflow of foreign capital in that

year being almost $248,000,000 gold, or 27 per cent of the

'

total Argentine borrowings to 1892. There are few instances in

the history of foreign borrowings which surpass this record of

Argentina in the- late eighties.

Naturally the proceedings were watched with interest, and

later with alarmed astonishment, by European bankers and the

financial journals. The Financial News in its comment in 1888

says: Public loans are bad enough, but "that is nothing to the

fun that the railroad concessionaires have had. Their insatiable

maw has been stretched out eighteen distinct times, or at an

average of once a fortnight in ten months. It has been sarcas-

tically observed that the Argentine railways are just now the

spoiled children of the money market. The authors of the sar-

casm have very little idea how much truth there is in it. The

city has had painful experience of prodigal borrowers; but in the

whole history of foreign loans there has never been anything to

compare with the above record. That the Argentine Repubhc is

richly endowed by nature we readily admit; but if it were a

first class European state, reckoning its tax payers by tens of

thousands, and its accumulated wealth by millions, borrowing

Uke that would be too fast for it. . . . Who among the most

sanguine friends of the Argentine Republic will say that its four

'The gold premium in 1892 averaged 232 per cent.
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millions of inhabitants are safe debtors for £25 per head? A
burden hke that would sober even a Maori financier. ^

Such borrowing as this would in all likelihood have occasioned

a panic even without the presence of depreciated paper. To my
mind there can be no question that in this instance, as in that

of 1884-85, the predominating cause of the crisis was borrowings,

intensified, to be sure, by inconvertible currency, the depreda-

tion of which was due quite as much to the collapse of borrow-

ings as to over-issue of paper money. To demonstrate the effect

of the borrowings on the currency one has only to note the general

movement of the balance of international payments. It will be

remembered that when, in the last chapter, the balance of

borrowings alone was struck, it was found that down through

1888 the new annual borrowings exceeded the interest charge,

but that when borrowings began to ebb in 1889, and interest

charges to grow, the situation was reversed, so that in 1890 and

189 1 the interest charge exceeded the new borrowings. When,

instead of borrowings alone, we consider the whole balance of

international payments, we find a similar state of affairs.

The following table presents the borrowings and interest

payments, the exports and imports, and their sum for the years

1886-91, and strikes the balance:

Annual Balance of Payments, 1886-91

(Thousand gold pesos)
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There is no occasion at this point to enter into a dis-

cussion of exports and imports, since the foreign merchandise

trade is to be considered in detail in a later portion of this study.

It may be pointed out, however, that, taking the exports and

imports by themselves (Cols, i and 4), we find a large excess of

imports over exports. The imports show a rapid increase until

1889, then a moderate decline in 1890, and, finally, in the

panic year of 189 1, a most striking shrinkage to less than one-half

the total for the previous year. The reasons for the abnormal

expansion of imports, and the subsequent shrinkage, will be dis-

cussed later. The point to be noted here is simply that there is

a pronounced excess of imports over exports down through

1890.

Relating this excess to the movements of foreign exchange,

we should expect that, were merchandise trade the only item

affecting foreign exchange transactions, exchange would run

decidedly "against" Argentina throughout this period: for the

demand for exchange represented by the imports is greatly in

excess of the supply represented by the exports.

In fact, however, this was not the case, and the reason is to be

found in the borrowings of foreign capital. From 1886 through

1888 the excess of imports over exports is more than offset by

the heavy influx of borrowings, so that instead of a deficit in

the balance of payments, we find a large and growing excess of

the "Credits" account over the "Debits" account. The balance

is decidedly "favorable" to Argentina. In 1889 we note a

marked drop, which in 1890 develops into a large unfavorable

balance. This, too, shows the dominating effect of borrowings

in the balance of payments; it is the result of the cessation of

new borrowings and the growth of the interest charge on the

debt incurred in previous years.

Before going further with the analysis of the balance of pay-

ments, it should be pointed out that several items which of

right should be included in the balance are omitted. The chief

of these are immigrants' remittances and tourists' expenditures.

How much was annually remitted to their native countries by

the large number of immigrants in Argentina is unknown. I
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can find only two estimates for the period of my study, that of

Mulhall in 1878 already mentioned in Chapter IV, which puts

immigrants' remittances at $2,000,000 gold, and that of President

Pellegrini in 1890, which puts them at $5,000,000 gold. Mul-

hall's estimate is based on an actual siunming up of small remit-

tances, on the basis of data furnished him by the banks. How
trustworthy President Pellegrini's figures are, I do not know.

President Pellegrini also gives $5,000,000 as the sum annually

remitted to Argentine tourists in foreign countries. Of one thing,

however, we may be certain. These items were small as com-

pared with the two major items, borrowing, and foreign trade.

They were so small that their inclusion in the balance would not

produce any essential change in its general trend. They in no

wise contradict the assertion that borrowings formed the pre-

dominating factor in the balance of payments. For if we include

in the balance given on page 104 the $10,000,000 of annual

remittances mentioned by President Pellegrini as representing

immigrants' remittances and tourists' expenditures we get the

following results (I repeat the balance previously given for

purposes of comparison):

(Thousand gold pesos)

Balance of Payments given The Amended Balance of

Year on p. 104 Payments, including Im-
Borrowings and Merchan- migrants' Remittances and

diseTrade Tourists' Expenditures

1886 -|-$IS,242 + $5,242

1887 -I- 83,263 -I- 73,263

1888 -1-169,973 -1-159,973

1889 -1- 19,383 + 9,385

1890 —56,268 —66,268
1891 -1-12,678 -f- 2,678

The second column is the same as the first, except that an extra

$10,000,000 gold a year has been included in the "Debits"

account, as representing remittances by immigrants and those

to tourists abroad. It is clear that their inclusion does not alter

the general trend of the balance. It serves rather to accentuate

the situation caused by the ebbing of borrowings in 1889, and

their virtual cessation the following year. It cuts down the favor^

able balance of 1889 to an even smaller sum, and increases the
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deficit in 1890. Even should we double or treble the immi-

grants' remittances and tourists' expenditures, we should have

virtually the same result, a slightly smaller favorable surplus

in the early years, and a larger deficit at the end of the period.

There is one other item usually included in calculations of

the balance of payments, which I have omitted— maritime

freights. This omission is not due merely to an inabihty to find

exact data, but to the fact that it ought not to figure in a com-

putation of the Argentine balance of payments. The best proof

is that, although in the past five or six years much interest has

been shown in the balance of payments, and careful computa-

tions of it are now made annually, both by the noted Argentine

banking firm of Ernesto Tornquist & Co. and by the Director

General of National Statistics, Dr. Alejandro Bunge, the item

of maritime freights is not included. The reason is to be found

in the Argentine method of evaluating the imports and the

exports.

The prices on which the values of exports are annually com-

puted are the prices of the Buenos Aires market. They include

the cost of transportation from the interior to the ports, but

not the cost of ocean transport, for, as Dr. Bunge says, so far

as exports are concerned, "maritime freight charges, which do

not enter into our country because all the ships which trans-

port our produce are owned abroad, are not paid by us; they are

neither a credit nor a debit as between our country and the out-

side world, and must not figure as an item of value in our foreign

commerce."/^

The import prices, on the other hand, being Ukewise those of

the Buenos Aires market, include the cost of maritime transpor-

' El Inter-Cambio Economico de la RepHblica Argentina en IQ16, p. 13, by the

Direcci6n General de Estadistica de la Nacifin. It should be said that the official

import values are not strictly the market prices, but are based on " customs valua-

tions" drawn up at irregular intervals, and loosely and often inaccurately revised

from time to time. These customs valuations, however, are based on the import

prices ruling in the Buenos Aires market at the time the customs valuations, or

"tarifas de avaltios," are drawn up. They include maritime freight charges. Of

the reliability of these official valuations of the imports I shall speak in the

chapters on foreign trade. (See Chapter XII, pp. 178-80.)
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tation. There is no occasion, therefore, for including maritime

freights as a separate item in the balance of payments.

There can be no doubt, then, that the balance of payments

as presented on page 104, the simple addition of the borrowings

and the merchandise foreign trade, tells with substantial accu-

racy the story of this period. We may continue the consideration

of the effect of the borrowings on the value of the paper money.

And first we must note the effects of the borrowings on foreign

exchange. In the chart on the following page the movement of

the rate of exchange on ninety-day sterling bills is shown for

the period from January, 1888, to May, 1889,— a period which

covers approximately the export season (November to May) of

1887-88 and that of 1888-89, together with the "off-season"

winter months (June to September) of 1888.^ In general, the
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' For description of the Argentine trade year, and discussion of the effects of

alternating "busy" and "off" seasons on exchange and the gold premium, see Chap-
ter VIII, p. 196.
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RATE OF EXCHANGE
FOR NINETY-DAY STERLING BILLS, JANUARY, 1887,

TO MAY, 1889.
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in that year. The subsequent fall of exchange ^ is matched by

the descent of the curve in the balance of pajonents, which in

turn is due to the ebbing of borrowings, as represented by the

descending hne of the balance of borrowings in 1889.

The result of the movement of exchange was a large import

of gold in 1888 and a large export of gold in 1889:

Imports and Exports of Gold, 1886-90 =

(Thousand gold pesos)

Year Imports Exports Balance

1886 $20,636 $8,358 +$12,378

1887 9,747 9,877 — 128

1888 ' 44,810 8,735 +36,075
1889 11,750 28j43i — 16,681

1890 7,151 5,284 + 1,867

The movements of gold, it will be seen, were erratic. Since

gold movements were subject to so many influences besides that

considered here, to the calculations of gold speculators in

Argentina, to European syndicates seeking to manipulate the

gold premium in order to render Argentine securities more

salable abroad, to interest rates on call money and short-

time paper, no consistent gold movement over a period of

years is to be expected. The table does indicate, however, a

general trend that is in keeping with the balance of payments.

In the earlier years, when the balance was favorable there is a

heavy import of gold; in 1889, when borrowings were rapidly

ebbing and the interest charge was growing to alarming propor-

tions, the current sets in the other way; gold flows out. And
these movements of gold, as shown by our chart, are in accord

with the movements of the foreign exchange rate.

One other fact is to be noted. The heavy gold movements,

1 Toiyard the end of 1889 exchange rises again, and a generally high level is main-

tained in 1890 and 1891, exchange rising even as high as 49 and 50, in the face of

the panic conditions of those years. This apparently paradoxical state of affairs

is chiefly ascribable to the manipulations of gold speculators and the European

syndicates, who sought to maintain an artificial rate by shipping gold into Argen-

tina, for the purpose of unloading Argentina securities with which they were

burdened. These manipulations and their si^ificance are discussed in Chapter

VIII. (See pp. 142-145.)

* Extracto Estadisiico, p. 203.
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totalling about $155,000,000 in the five years, and the fluctua-

tions of foreign exchange in sympathy with the changes in the

balance of payments, indicate plainly enough, as stated in Chap-

ter II, that, so far as exchange operations were concerned, there

was no essential difference between Buenos Aires exchange and

any other. Although the currency of the country, was depre-

ciated paper, the exchanges were operated on a gold basis, ex-

change was bought and sold for gold, and gold moved into and

out of Argentina in obedience to the mechanism of the "specie

points." There was no "dislocation" of exchange, no paper

exchange; but gold exchange operating in the same way as in

gold-standard countries.

There was, however, a difference between the Argentine case

and that ordinarily considered by the theorist of international

trade. Though there was not a paper exchange, the currency of

the country in all internal transactions was inconvertible paper

money. And the value of this latter, as we have said, was af-

fected by changes in the balance of payments quite as much as

it would have been had the Buenos Aires exchange been a paper

exchange rather than a gold. There is no need again to go over

the ground already covered in the preliminary discussion of

principles. (See Chapter 11, p. 13 et seq.) What we must note

here is what actually happened in the period of 1885-90.

The following table gives the circulation of paper money, the

gold premium, the balance of payments, and the balance of gold

imports and exports year by year for 1884-90.

Year
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It was in January, 1885, it will be remembered, that specie

payments were suspended, owing to a fall of exchange late in

1884, caused by an unfavorable balance of payments, which was

the result of over-liberal borrowings in earlier years. The gold

premium remains low until 1889. It is lower in 1887 than in

1885. The rise of the premium in 1888 was slight, though the

paper money in circulation was increased by 36,000,000 pesos.

Meantime the balance of pajonents shows a heavy and a grow-

ing surplus in favor of Argentina. This surplus is reflected in

the movements of gold. The export of gold occasioned late in

1884 and early in 1885 was soon checked by the renewal of bor-

rowings. The year 1885 shows a favorable balance. Thereafter,

the movement of gold is on the whole toward Argentina, until

1889. When one considers the events of 1884, already reviewed in

Chapter IV, when an unfavorable balance of payments forced the

suspension of specie payments, there having been no increase

whatever in the quantity of paper in circulation; and notes,

besides, that in the four subsequent years, 1885-88, when the

balance of payments was increasingly favorable to Argentina,

the gold premium scarcely rose at all, in spite of an increase of

about 68,000,000 pesos in the paper money circulation, the con-

clusion appears warranted that the balance of payments, dom-

inated as it was by borrowings of foreign capital, exercised a

dominant effect upon the gold premium.

As regards the mechanism through which the balance of pay-

ments worked this effect, that subject has already been discussed

in Chapter II. When, in 1884, borrowing declined and the

balance of pa3rments consequently became unfavorable to Ar-

gentina, demand for exchange exceeded supply, and exchange

fell to "export point," giving rise for a demand for gold for

export. The increased demand for gold, appearing coincidently

with a decrease in its supply due to its exportation, drove up

its price; specie pajrments were suspended, and gold was sold

in the market at a premium. In the succeeding years, the

balance of payments exercised the contrary influence on ex-

change. The excess of supply, represented by the borrowings

and the' exports, over the demand for exchange, represented by
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the imports and interest charges, drove up the rate of exchange

to the gold import point, and gold flowed into Argentina, over

$82,000,000 of gold in the four years (as against gold exports of

about $35,000,000). Since, as already noted, the value of the

paper money depended not merely on the condition of supply

and demand for paper, but quite as much on the condition of

supply and demand for gold, the increased gold supply during

these years undoubtedly contributed heavily toward keeping the

gold premium within moderate limits.

In 1889, 1890, 1891, the gold premium rises rapidly, from

48 per cent, the average for 1888, to 287 per cent, the average

for 189 1. In these years all of the factors that may bring about

the depreciation of the currency are operating together. Be-

cause of the Guaranteed Banks Law of 1887 the quantity of

paper money in circulation increases to an extraordinary de-

gree. Meantime, borrowing of foreign capital first ebbs and then

ceases; while interest charges are growing constantly larger.

The balance of payments begins to run heavily against Argen-

tina, showing in 1890 a deficit of some $56,000,000 (gold).

Gold pours out of the country. The speculation in land has

reached its maximum, and is on the point of collapse. The

national government and the provinces are burdened with

foreign liabilities which they cannot meet except out of new

borrowings, and European lenders, now thoroughly alarmed,

refuse to grant them.

This was the situation out of which there came in 1890-91

the Baring Panic.



CHAPTER VIII

THE PERIOD OF THE BARING PANIC, 1890-1895

I. The Panic

The decade of the nineties was the logical aftermath of the financial

and monetary debauch reviewed in the preceding chapters. Its

story is that of the Baring Panic, and of the long period of slow

recovery from that most severe of Argentine crises. An adequate

account of the Baring Panic would require a separate volimie.

I can give merely such a general sketch of events as is required

for the purposes of our present problem, the interrelations of

paper money and foreign borrowings.

The approaching collapse was already apparent in 1889. It

is evidenced by the numerous and futile schemes of the govern-

ment to keep down the gold premium, the projects for currency

reform, and the attempts to negotiate new foreign loans. After

the failure to control the premium by official mandate, and the

failure to prevent speculation in gold, events moved rapidly.

When the Stock Exchange dealings in gold were prohibited in

February, 1889, the premium stood at 55 per cent.^ When gold

dealings on 'Change were again permitted in September, the

premium stood at 106 ^: and the government had-expended the

Guaranteed Bank reserves in supplying the continued demand

for gold of the foreign trade market. Finance Minister Varela

resigned. There followed a succession of finance ministers, each

one holding office but a few months. An eleventh-hour attempt

to raise a new foreign loan met with the response that a loan

would be granted only on the following conditions: ^

I. Sharp revision by the lending syndicate to prevent the

government's making any grants not immediately re-

quired.

• Monthly average. ' Bankers' Magazine (London), 1890, i, p. 778.
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2. No fresh loan for ten years.

3. The government to issue no more paper money.

4. The government to give a promise of strict economy.

Argentina resented such control and the negotiations languished.

In April, 1890, the gold premium touched 209 per cent. So

rapid and so marked was the depreciation of the currency that

there occurred what the Bankers' Magazine ^ termed a "new and

puzzling phenomenon to economists," namely, that while the

gold premium was going up there was a positive scarcity of

currency and a constant demand for more money. Such was the

shortage of paper money that it was announced as early as

December, 1889, that some banks could not meet small checks

even of their depositors. All over the interior there was a cry

for more paper, and some of the provincial governments were

resorting to the issue of promissory notes for small amounts, in

spite of the fact that by the Guaranteed Banks Law the provinces

were forbidden to issue paper money. The extreme tightness of

the money market was beginning to play havoc amongst the

great crowd of new companies created during the preceding

years. Many of them were being forced into bankruptcy, though

wholesale Hquidation did not occur until 1890.

There is nothing inconsistent in this apparently paradoxical

combination of a shortage of money and a redundancy of the

currency. It is the familiar case of a demand for money induced

by prices rising rapidly under the artificial stimulus of a violently

depreciating currency, creating a situation in which two pesos

are needed to do the work previously done by one. It should be

remembered, too, that the depreciation of the currency was not

connected solely with its quantity, but was in part the result of

the outflow of gold caused by the ebbing of the tide of foreign

borrowings. In part, too, it was the product of distrust, especially

in the panic years.

In April, 1890, there was a severe banking crisis precipitated

by the suspension of specie pajonents for six months by the

National Bank of Uruguay. In June the government was se-

verely attacked by Senator Del Valle for having suspended the

^Bankers' Magazine (London), 1890, ii, p. 1259.
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Guaranteed Banks Act the preceding April, and connived at a

clandestine issue ^ of bank notes by the Banco Nacional and the

Bank of the Province of Buenos Aires to stave off the crisis. The

finance minister, Seiior Uriburu, described the Banco Nacional

and the Bank of the Province of Buenos Aires as the great

"pillars of the state," and drew a parallel between the suspen-

sion of the Bank Act in England in 1866 and the action of the

Argentine government in April, 1890, which he said had saved

the situation.^

The minister nevertheless demanded the resignation of the

government-appointed directors of the Banco Nacional and their

replacement by others. President Celman first agreed, then

changed his mind. Uriburu resigned, and with his resignation

terminated the negotiations for the foreign loan. The gold pre-

mium, which had fallen to 118, jumped to 165 in a single day.'

By this time a wholesale hquidation of the new companies

floated during the period of inflation was taking place. Land
prices had fallen 50 per cent within a year; large tracts were

being offered daily, but could not find purchasers on any terms.

In June the Banco Nacional announced in a telegram to Baring

Brothers & Co., London, the suspension of the quarterly divi-

dend.* Popular feehng against the government was rimning

high. In July there was free fighting in the streets of Buenos

Aires, the last important revolution in Argentina. President

Celman was turned out of office,^ to be replaced on August 6th

by Vice-President Pellegrini, one of the ablest of Argentine

statesmen. Pellegrini chose as his finance minister an able

financier, a former president of the Bank of the Province of

' The total illegal emissions of these two banks in March and April, 1890, was

835,116,000. A law of July i8, 1890, authorized the emission of an equal amount

of Guaranteed Bank bonds, to be amortized by the two banks at the rate of 5

per cent quarterly; but the banks paid only the first two quotas. The result was

to increase the Guaranteed Bank bonds in circulation to $196,832,000. (See

Anuario Pillado,p. 62.)

' £co»OM»ri (London), 1890, ii, p. 92c. ' /Wd., p. 920. ^/Wd., p. 857.

^ The Economist attributed the downfall of Celman to the failure to raise new
foreign loans. "The chief ambition of Celman had been the raising of fresh loans,

and when the recent negotiations with that object in view fell through it was

evident there would be a disturbance" {Economist, 1890, ii, p. 983).
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Buenos Aires, Doctor Vicente Lopez. Some degree of confidence

was restored; the gold premium, which had risen to 214^ dur-

ing the revolution, fell to 155.^

When Dr. Lopez took office the country was already in the

throes of financial crisis. The Banco , Hipotecario Nacional,

the MunicipaUty of Buenos Aires, and the Banco Nacional were

all in a virtually bankrupt condition. The debt of the Banco

Nacional was as follows^:

Owed to the government $47,491,483 paper

and 12,641,120 gold

Owed to foreign creditors 18,540,186 gold '

Owed to creditors in country 11,644,000 gold

Total stated in gold $51,825,306

To save these banks and the city of Buenos Aires, Dr. Lopez

issued 60,000,000 pesos of treasury notes, declaring this large

increase of the currency to be unavoidable in so great an emer-

gency.

There remained the service of the foreign debt to be provided

for, and for this a foreign loan was necessary. Dr. Victorino

de La Plaza * was sent to London to arrange a moratorium for

one year under the form of a loan of £4,000,000 in amortizable

bonds guaranteed on the customs duties. The principal object

of this proposed operation was to avoid the necessity of the

government's discounting bills in the Buenos Aires market,

and to prevent the exportation of gold, which would stiU further

have depreciated the currency. This subject we shall have oc-

casion to consider more at length presently.

Negotiations were entered into with the house of Baring

Brothers & Co., with whom, as Dr. Lopez says, Argentina had

1 Monthly averages for July and August, i8go.

' See Memoria de Hacienda for 1890, i. Dr. Lopez's Report.

' Memoria de Hacienda for 1892, p. Ixxxvii. The Banco Nacional had secured in

March, June, and July, i8go, when it was stiE thought to be solvent, three short-

time loans totalling $11,420,000 gold from L. & R. Cahen D'Anvers & Co. and
• the Bank of Antwerp. These loans were assumed by the government in 1892.

*He served as President of Argentina in 1915-16.
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"had always the most friendly relations since the first Argentine

loan in 1825, and which had of late years been buying up enor-

mous quantities of Argentine securities." ^ Between 1882 and

1890 the Barings had underwritten $101,093,800 (gold) of Argen-

tine bonds.^ Most notable was the Buenos Aires Water Supply

and Drainage Loan of $25,000,000 (gold), which the Barings

had underwritten in 1888 for $21,000,000 (gold), to be paid in

three annual installments. The loan was a complete failure

from the first. British investors, alarmed at the extraordinary

frequency with which Argentina had been appearing in the

loan market, refused to subscribe; so that in 1890 Baring

Brothers were loaded down with unsalable Argentine securities.

In the midst of the moratorium negotiations, therefore,

says Dr. Lopez, there came in November, 1890, "like a thunder-

bolt," the intimation that Baring Brothers must go into liquida-

tion "unless the Argentine government came to their rescue

by paying up outstandings and releasing them from the obliga-

tion to pay £1,460,000," the third installment on the Water

Supply and Drainage Loan.

The news precipitated a collapse all along the line. Baring

Brothers & Co. closed their doors. The Argentine national gov-

ernment had to confess its inability to meet its interest payments

on the foreign debt; the fourteen provinces one after another

made a similar plea; the municipalities likewise defaulted.'

The position of the national government was as follows:

Revenue and Expenditure of the National Government in 1890*

Revenue $4,481,000 gold

and 44, 2 2 1 ,000 paper

Expenditure $14,141,000 gold

and 56,114,000 paper

Deficit $9,660,000 gold

and 11,893,000 paper

Deficit stated in paper $36,140,000

' Memoria de Hacienda, 1890, i, Report of Dr. Lopez to Congress, May s, 1891

.

^Economist, 1891, ii, p. 1263. 'But see exceptions noted, p. 135, n.

* Memoria de Hacienda, 1890.
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The province of Buenos Aires was in even a worse plight.

For the three years 1889-91 its revenue barely averaged an an-

nual six millions of paper pesos, while the ordinary expenditure

was in each year over seventeen millions paper.^ In 1890 the

province succeeded in postponing disaster by the sale of the

Western Railway to an English sjoidicate for $21,000,000 gold;

but in 1891 payments on the foreign debt ceased.

This state of affairs, it must be repeated, was not due solely

to extravagance in expenditure. It was inherent in the situa-

tion, the inevitable result of a currency depreciating at such a

pace that, in spite of the multipUcation of new taxes, expendi-

ture was bound to run into higher paper money figures than

revenue. The provincial finance minister proposed to increase

the property tax 20 per cent, and to lay a heavy tax on wool,

cattle, sheep, in fact on all produce, despite the fact that the

latter was not constitutionally taxable by the provinces. The

national government in 1890 passed an act requiring 50 per cent

of the customs duties to be paid in gold.^ The export tax,

abolished in 1887, was revived in 1890, as a 5 per cent' ad

valorem tax oh beef, hides, v/ool, tallow, and several other

national products, though cereals were allowed to go free.

A 2 per cent tax was laid on the deposits of all foreign banks;

a 7 per cent tax on all premiums collected in Argentina by foreign

insurance companies.* In spite of the increased taxation, how-

ever, the annual finance reports continued to show deficits.

In April, 1891, came, at last, the hour of the official banks.

There was a run on the Bank of the Province of Buenos Aires,

especially by small Italian depositors. At the same time, the

' Economist, 1892, i, p. 104; and also, the Report of the Provincial Finance

Minister for 1891.

^ But in fact customs dues continued to be paid in paper: the government

fixed a rate which was somewhat below the gold exchange rate of the day, and

the duties were paid in paper at this fixed rate. See British Documents, LXXXI

,

No. 1000. The entire gold receipts in 1891 were only $497,121. (See Extracto

Estadistico, 1915, p. 236.)

' Reduced a few months later to 3 per cent. (See Economist, 1891, i, p. 104.)

* It is worth noting that virtually all of these taxes are designed to make the

foreigner pay the piper.
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Banco Nadonal, despite the emission of $60,000,000 of treas-

ury notes the previous year to save it, again clamorea for assist-

ance. Two internal "patriotic loans," one in August, 1890, for

$30,000,000 paper, and one in March, 1891, for $100,000,000

paper, designed chiefly to save the ofl&cial banks, were failures.

Of the second only $38,016,700 was taken, and of this a large

part was paid for with checks drawn on the very bank for whose

assistance the loan was issued! Both banks were declared in

liquidation on April 7th.^ A special investigating conunittee of

the shareholders of the Banco Nacional reported in June

:

(i) that more than one-third of the capital ($50,000,000)

had to be written off in December, 1890, for bad debts;

(2) that one hundred and twenty-five persons had pocketed

over $5,000,000 gold;

(3) that the bank had over nineteen thousand customers,

whose bills it held to the amount of $50,000,000 gold;

(4) that two hundred and eight favored individuals had

laid hold on considerably more than, the whole capital

of the bank.

False balance sheets had been issued; imaginary dividends had

been declared; wildcat speculations had been got up in the shares

of the bank; public officials had made free with the funds.^

In the summer of 1891 the panic reached high-water mark.

From July 4th to October i8th a general moratorium was de-

clared; and though it appears that many firms did not take

advantage of it, the pressure on the gold market upon the cessa-

tion of the moratorium was sufficient to drive the gold premium

to the highest point it ever reached, 364 per cent.'

From this point the premium recedes, though not without

violent ups and downs. Though the effects of the crisis were

felt for fully ten years, the worst phases of it belong to 1890 and

' See Memoria de Hacienda for 1890, Dr. Lopez's Report; also, British Docu-

ments, LXXXI, No. 1000, and Economist, 1892, i, p. 539.

'Economist, 1892, ii, p. 952.

' The premium was doubtless affected by the establishment of the new Banco

de la Naci6n, October 16, 1891, on the basis of a new large issue of paper money,

and in the face of almost universal protest. (See p. 131-132.)
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189 1. Even in these years measures of reconstruction were got

under way. Before turning to them I shall give some figures to

indicate the effect of the crisis on public and private securities.

National paper cedulas came off well. A grant of $25,000,-

000 1 of treasury notes was sufficient to tide over the Banco

Hipotecario Nacional. Indeed, the bank received only $1,063,500

of this grant, because of the fact that the Banco Nacional, the

depositary of the government funds, had suspended pa)Tnents

and gone into liquidation. To make matters worse, up to Sep-

tember 30, 189 1, the bank had received in annuities from its

gold debtors only $154,488 out of a total of $1,603,815 due to it.''

In 1892 so many of the bank's debtors were in arrears that their

aggregate indebtedness reached the remarkable total of $50,-

000,000 paper; and 2,143 properties were ordered to be sold.

The sale of nine hundred and one estates, on which $25,700,000

had been lent, produced only $2,000,000.* Nevertheless, by

excellent management, and with a further grant from the govern-

ment of 5,000,000 paper pesos,^ the bank pulled through the

crisis. All payments on paper cedulas were duly met. The

service on gold cedulas, however, was suspended for two years,

interest being paid during that period in bonds of a national

internal gold loan of $2,000,000. As a consequence of the main-

tenance of payment of the paper coupons, national paper ced-

ulas did not go below 50; and the mean quotation for 1891 was

as high as 80.^

The provincial mortgage bank collapsed. On April 18, 1891,

the bank was authorized by the province of Buenos Aires to pay

cedula coupons in paper certificates. Part of the interest in

April and July was paid in money, after which money pajrments

ceased entirely. Provincial cedulas were quoted at 30 to 40 in

' Part of the $60,000,000 issued September 6, 1890. (See above, p. 117.)

2 Banco Hipotecario Nacional, i886-igi6, ofl&cial history published by the

bank in 1916, p. 33.

'Economist, 1893, i, p. 568.

* Consisting of a special issue of government paper money for the purpose on

October 29, 1891. See Banco Hipotecario Nacional, i886-igi6, p. 35.

' Gold national cedulas, however,^ fell as low as 30. See report of the Banco

Hipotecario Nacional for 1891.
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1891. In 1900 there were still some $150,000,000 of provincial

paper cedulas drifting about, with quotations of fronl^ to 13.^

Just what was the extent of loss on the capital invested in

private industries and government loans it is impossible to say.

President Pellegrini quoted a British estimate to the effect that

Argentine railway shares suffered a fall of £20,000,000.^ The

Economist^ says that national government securities, including

cedulas, having in January, 1890, a value of £26,157,000 had

fallen by June, 1891, to £13,379,000; that provincial cedulas

whose market value had been £29,903,000 had fallen to £9,218,-

000; and adds that "if we were to add the far longer, if individ-

ually smaller, list of railway, financial, trading, and other com-

panies and loans, it is not too much to say that a depreciation

of nearly double that amount would disclose itself."

Effect of Crisis on Stocks and Shares *
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II. Reconstruction Measures

Such, in broad outline, was the Baring Panic. It was the

inevitable result of the policy of paying off old debts with new

ones. When new ones could not be had the bubble burst. It is

to be noted that the government played the leading r61e. The

Guaranteed Bank notes were a government project; the mort-

gage banks were created and controlled by the government.

The excessive issues of paper and the frenzied speculation in

lands may therefore be laid squarely at the government's door.

A great part of the foreign borrowing had been government

borrowing; the worst phases of the crisis grew out of the govern-

ment's failure to maintain the stream of its own borrowing with

new loans. The collapse of the Barings was the direct result of

their overloading with Argentine government securities.

The only way out of the situation, therefore, was to put the

government on its feet, and for this purpose there appeared to

be but one method, a moratorium of the interest and amortiza-

tion of the foreign debt. The inability to secure such an ar-

rangement in 1890, because of the Baring difl&culty, had pre-

cipitated the general default of the national, provincial, and

municipal governments.

There was a double necessity for a moratorium of the interest

charge: (i) the lack of resources by the government, due partly

to its own extravagance, and partly, as has been explained, to

the rapid depreciation of the currency, which caused expendi-

ture to rise more rapidly than revenue; and (2) the effect which

the pajmient of its interest obligations by the government

would have upon foreign exchange and the gold premium.

Because of the cessation of borrowing and the consequent over-

turn in the balance of payments, exchange was already against

Argentina. Should the government buy exchange wherewith to

remit interest payments, the effect would be to increase still

more the demand for exchange and drive the rate still lower.

Should the government, instead, choose to remit the interest

payments in gold, its difl&culties would be none the less great,
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for in either case it must first go into the market to buy gold.

The increased demand for gold would drive its price still higher,

render its cost to government excessive, and intensify the de-

preciation of the paper currency. It is to be noted, too, that in

so narrow a gold market as that of Buenos' Aires, even a slight

increase in the demand for gold might have a considerable

effect on its price; a demand so great as that of the government,

whose annual obligations for interest on the foreign debt and on

railroad guarantees were over $14,000,000 gold, would have a

pronounced effect. And the greater the effect on the price of

gold, the more onerous, of course, the burden on the govern-

ment. With gold at a premium of 100, the burden would be

$28,000,000 paper; with gold at 200, $42,000,000 paper; and

so on.

One must remember, too, how entirely the government was

at the mercy of the gold speculators. Knowing when the half-

yearly remittances of. interest came due, the speculators laid

their plans accordingly. By "rigging the market" they ran up

the price of gold in preparation for the great event, so that the

government found itself forced to pay a higher price even than

that which would have obtained through the simple operation

of supply and demand. Such manipulation of the gold premium

by speculating rings, though but temporary, and in no sense,

therefore, an explanation of the long-time movement of the gold

premium, was common procedure, which rendered difl&cult the

position of the government throughout the period of depreciated

paper money .^

It was for this double reason, therefore, the lack of funds and

the desire to keep out of the exchange market, that a mora-

torium of the interest charges on the foreign debt was neces-

sary, until such time as increased national production, by aug-

menting the export trade, should swing the balance of pay-

ments into Argentina's favor. Not only the Argentine govern-

ment, but European lenders had a motive for desiring such- an

'An Argentine banker has told me that such "rigs'' were the rule, not the

exception. Should the government not succeed in laying in a store of gold in

advance, it must pay practically whatever the speculating ring chose to demand.
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arrangement, especially the banking syndicates that had under-

written such large quantities of Argentine securities, which

they were anxious to render salable.

The moratorium negotiations, therefore, interrupted by the

failure of the Barings, were renewed by the committee, headed

by Baron Rothschild, which was appointed by the Bank of Eng-

land as receivers for Baring Brothers & Co. After going over

the situation with Dr. V. de La Plaza, the Argentine represen-

tative, the committee reported to the governor of the Bank of

England (date of December 3, 1890) that "the result of the

liquidation of Messrs. Baring's affairs is dependent in very great

measure upon the future value of Argentine securities and obU-

gations; besides which, a much larger amount of British capital

is engaged in Argentina, the value of which depends greatly on

the rehabiUtation of the exchange." The report details the

deliberations of the committee, which I sum up as follows:

1. The committee first examined the finances of Argentina,

and decided that if gold were at par the national govern-

ment would be solvent.

2. They next examined imports and exports. The latter

showed constantly increasing vitality, while' the former

showed that with the suspension of railroad construc-

tion a large diminution might be expected.

3. Dr. de La Plaza told the committee that if the govern-

ment had to buy bills of exchange on Europe to pay its

debts, the premium on gold would probably go up very

considerably, which would make living unbearable,

except for the richer classes, and might even cause a

revolution.

4. The committee gave its opinion that the chief factor for

solvency consisted in the reestablishment of the cur-

rency on a sounder basis. That was also the opinion of

the Argentine government, for it had sent Dr. de

La Plaza over to try and borrow the money to pay the

coupons for the next two years, so as to avoid having to

purchase bills on Europe.
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5. The representatives of Germany and France on the com-

mittee took a more sanguine view of the sitrfiition than

the English, and wanted to make a temporary loan to

enable Argentina to pay its interest coupons for the next

six months, when, they thought, Argentina would be

ready to make its payments on its own account. But the

English members refused to accede to this, for they

thought it probable that at the end of six months the

Argentine government would be in exactly the same

position as at present. The foreign representatives then

withdrew from the committee.^

The result of the dehberations was the Funding Loan Agree-

ment of January 24, 1891. Its main provisions were as follows:

1. The Argentine government to be relieved from the neces-

sity of remitting to Europe for three years (save for

exception noted below).

2. The committee to grant to Argentina a 6 per cent fund-

ing loan of £15,000,000, to be secured on the customs,

whose coupons were to be receivable as gold in payment

of customs duties.

3. From January i, 1891, to January i, 1894, all interest

payments on railway guarantees, and on the national

foreign debt, to be made in the bonds of this Funding

Loan; exception being made of the 5 per cent loan of

1886.2

4. The government to pledge itself not to undertake any

new liabiUties during the three years, and that in any

arrangements with the provinces it would not increase

the national obligations.

' Economist, 1890, ii, pp. iS34-iS3S.

2 This is the Public Works Loan for $42,000,000. This loan was excepted

because it was specially secured on the customs, whereas other loans were secured

simply on the general revenues,— a doubtful reason. Puerto Madero Bonds of 1S82

were also excepted. Finaiice Minister Hansen gives the following figures:

1. Debt whose interest was covered by Funding Bonds. . . $147,244,038

2. Debt whose interest was not covered by Funding Bonds, 57,714,871

(See Memoria de Hacienda, 1891, i; pp. 207-231.)
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The government to undertake officially to cancel bank

notes to the anaount of at least 15,000,000 pesos a year

for three years, so long as and whenever the gold premium

should be above 50 per cent.

The Funding Loan accomplished its immediate purpose. It

removed from the exchange market nearly the full weight of

the foreign obligations of the national government, and relieved

the government, temporarily, of the chief burden upon its reve-

nues. The remittances on the foreign debt and the railway

guarantees were reduced from $14,316,000 gold in 1890 to

$3,461,000 gold in 189 1, the remainder being paid in funding

bonds.^

Yet the funding arrangement had serious defects which ren-

dered it from the first the subject of controversy, and brought

its abandonment before the expiration of the three years that

it was to have run. The authors of it had underestimated the

gravity of the crisis, supposing that the temporary relief afforded

by the loan would be sufficient to enable the government to

assume the full burden of its foreign liabilities in 1894,—a bur-

den that would be augmented by the addition of the interest

on the funding bonds to the previous obligations. The Funding

Loan was at best a palliative, conceived in the spirit of the old

policy which had brought Argentina to financial collapse, the

poUcy of paying the interest on old loans with new ones. When
Dr. M. Saenz Pefia assumed the presidency in October, 1892,

therefore, and Dr. J. J. Romero ^ was for a second time appointed

'Though the Funding Loan was for $75,000,000, only 838,458,561 were

issued, viz.

:

1891 £1,458,069 1894 £1,637,666

1892 2,519,724 189s 108,425

1893 1,906,781

Memoria de Hacienda, 1894, ii, p. 162.

* One of the ablest of finance ministers. As finance minister under Roca in the

early eighties he was the author of the monetary reform measures of that period,

including the adoption of specie payments in 1883.
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finance minister, the funding plan was abandonedj^ A more

wholesome arrangement was substituted for it, the "Arreglo

Romero." "^ Since Argentina could not pay full interest she was

to pay a part, the rest to be suspended. From July 12, 1893, to

July 18, 1898, Argentina was to pay $7,887,600 ' annually; from

July 12, 1898, to July 12, 1901, she was to meet the full interest

charge on the foreign debt, $11,169,902 a year. On the latter

date, 1901, the amortization was to be assumed. The govern-

ment was thus allowed eight years in which to take up, by de-

fined stages, the full burden of the foreign debt.*

The "Arreglo Romero" proved a satisfactory arrangement.

The full interest charge was in fact assumed July 12, 1897, ^

year before the time agreed upon.

III. The Cueeency and the Balance of Payments

On the basis of the preceding outline of events during the

panic period we may proceed more intelligibly with the discus-

sion of our special problem, the interrelation of borrowings and

paper money. It should by now be clear enough that these two

factors, and principally the former, were responsible for the

panic. We wish now to know their effects upon each other dur-

ing the panic period. The remainder of this chapter is devoted

to that subject.

A. Paper Money, iSgo-gs

It will be remembered that an important feature of the Fund-

ing Loan Agreement of 1891 had been the government's promise

to cancel bank notes to the amount of 15,000,000 pesos annually

^ Romero called attention to the £act that funding bonds had fallen to 63 in

London, proof that confidence in the efficacy of the arrangement had been lost.

This fall added, by the way, to the burden of the government, which paid the

service on the bonds at par.

^ Memoria de Hacienda, 1893, i, pp. 146-172; also, Exposicidn sobre el Estado

Pinanciero y Economico de la RepHUica Argentina, 1893, p. 79 et seq.

'To this must be added a monthly payment of £30,000 on the short-time

loans made to the Banco Nacional in 1890, and assumed by the government in

December, 1892. A first payment of £150,000 was made in December, 1892.

*The railway guarantees were converted into funded or "consolidated" debt,

by means of guarantee rescission bonds in^ 1896 and 1898. (See Chapter VIII,

p. 134 and footnote.^
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for three years. In fact the entire funding loan scheme had been

based on the assumption that the Argentine treasury, when
reheved of the necessity of remitting gold in payment of interest

and guarantees, would be able to meet all other expenditures out

of revenue, and have a surplus to be applied to the cancelling of

bank notes.

No better proof could be had of the weakness of that ar-

rangement; nothing indicates so conclusively the failure to

estimate adequately the gravity of the crisis. In 1890 and for

some years preceding Argentina could not meet expenditures

out of revenue. The fall of the gold premium would have to be

great indeed to wipe out that annual deficit in 1891; and in

that year, with the panic at its cHmax, no external arrange-

ment could be expected to produce a miracle. In spite of a

sUghtly favorable balance of payments, brought about by the

funding loan plan, the default of interest payments by the

provinces and the provincial mortgage bank, and an enormous

shrinkage of imports, the average premium for the year was

287 per cent, one hundred and thirty-six points higher than the

average premium of 1890, the year in which the funding loan plan

was conceived.

It should be noted, too, that the Argentine government

depends for its revenue chiefly upon import duties, which in

1890 constituted 65 per cent of the total revenues.^ In spite

of the new 3 per cent duty on exports, the customs revenue, by

reason of the shrinkage of imports,^ declined from $47,546,786

in 1890 to $15,053,991 in 1891. Total revenue and expenditure

for 189 1 were as follows:

Revenue and Expenditure, 1891

'

Expenditure §132,204,000 paper

Revenue 75,461,000 "

Deficit $S6,743iOoo paper

Subtracting funding bonds emitted in

1891—$7,348,668 (gold) =28,441,000 "

Net deficit $28,302,000 paper

^ Extracto EstadisHco, 1915, pp. 236-274. In 1915 import duties formed 42

per cent of total revenue.

imports 1890, $142,240,812 (gold); 1891, $67,207,788 (gold).

' Extracto Estadistico, 191S, p. 236.
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Instead, then, of the surplus of $15,000,000 which was to have

made possible the burning of an equal quantity of bank notes,

there was a deficit of about twice that amount. It is scarcely

necessary to add that the promise to contract the currency was

not kept. On tlie contrary, there was a very considerable ex-

pansion of inconvertible paper money.

To gather up the loose ends of the currency situation, we must

return to the early months of 1890, when the crisis was in its

incipient stages. It will be recalled that in March and April

of that year the Banco Nacional and the Provincial Bank of

Buenos Aires, with the connivance of the government, issued

35,116,000 paper pesos not guaranteed by bonds. With these

operations the period of Guaranteed Banks may be considered

as terminated. The official decree forbidding further issue

of bank notes appeared in July, 1890.^ Virtually all of the pro-

vincial banks, and the Banco Nacional, collapsed during the

panic. The private banks, all foreign but one, turned in their

guarantee bonds and withdrew their notes.^

The remaining history of the fatal Guaranteed Banks experi-

ment has to do merely with the cancellation of the bonds that

had served as guarantee of the notes. In a series of arrange-

ments stretching over the next ten years, whereby the national

government took to its charge the provincial foreign debt, the

$196,882,886 of guarantee bonds' were gradually surrendered

to the national Caja de Conversi6n and burned.

By a law of 1894 the state formally took over all bank notes,

which thus became government inconvertible paper. This act,

however, was merely the legal recognition of a situation which

had existed since 1890. From the collapse of the Guaranteed

Banks in that year the full burden of the paper money rested

upon the government.*

' Law of July i8, 1890.

^ Except the British Bank of South America, which in 1900 still maintained

its emission of $250,000.

' In 1900 there were still in circulation $3,099,000 of these bonds. See Anuario

Pillado, p. III.

*
J. M. Rosa: La Reforma Monetaria en la RepHblica Argentina (1909), p. 85.
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In 1890, also, began the emission of government paper, frankly

inconvertible. The privilege of emission was accorded to the

Caja de Conversion.^ A month previous, September 6, 1890, a

law had authorized the emission of $60,000,000 of treasury

notes, full legal tender, to assist the official banks and the city

of Buenos Aires.^

In 1891 there was another large issue, so astonishing as to

demand especial attention. After the Banco Nacional had gone

into hquidation on April 7, 1891, a project for a new state bank

was set on foot, resulting in the creation of the Banco de la

Nacion Argentina.' The bank was to have a capital of 50,-

000,000 paper pesos, to consist of 500,000 shares of 100 pesos

each, which were to be offered to public subscription. Shares

could be purchased with scrip of the 6 per cent "Patriotic In-

ternal Loan" of April, 1891. After the failure of two internal

loans within a twelvemonth, this project was daring indeed;

but not so daring as some other features of this bank plan.

Article 19 of the law orders the Caja de Conversion to antici-

pate to the bank the face value of the shares, in new paper

notes issued expressly for that purpose. It goes on to say that

the paper issue shall be redeemed by the sale of the bank shares,

and destroyed. But, as must have been foreseen, the stock was

not subscribed. The subscription remained open from April

7, 1892, to June 2oth; of the total of 500,000 shares, but 56,476

were subscribed, and these were paid for as follows:

In paper money 810,975

In "Internal Patriotic" bonds 51636,625

Total $5,647,600

' Created by law of October 7, 1890, this Caja de Conversi6n did not deserve

its name. Such a conversion treasury or bureau is in theory designed to raise,

or at least sustain, the value of paper money, by providing means for its conversion

into specie. This one was, indeed, "given permission" to convert paper into specie

and vice versa, when paper should reach par (!) but that never happened, and was

not expected at the time. Even today the Argentine paper peso is worth but 44

centavos gold. This Caja de Conversi6n was simply an office for emitting more

paper.

2 See above, p. 117. ' Created by law of October 15, 1891.
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,
The government ordered a return of these values^to the sub-

scribers. Despite the failure of the stock subscription, however,

the "Caja" continued to deliver the paper money to the bank.

In other words, the Banco de la Nacion was established on noth-

ing more than an emission of $50,000,000 of inconvertible paper,

authorized in the midst of the crisis, with gold at 364 per cent

premium and in spite of the protests of the press, the bankers,

and the business community.^

With these emissions to the Banco de la Nacion the issues of

paper money came to an end ^ for the decade of the nineties.

From 1890 to 1893 inclusive the increase of the paper currency

was in round numbers 157,000,000 pesos. Of this amount

$35,000,000 were bank notes,^ and $122,000,000 goverrmient

inconvertible paper. Allowing for the cancellation of some

fourteen millions of bank notes in this period, we have a net

increase of 143,000,000 pesos, giving a, total circulation on Decem-

ber 31, 1893, of 306,743,000 pesos, the highest circulation of

the decade. From that date to 1899, the currency was very

slightly contracted, some 15,000,000 pesos being cancelled within

the six years.

* The paper was delivered in portions, as follows (ooo's omitted)

:

to June 30, 1892 $12,000

in July, 1892 3,000

in August, 1892 9,000

in May, 1893 26,000

Total ; $50,000

See Banco de la Nacidn Argentina, official publication of the bank on its twenty-

fifth anniversary, December i, 1916, pp. 7-15. See, also, Anuario Pillado, pp. 169-

173, and Economist, 1891, ii, p. 1395. (In spite of its amazing beginning the

Banco de la Naci6n has had a wonderful development. Its capital and reserves

amount to 161,000,000 pesos (December i, 1916); and it has one hundred and

seventy-six branches throughout the republic.)

' Minor issues not mentioned in the text:

1. Law of August 21, 1890—$6,000,000 of notes less than i peso.

2. Law of September 29, 1891—^$1,500,000 of notes less than i peso.

3. Law of October 29, 1891—$5,000,000 delivered to the Banco Hipotecario

Nacional.

See Anuario Pillado, p. 68.

' The clandestine issues of March and April, 1890, aheady referred to.
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The following table gives the paper money in circulation on

December 31st of each year from 1889 to 1895. It indicates that

in the four years 1890-93, in the midst of the panic, and in spite

of the most solemn resolutions of currency contraction, there

was an increase of about 90 per cent in the circulation.

Paper Money in Circulation, 1889-95 '

(Thousand pesos)

1889 $163,648 1893 l3°6,743

i8go 245,100 1894 298,703

1891 261,408 189s 296,743

1892 281,609

B. The Balance of International Payments, iSpa-ps

The balance of payments will require but little further com-

ment since many of its details are scattered through the preced-

ing pages of this chapter. The outstanding facts are two : first,

the virtual cessation of borrowing, resulting in an excess of inter-

est charge over new borrowing; and second, the overturn of

the trade balance from "unfavorable" to "favorable." We may
consider first the facts of borrowings.

Government-foreign loans there were none. These ceased, in

fact, in 1889 for a period of fourteen years. There was indeed a

very considerable increase in the figures of the foreign debt, viz.

:

Increase of the Foreign Debt, 1891-1900

(Thousand gold pesos)

December 31, 1891 $204,959 '

December 31, 1900 389,069 '

Increase 184,106

None of this large increase, however, represents new borrow-

ings. It is simply the result of the numerous arrangements of

obligations contracted during the eighties. The chief of these

arrangements were the taking over of the provincial debts and

^ Exirqcto Estadistico, 1915, ip. 297.

' Memoria de Hacienda, 1891, i, p. 207; Finance Minister Hansen's report.

' Anuario Estadistico del Comercio y de la Navegacidn, 1900, p. 282. Anuario

Pillado, p. 120, gives total circulation of foreign debt on June 30, igoo, as $386,-

003,665 (gold) and gives the total emission of Argentine foreign debt to that

date as $413,836,544 (gold).
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the rescission of railway guarantees by means of bond issues.^

For our purpose, this increase of the foreign debt is of interest

solely for the reason that it served ultimately to swell the annual

service to be remitted to Europe. So far as new borrowing is

concerned, the sphere is confined to internal loans,^ government

short-time loans, and private investment. All told, the amount

was small, some $36,000,000 gold in the period 1891-95.

One would expect, therefore, to find a large deficit in the bal-

ance of borrowings. The deficit was indeed considerable, but

owing to the numerous defaults of interest caused by the panic,

not by any means so large as it should have been. As we have

seen, a considerable part of the foreign capital invested in the

late eighties became a dead loss in the collapse of 1890-91. Such

especially was the case with provincial cedulas, the pajnnent of

' The following is the list of these loans for the arrangement of debts pre-

viously contracted

:

1. Ohras de Salubridad, 1891, $31,874,976. Bonds given to creditors in

payment and rescission of the contract for Buenos Aires Water Supply

and Drainage Loan, underwritten by Baring Brothers & Co. in 1888.

See Memoria de Hacienda, 1891, i, pp. 207-231.

2. Port of Buenos Aires Loan, 1892 (law of October 27, 1882). Emitted in

1892, £1,384,700, and ,in 1899, £615,300. Bonds delivered to Port

Constructors, E. Madero & Sons, in quittance of construction costs.

Later floated as a foreign loan, in April, 1903. See Memoria de Hacienda,

1898, pp. x-xi, and Tornquist's Manual of Argentine Loans.

3. 4 per cent Railway Guarantee Rescission Loans, 1896 and 1898, S58,-

500,000. Tornquist's Manual of Argentine Loans, pp. 18-19.

4. Conversion of Provincial Debts; Laws of August 8, i8g6, July 7,

1899, and January 5, 1900: total, $93,291,379. See Tornquist's Manual

of Argentine Loans, pp. 20-26.

5. 4 per cent loan of 1898 for $7,700,000 (gold) to cancel obligations under-

taken by the Banco Nacional in respect of the City of Buenos Aires Loan

of 1884-88. See Tornquist's Manual of Argentine Loans, p. 21.

^ Of internal loans there were two, the "Patriotic" Loan of 1891 and the Buenos

Aires Municipal Loan for $25,000,000 in the same year. Following the usual

practice of taking 90 per cent of these emissions as the part going abroad, we have

the following, expressed in gold:

Part of Internal Loans Going Abroad.

1891 $2,506,000

1892 1,992,000

1893 2,042,000

Total $6,540,000
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the coupons ceasing permanently. Until the end of the decade,

provincial loans were in a like case; the list of the suspensions of

interest began January i, 1891, and by July i included practi-

cally all of the provincial loans.^ The same thing occurred with

municipal foreign debts, with one important exception, the 4^
per cent Buenos Aires loan of 1888.^ When we include the

decrease of some $11,000,000 gold in the service on the national

foreign loans and railway guarantees, because of the funding

loan arrangement of 1891, we find that whereas the full interest

charge on public and private foreign obligations should have

been in 1891 some $60,000,000 gold, the actual payment was

$31,475,000 gold. Yet in spite of this diminution of about

one-half in the annual interest pa3mient, the deficit in the balance

of borrowings was considerable throughout the period.

The overturn in the balance of foreign borrowings in 1890 was

followed in 1891 by an overturn in the balance of trade. Imports

shrank from about $142,000,000 in 1890 to about $67,000,000

in 1891: meantime exports increased from about $100,000,000

to $103,000,000. The result was that the unfavorable bal-

ance of 1890, some $41,000,000 gold, was converted into a fa-

vorable balance of $36,000,000 gold in 1891. From that year

to the present the trade balance has steadily shown an excess

of exports over imports, except in one year, 1893.' This over-

turn, which was intimately connected with the cessation of bor-

rowings, and the explanation of which forms one of the chief aims

of this study, we must leave for analysis to later chapters devoted

exclusively to foreign merchandise trade. Our present purpose

' In one or two instances "funding" arrangements were made, but soon lapsed;

e. g., Entre Rios paid interest on its provincial and municipal debts in 1891 and

1892 in bonds of funding loans made in 1891, but in 1893 it suspended all

service. Meudoza made a similar arrangement in August, 1892, with the same

result. See Anuario Pillado, pp. 142-147.

^ Interest on this loan was paid without any interruption, but amortization was

not resumed till 1898. In 1891 and '92 amortization was paid in bonds of an

internal municipal loan of 1891 ; thereafter amortization was paid in gold five years

after due date.

' In a more recent year, 191 1, the balance of trade was again unfavorable.
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is to continue for the period of the Baring Panic th^fenalysis of

the relation between the balance of international payments and

paper money, as reflected in the movement of the premium on

gold; for it is upon the proof of the interrelation between these

two factors that we shall base the subsequent discussion of the

foreign trade.

The following table gives the balance of payments from 1890

to 1895:

Balance of International Payments, 1890-gs

(Thousand gold pesos)

Balance of Balance o{ Balance of
Date Borrowings Trade Payments

I 2 1+2
1890 —$14,846 —$41,422 —$56,268

1891 —23,333 +36,011 +12,678
1892 — IS>873 '+21,889 + 6,016

1893 —20,130 — 2,133 —22,263
1894 — 30,577 + 8,889 — 21,688

189s —20,952 +24,971 +-4,019

C. The Premium on Gold, i8gi-g5

Given the facts of paper money and of the balance of inter-

national payments in the panic period, as just set forth, there

remains to be determined the essential question, the relation

between, the two, as shown in the fluctuations of the gold pre-

mium. It should be said at the outset that in this period the

situation is much less clear than in the earlier periods that we
have reviewed. In 1884-85 the adverse balance of payments was

the only possible explanation of the suspension of specie pay-

ments. Virtually all competent observers of the time, govern-

ment officials and bankers, attributed the suspensipn to the fall

of exchange, and counselled a restriction of borrowings as the

solution of the crisis. In 1888-91 the situation was equally clear.

Though some ascribed the rising premium solely to excessive

issues of paper, while others emphasized gold speculation, and

European observers pointed particularly to the large borrowings,

the essential fact is that all of these factors worked toward the

same end. Any one of them might drive up the premium. All

together were bound to do so. I have given my opinion, based
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on an examination of all of these factors, that the chief reason

for the depreciation of paper money even in that period was the

cessation of borrowings, which brought a deficit in the balance

of payments, drove down foreign exchange, and created a de-

mand for gold for export.

This explanation, however, was not insisted upon to the exclu-

sion of other factors. It may be admitted, without damaging

the argument, that only a very large flow of borrowings sus-

tained over a long period could have prevented the depreciation

of paper money issued with the liberality which characterized

the years of the Guaranteed Banks experiment. It is not in-

tended, in any case, to deny that excessive issues of paper were

an important cause of its depreciation, but merely to insist that

it was by no means the sole cause, and that, contrary to the

opinion of many Argentine writers, the balance of payments

was also an important cause of currency depreciation,— in my
judgment the most important single cause. And above all, the

purpose of this first part of my study has been to make clear

that there was an interrelation between paper money and the

balance of international payments. It was no accident that large

paper issues and large borrowings coincided in the decade of

the eighties. They were but different forms of borrowing. And
once paper had begun to depreciate, it was clear even to the

government itself that disaster could be averted only by main-

taining such a stream of borrowings as would bring gold to

Argentina, and thus cause paper to appreciate in terms of gold.

Our history of the panic has been mainly the story of the failure

to maintain such borrowings, ending in the outflow of gold, the

rapid rise of the premium, and the collapse of 1890 and 1891.

So far everything seems clear enough. But from 1891 on, the

situation is much more complicated. In 1891 the premium on

gold and the balance of international payments were not in ac-

cord with each other. After a large adverse balance in 1890 we

find a slightly favorable balance of pajonents in 1891, owing to

defaults of interest payments and to the marked shrinkage of

imports. The discrepancy in that year, however, is scarcely a

matter for surprise. The year 1891 was the worst year of the
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panic. The official banks collapsed, the governments defaulted.

From July to October we have a general moratomim. The

land-boom bubble had burst. Things seemed to have come to

smash generally: the general feeling was one of "get-from-

under." The high premium of 1891 ^ was the logical and inev-

itable result of the overhasty and speculative borrowings of

previous years. Argentina had felt for the first time in 1890 the

full weight of her external obhgations, and the effect was too

profoimd to be immediately counteracted, in the midst of bank-

ruptcy and confusion.

We may accept the discrepancy between the gold premium

and the balance of payments in 1891, therefore, without surprise.

Our main concern will be to see whether on the whole the testi-

mony of this period of panic bears out that of other periods by

showing an interaction between the balance of payments and

the value of paper money. In order to do so, attention must first

be paid to other factors which might conceivably have domi-

nated the movements of the premium; for in this period it is

impossible to limit one's attention to any single set of forces.

The situation was too compUcated, too unstable, the ups and

downs of the premium too violent and erratic to permit of a

simple explanation. Every observer had a different theory. It

is even difficult to discern the general trend of the premium.

The yearly averages, obtained from the monthly averages pub-

lished by the national department of statistics, were as follows:

Yeakly Averages of Gold Premium, 1890-95

1890 151% 1893 224%
1891 287 1894 257

1892 232 189s 244

The yearly averages indicate one thing clearly enough, that

there was a clearly defined wave movement: a sharp rise to 1891

gives way to a considerable fall in 1892 and 1893 ; then there is

a rise again in 1894, followed by another fall. Yet the yearly

averages are in this period deceiving. They appear to indicate

* The yearly average of the gold premium in 1891 was 287 per cent, as com-
pared with 151 per cent in 1890.
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that in 1893 the premium was falling; that in that year, indeed,

it reached its lowest point. Such was not the case. The general

movement of the premium in that year was decidedly upward.

On the other hand, the fall in 1892 was pronounced and con-

tinued. To get a more exact idea of the premium one must turn

to the monthly averages, as shown in the chart on page 140.

There it is seen that the premium reached its highest point in

October, 1891, and that from that date through December,

1892, there is a marked decUne; in 1893 and to the middle of

1894 the movement is upward; in 1895 the premium, though

erratic, tends downward.

The explanation of this "zigzagging" is at first glance

difficult. Some light is thrown upon it by foreign trade move-

ments. The Argentine export season is roughly from November

to June. The annual exports of the harvest, by increasing the

supply of exchange, regularly tended during the season to raise

the rate of exchange, and consequently to lower the gold pre-

mium. Since the exports were increasing relatively to imports,

and therefore coming to play a more and more important part

in the annual settlement of Argentine liabilities, there was to

be expected a considerable fall in the premium during the export

months, and a rise toward the end of the export season, or in

the "off-season" months.

In a very general way, the chart is in conformity with these

expectations, but only in a very general way. The chart indicates

that the fall of the premium occurred usually before the export

season had opened, as if in anticipation of it. In some years,

moreover, as in 1894 and 1895, there is a pronounced decline

of the premium in the mid-winter ^ months, when, the export

market being entirely inactive, one would expect just the con-

trary. Here is proof enough that the Argentine commercial

year of active and inactive seasons is not by itself a sufiicient

explanation of the movements of the gold premium.

Other explanations, and many of them, were given by ob-

servers at the time. The subject was one that interested the

pocketbook of every business man engaged in international

'7. e., June, July, August.
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dealings with Argentina. And almost every theory advanced

had some truth in it. When in February, 1892, it became known
that Dr. M. Saenz Pena, a highly esteemed member of the

Supreme Court, was to be the next President, the premium
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paper situation, though scarcely sufficient to make a paper

peso worth about $0.25 become the equal of $1 gold without

other forces cooperating. Concretely, the election of Saenz

Pena did the following: it caused a deluge of gold to be thrown

on the market, gold that came from the pubKc hoarders of small

sums who labored under the rooted delusion that pohtics is

the main factor in currency matters.

Yet even about this election episode there is another side:

for the correspondent of the London Economist said, "The

tightness of the money market had at least as much Xo do with

the fall of the premium as the announcement of Saenz Pena's

candidacy." ^ He pointed to the fact that for two months, Janu-

ary and February, the Banco de la Nacion had done no dis-

counting, and that in addition there were private banks which

"for reasons best known to themselves are not averse to second-

ing the views of the government by restricting their paper dis-

counts when a fall in the gold premium suits the latter." ^ It

appears from this, then, that the banks could cause paper to

appreciate or depreciate, over short periods, by making it hard

or easy to get; and that the government, through' its official

bank, played this game along with the private banks.

Then, there were the gold speculators, of whom we have

spoken several times in this and precedirig chapters. Woxking

in so narrow a gold market as that of Buenos Aires, they could,

by releasing or drawing in gold, seriously affect the premium

temporarily; and this "rigging" was common practice, es-

pecially when it was known that the government must enter

the market as a purchaser of gold in order to remit interest on

its foreign liabiHties.

This counterplay and interplay of forces is sufficient to ex-

plain why the rise and fall of the premium on gold should not

have coincided with the movements of the export market. But

these are only a few of many factors. There was the influence

of the harvest: a superabundant harvest of wheat, or a good

wool-clip, would give rise to optimistic hopes, which would be

leflected in a fall of the gold premium. A poor prospect for the

' Economist, 1892, ii, pp. 416-417.
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harvest would have just the contrary effect. Again^hese fore-

casts of future conditions might not be connected in any way

with the harvest: they might be political, financial, or just a

vague feeling that things in general would get worse or better.

In any case, they affected the premium powerfully.

Thus the movements of the gold premium depended in part

upon what people thought was Hkely to happen to. it months

hence. For instance, late in January, 1891, after the premium

had been rising all through 1890, the correspondent of the

Economist writes of "the conviction of our mercantile body (in

Argentina) that a further rise of the premium on gold this year

is inevitable. This conviction," he says, "is shared by the

public at large, especially by the producing classes. The wheat

farmers are steadily buying gold as they make sale of their crops.^

It is more than probable that the sheep farmers will do the same,

and thereby contribute to a further great depreciation of the

currency during the winter." ^ Such a conviction, natural enough

at a time when the panic was approaching its worst phases, was

the prevalent one in the business community. It was simply the

general desire to get hold of a sound money, since paper was

going to smash. It intensified the depreciation, already well

under way from other, more fundamental causes, and goes far

to explain why in iSgi the premium reached its highest point,

despite a favorable change in the balance of international pay-

ments.

The most powerful of these forces which exerted a temporary

influence upon the gold premium in this period, I have left till

the last: the operations of the European syndicates that had un-

derwritten Argentine securities in the boom period. During the

panic, these securities were hopelessly depreciated; but a fall of

the gold premiimfi would improve their salabiUty. It would affect

paper-money securities, such as cedulas, directly, since the gold

value of these and of the interest payments upon them rose and

fell with the gold value of the paper money in which they were

• All transactions in cereals, wool, and the other exports took place in paper

pesos; chiefly in Buenos Aires and Rosario.

^Economist, 1891, i, p. 250.
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payable. It would affect gold securities almost as much, though

indirectly, by creating the impression that things were on the

mend in Argentina, and that soon the government, the provinces,

and the banks would be able to stand behind their obligations to

their full extent. The opinion of the Rothschild Committee, re-

ceivers for Baring Brothers & Co., has already been cited,— that

the solvency of Baring Brothers depended on the fall of the gold

premium. The Barings had £5,818,662 of Argentine securities

on their hands.^ Other English and European houses were in

a plight only less serious. The Funding Loan was intended to

bring down the gold premium by taking the weight of the gov-

ernment's interest remittances off the exchange market. Other

measures were also adopted, with a view to controlhng artifi-

cially the movements of exchange and of the premium. Some

competent observers regarded these operations by interested

outsiders as the chief explanation of the movements of the pre-

mium in this period. The correspondent of the Economist in-

cHned strongly at times to that opinion. In January, 1892, he

says: "There is known to be on the way from England nearly

a half-million sterling; " and he speaks of "the great noise made
two months ago about the unlimited amounts of coin that

the syndicate would send out." ^ A glance at the chart will

show that the pronounced fall of the premium on gold began in

November, 1891, coincidently with these rumors and shipments

of specie. Shortly afterward, there was a pronounced rise in

Argentine securities in the London market, increasing as the

year 1892 went on.'

'Economist, i8g2, ii, p. 1516: the official figures of the Rothschild Committee.

' Ecojiomist, 1892, i, p. 250.

^RiSE OP Argentine Securities in 1892

1. Argentine 5% Customs Loan 1886.

2. Argentine 6% Funding Loan 1891.

.

3. Argentine 4}4% Sterling Bonds 41

4. National C^dulas (Series A gold)

.

5. Buenos Aires 6% Loan 1884 41

(See Economist, 1892, ii, p. 1447: Report of British Consul Bridgett.)

Nov. i8,

1892
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Reports of operations by European syndicates continued

throughout the period. The comment of Mr. Ilridgett, the

British consul, was: "The European capitalists who are so

deeply interested in the regeneration of this republic are making

the same false move in applying their present stimulants to this

country (i. e., booming Argentine securities in London) as they

did in conceiving the three years' moratorium (the Funding

Loan of 1891) now so generally condemned." ^ .When the export

market opened in the fall of 1892, "private bankers advanced

several millions of gold pesos to speculators for the fall, to press

down the market." ^ In the fall of 1893 it was reported that

Baron Rothschild had opened a credit for the Argentine govern-

ment of from £200,000 to £400,000, "to avoid the taking of

large amounts of exchange at certain times of the year by the

treasury, thus affecting the gold premium." '

These operations of speculators and European syndicates go

far to explain the frequent and violent fluctuations of the pre-

mium in this period. They were undoubtedly the most powerful

of the factors that exercised a temporary influence upon the value

of the paper money. There appears to be no good reason, how-

ever, for assigning to them a more fundamental role. They do

not explain that general zigzag movement displayed in the chart

on page 140, the long fall to December, 1892, followed by almost

as pronounced a rise to June, 1894. Were the activities of the

European syndicate the dominant factor, one would expect the

fall of the premium to continue; or at least one would not ex-

pect so pronounced a rise as that which we find to have taken

place. The correspondent of the Economist whom I have quoted,

himself expresses doubt at the end of 1892, in view of the pro-

traction of the fall in the premium during that year, and remarks

that "it is incontestable that in the past year affairs in Argentina

have materially improved. Trade has steadily expanded, and

financially the position has settled down to some extent."

Only a few months later, however, in the early months of 1893,

the situation had again . changed for the worse. The harvest

was below normal. Exports in 1893 showed a decUne; the trade

' £co»<j»SM«, 1892, ii, p. 940. ^ Ibid. '/W., 1893, ii, p. 1535.
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balance became slightly unfavorable. By the end of the year

the foreign banks were shipping out gold.^ Exchange was at a

low rate, an unusual and anomalous situation at the moment
when the busy export season was beginning; and it was being

said in Buenos Aires that orders had been sent from London to

the English banks to turn most of their large deposits of currency

notes into gold. The premium had risen some sixty points in

a twelvemonth, and, it was feared, would go higher. By June,

1894, the premium had risen to 289,^ two points higher than the

average of the panic year of 1891.

Yet the syndicate must have been as anxious as formerly to

keep down the premium, and get the load of Argentine secu-

rities off their hands. The new credit of Baron Rothschild to

the government late in 1893 is proof of the fact.

The truth of the matter appears to be that in 1892 the efforts

of the syndicate were aided by the general improvement of con-

ditions; or, to put the matter concretely, their efforts coincided

with a favorable balance of international pa)Tnents. In 1893

and 1894, on the other hand, the underlying conditions govern-

ing the exchange market were against them; the balance of

payments had become unfavorable.

The movements of the balance of payments and of the gold

premium were as follows:

Balance of Payments and the Gold Premium, 1890-95

(Thousand gold pesos)

Date
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The table requires little comment. With the exertion of the

panic year, 1891, the correspondence between the movements of

the premium and those of the balance of payments is striking.

The premium falls as the balance becomes "favorable," and

rises as the balance becomes "unfavorable." We find in the

balance of international payments a sufficient, and indeed the

only, explanation of the fall of the gold premium in 1892, and

of the rise in 1893 and 1894.

Before concluding, we must compare also the gold premium

and the quantity of paper money. The large issues of paper and

the circumstances that called them forth have been discussed.

It will be'recalled that the paper emitted was frankly inconvert-

ible, consisting almost entirely of treasury notes. The following

table shows the quantity of paper money in circulation on De-

cember 31st of each year from i8go to 1895, together with the

yearly averages of the gold premium:

Paper Money in Circulation and the Premium on Gold, 1890-95

(Thousand pesos)
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ing year, 1894, the movements are reversed. Paper decreases

eight millions while the premium increases thirty-three points.

This period seems to offer the most ample proof that something

besides excessive issues of paper money was responsible for these

pronounced alterations in its value. If the excessive issues of

paper under the Guaranteed Banks Law had brought on the state

of affairs reflected in the high premium of 1891, as has been so

often asserted by some writers; if, as declared by Martinez and

Lewandowski, that high premium had nothing to do with the

balance of international pajmaents, how is one to explain the

subsequent marked fall of the premium in spite of the large

issues of government paper, frankly inconvertible, emitted in

spite of the protest of the entire business community?



CHAPTER IX

THE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF PAPER MONEY

In the dosing years of the nineteenth century there was a slow

but perceptible recovery from the effects of the Baring Panic.

The export trade shows increasing vitality, though interrupted

at times by locust pests, the bane of the Argentine farmer. The

average annual value of exports in the five years 1896-1900 was

25 per cent greater than that of the first half of the decade.^

Though the paper money in circulation remains about station-

ary, the gold premium shows a marked decline, from 257 ^ in

1894 to 125" in 1899. Finally, by the Conversion Law of

1899, the problem of a shifting gold premium is definitely

solved, and the paper peso given a stable value of $0.44 gold,

which it has retained to the present day. In this period, we

shall need to consider only such matters as bear directly upon

the value of the paper money. We must explain, above all,

the marked decline of the premium on gold.

I. The Balance of International Payments, 1895-1900

Among the early indications of recovery from panic conditions

are the reports in the financial and trade journals of a renewal of

foreign borrowings. European investors again turned toward

Argentina, though in nothing like the stream of the preceding

decade. The reports begin as early as 1895. The exact extent

of the new investment is problematical, for" the reason that its

main direction was different from that of the earlier periods that

have been reviewed. In those periods, as we saw, European

capital went chiefly into government bonds and railroads; for

which official data are available. In the nineties, on the other

'Average annual value of exports 1891-95: 107,000,000 pesos gold. Average

annual value of exports 1896-1900: 134,000,000 pesos gold.

' Yearly average.

148
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hand, there was not a single foreign loan,^ national, provincial, or

mimicipal. There was a large increase of the national foreign

debt, as explained in the preceding chapter,'' but none of it rep-

resented new borrowings. The increase was simply the result of

the assumption of the provincial foreign debts by the nation, of

the rescission of railway guarantees by means of bond issues, and

of other similar arrangements of Uabilities contracted during the

preceding decade. The essential effect of these arrangements

was to increase the interest charge on the foreign debt.

As to railroad investments, they show a moderate recoyery,

yet amount to only $48,500,000 (gold) in six years, 1895-

1900. In the main, the new investment was in those various

lines of enterprise which have in former periods been classed

under the general head of "miscellaneous;" in tramways, gas

and electric power and lighting, warehouses, drainage and water

works, produce agencies, trading companies, and the like. It

is to be noted, too, that the new capital does not come so pre-

ponderantly from a single source. The British financial and

commercial supremacy in Argentina, though still very marked,

begins to be challenged from the continent, and especially by

Germany. The Banco Transatlantico Aleman was founded in

Buenos Aires in 1893, with an authorized capital of 20,000,000

marks." By 1900 it had branches in various parts of South

America, in Valparaiso, Santiago de Chile, Concepci6n, Iquique,

and Valdivia, all in connection with the Deutsche Bank of BerKn.

In 1898 the Germans established the Compania Alemana Trans-

atlintica de Electricidad, with a capital of 10,000,000 marks,

and the right to emit 1,000,000 marks of bonds. This company

is today the chief provider of electric light and power in Argen-

tina. In addition there were started a factory of meat extract,

several factories of quebracho extract, the Hamburg-South

American steamship line, and various commercial and in-

' There were some internal loans; and since 90 per cent of these went abroad,

they will presently be taken into account. (See p. 151.)

* See Chapter VIII, p. 134, footnote i.

' 12,800,000 marks was actually paid up by May, igoo. See Anuario Pillado,

1900, p. 184.
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dustrial German houses. Senor A. B. Martinez ^ in|^904 stated

that experienced bankers calculated the German capital employed

in banks, commercial houses, "estancias" (cattle ranches),

industrial establishments, and the like at $150,000,000 gold.

He predicted a rapid increase of German capital, a prediction

amply fulfilled since 1904.^

Less important, but considerable, was French and Belgian

capital. An inventory quoted by Martinez puts the amount

of this in 1904 at one hundred and eighty-five millions, includ-

ing capital in government loans.^ In addition, British capital

shows a considerable increase. A very careful inventory of

British capital made by the noted banking firm of Tornquist

& Co. in 1900 puts the British capital in miscellaneous enter-

prise (i. e., outside of public loans and railways) at $102,000,000

gold.'

Year-by-year data on these miscellaneous investments are

not obtainable; and, inasmuch as this capital constituted the

chief item of borrowing in the last half of the nineties, it is im-

possible to draw up an exact balance of borrowings for the

period. We may estimate, however, with a fair probability of

correctness the average annual amounts on the basis of the

inventories which I have mentioned. In 1892 we have Lamas'

inventory and that of Finance Minister Hansen, which give for

foreign capital, other than that in public loans, cedulas, and

railroads, a total of $95,146,000 gold.* Comparing with the

' See Censo General de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, 1905, p. 491 et seg. A. B. Mar-
tinez is Chief of the Bureau of Statistics of the city of Buenos Aires, and Director of

the last National Census, begun in 1914; the author of several works on Argentine

finance and the balance of payments in recent years, and, with Lewandowski,

author of Argentina in the Twentieth Century, to which reference has several

times been made in this study.

^Ibid.

'The same itiventoiy gives the total British capital in Argentina in 1900 as

8945,202,000, gold, distributed as follows:

Pubhc loans $366,215,000

Raihoads 477,345,000

Miscellaneous 101,642,000

See Censo General de la Ciitdad de Buenos Aires, 1905, p. 491 et seq.

* See Chapter VI, p. 92, and footnote 2.
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computations of Tornquist in 1900 and of Martinez in 1904,

we find an increase of at least $100,000,000 gold. Since little

capital could have entered Argentina in the panic period, we

may without danger of exaggeration estimate an annual invest-

ment in miscellaneous forms of enterprise of some $20,000,000

gold from 1895 to 1900. A verification of this estimate is

afforded by that careful handbook, the Anuario Pillado.^ A
summing up of the paid-up capital and the bond issues of the

foreign enterprises there mentioned as having been established

in 1897 and 1898 gives the following results:

1897 $24,247,000 gold

1898. .

.

'. 20,137,000 gold

The estimate of an annual "miscellaneous" investment of

$20,000,000 gold, therefore, would appear to be no over-

statement.

For the rest, the new railroad borrowings and the public loans,

we have the official record. The railroad capital is given each

year by the Direccidn General de Ferrocarriles, which bases its

figures on the annual reports of the railroads themselves. The

public loans are, of course, officially recorded. Of these, there

were only "internal" loans. Since, however, 90 per cent* of

the internal loans went abroad, a word must be said about them

before presenting the balance of borrowings.

The chief subject of interest in Argentina in the last five years

of the century was the boundary dispute with Chile. In 1895

and again in 1898 the countries were very close to war. The

dispute was finally settled by arbitration at the hands of Great

Britain, but in the mean time the fear of war had occasioned

large military and naval appropriations. Six cruisers, three

destroyers, and three transports were added to the Argentine

fleet in three years, 1896-98, at a cost of $17,855,000 gold.'

The official reports of the finance ministry show a total of

' Anuario Pillado, igob, pp. 176-182.

' See Censo General de la Cittdad de Biienos Aires, p. 491 et seq. The annual bal-

ance now computed by Tornquist & Co. also takes 90 per cent of the internal debt

as held abroad.

' Memoria de Hacienda, 1898, p. 435.
,
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"secret" appropriations for warlike purposes of 131,976,000

gold for the years 1895-98. The result was an annual piling up

of budgetary deficits. By 1897 the deficit had reached $33,-

458,000 paper and $13,407,000 gold.^

In part, this added burden was met by short-time loans con-

tracted with bankers abroad.^ "A foreign loan of $30,000,000

gold was voted by Congress in 1898, but could not be floated on

satisfactory terms, and was dropped. For the most part, the

annual deficits were met by internal loans, of which there were

four in this period, for a total of $86,000,000 ' paper.

With so much of general detail, we may proceed to draw up

the balance of international payments for the period from 1895

to 1900:

Balance or International Payments, 1895-1900

(Thousand gold pesos)
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The table indicates:

1. That, in spite of a renewal of borrowings, the balance of

borrowings (Col. 3) shows a deficit, owing to the large

and growing interest payments:

2. That this deficit is more than offset by the favorable

balance of trade (Col. 6). Argentina is meeting her lia-

bilities by the export of her agricultural and grazing

products:

3. That upon combining the balance of borrowings with

the trade balance we find that, with the exception of a

single year, 1897, the balance of payments is favorable.

The unfavorable balance of 1897 is traceable to the diminu-

tion of exports in that year, owing to an unusually severe attack

upon the wheat harvest by locust pests, which destroyed three-

fourths of the crop.^

Granting that the balance of payments here given is imperfect,

because of the necessity of relying upon estimates of "miscel-

laneous" foreign capital, there is every reason for thinking,

nevertheless, that it represents the Argentine situation in this

period with substantial accuracy. It is rather a remarkable fact

that, with but one or two lapses of brief duration, exchange was

above par throughout the period. In June, 1896, sterling ex-

change fell to 47; in May, 1897, to 47 7/16. Franc exchange

fell below par only once. May, 1897, when it reached 4.97 francs,

though in former years it was not rare, in the months in which

the export trade diminished, to see it at 4.90 francs or even 4.85.

Except in the mid-winter, off-season months of 1896-98, sterling

remained steadily about 48, and francs about 5.^ In 1889, sterling

was as high as 48 7/16 in July, mid-winter. This fact of high

exchange, as Dr. J. J. Romero ' pointed out, "is a clear demon-

stration that the value of Argentine products sold in foreign

markets has been superior to the consumption. In the word

' Wheat exported in 1897, $3,470,351, as compared with $22,368,900 in 1898,

and over thirty-eight millions in 1898. The 1896 wheat exports were $12,830,027.

' Extracto Estadistico, 1915, p. 302.

• La Nacidn of May 27, 1905. Dr. Romero was twice finance minister.
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'consumption,' I include not only the value of the imported arti-

cles, but also all that the country pays for the service of the

debt, the earnings of foreign enterprises, and the remuneration

of the capitals employed in all manner of exploitation. The

balances having been constantly favorable to us, foreign mer-

chants have had to pay them in gold; and before our eyes exist

the quantities of gold arrived in the country during these latter

years."

The gold movement from 1895 to 1900 was as follows:

Excess of Imports of Gold over Exports, 1895-1900'

(Thousand pesos)

189s S4,S4i

1896 3,884

1897 4,278'

1898 S,728

1899 1,744

1900 6,653

Net imports for period $18,272

There was a considerable net inflow of gold in every year

except 1897, the only year when the balance of payments was

unfavorable. The generally high level of exchange and the

steady inflow of gold appear to me sufficient proof that a favor-

able balance of payments did in fact exist.

Under such favorable circumstances, a fall of the gold premium

was the logical expectation. The following tgi,ble shows the bal-

ance of international payments, the premium on gold, and the

quantity of paper money in circulation from 1894 to 1900:

Balance of Payments, Gold Premtom, and Paper Money in Circulation,

1894-1900

(Thousand pesos)
Balance of Paper Money in

Date Payments Gold Premium Circulation (Dec. 31)

1894 —$21,688 (gold) 257% $298,703

189s + 4,019 244 296,743

1896 -|- 1,919 196 295,166

1897 — 2,810 191 292,704

1898 -1-21,934 158 292,047

1899 -1-38,335 125 291,342

1900 -\- 9,082 131 295,166

' Extracto EstadisHco, 1915, p. 203. ' Excess of exports over imports.
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The quantity of paper money in circulation, it will l?e ob-

served, was about stationary: yet the premium fell one hundred

and twenty-seven points. On the other hand, in this period, as

in the earlier ones that we have reviewed, the movements of the

gold premium were in accord with the balance of international

payments.

II. The Conversion Law of 1899

The lowest point reachedby the gold premium was 125 per cent.

There is every reason for supposing that had matters been al-

lowed to take their own course, paper money would have event-

ually come to a par with gold. Population has about doubled

since 1890.^ The export trade has steadily increased. In only

one year, 1911, has there been an excess of imports over exports;

in all other years there has been a favorable trade balance, rang-

ing from $10,000,000 to $118,000,000 (gold), and averaging

about $75,000,000.* This trade surplus has served to meet

interest charges on borrowed capital. In addition, there has

been a considerable inflow of new capital.' There is little

doubt that in the great majority of years since 1900 the bal-

ance of payments has shown a considerable surplus in Argen-

tina's favor. The subject has been one of great interest to

Argentine financiers and statisticians; and a number of bal-

ances have been drawn up, all indicating a favorable balance of

interiiational payments.* Other indications support that view:

' Population is now about 8,000,000.

' In 191S, under abnormal war conditions, exports exceeded imports by

$331,387,910 (gold). See Exlracto Estadistico, p. 3.

'The Buenos Aires Handels Zeitung, 1908, calculated at $40,000,000 (gold)

the new foreign capital annually invested in Argentina.

* Following are some balances of international payments calculated by Argen-

tine statisticians and financiers in recent years:

1. A.B.Martinez: balance of 1904: shows a favorable surplus of $27,000,000

(gold).

2. A.B.Martinez: balance of 1908; shows a favorable surplus of $39,000,000

(gold).

*3. Tomquist's balance of 1914-15: favorable surplus, $159,000,000 (gold).

*4. Tomquist's balance of 1915-16: favorable surplus, $30,200,000 (gold).

• Sr. Tomquist's balances are for the economic year, October i to September 30; the

other balances are for the calendar year.
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the rates of exchange, almost always favorable to Argentina,

and a steady net inflow of specie. The excess of imports of specie

over exports for 1900-15 was about $290,000,000. In only one

year, 1914, did specie exports exceed imports.^

Under such conditions, to repeat, paper money would eventu-

ally have come to a par with gold. Yet the gold premium of 125

was the lowest point that it ever reached. The explanation is to

be found in the Conversion Law of 1899. This law was the result

of a project formulated by Finance Minister J. M. Rosa,^ and

supported by ex-President Pellegrini and the well-known Argen-

tine banker, Ernesto Tornquist. The plan was: (i) To fix a ratio

according to which redemption of paper money should be made

in specie; (2) to accumulate a metalhc reserve sufficient to

permit such redemption; (3) to maintain the ratio fixed upon by

adding to the Caja de Conversion a bureau to act as a regulator

of the currency, increasing or decreasing the amount of paper in

circulation according to the amount of gold deposited.

Rosa's chief intention, it will be seen, was to put an end to

the continual rise and fall of the premium on gold, so prejudicial

to the commercial interests of the country: and to do so by es-

tablishing a system of conversion of paper into specie, not at

5. Dr. A. E. Bunge (Director General of National Statistics), balance of 1916

:

favorable surplus of $57,170,000 (gold).

6. Tomquist's balance of 1916-17: favorable surplus, $102,160,000 (gold).

7. Tomquist's balance of 1917-18: unfavorable surplus, $160,192,900 (gold).

The debit balance of 191 7-18 was due to credit advances to France and

England, and, to a less extent, to repayment of foreign capital invested in

Argentina, as shown by the following figures:

(Gold Pesos)

Loans to the governments of France and Great Britain, $177,300,000

Reduction of foreign mortgage capital 27,700,000

Repayment of short-term loans in the United States . .

.

20,000,000

Repatriation of Argentine securities S>ooo>ooo

^ For an analysis of the Argentine balanc^ of payments and foreign exchange

movements during the World War, see John H-. Williams, "Latin American For-

eign Exchange and International Balances during the War," Quarterly Journal of

Economics, May, 1919, pp. 422-463.

'Finance Minister in General Roca's second term as President, 1898-1904.

It will be recalled that Roca had been President from 1880 to 1886, during the

period of monetary refonfl and the adoption of specie payments.
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par, but at the then market rate; this ratio to be maintained

without change from the day the conversion system should begin

its operations.

The measure provoked a storm of controversy, such as perhaps

has never been called forth by any other proposal or event in

Argentine history. The speeches deUvered on the subject in

Congress fill six volumes. The plan was opposed by the press.^

Five former finance ministers attacked it.^ Dr. Frers renounced

his ministry because of it. Dr. Terry, a former finance minister

and professor of pubUc finance in the National University, pub-

lished a book against it. Petitions of merchants and industrials

with four thousand signatures appealed to Congress to defeat

the bill. Similar petitions were formulated by the Chamber of

Commerce of the Stock Exchange, and by the Italian and French

Chambers.

There is no occasion for our entering into the details of this

conflict. It was argued that the conversion plan of 1876 had

failed, owing to the fact that the metallic reserve had been vio-

lated to meet the pressing need of the government; ' the same

result, it was said, might be expected On this occasion. The

earlier conversion system had merely served to increase the cur-

rency some 400,000,000 pesos, so that upon its failure in 1876

paper money was in a worse state of depreciation than ever.

That, too, might happen again.

Moreover, conversion at the premium then existing would be

a partial act of bankruptcy. Excluding amortizations, there had

been issued between 1883 and 1891, 322,900,000 paper pesos.

According to the premium on gold existing on the dates of the

various emissions, this amount represented a sum of $187,324,000

gold. In converting the paper at the existing premium, 127 per

cent, the Argentine government was a debtor only in the sum of

$141,076,000, reducing thus its original debt by 25 per cent.*

' Led by the distinguished newspaper La Nacidn.

" Dr. Wenceslao Escalante, Dr. Jose A. Terry, Dr. Emilio Hansen, Dr. Victorino

de La Plaza, and Dr. W. Pacheco.

' See Chapter III, p. 29.

* Jacques Lyons, Milanges Financiers (Paris), p. 813.
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This criticism is irrefutable. Yet its force is more apparent

than real. The present holders of the notes were not the original

ones, since the notes had passed* from hand to hand for years.

Conversion at the market rate represented no loss, from this

source, to any namable person.

The chief objection made was that the conversion plan was

artificial and therefore unsound, a violation of "economic law."

Only by the increase of national wealth, it was said, and of popu-

lation, by the natural process of "growing up to the currency,"

could a sound currency be obtained. Since, in the case of Argen-

tina, increased national wealth is another term for increased for-

eign trade, the essential condition of development in all South

American countries, what was really meant was that the funda-

mental condition of a sound paper currency was a favorable

balance of international payments; and the contention was

made that the currency would never attain a sound basis until

this process had been allowed gradually to bring paper to par.

Dr. Terry advised conversion on a sliding scale, which should

gradually approach par. Such a plan would have maintained

the existing instability of paper money, and would have sanc-

tioned, rather than solved, the essential difficulty,— that of a

currency whose value was in a process of continual change.

There was no attempt to deny, on the part of Dr. Rosa and

his supporters, the efficacy of increased national production in

reducing the gold premium. It was, indeed, because of the very

effectiveness of that process that the conversion measure was
projected. For the marked decline of the gold premium in 1898-

99 promised to be even more prejudicial to the economic interests

of the country than had been its violent ascent in the years pre-

ceding the Baring Panic. Paper money had been debased for so

long, and to so great a degree (the average premium for 1890-99

was 235 per cent), that the prices of goods and services, in fact

the whole economic life, had become molded to the high pre-

mium. For paper money so markedly and for so long depreciated

to be placed suddenly on a par with gold would have produced

general perturbation. On the other hand, a rate of conversion

according to the present market value of the paper would merely
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legalize the state of things which was then existing, and which

had existed for so many years; and thereby would prevent the

ruin of all the interests that had become bound to this situation.

The problem of a return to a specie basis under such circum-

stances is a fairly familiar one, and in no case where the paper

money has been markedly and for a long period depreciated has

the paper been redeemed at its face value. Russia in 1839 and

more recently, Austria in 181 1 and 1819, France in the past

century, all returned to specie payments by fixing the premium

on gold according to its market value.^

Fundamentally, this conversion controversy had its roots in

a matter which will form the main theme of the final portion of

this study,— the conflicting interests of exporters and importers.

Exporters expended their costs in paper and sold the product

abroad for gold. The prices of services were less sensitive to

fluctuations of the premium on gold than were the prices of

products. When the gold premium was rising, therefore, the

receipts from the sale of their product abroad represented to

exporters a margin of profit attributable to the rise of the pre-

mium. For instance, producers for export who expended their

costs in paper when wages and domestic prices were by force

of habit or inertia on the basis of a 200 per cent premium, and

sold their product with gold at a premium of 250 per cent,

profited to the extent of the difference. A fall of the premium

would affect them in the contrary maimer.

Importers were in just the opposite position. With a rising

premium, they found the burden of paying for their purchases

from abroad in gold more onerous; with a falling premium their

purchases cost them less. In the same position as the importers

were the industrial enterprises. They, too, were operating on a

paper basis, the currency of the country. Their remittances

abroad, however, in the form of dividends or of interest on bonds,

' Ordinarily the method has been to create a new gold coin having a less gold

content than the old. Argentina has gone about it the other way: she has pre-

served her gold peso, as created in 1881; and has fixed the paper peso at the

market rate of 1899, $0.44 gold (i. e., gold was taken as at a premium of 127.27

per cent, or, as it is customarily expressed in Argentina, gold was at a price of

227.27 per cent paper).
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were in gold. The gold value (the only value that matters to the

foreign investor) of a s per cent railroad dividend, for example,

depended on the gold value of Argentine paper money. With

paper appreciating, the value would be more; with paper depre-

ciating, the value would be less. The value of Argentine rail-

road or other industrial bonds would be affected in consequence

of this necessity for comparison of the domestic paper currency

and the international monetary standard, gold.

These two opposing classes of interests bulked large in the

monetary controversy, and they go far to explain its virulence.

Especially loud was the cry of the producers and exporters in

1898. In August, 1898, gold was at a premium of 176 per cent;

in December of the same year it had fallen to 112 per cent. Such

a pronounced decline, at the very opening of the export season,

raised a cry of protest from the producers, who, having laid out

their costs with gold a good fifty points higher than the premium

reigning at the opening of the season, faced the prospect of being

unable to compensate themselves by the sale of their products.

Dr. Rosa's measure was passed.^ The government promised

to redeem all paper money at the rate of 227.27 (44 centavos

gold for a paper peso). The accumulation of a redemption fund

was provided for, and a redemption bureau established in con-

nection with the Caja de Conversion, which was to exchange

gold for paper and paper for gold, at the rate mentioned, to any

one presenting either gold or paper. A subsequent act has set

the limit of the redemption fund at $30,000,000 in gold.^ The
accumulation of the fund has been steady; by 1910 the full

limit set was attained.

The fund was intended solely for the redemption of the paper

currency issued and in circulation prior to the passage of the

1 On the Conversion Law of iSgg the best source is J. M. Rosa's La Reforma

Monetaria en la RepAUica Argentina, 1909. See also Martinez and Lewandowski,

Argentina in the Twentieth Century, p. 483 et seq.; and Emilio Hansen, La Moneda,

1916.

* Only once has the conversion fund been threatened. In 1902, when war
with Chile again seemed inevitable, the government withdrew some $12,000,000,

which it replaced (ten-millions of it) in 1903. The danger which wrecked the

first conversion attempt, that of 1876, has thus been avoided.
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Law of 1899,— some $295,000,000. All subsequent issues were

to be made by the new bureau in exchange for gold deposited

with it. At present, the paper money circulation is $1,165,-

278,000 (paper) ,^ based on a conversion fund of $393,798,000

(gold), a guarantee of 76.8 per cent^ of the total fiduciary

circulation.

The Conversion Law of 1899 has definitely killed the fluctuat-

ing gold premium of former years. There is no more speculation

in gold, no more buying and selling of gold on the Stock Ex-

change. Most important of all, industry and the business com-

munity generally are released from the state of uncertainty

and instability which forms the worst feature of a regime of

debased currency. Essentially, it mattered nothing to the busi-

ness man whether the paper peso was worth $0.25 gold or a

full gold peso today. The really injurious circumstance was that

he had no means of knowing what it would fetch tomorrow; but

had to allow always in his calculations for this unpredictable,

always shifting factor of unstable currency. Since 1899 there has

been no such problem in Argentina.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that a prominent force in

assuring the success of the Conversion Law has been the succes-

sion of favorable balances of international payments which

Argentina has enjoyed, 'the increase of the gold reserve depends

directly on that circumstance, and the maintenance of the con-

version system itself depends upon the maintenance of that

reserve. It is still conceivable that a succession of unfavorable

balances, prolonged over as long a period as that of the favor-

able balances of the last twenty years, would, by draining off the

gold reserve, again raise the problem of paper currency. Under

such difficult circumstances one is permitted to wonder whether

the specie in the Caja de Conversion would continue to be

regarded as an inviolable fund.

But such a contingency is perhaps one of merely academic

interest. There is no reason for anticipating any pronounced

'Ernesto Tornquist y Ca, Business Conditions in Argentina, No. 145 (1919).

*/. e., of the gold value of the paper money, which is $512,728,000 (these are

figures of July 31, 1919).
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change in the balance of international pa3ahents; at least no

succession of unfavorable balances.

It is interesting to conclude the consideration of this problem

of the relation between inconvertible paper money and the bal-

ance, of international payments with a quotation from Martinez

and Lewandowski.^ In commenting upon the conversion plan,

they make reference to the criticisms made in some quarters at

the rapid increase in the paper money circulation since the law

went into operation, which has given rise to the cry that such

large emissions may even yet bring back the old problem of

debased currency. The reply of these writers is as follows:

But it is easy to understand that those alarms are not justified, from

the moment in which such emissions are guaranteed by a corresponding

deposit in gold in the Caja de Conversi6n. Besides, if one reflects a little,

one cannot do less than recognize that, the product of the surplus of the

economic balance of the country being every day more important, this sur-

plus will have an influence on the monetary situation, even though, instead

of being conserved in the Caja de Conversi6n, the surplus should be found

in the strong boxes- of the private banks.

Evidently, a favorable balance of payments is recognized as

a factor in maintaining the value of the paper currency, even

though in a previous chapter it is denied by these writers that

the unfavorable balances of the eighties and of the panic period

were a factor in its debasement.

'Martinez and Lewandowski, Argentina en El Siglo XX, p. 499.



CHAPTER X
THE RELATION BETWEEN THE VALUE OF PAPER MONEY

AND THE BALANCE OF INTERNATIONAL
PAYMENTS: A GENERAL SURVEY

In the preceding chapters we have reviewed the entire period of

inconvertible paper money, from the suspension of specie pay-

ments in January, 1885, to the Conversion Law of 1899. It was

convenient for the adequate description and analysis of the

various special phases of the period to divide into three periods

of about five years each. The first (1885-90) was the period of

the "boom,"— of heavy borrowings, large issues of paper money,

extravagant speculation in land and in gold. The second (1890-

95) was the period of the Baring Panic,— of the cessation of for-

eign borrowings, the collapse of the National Bank system, the

temporary bankruptcy of the federal government and of the

provinces. Finally, we have reviewed the period (1895-09) of

slow recovery from the crisis,— in which borrowing begins again

on a moderate scale and the export trade shows signs of extraor-

dinary development, and in which, at last, the problem of a

fluctuating paper currency is solved by the Conversion Law.

In each of these periods we have considered principally a

single problem, the relation between the balance of international

payments and the value of inconvertible paper money; giving

attention to the special phases of the problem as they mani-

fested themselves under the pecuhar conditions which character-

ized each period. It is convenient now, before turning away

from this problem, to take a general survey of the whole period

during which inconvertible paper existed (1885-99) ^^^ to trace

through it the central idea of the preceding chapters. Such a

survey may best be put in the form of diagrams.

The chart on the following page compares the quantity of

paper money in circulation in each year with the yearly aver-

ages of the gold premium. It indicates at a glance to what ex-

163
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tent the changes in the value of paper money (as shown by the

movements of the gold premium) are ascribable*to changes in

its quantity, and to what extent they clearly are not.

No attempt has been made to draw the two curves to the same

scale. A common unit of measure could scarcely be found for

such unlike entities as quantity of paper and percentage of pre-

PAPER MONEY IN CIRCULATION AND GOLD
PREMIUM, 1885-1899

PAPER MONEY
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comes the great expansion of the currency, beginning with the

passing of the Guaranteed Banks Act in November, 1887. The

rise of the curve of paper money is paralleled, up to 189 1, by a

rise of the premium on gold. But from this point on, agreement

between the two curves ceases. Paper money continues to in-

crease until 1893; but the gold premium falls sharply after 1891.

In 1894, there is a slight contraction in the quantity of paper,

but the gold premium rises to an average surpassed only by that

of 1891. After 1894 the quantity of paper is about stationary;

but the gold premium falls steadily to 1899.

It is in only one period, then, that quantity of paper money

and the gold premium are in accord with each other, the period

just preceding the Baring Panic. And in this period, as we have

seen, every factor that could cause the premium on gold to

ascend was operating.

We turn now to a comparison of the fluctuations of the

premium on gold with those of the balance of international

pa)Tnents. On the following page are shown the curves of these

two factors, the balance of payments being measured in millions

of gold pesos and the gold premium in percentages. The line

drawn through the center of the diagram represents the point

at which total "credits" and "debits" are equal. Below this

line the balance is "favorable" to Argentina; that is, credits

(borrowings plus exports) exceed debits (interest charge plus

imports). Above the line debits exceed credits.

The two curves display marked similarity with each other

throughout the period. When the balance is "favorable" to

Argentina (to 1888) the gold premium is low. When the balance

turns against Argentina, reaching its cKmax in the large "un-

favorable" balance of 1890, the gold premium rises sharply.

The fall and the rise of the balance between 1890 and 1894 is

matched approximately by a fall and a rise of the premium on
' gold. And the decline of the premium in the last five years

(1894-99) is matched by a corresponding change in the balance

of payments from unfavorable to favorable.

At only one or two points is there serious disagreement between

the two curves. In 1891 the balance is favorable, but the premium
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rises. This divergence we have ascribed to the p^c conditions

of that year, which were chiefly due to the large Dorrowings of

preceding years, which reached their climax in the large unfavor-

able balance of payments in 1890. It is worth recalling also the

fact that the favorable balance of 1891 was entirely due to the de-
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The yearly average of 1893 is less than that of 1892. In fact,

however, as was explained in Chapter VIII (see chart, p. 140)

the premium on gold rose continuously in 1893 after having

fallen continuously in 1892.

Viewing the general course of the two curves, without fixing

one's attention upon specific years, the similarity between them

stands out clearly, and appears to warrant the conclusion reached

by more detailed analysis in preceding chapters, that the balance

of international payments did in fact exercise a powerful influence

upon the value of Argentine inconvertible paper money.
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INCONVERTIBLE PAPER MONEY
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CHAPTER XI

SOME FURTHER DISCUSSION OF PRINCIPLES

At the beginning of this study the thesis announced for investi-

gation was international trade under a regime of depreciated

paper money. Given a change in the balance of international

payments, what is its effect upon foreign trade, and by what

mechanism is that effect brought about? In Chapter II it was

found convenient for purposes of exposition to divide the prob-

lem into two parts, for separate treatment:

(i) The relation of changes in the balance of international

payments to the paper currency; and

(2) the relation of the paper currency to the balance of for-

eign merchandise trade.

In other words, a change in the balance of international pay-

ments effects, first of all, a change in the value of paper money.

The changes in the value of the paper money effect, in turn,

changes in exports and imports. Such, briefly, is the theoretical

framework upon which the present inquiry is organized.

The' first part of the process, the first step in the chain of con-

sequences whereby a change in the balance of international pay-

ments affects the balance of merchandise trade, we may con-

sider as completed in Part I. The particular change studied in

the Argentine case has been that in the balance of foreign bor-

rowings. Borrowings have been shown to have been of such

great extent and so long continued as to dominate the balance

of pa)maents. And the balance of payments, in turn, has been

shown to have dominated the fluctuations of the value of paper

money.^

' Other factors, of course, were present and operative, notably the large issues

of paper in the late eighties and early nineties. There is no attempt to deny their

importance in the depreciation of the currency that occurred in that period. Ex-

cessive issues, however, do not explain the suspension of specie payments in 1885;

171
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The first effect of Argentine borrowing operatioi^, therefore,

was upon the currency. We may proceed now to our second

proposition : to consider how these borrowings, operating through

their effect upon the currency, brought about changes in the

balance of merchandise trade. Until now, the foreign trade has

been passed over without comment. Such allusion as has been

made to it has been merely what was necessary for the compu-

tation of the balance of payments. Nothing has been said as to

the reasons for the fluctuations of exports and imports, and par-

ticularly for the overturn in the trade balance in 1891. Yet

from the point of view of the theory of international trade under

depreciated paper, this overturn constitutes the crux of the

problem. Until 1891 Argentine imports regularly exceeded ex-

ports; from that date onward, except in 1893 and 1911, exports

as regularly have exceeded imports. Why did the change come

about? And more particularly, how, without the usual mechan-

nor the peculiar movements of the gold premimn in the early nineties, which were

just the contrary of what the facts of paper issue would lead one to expect; nor the

fall of the premium in the later nineties, when the quantity of paper in circulation

was stationary. All in all, surveying the whole twenty-year period, the balance of

payments, and within that balance the borrowings, appears to have exercised a

dominating influence upon the value of the currency.

Nor is there anything extraordinary in this conclusion. The phenomenon of

the depreciation of paper money presumes the conversion of one money into an-

other, the comparison of the domestic money with the international. That

comparison is established almost exclusively, especially in the case of a country

dependent on foreign commerce as is Argentina, on the occasion of external trans-

actions. The balance of international accounts must equilibriate cost with cost.

The country on a basis of "forced currency" must, if it is in a debtor position,

find the means of meeting its foreign charges in a money acceptable to the for-

eigner. At the outset, at any rate, it must meet them in gold. The outflow of gold

increases its price in terms of paper: the specie premium rises in consequence.

Such was the position of Argentina during the two crises we have studied, in

1885 and in 1890-91, when an- excess of interest charge over new borrowings

produced an unfavorable balance of payments. A favorable balance, by bringing

in gold and thus lowering its price, causes paper to appreciate. Such was the

situation in Argentina from 1885 to 1888, when the premium remained almost

stationary despite large emissions of paper, and in the late nineties, when the

premium declined steadily despite the absence of any contraction in the circula-

tion of paper. Throughout the twenty-year period 1880-1900, as we have seen,

the movements of the premium on gold are in entire accord with the balance of

international payments, and with no other factor.
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ism presupposed in most discussions of international trade, could

the change have come about?

It is not necessary to review again the entire theory of the

case, which has already been given with sufficient fullness in

Chapter II. It is enough to recall the statement there made that

the explanation of the overturn of the Argentine trade balance

was to be sought in an investigation of prices and costs. Let us

note, therefore, the difference between the situation we are ana-

lyzing and that of gold countries, as regards money and price

changes. It will have been observed that the shiftings in the

value of money described in Part I were precisely the opposite

of those that would occur in gold countries as the result of

changes in the balance of payments. According to the theory

of foreign trade between gold countries, a change in the balance

of payments in favor of a country (such a change as new borrow-

ings by Argentina) causes gold to flow to that country and raises

the price level, with the result that exports are discouraged and

imports encouraged. An unfavorable change, by causing gold

to flow out, lowers the price level of the country, encouraging

. exports and discouraging imports. Exactly the opposite price

changes are to be expected in pamper money coimtries, says the-

ory; and the present inquiry supports that conclusion. A favor-

able balance of payments causes paper money to rise in value,

which is equivalent to saying that it causes the price level to

fall; and an unfavorable balance causes the price level to rise,

the extent of the rise being indicated with rough accuracy by

the premium on gold.

In spite of this diametrical opposition in the direction of the

price changes, however, the same result as regards foreign trade

ensues as would occur in gold countries. With a favorable balance

of payments, caused by new borrowings, the imports of the bor-

rowing coimtry are increased, and the exports discouraged;

and with an "unfavorable" change in the balance of payments

the contrary set of shifts occurs. Imports diminish and exports

increase.

The explanation of these trade changes, then, involves a study

of the price changes: of export and import prices as compared
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with domestic prices, and, most important of all, <^ export and

import prices as compared with the price of labor and other

costs. How does a paper currency, whose value is shifting under

the influence of a change in the balance of payments, affect

these various price categories? The answer to this question will

be an answer to our second proposition: that changes in the

value of paper money effect changes in the foreign trade.

The explanation of theory is that a depreciating paper currency

operates like a protective duty. To the exporter it acts like a

bounty; to the importer, as an added cost. The result is to en-

courage exports and diminish imports. These effects of de-

preciating paper on foreign trade grow out of the fact that the

prices of commodities, and especially of thbse commodities that

enter into foreign trade, are more sensitive to fluctuations in the

value of the currency than are wages, rent, and other costs of pro-

duction. To take the case of export prices: the Buenos Aires

prices of wheat, wool, and other exports are reflections of the

international prices of these products. Buenos Aires does not

fix the foreign price; Argentine production is too small to control

the world market. The Buenos Aires price is the international

price, minus cost of transportation to the foreign consuming mar-

ket. The international price is a gold price; the Argentine price

is a paper money reflection of that price. Aside from trans-

portation cost, therefore, the Argentine price represents a cal-

culation in terms of paper, at the current prenaiimi on gold and

the current rate of exchange, of the foreign gold price. It would

seem obvious, therefore, that export prices would move in close

accord with the premium on gold. When the premium rises,

export prices rise; and vice versa. Costs, on the other hand,

especially wages and rent, respond but sluggishly to fluctuations

of the premium. When the premium is rising, therefore, the ex-

porter and the producer receive an increased profit, represented

by the difference between the increase in the paper price of their

product and the much smaller increase in the paper price of their

costs of production. In other words, to repeat, the exporting and

producing classes receive, so long as their costs in paper remain

unchanged, a "bounty" in consequence of the depreciation of
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paper money. The natural consequence is an increase of

exports.

The importer is affected in the contrary manner. He buys

abroad and must pay gold, or gold's worth by bill of exchange.

The amount of his foreign payment, therefore, depends on the

value of his paper money. When paper is at par, a bill of

exchange for £1000 will cost him $5040. If paper falls 50

per cent, the biU will cost him $10,080. As the paper money

depredates, therefore, he must continuously advance the price

of his imported goods; with a resultant falling off in sales. More-

over, the importer becomes afraid to buy abroad on credit, for

he does not know what his bill of exchange will cost him in paper

money when settlement day arrives. He is afraid, too, to sell on

credit at home; for he cannot foretell what may be the value

of the paper peso when the time comes for his customers to pay.

The result is that some importers go out of business. Those who
stay on are forced in spite of themselves to speculate on the ups

and downs of the premium on gold.

A depreciating paper, then, is hailed with delight by the

exporters, the farmers, the mining interests, by all those who,

having little to import, expend their costs in paper money, and

sell abroad in gold. They are enriched by a rising gold premium.

The importers and those industrial interests, as railroads, who
must make pa3Tnent abroad instead of receiving payment from

abroad, are injured.

When paper begins to appreciate in terms of gold, the situation

is just the reverse. The exporting and producing classes find

their "bounty" taken from them. If the appreciation is violent,

they may find themselves forced to sell their products at prices

which do not cover their costs. The importer, on the other hand,

is in his heyday. His paper money buys more goods abroad;

his home credits yield a greater sum. And unless he is strongly

pushed by competitors, he will not lower his prices with the

same prompt enthusiasm with which he raised them in the days

when the gold premium was going upwards. The falling pre-

mium is a bounty to the importer, and a burden upon the ex-

porter. Imports increase relatively to exports.
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Such, in brief, is the theory. It will be noted tiiat the extent

of the depreciation of paper is not the significant matter.

Whether the gold premium be high or low is of little importance,

if only it will stay so, in order that all prices and costs may have

time to mold themselves to the new situation; in order that

wages, for instance, may catch up with the price of commod-

ities. The bounty to the exporter, for example, consists not in a

high premium on gold, but in a rising premium. In other words,

this whole matter of the effect of depreciated paper on prices

and foreign trade is one that concerns the "transition stage,"

of which mention has been made: the period between the old

equilibrium of the balance of payments and the new one which

will result from the shifts of exports and imports.

,
As regards this term "transition stage," however, one must be

cautious of too precise statement. Experience shows that even

in gold-standard countries transitions between states of equilib-

rium in the balance of payments may be of considerable dura-

tion. Their effects, too, may be so overlaid by other forces oper-

ating simultaneously that they are scarcely capable of precise,

statistical definition. The difficulty of precisely delimiting or

describing transition stages under conditions of inconvertible

paper money is immeasurably greater than in gold countries.

A paper money regime is in its essence abnormal. It is a state of

flux and change. Values are unstable, their direction scarcely

predictable froni one day to the next. So long as paper is de-

preciated, so long as there is no machinery for its conversion into

specie at a fixed rate of exchange, so long will it continue to fluc-

tuate from day to day. Underlying the continual oscillation,

however, there would seem to be a more or less definite value

which might be described as its ruling norm. It is this norm that

we have sought in striking the yearly averages of the gold pre-

mium, and it is this norm that we have compared with the

balance of payments, year by year. Yet even the yearly aver-

ages show little tendency to "settle down." There is a more

or less steady fall of the premium from 1891 to 1899 ; the like-

lihood is that if the paper peso had not been given a definite

value in 1899 by the Law of Conversion, it would have continued
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to appreciate, under the influence of a succession of favorable

balances of pajments, until eventually it would have arrived at

a par with gold. Short of conversion at a fixed rate, however,

whether at par or at $0.44 gold as at present (it scarcely matters

which), it would have been idle ever to expect the general level

of values to settle. In other words, a "state of equilibrium" in

an inconvertible paper money situation would appear to be an

impossibility: at least it is impossible whenever and so long as

paper money is depreciated below a par with gold, and no ar-

rangement for its conversion at a fixed and permanent rate has

been provided.^ This matter of the inherent instability of a

paper money situation, however, is perhaps too obvious to need

much comment.

The theory of our problem has been stated with sufl&cient full-

ness for the purposes of this study. In the chapters that follow

we shall seek verification of it in a study of the Argentine for-

eign trade in its relation to price and wage movements.

' Yet the serious losses occasioned by the pronounced fall of the premium in

i8g8 are proof that underneath the continual oscillation of the premium there was

a more or less definite norm of value to which the economic life of the country had

been adapted. For about fifteen years paper had been depreciated, and most of

the time the yearly averages of the premium had ranged above 125; the country's

business had molded itself to a high premium.



CHAPTER XII

THE FOREIGN TRADE : SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Mention has already been made of the importance of foreign

trade in the economic life of Argentina. The activity of the

republic is reflected in the figures of exports and imports. Its

industrial enterprises, its railroads, its river traffic, its ports,

its commercial centers, the finances of the government, all de-

pend for their prosperity upon the fluctuating fortunes of the

foreign trade.

In the period of our study Argentina was, and it still is, a

purely agricultural and grazing country. It has no coal and iron

in workable quantities. The development of manufactures on

any considerable scale, aside from the elaboration of its food

products, appears improbable. Argentine economic life seems

destined for a long time to come to continue in the channel that

it has pursued in the past; namely, an exchange of its agri-

cultural and grazing products, either in the raw state or as

elaborated food products, for the manufactured products of the

outside world. The volume and the terms of this exchange will

continue to be the index of its economic wealth and growth.

Before attempting to make use of the statistics of foreign

trade, something should be said as to their reliability and the

method of their computation. Though trade statistics have been

officially compiled since 1864, it is only in very recent years that

care has been taken to insure their accuracy. It is a matter of

common knowledge, much commented upon by Argentine

writers, that the pubhshed statistics of "value of imports" are

at best only a rough approximation to the actual market value.

Martinez and Lewandowski estimate that the error has been

usually on the side of exaggeration, the official figures sometimes

exceeding the real figures, in their judgment, by 20 per cent.

17S
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On the other hand, some recent computations made by Dr.

Bunge, the present director general of statistics, indicate that

from 1910 to 1913 the official "value of imports" was from 8

to 18 per cent below the proper value, which Dr. Bunge has

computed on the basis of the actual prices of the more important

imported products in the Buenos Aires market. The divergence,

as set forth by Dr. Bunge, was progressive; that is, the "value

of imports" of 1910 understated the true situation by 7.8 per

cent; those of 1911, by 10.4 per cent; 1912, 16.1 per cent;

and 1 913, 17.7 per cent. Under the abnormal price conditions

of the war the divergence was much greater, attaining in 1916

the astounding figure of 68.4 per cent.^ These discrepancies are

an indication that while import prices since 1910 have been

rising, the bases of the official computation have remained prac-

tically unchanged.

The bases of the official statistics of "value of imports" are

the customs valuations.- The/ Argentine government depends

chiefly upon import duties for its revenue. The duties range at

present from 5 to ^o per cent ad valorem^; and in addition

there is a considerable resort to surtaxes, imposed and removed

to suit the fluctuating exigencies of the national exchequer. A
notable instance of the use of the surtax during the period of

the present study was that of 1886, when 15 per cent additional

was tacked on in order to make up for the loss of revenue oc-

casioned by depreciation of the paper money.'

Duties are payable on the prices contained in the official

"tarifa de avaluos" ^ (schedule of valuations). When this price

' Nominal Value of Imports 1916 $217,409,322

Real Value of Imports 1916 366,130,571

Absolute difference 148,721,249

Relative difference , 68.4%

Dr. A. E. Bunge: El Iniercambio Ecpndmico, p. 17.

' About ninety-five articles are subject to specific duties.

' The Budget of 1886 estimated revenue at $41,197,500, of which $29,800,000

(three-fourths of the whole) was due from import and ejcport duties. As a matter

of fact, the duties yielded over $33,000,000 including the $6,405,000 resulting from

the 15 per cent surtax.

*The "tarifa de avaldos" today enumerates and gives official prices for 3,699

articles; many of them have remained in force for years without change.
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list is drawn up it is based on the actual purchase price abroad

of the imported articles, plus transportation cosP According to

the customs law in force up to 1900, the "tarifa de avaluos"

was subject to annual revision. The revision, however, appears

to have been spasmodic and partial, and conducted in the in-

terests of government revenue rather than in those of the de-

partment of trade statistics. The result was that many of the

official prices remained in force for years without change; others

underwent frequent and rather startling alteration. Thus,

Martinez and Lewandowski cite the case of coffee. In 1899 it

was valued at 30 centavos gold, in 1900 at 20, in 1902 at 12.

Granting that the price of coffee was experiencing a fall in those

years, the decline indicated in the "tarifa de avaluos" appears to

be an exaggeration. On the other hand, many of the customs

valuations have for long periods been 20 to 30 per cent above the

actual market price; and sometimes they have been purely

fantastical. In fact, some of the articles Usted as paying 50

per cent duty— textiles, furniture, shoes, perfume, lingerie,

and similar articles— pay in some cases 100 per cent or more,

owing to the arbitrary valuations placed upon them in the

"tarifa de avaluos." ^

The bearing of all this upon the official statistics ai "value of

imports" is but too apparent. They cannot be accepted as rep-

resenting the actual state of things. As a statement of abso-

lute values they are worthless. For purposes of general com-

parison of one year with another, however, they are generally

thought to be serviceable. At any rate, they are all that we have

to work with. In the period of this study, as it happens, the

changes in the import trade were so large and clear-cut that

conclusions from the official figures, when supported amply by

other evidence, may be made with comparative safety.

The export statistics suffer from the same cause as the import

statistics, though perhaps to a less degree. Until 1892 they too

were based upon the official price tariffs rather than on the actual

market prices. Since, however, export duties extended only to

' Martinez and Lewandowski, p. 299 et seq.
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the grazing products,^ and did not apply to cereals, which were

coming to occupy a more and more iniportant place in the ex-

ports during the period of our study, the extent of error due to

imperfect customs valuations is perhaps, even for the period

prior to 1892, less for the "value of exports" than for the "value

of imports." Since 1892, the official valuations have pretty

generally been based on the wholesale market price quotations

in Buenos Aires, as published systematically in the Boletln de la

Bolsa de Comerdo {Bulletin of the Stock Eocchange), and since

1913 in that of the Bolsa de Cereales.

To sum up, then, the statistics of imports and of exports are

unreliable in so far as their absolute value is concerned. There

is even some question as to their reliability for purposes of com-

parison of one year with another. Fortunately, however, in

the period of this study the more significant changes in the im-

port trade were so large and striking that conclusions may safely

be drawn from the official figures, particularly in view of the

abundance of other evidence which may be adduced in support

of those conclusions. The changes in the export trade were much
less marked; so that the drawing of conclusions from them

becomes a rather delicate matter. It is generally admitted,

however, that the statistics of quantities exported are accurate.''

The general course of Argentine foreign trade from 1866 to

the present time is admirably shown in the following chart,

drawn up by the Direccion General de Estadistica. Drawn to

geometric scale, it indicates the proportional rate of growth and

change in the successive five-year periods. The two broad phases

in the history of the foreign trade stand out. To 1890 imports

generally exceed exports. Thereafter the order is reversed. The

absolute growth, also, is indicated. Imports increase from about

' The export duty was in effect from 1866 to 1887. Suppressed in the latter year

it was reestablished in 1890, year of the Baring Panic, to meet the needs of the

Treasury. The duty was definitely removed in igo6. It was a 4 per cent ad valorem

duty, chiefly upon hides, wool, tallow, ostrich plumes, horns, etc. On January i,

1918, an export tax was again imposed on grazing products, as a "temporary"

revenue measure, though the period of its duration was not defined.

^Bunge: El Intercambio Economico, p. 10. Whenever possible, therefore, we

shall make reference to quantity as well as to value of exports.
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Turning now to the period of our study, one's attention is

arrested by the extraordinary character of the fiuctuations in

the foreign trade, as indicated in the chart on page 184, where are

plotted on the absolute scale the statistics of annual exports

and imports for the twenty years 1881 to 1900.

The following table presents the value of the exports and of

the imports, together with the balance of trade, for the twenty

years 1881 to 1900:

Balance of Trade, 1881-1900

(Thousand gold pesos)

Year Exports Imports Balance

1881 $57,938 $55,706 +$2,232
1882 60,389 61,246 — 857

1883 60,208 80,436 —20,228

1884 . 68,030 94,056 —26,026

1885 83,879 92,222 —8,343 /

1886 69,83s 95,409 —25,574
1887 84,422 117,352 —32,930
1888 100,112 128,412 —28,300

1889 90,145 164,570 —74,425

1890 100,819 142,241 —41,422

1891 103,219 67,208 +36,011

1892 II3,370' 91,481 +21,889

. 1893 94,090 96,224 —2,133
1894 101,688 92,789 + 8,899

1895 120,068 95,096 +24,971

1896 116,802 112,164 + 4,638

1897 '. 101,169 98,289 + 2,880

1898 133,829 107,429 +26,401

1899 184,918 116,851 +68,067

1900 154,600 113,485 +4i,"S

Particularly striking is the pronounced rise of imports between

1885 and 1890, followed by an abrupt drop from $142,000,000 to

$67,000,000 in the panic year of 1891. Exports on the whole

proceed more smoothly. The outstanding fact appears to be

that preceding and during the panic the growth of exports was

gradual and fairly steady, not to be compared with the upward

sweep that occurred just at the close of the century. In addition,

the poor harvest of 1916-17. Animal products showed a gain of $90,059,528.

whereas cereals fell off $41,220,314.

Exports in 1917 were $599,254,000 and in igi8 $756,638,000, as against im-

ports of $258,750,000 and $479,397,000, respectively. (Figures are for the

"economic year," October t to September 30.)
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is to be the subject of the succeeding chapters. Particularly do

we wish to find the explanation of how the overturn of the trade

balance occurred in 1891.

The why of the overturn, as was said in the preceding chapter,

appears undoubtedly to have been the changes in the balance

of borrowings. The relation between the borrowing operations

and the foreign trade is shown in the following chart, which

compares the trade balance and the balance of borrowings year

by year from 1880 to 1900.

The chart shows the credits and debits of Argentina as regards

foreign trade and foreign capital. The balance of borrowings

represents the new foreign capital annually invested in Argen-

tina minus the annual interest charge paid by Argentina on all

foreign capital invested in the country. The trade balance rep-

resents exports minus imports.

The chart indicates that up to 1890 the new annual borrowings

exceeded the interest charge. The course of the borrowing fever

in the boom of the late eighties is indicated strikingly by the

steep ascent of the curve between 1886 and 1888, and the even

sharper fall from the latter year to 1890, when the Baring Panic

virtually put an end temporarily to borrowing. Meantime, in

the trade balance imports exceed exports. After 1890 the situa-

tion is reversed. Interest exceeds borrowings, and exports exceed

imports.

Attention should be called to the remarkable similarity of

form in the two balances. Almost invariably a change in the

balance of borrowings is matched by a change in the contrary

direction in the balance of trade. The most striking fluctuations

in the trade balance appear to have occurred one year after the

changes in the balance of borrowings. The great outburst of

borrowings in the late eighties has its counterpart in an expan-

sion of imports, which reaches its climax in 1889, one year after

the borrowing operations attained their greatest magnitude.

The overturn of the balance of borrowings occurs in 1890; it is

followed in 1891 by the overturn of the trade balance.

That there is a lag of this sort, however, or that its duration

is one year, need not, and perhaps ought not, to be insisted upon
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the like. It was to be expected, therefore, that an increase of

borrowing for railroad purposes in a given year would translate

itself into an increase of imports of construction materials in

the following year.

This direct connection, however, since it does not involve

foreign exchange operations, and has therefore no immediate

effect upon the paper money situation, is of secondary interest

from the point of view of the theory of international trade under

conditions of depreciated paper. What we wish to determine is

to what extent the fluctuations in the balance of trade are attrib-

utable to what may be termed the indirect connection with bor-

rowings; that is, to those borrowing operations which did give

rise to exchange operations, thereby influencing the value of the

currency in the manner described in Part I of this study, and

thus producing, according to the assertions of theory, changes

in prices and wages, which motivated the operations of exporters

and importers, and thus produced changes in the balance of

trade. This study of 'mechanism— of how borrowings, through

their effect on the currency, influenced foreign trade— is the

subject-matter of the succeeding chapters. But first of all it has

been well to see, as shown in the chart under discussion, that

there was indeed an inverse relation between the balance of

borrowings and the balance of trade; that when borrowings

exceeded interest charge, imports exceeded exports, and vice

versa.



CHAPTER XIII

PAPER MONEY, PRICES AND WAGES, IN RELATION TO THE
EXPORT TRADE

Any investigation of a statistical character in Argentina, if it

goes back of the past ten years, must struggle against the almost

insurmountable defects and deficiencies of the material. We
have seen that the official data on value of imports and of ex-

ports contain serious inaccuracies, so that they cannot be used

except for purposes of general comparison, and even then only

with caution and with constant appeal to other evidence. The

obstacles presented by trade statistics are as nothing, however,

compared with those that one encounters in an attempt to

gather reliable data on wages and prices. Were it not that in-

formation on borrowings is to be had from more trustworthy

sources than in most countries, owing to the fact that so large

a part of borrowings and of interest payments pertained to the

government, and are therefore officially recorded; and were it

not that the changes in the quantity of paper money in circula-

tion, in the gold premium, in the balance of payments, and in

prices were so decided and spectacular as to be unmistakable,

even in spite of the defectiveness of the statistics in certain

fields, an investigation of the present character would appear

to be foredoomed to failure, as regards the rehability of its con-

clusions.

Certain it is that prior to the past ten years wages and prices

constituted the field in which Argentine statistics, even today in

their infancy, were most lamentably lacking. The National

Department of Labor was not established until 1907. Until that

time little interest was taken in the collecting of wage data, or

indeed in labor questions of any sort.^

• In 1904, there appeared El Obrero en la RepHblicaA rgentina, by Juan A. Alsina,

which is much the fullest and most exact study of wages that had been made up

to that time. In 1904, a two-volume work written by Dr. J. B. Mass6, and pub-

188
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In the period of this study, therefore, the wage data are

meager, and for the most part unreHable. They refer, too, to

city workers rather than to country workers, information con-

cerning whom is most desirable for the purposes of the present

inquiry. The most ambitious report on a single year is that of

Senor Adrian Patroni,^ a sociaUst, which gives wages for 1897 in

some fifty occupations in the city of Buenos Aires. His thesis is

that, whereas from 1880 to 1887 the workingman was in toler-

able circumstances, from 1889 onward his condition became

steadily worse. He points to the extraordinary increase of strikes

in the nineties. The cause of the change he thinks to have been

excessive immigration, occasioned by the reports which the De-

partamento General de Inmigracion had spread broadcast by the

thousands of pamphlets in Europe, designed, as Patroni says, to

create the impression that a workman got such a high wage in

Argentina that with his savings he could buy land which was so

productive that in a few years he would become "un Senor

Capitalista." One suspects that Patroni's data are prejudiced

by his eagerness to depict the workman in all his abject misery.

On the other hand, the pamphlets of the Department of Immi-

gration, a prolific, if unsystematic, source on wages, may be sus-

pected of having been in some measure guilty of the accusation

which Patroni lays at their door. The department's business was

to conduct propaganda; its pamphlets present rosy pictures,

not all of which will bear serious examination. In any case, its

method of presenting wage data was crude. The maximum and

the minimum wage in a given occupation wovdd be taken, and

the average wage found by dividing the sum by two. Besides,

the data furnished in these pamphlets of propaganda refer to

different parts of the country in different years, as it was felt

desirable to "boost" this, that, or the other district, and are

therefore not comparable.

lished by the Minister of the Interior, Dr. Joaquin V. Gonzalez, gives a Report on

the State of the Working Classes in the Interior of the Republic {Informe sobre el

Estado de las Closes Obreras en el Interior de la RepUblica). These studies are evi-

dence of the awakening interest that was to result, in 1907, in the formation of the

Departamento Nacional de Trabajo.

^Los Trabajadores en la Argentina, 1898.
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It has been necessary, therefore, so far as wage^ta are con-

cerned, to rely mainly on a single source, the admirable investi-

gation conducted in 1896 by W. I. Buchanan, then United States

Minister in Argentina.^ Concerning his data, Mr. Buchanan

says: "I have tried always to obtain the data at first hand,

because I have believed that the result would be more satisfac-

tory and would be nearer the truth than if I had relied on pub-

Hshed statistics. I beUeve that the figures given in these pages

are worthy of entire credence, because in each case I have sought

for them in sure sources, and besides I have verified their ex-

actitude with many persons." ^ Referring specifically to wage

data, he explains that he had to "struggle against serious diffi-

culties, the chief of which was the lack of statistics of wages in

Argentina (except for goverimient emplojonents) ;

" and that he

was obliged "to resort to the original source," and adds: "I

have encountered solicitous collaboration on the part of employ-

ers and workmen, to whom I am profoundly grateful."

'

We may, then, rely upon Mr. Buchanan's wage data with

some degree of confidence. With them I have constructed an

index number based on wages in sixty-nine occupations, for the

years 1886, 1890, 1892, 1894, 1896.

Wages constitute the chief difficulty. As regards export prices

there is fortunately no difficulty whatever. The prices of the

leading exports were quoted regularly in the bi-weekly bulletins

of the Stock Exchange. They are the prices of the principal

produce markets in Buenos Aires.* The index number here given

1 "La Moneda y la Vida en la Repjiblica Argentina," in Revista de Derecho,

Historia y Lelras, 1898, ii, p. 197 et seg. It appears also in United States Special

Consular Reports, xiii, 1896-97, Money and Prices in Foreign Countries, as "Money,
Wages, and Prices in Argentina in the Period 1886-96." Mr. Buchanan's study

is warmly praised by Senor E. S. Zeballos, a former Minister of Argentina in

Washington, and an authority on Argentine economic questions, especially agri-

cultural problems; author of La Agriculhira en Ambas Americas, Buenos Aires,

1896 (716 pages).
,

' Ibid., p. 207.

' Ibid., p. 208. I have myself come upon persons in Buenos Aires, merchants

and shopkeepers, who recall Mr. Buchanan's personal visits to their establishments

in search of wage and price data.

* The quotations which I have used are up to 1898 chiefly those of the Con-

stitucifin market; from 1898 on, those of the new Mercado Central de Frutos.
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is based on fifteen price quotations for nine products,^ which

comprised from 80 to 85 per cent of the total exports in the

period of this Study." The remainder of the exports was made up

of a larger number of insignificant items. The only important

omissions from the index number are jerked beef (tasajo) and

live stock, which together averaged from $6,000,000 to $10,-

000,000 a year, but for which continuous, usable data are not

available.' In constructing the index number of export prices

care has been taken to include only the prices quoted during the

export season. Attention has already been called to the fact that

in the period here studied the Argentine commercial year con-

sisted of a busy season and a dull season. The export market

was active, roughly, from November to May.*

With so much of explanation of the data, we may proceed with

the business of the present chapter, the comparison of paper

money, export prices, and wages, with a view to ascertaining

their effect upon the export trade. The following table presents

the three factors mentioned in the form of index numbers. Both

'3 for wool; 2 for woolly sheepskins; 2, cow hides; i, mutton tallow; i,

horsehair; 2, wheat; 2, com; i, linseed; i, wheat flour.

* (Thousand gold pesos)

Exports Included Percentage
Year Total Exports in Index Number of Total

1886 $69,835 $58,822 84%
1892 113,370 93,783 83%
1899 184,918 157,531 85% ,

^Chilled and frozen meat, which today ranks as a major export, along with

wheat, wool, com, and linseed, was a negligible item prior to 1900. The following

figures give some notion of the growth of the refrigerated meat export trade of

Argentina:

(Thousand gold pesos)

1890 $55 1900 $7,043

1895 1,754 1905 21,910

1899 2,665 1910 32,101

1913 41,207

1915-, 83,207

* The average price of each item for each export year has therefore been cal-

culated from the price quotations of the following dates, November 15, January 15,

March 15, and May 15; from these yearly averages the index number of each item

ias been calculated (on the base year 1886) and the general index number built

up from the individual index numbers.
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the arithmetic mean and the median are given. On the following

page they are shown by chart.

Index Ntoibers of Price of Gold, Export Prices, and Wages, 1886-1900

Year
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PRICE OF GOLD, EXPORT PRICES, AND
WAGES, 1886-1900

INDEX KUMBERS
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less than that of gold. Especially is this true of the median, a

better index for our purpose than the mean because not affected

so much by extreme fluctuations of individual price itenis.

Whether the more moderate elevation attained by export prices
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is an indication that the general price level of Argentina did not

rise so high as the price of gold, it is perhaps im*ssible to say.

The price data are not siif&cient for judgment. One would need

to consider import and domestic prices as well as export prices,

and to determine their relative importance. Import prices, as

indicated by such data as are available,^ appear to have risen

higher than the price of gold. Domestic wholesale prices of ex-

portable products, on the other hand, were probably dominated

entirely by export prices. That att least is the conclusion to be

drawn from such study as I have been able to make of domestic

prices for cereals.^ These latter rose and fell simultaneously with

export prices, and to about the same degree. This state of things

is quite in accordance with expectation, when one remembers the

dominating position of the export trade in Argentina, and the in-

significance of the home market (confined then chiefly to the

cities of Buenos Aires and Rosario), a market so small that it

could not affect, but merely reflect, the conditions operative in

the export market.

In considering the general price level, the effects of depreciated

paper upon it, and the significance of those effects for the general

population, one would need to distinguish between city and

country. For the rural peasant population the problem of de-

' See Chapter XV, pp. 251-252.

* Index Number of Internal Wholesale Prices for Cereals

Year Median Mean

1887 49 50
1888 62 65

1889 71 71

1890 91 86

1891 179 181

1892 124 127

1893 131 126

1894 121 120

i8gs no 107

1896 87 8s

1897 108 119

1898 96 99

1899 64 70

190° 77 93

(Data from the Boletines de la Bolsa de Comercio.)
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predated paper money, in so far as it affected the cost of living,

was much less significant than for the dty population. The

former Uved directly upon the fruits of its "cha:cras" (small

farms), buying but Uttle, either of domestic or imported prod-

ucts. The dty population, on the other hand, was dependent

for its food on the country, and for virtually everything else

upon imports. In the dties, therefore, the problem of debased

currency was acute and ever present.

Putting aside these larger questions, however, we may confine

ourselves to the specific problem in hand,—the comparative

effect of debased currency on export prices and on wages. And
on this point the evidence of the chart is unmistakable. Export

prices moved in close sympathy with the price of gold; though

they did not rise so high as the latter. The reasons why they

did not, and the significance of the fact for our problem, will be

considered presently. Wages, on the other hand, rose but slug-

gishly. The regularity of the upward movement is perhaps ex-

aggerated by the curve of wages shown in the chart. It must

be remembered tha,t the curve is constructed entirely upon

Buchanan's data, which refer to five years only, scattered over a

ten-year period. What happened in the intervening years one

can only surmise.

In an attempt to inquire further into the movement of wages,

L have constructed an index number for twenty-one occupa-

tions, combining Buchanan's data with those of the Buenos

Aires Census of 1887 and of Patroni for 1897.^ ^^ appears -

to indicate that in 1887 there was no upward tendency of

wages, and that in 1897 the trend was downward. We may
' Index Number of Wages in Twenty-one Occupations, 1886-97

Year Median Mean

1886 100 100

1887 94 100

1890 , 126 t20

1892 141 133

1894 151 144

1896 166 167

1897 141 14s

(Data from Censo de la Provincia de Buenos Aires, 1887; A. Patroni, Los

Trabajadores en la Argentina, 1897; W. I. Buchanan, "La Moneda y la Vida,"

1898.)
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conclude with probable safety that the rise of wages did not

begin before 1888, the year in which the depreciation of paper

money first set in markedly; that wages rose gradually from

1888 to 1896; and that for the next two or three years, when the

gold premium was falling rapidly (the decline in 1898 and 1899

amounting to seventy-six points) the tendency of wages was

downward rather than upward.

Of one fact, and that the essential one, we may be certain.

The effect of depreciating paper money upon wages was much

less marked than upon export prices. The rise of wages under

the influence of a rising price of gold was much less rapid and

much less considerable than was the rise of export prices. It

may be pointed out, too, that even in 1896 when wages were at

their highest point, whereas export prices and the price of gold

were falling, wages, as measured in gold, were considerably below

the level of 1886. In 1886 a paper-money wage of $1.39 a day

would be equivalent to $1^ gold. The eqviivalent of $1 gold in

1896 was $2.96 paper; but wages having risen only 61 per cent,

the wage-earner got in 1896 but $2.24 paper. In the intervening

years the position of the laborer was much worse, since the dis-

crepancy between paper-money wages and the price of gold was

then much greater than in either 1886 or 1896.

The chief defect of the wage data here presented is that they

relate chiefly to city occupations. Rural wages, the wages that

would most concern exporters and producers and would there-

fore be most apt for our problem, are vmfortimately not available.

Such scattered bits of information as I have been able to obtain,

however, indicate that the rise of the wages of farm laborers was

at least not greater than that of city workmen. Such general

evidence as one can find points also in the same direction. At-

tention has once or twice been called to the statements of com-

petent observers of the time that for the peasant population the

paper-money problem was much less acute than for the city

population. The laborer was fed and housed upon the farm.

He purchased but little either of domestic products or of im-

ports. A considerable part of the harvest, moreover, came from

1 /. «., the gold premium in 1886 was 39 per cent; and in 1896, 196 per cent.
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small farms (the "chacras"), where there were no hired laborers

and no money wages, for the most part; the farm being worked

by the chacrero, his wife and children. Some of these families

owned their own farms and machinery; but the greater part of

them were renters, who paid their rental in produce, 10 to 20

per cent of their harvest going to the landlord.

Concerning wages on the "estancias," devoted to sheep and

cattle raising, some evidence is given by Senor J. B. Justo,

who says^: "In the rural establishments of Senor Lazaro

Repetto, the monthly wage of a pe6n was from $12 to $16^

gold in 1883-84 (when gold was at par); $25 paper in 1891-92

(when the price of gold was at about 350); and $30 paper from

1892 to date.' To shear 100 sheep in these same establishments

a peon earned $3 to $4 gold in 1883-84, $5 paper in 1892, and

now * $6 paper,— an exceptionally high wage, but not equal to

that of twenty years ago. And each sheep today has more wool."

Buchanan gives the wage of the farm laborer as from $15 to

$45 a month with food and lodging, wages differing in different

parts of the country. In Tucuman they were $25 to $35 a month.

In the wheat district the majority of peons did not get more than

$25. For 1898-99 there are ofScial data for rural wages ^; the

peon's wage in Santa Fe (the great wheat district) in that year

is given as $30.^

If we accept these figures, and compare the percentage of

increase in rural wages with that in the price of gold in the

different years mentioned, we have the following:

Year 1883-84

Price of Gold par (= 100)

Rural Wages 100

The general result is seen to be the same as that shown in the

chairt on page 193. Rural wages responded only gradually to

the rise in the price of gold.

'
J. B. Justo, La Moneda, p. 37 et seq.

^ F. Latzina (for many years Director General of National Statistics) gives

wages of farm laborers in 1883 as $14 gold (£2 i6i.). See The Argentine Republic

as a Field for European Immigration, p. 9.

' 1903.

* Boletin del Depariamento Nacional del Trabajo, 1913, No. 25, p. 1059.

" These are paper figures.

i8gl-92
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The figures just given refer to the permanenlJann laborers.

They do not include the large special class of migratory harvest

hands, who came each year, partly from the capital, Buenos

Aires, but chiefly from Spam and Italy, remained for the harvest

(about four months) and returned home, repeating the journey

year after year. The monthly wage of these harvest hands was

much higher than that of the ordinary farm laborers. Buchanan

puts it at $45 to $90 a month; the National Department of

Labor gives it for 1898-99 as $3.30 for a working-day.^ Just

what was the efifect of depreciation of paper on this class of

wages it is perhaps impossible to say, except in one or two

years. The pronoimced rise of the gold premium in 1891 might

have been expected to increase considerably the wages of harvest

labor in that year, especially in view of the fact that in 1891

emigration for the first time in ten years exceeded immigration.^

The cause of the large emigration was not far to seek: the depre-

ciation of the paper peso, the consequent deamess of board and

lodging, added to the fact that retrenchment was being made in

many branches of business, especially in those relying on im-

ports, and the fact that the rise in wages had only been about

25 per cent of the rise in the price of gold.*

The fact appears to be, however, that in spite of the large

emigration and of the high gold premium, the wages of harvest

laborers decreased rather than increased in 1891 ; for not with-

standing the emigration, the supply of labor was well in excess

of the demand, owing to the general business inactivity in the

city. The railroads, too, dismissed large numbers of men. The
result was a flow of laborers from the towns into the country.^

' These are paper figures. * For statistics of immigration see p. 207.

' Mr. Artliur Herbert, of the British Legation, also estimated the rise of wages

as only 25 per cent, an estimate that agrees precisely with that shown by our index

number. See Economist, July 11, 1891, Trade Supplement, p. 9.

* Economist, 1891, i, p. 599: Mr. Vice Consul Bridgett reported from Santa F6

(the wheat district) that "contrary to expectations, the supply of agricultural labor

has recently increased, and wages have become lower. It was thought that the

falling off in immigration would lead to a scarcity of hands; but this has been

entirely counterbalanced by the flow of laborers into the country from the towns,

where it has been found necessary to reduce the staff in almost every branch. The
railroad companies, too, have dismissed large numbers of men. Who are seeking

employment in the field."
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The indications appear to be that the wages of harvest labor

were no more responsive to the rise of the gold premium than

were other classes of wages. One other important group of

wage-earners should be mentioned,— the railroad employees.

For them we have the evidence of Buchanan.^ When gold was at

par (1884), the unskilled workmen got about I1.25 per day.

In 1896 the same personnel received $2 to $2.50 a day. The

latter figure at the price of gold in 1896 (296) would equal about

$0.85 gold per day. For the skilled operatives, engineers, iii-e-

men, conductors, brakemen, station masters, telegraph opera-

tives, Hne inspectors, and the hke, the railroads adopted a sUding

scale, intended to make allowance for the major changes in the

value of the paper peso. When the premium on gold first ap-

peared, in 1885, the railroads increased wages by one-fourth of

the premium. Later, as the price of gold rose, it was agreed that

wages be increased by one-half of the gold premium whenever the

premium should be above 180 and below 340. After the decline

of the premium set in, in the nineties, the railroads that were

accustomed to pay a part of their employees in this way, fixed

upon 60 per cent of the premium on gold as the proportion by

which wages should be increased. In other words, under this

plan a man who had received $50 a month when gold was at

par (.1884), would get in 1896, gold being then at a premium of

196, $108.80, instead of $148, which would be the paper-money

equivalent of the original gold wage.

The evidence from these.special classes of wages supplements

and confirms the data presented in the chart on page 193. There

can be no doubt that wages responded less promptly and to

a less degree to the movements of the price of gold than did

export prices.^

' W. I. Buchanan, "La Moneda y la Vida,'' p. 213 et seq.

* To get a complete picture of the producer's cost of production, one should sup-

plement the study of wages by an investigation of agricultural rents. Unfortunately

the available data are not sufficient for that purpose. Buchanan, however, declares

that rents underwent but little change during the period of depreciated paper.

It should be noted, too, that most of the small farmers, the "chacreros," did not

pay money rent; so that the factor of the effect of depreciating paper on rent

did not enter into their costs. The landlord furnished the land, the tools, the seed;

and received in payment a percentage of the harvest.
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In other words, the conclusions of theory are h^ne out by the

facts of the Argentine case. Depreciating paper created a gap

between selling price and costs, which was equivalent to a

bounty on exports. On the other hand, when paper money began

to appreciate violently, notably in 1898 and 1899, the situation

of the producer and the exporter was reversed. Export prices

fell more rapidly than costs. The exporter found his "bounty"

withdrawn. AVheat, for example, which sold at $12 (paper) per

hundred kilos when gold was at 300, sold now at $8 (paper),

gold being at 200; while wages were little if at all lower than in

the former period. The result was that the producer, who in the

early nineties was an ardent advocate of inconvertible paper,

became in 1898 an equally ardent supporter of the campaign for

conversion of paper money, which terminating in the Conversion

Law of 1899 fixed once for all the value of the paper peso.

These conclusions based on the price and wage data are con-

firmed by the actual happenings of the times in the export

market. It will be recalled, for example, that in October, 1891,

the gold premiiun reached its highest point, 364 per cent. From
that it fell violently during the remainder of the year and during

1892, reaching 185 in December, 1892. The fall, fimdamentally

due to a favorable balance of international payments, growing

partly out of the funding arrangement of the interest of the

national foreign debt and partly out of an excess of exports over

imports in both of these years, was enhanced by the operations,

already described, of the European syndicate, which, to affect

an artificial rise of Argentine paper money and thus of the

Argentine securities which they held, shipped gold to Argentina,

and by other means, also, sought to control the exchange market.

The effect of the fall of the premium on wool exports which came

to market from October, 1891, to January, 1892, is related by

the correspondent of the Economist, who says:

Those "estancieros" who can afford to wait for their money refuse to

sell at the prices now offered and they have sent their wool to deposit, believ-

ing that the violent fall in the gold premium in October, having been pro-

duced by artificial means for the purpose of exchange operations, cannot
last, and that they wiU be able to secure better prices before the new year
is far advanced. So general is this belief that on Saturday last (December
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19) there was the enormous quantity of five million kilos of wool of all

qualities in deposit, whereas last year at this date the quantity in deposit

was only half a million kilos.'

Buchanan also makes reference to this practice. "With the

lowering of gold," he says, "the 'estanciero,' who gained by the

rise, becomes a speculator, and holds his grains and his cattle

in order to gain by a better premium." ^ In some years, in order

to avoid loss occasioned by a falling gold premium, the farmer

sold his wool on the sheep's back, or his grain in the fields, some

months before the export season opened.'

The effect of the pronounced fall of the gold premium in 1898

and 1899 is related by the Economist's correspondent, who writes

on October 31, 1898:

The downward movement of the premium continues. The movement
has been so violent and rapid since the wool season opened, that it has com-
pletely upset the market for that staple, which is accumulating in the depots,

as large growers are not inclined to accept present prices. One of them
told me a few days ago that the fall in the premium had entailed on him
a loss in comparison with his estimates of over $100,000.*

And in June, 1899, he writes of the effect of the low premium

on the wheat producers:

The gold premium has been falUng for a year. The farmer can no longer

live; his expenses being the same in currency today as when the premium
on gold was as 3 to i, while he gets one-third less for the produce of his

toil. The proof of this state of things is seen in the exodus of small farmers

—

all foreigners—who are leaving the country in numbers unheard of for

many years.'

Without going further into details concerning the export con-

ditions and operations of specific years, the conclusion appears

amply warranted that so far as export prices and costs of pro-

duction are concerned, the influence of inconvertible money in

Argentina was entirely in accord with theoretical expectation.

^Economist, 1892, i, pp. 104-105.

2 W. I. Buchanan, "La Moneda y la Vida," p. 221.

'The premium was higher in the '"off-season" than during the export season,

since export operations tended to drive up the rate of exchange, and therefore

bring down the premium on gold.

* Economist, iSgS,ii, p. 1128. ^ Ibid., i8gg, ii, p. iiig.
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Export prices were much more sensitive to fluc^ations of the

price of gold than were wages, Avith the result that when gold

was rising, the producer secured an extra profit attributable to

the circumstance that the price of his product had risen faster

than his costs, and when gold was falling, his profits were cut

down because of the fact that export prices fell more rapidly

than costs of production.

One would expect, therefore, to find a decided expansion of

exports between 1888 and 1895 ; for in these seven years the gold

premium rose in rapid and spectacular fashion, mounting from

48 per cent ^ in 1888 to 287 per cent ^ in 1891, and maintained

for the five years 1891-95 the high average of 249 per cent. On
the other hand, for the last five years of the decade, 1896-1900,

one would expect a considerable depression of the export trade,

or at least such a change from the previous period as to indicate

unmistakably the fact that in these five years the gold premiimi

was undergoing a decline almost as violent as had been its rise

a few years earher. The gold premium fell from 244 per cent ^

in 1895 to 125 per cent ^ in 1899. Particularly noticeable, one

would suppose, would be the restriction of exports in 1898 and

in 1899, when, the premium having fallen seventy-six points in

two years, the farmers and exporters were clamoring loudly for

a system of gold conversion which would prevent a violently

appreciating currency from reducing them to utter ruin.

Some such general movement of exports— a great outburst

in the late eighties and early nineties, followed by a less pro-

nounced growth, or even by some diminution, of exports in the

later nineties is the expectation both of theory and of the facts

reviewed concerning the price of gold, export prices, and wages.

When, however, one turns to the actual statistics of export

trade, one finds awaiting him a considerable surprise. The
movement of the value of exports is just the reverse of that

expected. In the late eighties and early nineties exports increase

but slowly: in the later period, the late nineties, there is an

unmistakable expansion of the export trade. The diagram

on page 203 gives the annual value of the exports from

' The yearly averages.
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VALUE OF EXPORTS, 1884^1901

THREE-YEAR MOVING AVERAGE
Million Pesos

Gold

1884 1887 1891 1895 1901

=Moving Average

^Annual FicxntES

1884, the year in which gold was at par, to 1901, when because

of the Conversion Law the fluctuations of the gold premium had

definitely and permanently ceased. The general trend of the

value of exports is also shown, seasonal fluctuations being elimi-

nated by the employment of a three-year moving average. The

period of our study has been divided into four parts, intended to

facilitate the comparison between the major movements of the

gold premivun and the general trend of the value of exports. In
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the first period, after the rise of the premium fipn zero in 1884

to 37 ^ in 1885, the premium was about stationary, being 39 per

cent in 1886 and 35 per cent Mn 1887. In the second period, we

have the spectacular rise of the gold premium,— 48 per cent in

1888, 91 per cent in 1889, 151 per cent in 1890, and 287 per cent

in 189 1, a rise of some two hundred and fifty points in the four

years 1887-91. In the third period, in spite of a considerable

decline in 1892, followed by a rise in 1894, the general level of

the premium is very high, 249 per cent. In the fourth period, the

premium falls rapidly, from 244 per cent in 1895 to 125 per cent

in 1899.

The periods of most interest for our purpose are the second

and the fourth, the periods of the rise and the fall of the gold

premium. As has been said in an earher place, the stimulus to

trade is not to be looked for from a high premiimi, but from a

rising premium: from the fact that as the premium rises, export

prices rise more rapidly than wages; the resulting extra profits

for the producer giving a stimulus to exports. Likewise, the dis-

couragement of exports would result not from a low premium

but from a falling premium. One would expect, therefore, a

pronounced expansion of exports in the second period, and a

contraction, or at least a cessation of growth, in the fourth period.

But the outstanding fact displayed by the moving average in

the diagram is that in the second period the growth of the ex-

ports was only moderate, whereas in the fourth period there was

a sudden outbreak, marking a new stage in the Argentine export

trade. And it is to be noted that the great expansion occurred

in 1898 and 1899, precisely the years in which the gold premium

fell most violently. In these two years exports increased $84,000,-

000 gold (or 83 per cent) as compared with the bad harvest year

of 1897, ^Jid $68,000,000 gold (or 59 per cent) as compared

with the good year 1896.

Value of exports, then, did not act in accordance with theo-

retical expectation. And yet that the theoretical reasoning is

sound has been shown by the study of export prices and of wages.

We have proof, too, of its soundness in the complaint of the pro-

' All figures of gold premium on this page refer to yearly averages.
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ducers at the fall of the premium in 1898, evidence that although,

contrary to their assertion, the Argentine export trade was not

being ruined but was in fact expanding notably, they recognized

a falling gold premium as one source of loss to them, and marked

its effect in the decline of export prices.

The difficulty is one common enough in economic investiga-

tion. "Other things being equal," the effect of a rising gold

premium would have been to stimulate exports; and the effect

of a falHng premium would have been to discourage them. But

other things were hot equal. Other things were working at cross-

purposes to the particular factor which the theory isolates : and

they so overlaid it as to prevent its working out its logical effect

upon the export trade.

One obvious circumstance, of great importance for the export

trade, but over which monetary conditions could have no control,

was the fluctuations of good and bad seasons. Rainfall in the

rich cereal belt,^ though amply sufficient on an average of seasons,

varies extremely from year to year, with resultant losses from

drought or excessive rainfall.^ Much more serious was the locust

pestilence, ever present in some degree but differing widely in

its effect on the harvests from year to year. A rapid glance

through the period of our study (see chart, page 203) shows the

irregularity of exports, occasioned in large measure by these

purely natural conditions. From 1886 to 1888, for instance,

exports increased over $30,000,000 gold, or 41 per cent.' The

rise appears extraordinary, and much was made of it at the

time. But 1886 was a poor year. If one compares the pre-

ceding year, 1885, when the harvest was unusually good, with

1888, the increase is only some $16,000,000 gold, or about 19

per cent. Even this is considerable, however, and inasmuch

as it occurs entirely in a single year, 1888, the first year in which

the gold premium displayed any marked upward tendency, it is

^The cereal belt comprises northeast Argentina, including Santa F&, Entre

Rios, the northern part of Buenos Aires, and the eastern part of C6rdoba.

' The lack of facilities for storing grain awaiting transportation to the seaboard

contributed seriously to losses from excessive rainfall.

' Exports 1888 $110,112,000 gold

1886 69,835,000 gold
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encouraging from the point of view of our theojjr- Yet in 1889

an ascent of the gold premium much more pronounced than that

of the preceding year is accompanied by a decline of 10 per cent

in exports, a decline attributable to the poor harvest of that year

(1888^89 harvest). Wheat exports dwindled to about one-eighth

the quantity exported the previous season. Again in 1891, the

year when gold touched its zenith and when one looks for a great

outburst of exports, value of exports is virtually stationary^;

a condition partly to be explained by the almost total destruc-

tion of the corn crop of that year by locusts. The corn crop of

1893 was also a failure. Wool too was that year of poor quality;

the result being that in 1893 for the only time (except 191 1)

since 1890 imports exceeded exports. Exports dropped from

about $113,000,000 gold in 1892 to $94,000,000 gold in 1893,

a dechne of over 20 per cent; and a decline in no wise ex-

pHcable by the movement of the gold premium, for during

the export season 1891-92 the gold premium underwent a spec-

tacular fall, whereas all through 1893 its tendency was upward.

So again in 1896 and 1897 ^^ ^'^ "^^^ wheat harvests due to

the inroads of the locusts. In 1897 the wheat exports dropped

to the insignificant figure of $3,000,000 gold.^ The result was

the pronounced depression of the export trade in that year.

Fluctuations from this cause, irregular and unpredictable as

they are, interfere profoundly with the operation of such a set

of forces as that here studied,— depreciated paper money, fluc-

tuating gold premium, price and wage movements, all resulting,

if unimpeded, in an artificial stimulus to exports. Especially is

this the case with countries Hke Argentina, whose exports are of

a purely agricultural character, and therefore peculiarly subject

to variations of weather and other natural conditions.

The computation of the moving average of exports, by com-

bining three-year periods, minimizes, though it cannot remove,

the effect of these fluctuations due to natural causes;, and per-

mits one to compare the general trend of exports, taking one

' The year 1891 shows an increase of only 3 per cent over the value of ejqjorts

in 1888.

* Stated in quantity figures, the wheat exports of 1897 were only 102,000 tons,

as compared with 1,010,000 tons in 1895.
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year with another, good harvests with bad, with the major

phases of the movements of the gold premium. Granted that

occasional bad years interrupt the operation of the particular

factors investigated, it might be expected, nevertheless, that on

the whole a gold premium ascending in striking fashion over

several years would have occasioned an increase of exports, and

that a pronounced fall of the premium, continuing for several

years, would have caused a decrease. That such was not the

case, however, but rather the reverse, was shown by the diagram

on page 203.

The fact is that besides the irregularities occasioned by nat-

ural conditions — climate, pests, and the like— there was a

network of other factors, working sometimes for and sometimes

against those arising out of the paper money situation, but on

the whole tending so to overlay and obstruct the effects of these

latter as to almost entirely nullify their force, so far as the ex-

port trade was concerned. The unprecedented construction of

railroads in the eighties by opening up new territory and connect-

ing the interior with the river fronts and the seaboard, was of

course a major cause of the growth of exports in that decade,

and particulalrly of the increase of the wheat trade, which is the

outstanding feature of Argentine export trade during the late

eighties and the early nineties. Closely connected therewith,

also, is the factor of immigration. During this period, the immi-

grants,^ chiefly Italian and Spanish^ settled almost exclusively

• Net Immigration 1880-1900

(ooo's omitted)

1880 21 1890 30

1881 25 1891 —30*

1882 43 1892 29

1883 S4 1893 36

1884 63 1894 39

1885 94 189s 44

1886 79 1896 89

1887 107 1897 48

1888 139 1898 42

• Net emigration.

49

5°

(See Extracto Estadistico, 1915, p. 589.)
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in the cereal district.^ The particularly heavy net immigration *

of the late eighties (466,000 in three years, 1887-89) was a natural

accompaniment of the land boom of those years. More directly,

it was the result of the campaign of propaganda then being con-

ducted in Europe, accompanied by the lavish distribution of

premiums, subventions, and passage money. It was undoubtedly

a leading cause of the increasingly prominent position taken in

this period and in the nineties by the agricultural products, as

opposed to the "cattle products," wool, hides, and the like.'

A third factor affecting the export trade in the eighties was

the land boom, and especially the activities of the mortgage

banks. The extraordinary facility of acquiring land through the

mechanism of these banks, combined with the growth of the

railway net and the heavy immigration, is a sufficient explana-

tion of the growth of the export trade between 1885 and 1888.

On the other hand, in 1890 and 1891, when the land boom col-

lapsed, land values falling at least 50 per cent within a few

months, some of the land brought under cultivation by the

artificial stimulus of the boom was thrown out again. In other

words, mortgage-bank operations and the land boom consti-

tuted one of the factors which tended to nulKfy the influence on

'7. e., Santa F6, north of Buenos Aires, Entre Rios, east of C6rdoba. This

was the region most easily accessible, most fertile, offering the best conditions of

land tenure. The southern half of Buenos Aires, though well adapted for wheat

growing, did not attract the immigrant, chiefly, according to Lix Klett, because

of the monopoly of the land by capitalists. The more remote parts of Argentina,

the Chaco in the north, the Andino region in the west, and the southern plains,

were less easily accessible, and owing to an insufficiency of rainfall, suited to

grazing rather than to agriculture.

* The Law of Colonization, passed in 1876, stimulated immigration by the grant-

ing of free lands and special privileges.

Inceease or Colonies of Immigeants

1856 3 1880 74

1860 S 1890 257

1870 36 1894 365

See Carlos Lix Klett, Estvdios Economicos, ii, p. 1159.

' As will be shown presently, however, wool retained its position as the premier

e3q)ort throughout the period. Today, with the growth of the frozen meat trade,

the grazing products are well in the lead.
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foreign trade of a rising gold premium during the period when

that influence was most to be expected. It was in 1891 that

the overturn in the trade balance occurred; it was in that year

that the gold premium rose most strikingly (from 151 per cent

in 1890 to 287 per cent in 1891). It is in that year, therefore,

that one would most expect a decided increase of exports, from

the greater influence of the gold premium on export prices than

on wages and other costs. Yet in that same year we have the

collapse, of the land boom, a decrease of the area under cultiva-

tion, and an exodus of immigrants,— all of which would tend to

decrease production ^; and in addition we have the altaost com-

plete destruction of the corn crop by locusts.

These examples illustrate the complexity of the influences at

work in the export trade, and the difiiculty of earmarking the

separate effect of a given factor, such as that of a rising gold

premium. There were other factors, moreover, of at least equal

importance with those just reviewed: there was the progress in

agricultural methods, in the grading of wheat, in storage facil-

ities, in preparations for shipment,—^which would of themselves,

quite independently of a rising or falling gold premium, affect

both the quantities available for export and their values.

Finally, there was a set of factors which bore particularly upon

the question of export prices, and are therefore of especial im-

portance for the purposes of our study. The exporter bought

his product in paper money in Buenos Aires, and sold it abroad

in gold. One of the factors determining his demand price was,

^Economist, 1891, i, p. 599: A summary is given of a report by the British

Consul, Mr. Bridgett, who mentions the great difficulty which existed in getting

rehable information as to production, and warns against past official statistics

on this head. (The Department of Agriculture was not established till i8g8.) He
says that as a result of reckless land speculation, in those parts of the republic where

through fictitious values lands were most heavily mortgaged, the area under

production decreased considerably at this time. "The interest on the mortgage

loans has been in excess of the value of the crops the land was capable of yielding,

and therefore large tracts have been allowed to fall out of cultivation, especially

in the province of Buenos Aires, where within the past three years cultivated land

has been reduced in area by 42 per cent.'' It may be well to recall here what was

said in Chapter VII. about the National Mortgage Bank and its difficulty owing

to the failure of mortgagees to make their annual payments during the panic

period.
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of course, the gold premium. That is, the exDorter translated

the gold price which he could afford to oifer into paper pesos, at

the current market price for gold. It is for this reason, chiefly,

that export prices were so exceedingly sensitive to the price of

gold. When paper was cheap, the exporter would give more

paper for loo kilos of wheat; when paper was dear, he would

give less. Assume that the gold price upon which the exporter

based his calculation had remained unchanged from year to

year, and there is no reason why the paper prices paid for ex-

ports in Buenos Aires should not have risen and fallen to the

same degree as the price of gold. In other words, reverting to

the chart on page 193, so far as the effect of the gold premium

on export prices is concerned, one would expect the curve of

export prices to rise as high as the curve representing the price

of gold; and, in fact, to be practically identical with it. If that

had occurred only one thing could have prevented a consider-

able increase of the export trade during the period of the rising

gold premium,— an absolute failure of the qimntity of exportable

products to respond to the stimulus afforded by so marked a

gap between export prices and wages.

In fact, however, as we have seen, the curve of export prices,

though strikingly sympathetic to the curve of the price of gold,

rose considerably less than the latter. In other words, stated in

terms of gold, export prices were really falling. The "value of

exports" are in gold, as are all other items entering into the

balance of international payments. What is required, according

to the.theory, is that the rising gold premium should so stimulate

the export trade that the gold value of exports would be increased.

But since, in the Argentine case, the gold export prices had

declined, the incijease of quantity exported (under the stimulus

of the extra profit occasioned by the gap between paper selling

price and paper wages) would have to be considerable. For

example, a 10 per cent increase in quantity exported would not

increase the total value of a given export if there had been a 10

per cent fall in its gold price.

We turn, then, to the factors, other than the premium on gold,

which affected export prices. An exporter seeking to buy wheat,
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for example, in Buenos Aires, would base his buying price on

four factors : on the price of wheat in the foreign market where

he was to sell his product, on the cost of ocean transport, on the

current rate of exchange, and on the current premium on gold.

Concerning the first of these factors, it need scarcely be said

that Argentine exports, in any field, are too small a proportion

of the world supply to dominate the world price. As regards

their effect on the international price, wheat, wool, or any of

the chief exports of Argentina, is in a position different from

that of Brazilian cofifee,^ for example. Since Brazil supplies some

80 per cent of the world's supply of coffee, the conditions of sup-

ply and sale of BraziUan coffee control the price of coffee in the

world's markets. Since Argentina, on the other hand, contrib-

utes but a small portion of the world's supply of wheat, wool,

corn, linseed, and the like, the Argentine supply has but a small ^

effect on the international market price for those products.

Argentina sells what it can at the international price. The price

of wheat in Argentina, therefore, is but a reflection of the price

ruling in the foreign markets in which Argentine wheat is sold,

minus cost of transportation from Argentina to the foreign

market. Calculated at the current rate of exchange, these two

factors of international gold price and cost of transportation,

over neither of which the special conditions obtaining in Argen-

tina, whether monetary or other, have control, determined the

gold price which the exporter could offer for wheat in Buenos

Aires.

But wheat, and all other Argentine exports, was dealt in in

inconvertible paper money in Buenos Aires, since paper was the

currency of the country. And the paper was depreciated, gold

standing at a premium. The exporter, therefore, converted his

gold buying price into paper at the current premium on gold.

What we must consider, then, are the factors which controlled

gold export prices. The readiest way to do so is to sketch the

'Or United States cotton.

''The reference is, of course, to the normal peace-time conditions of inter-

national trade, and particularly to the period of our study, when Argentine

products formed a smaller portion of world supply than today.
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course of the main Argentine exports in the perioc^f our study.

By considering the items separately one may che(± up statistics

of value by those of quantity. Since, moreover, price conditions

in foreign markets are not uniform for all exports, a brief separate

study of the principal exports is scarcely avoidable. We may
begin with the wool trade, passing on subsequently to the more

important of the cereal products.



CHAPTER XIV

THE CHIEF EXPORTS, INDIVIDUALLY CONSIDERED

I. Wool

Until recent years, wool has occupied the first rank among

Argentine exports.^ During the greater part of Argentine his-

tory, wool has, in fact, been the backbone of the export trade.

Some attention, therefore, may be given to the broad phases of

its growth.

In Argentina practically all regions are suited to sheep-raising.

The best breeding-grounds, however, are the Pampas, flat grassy

plains, comparatively treeless, sloping from the Andes to the

Atlantic. The Pampas cover the whole of the provinces of

Buenos Aires ^ and Santa Fe, and most of Cordoba, as well as

some other territory. To the north of the Pampas, the provinces

of Corrientes and Entre Rios are essentially stock-raising.

Finally, the great dry, windy plains of Patagonia in the south

are being devoted more and more to sheep. Since about 1890

(and more particularly since 1904) cereal production has been

driving out sheep-raising to a considerable extent in the most

fertile portions of the republic,— northern Buenos Aires, Santa

Fe, and eastern Cordoba— the region that lies along the Parana

River, the main tributary of the River Plate.

Such is the geographical distribution of the industry. Its

historical development may be broadly sketched in a few para-

graphs. Though the wool trade reaches back to about 1600,

when Antonio Juan sailed for Spain with a cargo of 2425 pounds,

the trade was small and spasmodic throughout the colonial

period. Spain, having prohibited commerce between her South

American colonies and other countries, was the only foreign

' Since 1904 wheat (and in some years corn) has exceeded wool exports; and

since 1915, refrigerated meats.

^ The predominance of Buenos Aires in sheep-breeding is shown by the Agri-

cultural and Pastoral Census of 1908, when Buenos Aires had 34,604,972 sheep,

and Entre Rios (second) had but 7,005,469-

213
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market; and since Spain herself occupied a commanding posi-

tion in the wool export trade, the outlet for South American

wool was practically closed.

Toward the close of the eighteenth century and during the

early nineteenth century, important importations of merino

sheep were made. But the long period of internal strife among

the provinces, including the twenty-five years of the t)n:anny of

General Rosas, prevented any considerable prbgress during the

first half of the nineteenth century. And although the over-

throw of Rosas by Urquiza and the establishment of the present

Argentine constitution in 1853 marked the beginning of a new

poKtical era, the wool industry remained for some time back-

ward. Flocks were neglected. In most years the sheep" were not

even sheared.^ They were, besides, of poor type, and much
afHicted with mange.

The years 1860-65 witnessed a wool crisis in Australia and in

Europe, as well as in Argentina. To this was added the prohibi-

tive United States tariff of 1867. Since the United States had

been taking about 20 per cent ^ of Argentine wool, exportations

decreased considerably. It was found more economical to kill

off the poorer sheep than to pay for their upkeep. Moreover,

since the United States tariff duties on sheepskins were lighter

than those on wool, exporting houses encouraged the killing of

sheep for their skins.^ The general slaughter that took place

was ultimately beneficial to the wool trade. The thinning out

of the flocks, leaving only the best, had an excellent effect, and

within a decade the quality of Argentine wool had notably im-

proved.

Coincident with this thinning out of the old stock, there was

a general reawakening of interest in sheep-breeding, stimulated

particularly by the Sociedad Rural Argentina, founded in 1865,

and by the English sheep-growers. European breeds were im-

ported and experimenting was begun with crossings of foreign

' Shearing did not become an annual country-wide operation xmtil about i860;

2 Exceeded only by France, which took about 25 per cent. See C. Lix Klett:

ProdtwciSn, Comercio, Finanzas S Intereses Generales de la Republics Argentina,

igoo, ii, p. 1207.

' C. Lix Klett, ibid., p. 1207 et seq.
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sheep with the merinos existent in the country.^ The foreign

importation and the cross-breeding experiments maric a new

period in the history of Argentine sheep-raising.

The first of the foreign sheep to attain prominence was the

"Negrette."^ The Negrette yielded an exceptionally fine

merino wool, which brought a high price; but the Argentine

climate prove unsuitable to it. As a meat-producer, moreover,

the Negrette was valueless, bec9,use of its small size and the

difl&culty of fattening. By 1890, therefore, it had disappeared.

Then came the RambouiUet,' imported both from France and

Germany. This also was a merino, noted for the fine quality of

its wool. Its propagation in Argentina increased steadily be-

tween i860 and 1870, until at the latter date it constituted vir-

tually the entire sheep production of the country.

Finally, we have the introduction of the Enghsh long-wool

breeds, particularly the Lincolns. The importation of these

had begun as early as the forties. The wet seasons of 1842,

1843, 3.nd 1845 developed foot-rot among the merino sheep, par-

ticularly along the Atlantic seaboard. Breeders looked for some

breed less susceptible to the malady. Englishmen began experi-

menting with various EngKsh long-wool sheep. The Lincolns

proved well adapted to the climate, prospered in dry lands or

wet, fattened on any kind of Argentine grass. They proved es-

pecially adaptable to the low lands of the south.^ The wool of

the pure Lincoln, however, proved difl&cult of sale in the Argen-

tine markets; and crosses with merinos were tried, in many
instances with success. The Lincoln cross-breeds of 1880-86

'Notably with the "Criollo," a descendant of the Spanish merino.

* Originally a Spanish merino from the folds of the Conde de Negrette; but it

attained its highest development in Germany, between 1850 and i860. It was

first imported into Argentina by a Germ.an, Thomas Chas, in the fifties. See C.

Lix Klett, ibid., pp. 1205-1284.

' First introduced by Don Domingo Olivera in 1853.

* The Rambouillets, on the other hand, require the tender pasturage of the

northeast, and of the southwest of the province of Buenos Aires. The develop-

ment of the merino in this region moreover, was favored in the eighties and nineties

by the subdivision of rural property going on under the influence of the developing

cereal farming, a circumstance which did not hurt the merinos, but virtually drove

the Lincolns from that region, since they required more ample pasturage.
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were particularly good, those from the south of Buenos Aires

bringing a high price in this period.

For years, however, the Lincohi had to struggle against the

prejudices of the local farmers, accustomed as they were to the

fine fleece of the merino. A succession of wet seasons between

1877 and 1884, however, occasioned further serious losses of

merinos by foot-rot, while the long-wool withstood the disease

and increased. The lung-worm also greatly injured the merinos

in 1886, 1887, and 1889, but left the Lincolns untouched. In

the nineties the frozen-meat trade proved a decided stimulus to

the Lincoln breeds. Merino sheep were of comparatively little

value in this trade. Small of carcass and hard to fatten, they

were easily surpassed as producers of mutton by the larger long-

wools. The result has been that the Lincoln has become the

mainstay of the Argentine sheep-breeder; and Argentine wool

has undergone a change. The early predominance of the fine,

short-fibered merino, suited for woolens, has given way to a pre-

ponderance of coarse, long-fibered wools, best adapted for

worsted.^

From these general considerations concerning the growth and

character of sheep-raising and the wool trade in Argentina, we
turn to the statistics of wool exports in the period of this study,

with a view to explaining the fluctuations of trade with especial

reference to the state of prices. The following chart, giving in

the form of index nvunbers the gold value of wool exports, the

quantity exported, and the paper price of gold, for the periods

1886-99, demonstrates how Httle the wool trade was dominated

by the fluctuations in the value of paper money. The outstand-

ing facts are (i) that in the period when the price of gold rose

most sharply, 1890 and 1891, and when the overturn in the

trade balance occurred, wool exports were decreasing; and (2)

that in the period when the price of gold was falling so sharply

1 The distribution of sheep in igoo was as follows:

Total sheep, 130,000,000: of which

75 per cent were Lincolns,

20 per cent were merinos,

S per cent were Criollos and others.

C. Lix Klett, Md., ii, p. 1236.
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as to make necessary the Conversion Law of 1899, exports of

wool, far from being depressed thereby, increased considerably

both in quantity and in value. In fact, the last five years of the

nineteenth century form perhaps the most prosperous period in

the whole history of the Argentine wool trade.

In spots, one can discern the influence of the gold premium,

notably in the years 1886-89, when value of wool exports and

the price of gold rose together. But even here other factors were

cooperating; and they were of at least equal force with the

depreciation of paper money. These were the years of greatest

railroad expansion, of the land boom, of the operations of the

mortgage banks,— all of which helped to bring much new land

under cultivation. And all of these factors were affected but

indirectly by the depreciation of paper. They are symptoms of

the general "fillip" to commercial and industrial activity com-

mon to periods of abnormally extended credit and rising prices,

which end characteristically in panics, and which occur quite as

commonly in gold coimtries as in paper-money countries.

Moreover, as we shall see presently, there was a factor at

work of at least equal importance with any of those mentioned,

and which bore directly upon the value of wool exports through

its effect on gold pjices,— the state of demand abroad for Ar-

gentine wool. Foreign prices rose markedly in these years, and

were reflected in the gold price of Argentine wool. It is this cir-

cumstance which explains the sharp increase in the value of

wool exported in 1886-89, though the quantity increased to a

much less degree.

In 1892, also, there was a rise in wool exports, both in value and

in quantity, which is attributable to the gold premium. Mention

has been made of the sharp decline of the gold premiimi in the

closing months of 1891, just as the season's wool clip was coming

to market; and of the effect upon wool exports. Great quanti-

ties were stored in warehouses to avoid shipment at the ruinous

prices obtaining in consequence of the fall of exchange and of

the price of gold. The result was an abnormally large shipment

in 1892 (155,000 tons as against 139,000 tons in 1891), and a

consequent increase in the value of wool exports in that year.
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EXPORTS OF WOOL AND THE PRICE OF GOLD,
1886-1899
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Again in 1894 and 1895 there was an increase in the quantity

shipped, and in consequence some slight rise in the value figures.

And this, too, may be explained by reference to the premium on

gold. The chart shows the sharp rise of gold in 1894; and, inas-

much as foreign gold prices for Argentine wool were falling, the

increased exports are fairly attributable to the single factor of

a rising gold premium, combined with good wool clips in. those

years.

Indications are not lacking here and there, then, that the

gold premium did have the effect supposed by theory. The

rising premium did at times stimulate wool exports, and the fall-

ing premium depress them. The general conclusion, however,

viewing the period as a whole, is just the contrary of that ex-

pected theoretically; and this for the reason, already mentioned,

that other factors so overlaid the particular ones here studied

as to obstruct the working out of their logical effect.

The chief of these other factors, so far as wool was concerned,

was imdoubtedly that of the state of European demand, as

reflected in the price offered for Argentine wool. The period

1890-95 was notoriously one of low prices in Europe; whereas,

in the later period, 1895-1900, prices rose. This movement of

European prices was just the reverse of that of the Argentine

gold premium, and proved to be of far greater importance for

the wool trade.

The year 1893 is a good instance of how European prices

affected the Argentine wool trade. In 1889 a ton of Argentine

wool brought on the average $400 gold; in 1892 a ton was worth

$287 gold; in 1893, o^^y $200 gold. The fall of price, com-

bined with the fact that in 1893 the demand of foreign buyers

was mostly for the finer grades, whereas the Argentine clip was

predominantly of medium grade, and rather a poor clip, too,

was responsible for the pronounced fall in wool exports in that

year.

One factor tending, to depress exports of wool after 1890 was

the export duty ^ of 4 per cent ad valorem on pastoral products,

'Export duties were first applied in 1866; removed in 1887; reimposed in

i8go; removed in 1906; reimposed January i, 1918.
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cereals being allowed to go free. The fact that the quantities

exported show a considerable increase, , however, despite such

occasional bad years as i8go and 1893, indicates that the duty,

though probably a hindrance, did not greatly impede the vol-

ume of wool exports. The quantity figures indicate, too, by

their greater evenness, that the factors of most effect on the

wool trade influenced value rather than the volume brought to

market, and point once again to the gold price of wool— the

reflection of European prices— as the chief factor in the wool

trade in this period.

The similarity between the fluctuations of the value of wool

exports and the gold price of wool is shown in the following

chart. The price data are those of Senor Carlos Lix Klett, prob-

ably the riiost eminent authority on the Argentine wo6l trade

of this period.^ The curves of wool exports and of the gold

price of wool are in close accord with each other throughout,

—

in the rise to 1889, in the fall of the followiiig years, and in the

rise during the last four years of the period, 1895-99.

This latter period, 1895-99, is one of the high spots of the

Argentine wool trade. Owing to persistent droughts in Australia,

the merino flocks of that country were diminished, causing a

decrease of about 100,000,000 kilos in Australian exports of

merino wool during the period, or about 25,000,000 kilos a year.^

1 C. Lix Klett: Estiidios sobre Produccidn, Comercio, Finanzas € Intereses Gen-

erales de la RepMica Argentina, igoo (2 vols.). See ii, pp. 1205-1284, a study

of wool-growing and the wool trade. For price data, see p. 1264 et seq. Senor Lix

Klett was the official representative of the Argentine government at several

conferences and expositions on the wool trade in Europe and in the United States.

2 Exports of Wool from Australia, Cape of Good Hope, and
Argentina, 1895-99

(Thousand bales)

Year Australia Cape of Good Hope Argentina

1895 2,001 269 513

1896 1,846 288 543

1897 1,894 274 550

1898 1,703 279 555

1899 1,641 267 540*

* The Argentine 6gure for iSgg is a decline in bales, but not in kilos. The decline in bales is due
to a change from the old-style wool press ("de caballo") to hydraulic and steam presses, which

increased the number of kilos per bale from about 400 to about 500. In fact, wool exports for 1899
were the largest in Argentine history. Lix Klett, ibid., 1262.
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GOLD PRICE OF WOOL PER TON AND VALUE
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This decrease tended to increase the price of Arg^tine merinos.

The extraordinary rise of price in 1899 was due to an outburst

of French and Belgian speculation in Argentine wool occasioned

by the deficit in the Australian production, the impossibility

of securing the South African clip owing to the Boer War,

and the decrease in merino wool in all quarters, including

Argentina.'

Only at two points, in 1892 and in 1894-95, is there disagree-

ment between the curves of wool exports and of the gold price

of wool. And these, as we have seen, are precisely the years in

which the movements of the gold premium appear to offer a

sufiicient explanation of the movements of wool exports. Aside

from them, "gold price of wool" and total "gold value of wool

exported" move together, offering clear proof that the factor

which dominated the gold price of wool, European prices,^ domi-

nated thereby the major movements of the wool trade. And
inasmuch as European prices were moving in just the contrary

direction from the Argentine gold premium during most of the

period, the result was virtually to obUterate the effect of depre-

ciated paper money on the exports of wool.

' C. Lix Klett, Estudios sobre ProducciSn, Comercio, Finanzas i Iiitereses Gen-

erales dela ReptlUica Argentina, ii, p. 1263.

2 Price of Wool on the Antwerp Wool Exchange, 1888-99

(For merino wool type "German B")

Extreme Prices
Year in Year

1888 4.64-5.67 francs per kilo

1889 $.T.0-(l.20

1890 S. 20-6.07

1891 4.40-5.55

1892 4.20-5.15

1893 4.30-4.94

1894 3.40-4.34

1895 3.22-4.49

1896 3-7S-4.3S

/ 1897 3-58-4.03

1898 3-90-4.73

1899 4.73-6.75

C. Lix Klett, ibid; ii, p. 1263.
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II. Cereals

A. The Wheat Trade

From the wool trade we turn to cereals, the other main branch

of Argentine loreign commerce. The outstanding fact of the

export trade in the period of our study is the rapid rise of wheat.

Until 1875 wheat was imported into Argentina. The exporta-

tion of 1878 was but 2547 tons ($105,350 gold). In the eighties

the growth of the wheat trade was rapid, and in the panic

period of the early nineties it was spectacular, reaching 1,600,000

tons ($27,118,142 gold) in 1894, about 27 per cent of the total

export trade of that year. Since the period of the rise of wheat

corresponds approximately with that of depreciated paper money,

it is to wheat that one naturally turns for verification of the

theory that a rising gold premium stimulates exports. Yet

even here other factors obscure the workings of this particular

one, and illustrate the difficulty of following through a single

force in a complex situation made up of numerous forces, work-

ing sometimes in combination and sometimes at cross-purposes.

In the following chart are given in the form of index nimibers

the value and the quantity of wheat exported in the period 1884-

1900, and, for comparison, the movements of the price of gold.

One's first impression is one of meaningless irregularity. Both

the value of wheat exported and the quantity— particularly the

latter— rise and fall to an astonishing degree. The spectacular

fluctuations are chiefly due to the irregular recurrence of bad

seasons, and indicate the difliculty of attempting to apply a

theory concerned solely with monetary and price conditions to

agricultural products, which are affected so markedly by the

uncontrollable vagaries of rainfall, climate, pests, and the^hke.

The three bad seasons of 1886, 1889, and 1897 stand out sharply.

Particularly marked is that of 1897, in which the wheat crop

was almost wholly destroyed by locusts. In 1895 and 1896, too,

the wheat crop suffered more than usually from locusts, so that

the descent of the wheat export curves in those years is not

ascribable to the falling price of gold. In proof, we have the
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EXPORTS OF WHEAT AND THE PRICE OF
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pronounced increase of 1899, a record year for the wheat trade,

notwithstanding a decline of thirty-three points in the price of

gold in 1898 and a further decline of twenty-eight points in 1899.

Nor was the increase of 1899 due to any phenomenal rise in

European prices for wheat, as was the case with wool. The
increasing value appears to have been the result of the much
greater increase in quantity exported, an increase which oc-

curred in spite of the low price offered by foreign buyers. This

again is an indication that in the cereal trade the main factor

in determining the exports of a given year was the volimie of

the harvest. The year 1899 was a bumper-crop year; and, the

home market being small, the farmer had no choice but to sell

abroad at whatever price his wheat would fetch.

For wool the case was different. The large estancias devoted

to sheep-raising were owned by men of means. Should prices in

a given year prove disastrous the estanciero could warehouse

his wool and await the next season. Such, in fact, was the

common practice among wool-growers. The most notable in-

stance, that of 1891-92, has been referred to. The decline of

price in the closing months of 189 1, due to a violent fall of the

gold premium, caused the storing of some 5,000,000 kilos of

wool, which went to swell the exports of 1892.

The wheat-growers, on the other hand, were small farmers' of

immigrant stock, dependent from year to year upon the sale

of their harvests immediately after they were grown and reaped.

Holding over a season for a better price was impossible, and in

the absence Of a home market the farmers sold to the foreign

buyer, or to the representative of the large exporting houses in

Buenos Aires, Rosario, or Bahia Blanca.

Granted, however, that the wheat farmer was thus mainly at

the mercy of the vagaries of climate, and of the state of foreign

demand, and that in some years his crop was eaten up by locusts

which he was pbwerless to ward off, and that in others, having

avoided locusts and the perils of the elements, he found himself

forced to dispose of his abundant crop at ruinous prices, simply

because in consequence of exceptional harvests elsewhere in the

world, or because of a rise in ocean freight rates, the foreign
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buyer holding the whip hand offered a ruinously low price,

—

granting all this, it is of course true that, taking*ne year with

another, the farmer made a comfortable profit, or he would

have ceased to grow wheat. The fact that there were about

1,750,000 tons of wheat for export in 1899, and almost two

millions in 1900 is proof that wheat-farming in Argentina

"paid." And the fact that by 1894 wheat exports had reached

1,600,000 tons, as against 108,000 tofts in 1884 (the best year

in the Argentine wheat trade prior to 1887), is an indication that

in the intervening ten-year period wheat paid handsomely. So

marked an increase, the largest in any similar period in Argen-

tine history, indicates that unusual forces were at work upon

the wheat trade.

One of these forces, without doubt, was the ascending premium

on gold. Barring the bad years 1886 and 1889, the curve of the

paper price of wheat and of the value of wheat exports keep

pace with each other. A rising premium is accompanied by

increasing exports of wheat. Particularly marked is the increase

in 189 1, the year in which the price of gold rose highest, the first

year in which total exports exceeded total imports; and again

in 1894, when the price of gold rose thirty-three points.

The rising gold premium, however, was not the only factor

stimulating wheat exports in these years, nor perhaps the most

important factor. These are the years of greatest railroad expan-

sion in Argentine history. They are the years of largest immigra-

tion; the years of the land boom; of the furor of cedula opera-

tions conducted by the ofl&cial mortgage banks. All of these

factors would tend to increase the area under wheat cultivation:

they would affect wheat more than wool, for instance, or indeed

even at the expense of wool. The immigrant acquired his small

farm on easy terms, paying either a low annual money rent per

acre, or a portion of the produce.^ Sheep-raising, on the other

hand, was a large-scale frontier operation. The railroads made
the land easily accessible to immigrant settlers; the hne of

wheat culture advanced with the railroad and the immigrant

'This plan was especially followed in the numerous "colonization" schemes,

designed with the purpose of attracting immigrants.
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farmer; and before them the sheep-raiser retired west and north,

and to the southern part of the province of Buenos Aires. The
change in the character of the flock, from merino to Lincoln,

hastened the process, the latter requiring greater pasturage, and

thriving particularly on the plains of southern Argentina. By
these means was developed the rich cereal belt of northeast

Argentina, comprising Santa Fe, the north of Buenos Aires,

Entre Rios, and the east of Cordoba.

It is for these reasons that the wool trade failed to expand,

that the wheat trade sprang up in a decade, and by 1904 had

become the chief of Argentine exports. Still another factor

tending to increase the export of wheat was the improvement in

agricultural methods and in methods of shipment. Even in the

nineties harvesting methods were still primitive, the wheat

being left on the ground or in stacks without proper protection

from the weather, and when threshed put into bags without

attempts at classification. Since the farmers had no barns or

accommodations for storage, the wheat was carried to the near-

est railroad station, where it lay for days, and sometimes weeks,

exposed to rain and sun. Consequently much grain arrived at

its destination in bad condition; gave rise to heavy claims for

deficient quality; and caused some millers to abstain from using

River Plate wheat.

But there were signs of improvement. Attempts were being

made to estabhsh a system of inspection, by which wheat would

be graded by responsible and qualified persons, as in the United

States. There were improvements, too, in threshing. Formerly

threshing had been conducted by means of troops of horses, that

were driven round and round on a piece of hard ground and

made to trample out the grain, the chaff being up to their knees.

This concluded, the straw, being very brittle, was thrown up

against the wind and blown away, leaving a mixture of grain

and dirt. By the late eighties and early nineties, however, steam

threshing machines and winnowers were in fairly general use;

and reaping, which formerly had been done by hand with a sickle,

was effected by machines which reaped, bound, and left the

wheat in sheaves ready for stacking.
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In addition to these improvements, grain -^levators were

being built in the ports of shipment. There were three in Rosario

in 1892, with an aggregate capacity of 26,000 tons, one at Villa

Constitucion, with a capacity of 10,000 tons, and one in the

port of Buenos Aires, of 6,000 tons. Also, with the extension of

the railroads new shipping-ports for grain were being created.

Rosario, the chief city of Santa Fe, the richest grain province,

had every facihty for export. The extension of the railroads

created Villa Constituci6n, San Lorenzo, and Colastine, all on

the River Parana, navigable for steamers drawing sixteen to

eighteen feet of water. In the province of Buenos Aires, the

opening of docks at La Plata was a great boon to exporters, for

from all parts of the country the railroads converged on the

quays alongside ocean-going steamers. With such a group of

forces as these which have been reviewed,—the expansion of

railroads, the great wave of immigration, the land boom, the

mortgage-bank operations, the improvements in agricultural

methods, and in the methods and facilities for storage, classi-

fication, and shipment,— it is not surprising that the wheat

trade should have shown in the decade 1884-94 a greater expan-

sion than in any other ten-year period in Argentine history. It

is probable that that expansion would have occurred even with-

out the artificial stimulus of a rise in the premium on gold.

The course of European prices, so ihjurious to wool, particu-

larly between 1889 and 1893, when the value of wool exports

decliiied 50 per cent, tended also to restrict the wheat trade, so

far as the value figures are concerned. The chart indicates that

in 1892 "quantity exported" increased 20 per cent; in 1893 and

1894 the increase in quantity exported was phenomenal. There

was an increase from 396,000 tons in 1891 to 1,608,000 tons in

1894, an increase of over 400 per cent. The increase in value was

much less. In 1892, despite the increase of 20 per cent in the

quantity exported, the value figures fell 42 per cent. In 1893,

the value was about equal to that of 1891 ($23,000,000 gold),

though the quantity exported the latter year was almost three

times that of the former. Comparing 1893 with 1894, we find

an increase of 60 per cent (600,000 tons) in quantity, but of
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only 16 per cent in value.^ The extraordinary increase in quan-

tity of wheat exported in these years was due to the enormous

increase in the acreage sown ^ during the late eighties and early

nineties, under the stimulus of expanding railroads, heavy im-

migration, and a rising gold prenaium. The failure of the value

' Statistics of the value and the quantity of wheat exported, 1880-1900:

Wheat Exports, 1880-1900

Value Quantity
Year (gold pesos) (tons)

1880 $46,747 I1I66

1881 II, III 157

1882 66,864 i,7°S

1883 2,430,184 6o,7S5

1884 4,339,970 108,499

188s 3,139,736 78,493

1886 1,510,378 37,864

1887 9,514,635 237,866

1888 8,248,614 178,929

1889 1,596,446 22,806

1890 9,836,824 327,894

1891 23,733,312 395,555

1892 14,696,089 470,110

1803 23,459,926 1,008,137

1894 27,118,142 1,608,249

189s 19,471,652 1,010,269

1896. 12,830,027 532,002

1897 3,470,351 101,845

1898 22,368,900 645,161

1899 38,078,343 1,713,429

1900. 48,627,653 1,929,676

Exlracto Estadistico, 1915, pp. T^-Ti-

^ Increase in Cttltivated Area, 1883-92

(ooo's omitted)

Number of hectares cultivated in: Increase

Crop 1883 1892 Absolute Per cent

Wheat .... 244 1,322 1,078 400

Com 203 908 705 350

Alfalfa 143 662 509 360

Grapes 15, 30 iS 100

Sugar-cane 10 28 18 200

Others 316 952 636 200

Total 929 3,902 2,973 300

(See Exposicidn sobre el Esiado Econdmico y Financiero, p. 86.)
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figures to respond is an indication that the gol^)rice of wheat

was falling, and tending to neutraUze the increase in quantity-

exported.

Information concerning European prices is given by the

correspondent -of the Economist. In February, 1893, he writes:

The fall in the price of wheat in European markets will neutralize the

much larger quantity exported.'

In July, 1893, he says:

The past season has not been a favorable one in international commerce

for the Argentine Republic, as the fall in the price of wheat and wool in the

consuming markets has left much less to her credit than she expected.'

And in August, 1894, referring to the exports of the first half

'of the year, he says

:

The great fall in the price of wheat in Europe quite neutralized the heavy

increase in production.'

These citations are sufl&cient to indicate that European wheat

prices, like wool prices, were generally falling between 1890 and

189s, the period of the rapid rise and high general level of the

premium on gold, and that they therefore tended to offset the

stimulative influence of depreciating paper money on exports.

With wool, as lias been said, the falhng European price effected

a positive decHne in the value figures, the quantity exported

remaining about stationary. On wheat, the effect was not so

great, owing to the enormously increased acreage and the con-

sequent growth of the quantity figures. Some increase in value

there was, and it is ascribable, among the other causes that we
have mentioned, to the stimulating effect of a rising premium

on gold.

^Economist, 1893, i, p. 355. ^ Ibid., ii, p. 1059.

'Economist, 1894, ii, p. 1195. Mr. J. H. Sams, one of the best authorities on

the wheat industry in the River Plate, gave the paper-money price obtainable by

the farmer at the nearest railroad station as $4.70 paper in 1893-94, as against

$6.50 paper in 1892-93; and ascribed the faU to a decline in wheat prices in Europe.

Economist, July 14, 1894, Trade Supplement, pp. 8-9. (Note that the gold pre-

mium was higher in the latter year th?.n in the former, and would therefore tend

to raise the paper price.)
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B. ^orn

Wool and wheat were the great staples. Since most of the

major changes in the export trade during our period are traceable

to fluctuations in the one or the other of these two items, they

sufficiently serve the purpose of general illustration of the na-

ture and effect of the forces operating upon Argentine exports.

To illustrate again, however, the extraordinary fluctuations in

the crops occasioned by irregularities of rainfall and the inroads

of the locusts, the statistics of corn exports are given in the

following chart.

The irregularities of the corn harvest were extreme; climatic

conditions and the locusts influenced the export figures to such

a degree as to over-ride almost completely all other factors.

The year 1890 was an unusually good corn year; the increase in

exports would appear to be due to that, rather than to the

rising gold premium. In 1891 the premium rose much more

sharply than in any other year, but corn exports sank, to an

insignificant figure, three-fourths of the crop having been de-

stroyed by locusts. In 1892, the gold premium fell sharply, but

corn exports were normal, in consequence of a fair crop. In

1893 the tendency of the premium was upwards, and in 1894 it

rose sharply, but the corn crop was a failure in both years. In

1895 and 1896, the premium was falling, but corn was abundant,

and exports reached their highest point. In 1897, the crop was

again spoiled by locusts. In 1898 and 1899, with the premium

falhng violently amid the protests of producers and exporters,

corn exports were rising because the crops were good. Any
reasoning about the corn trade which does not begin and end in

the purely natural, seasonal conditions of cultivation seems futile.
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QUANTITY OF CORN EXPORTED, 188&-1900

INDEX NUMBERS

1886 1890 1895 1900
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III. Conclusions

The study of the three major exports,— wool, wheat, and

corn,— together with the discussion of the statistics of total

exports in Chapter XIII, has shown the character and course

of the export trade, and the forces at work upon it; The purpose

of the investigation has been to determine how far the Argen-

tine export trade in the period of depreciated paper money was

in accordance with theoretical expectation. We may sum up

the result.

According to theory, a rising gold premium stimulates exports.

It does so by virtue of the fact that export prices rise more

rapidly than costs, creating an extra profit or "bounty" for

the producing and exporting classes. The index numbers of Ar-

gentine export prices and of wages move in accordance with

theoretical expectation. The premium on gold appeared in 1885

and began to rise rapidly in 1888, reaching its climax in 1891.

Export prices followed suit, showing extreme sensitiveness to

movements of the gold premium. Wages, on the other hatnd,

rose but sluggishly. The "bounty," or "gap," between export

prices and wages does certainly appear.

Evidence that the gold premium did affect exports is shown,

too, by the operations of producers and exporters, who, in so

far as possible, regulated their activity with an eye to the pre-

mium on gold. When the premium fell, those who were able to

do so, as the wool-growers, stored their produce in the hope of

a higher premiuiii later on.

A rising gold premium, then, was undoubtedly a stimulus to

the export trade. When one turns to the statistics of exports,

however, the expected expansion of exports does not appear.

Some increase of quantity exported there was,— a really remark-

able increase as regards wheat. But the "value of exports,"

which are the significant figures for our purpose, show an

increase of a bare $3,000,000 between 1888 and 1891, al-

though in the intervening years the premium on gold had

ascended violently.
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The failure of "value of exports" to expand in accordance

with theoretical expectation, and in accordanflfe with the evi-

dence afforded by the index numbers of prices and wages, we

have seen to be due to the presence of other factors working

at cross-purposes to the gold premium. The most important

factor was European prices. These were falling between 1890

and 1895: their fall neutralized the effect of the rising gold

premium. , Though quantity of exports increased, the greater

quantity was sold for a lower gold price per unit; with the result

that "value of exports" remained virtually stationary. The

fall of European prices acted as a restraint upon the wheat

trade, though it could not prevent a considerable increase even

in "value of exports" because of the enormously increased

wheat acreage. In the wool trade, where the quantity was about

stationary, the fall of prices abroad produced a decided decline

in "value of exports." The general result was that the decline

in the wool trade offset the growth of the wheat trade, and kept

"value of exports" about stationary during the period of the

high premium on gold.

A second complicating factor is the character of the Argentine

exports. They were purely agricultural and grazing products,

and therefore extremely susceptible to vagaries of climate.

Argentine rainfall is very irregular. Moreover, there was the

locust, which in some years did but Httle damage and in others

practically destroyed the cereal crops. In 1889 the wheat crop

was spoiled by excessive rain. In 189 1 the locusts ate three-

fourths of the corn crop.

If one seeks to discount the seasonal mishaps by calculating

a moving average of seasons, and asks whether, taking the

period of the rising gold premium as a whole, there was not

some considerable increase in exports, the case is but httle im-

proved. Total value of exports, as was just pointed out, show but

little increase during the period. The one striking fact is the

increase in wheat, especially in the quantity produced and ex-

ported. But even this is not ascribable solely to a rising gold

premium. Other factors, at least equally powerful, cooperated

to the same end: the growing railway net, the inrush of immi-
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grants, the land boom, the mortgage-bank operations, the build-

ing of new shipping ports and the improvement of old ones, the

improvement in threshing and reaping. Why, among so many,

choose a. single factor, the rising premium on gold, as chiefly

responsible for the remarkable growth of wheat cultivation and

exports? The truth, clearly, is that all were responsible. There

was no chief cause, but many causes working in combination,

and of these, one undoubtedly was the rising gold premium.

Aside from wheat, it is difiicult to point out any striking in-

stance in which the gold premium increased exports. The wool

trade, most important of all, affords some favorable evidence,

but appears in the main to have depended on the state of for-

eign demand as reflected by European prices. The corn trade

was so irregular that virtually no conclusions can be drawn from

it.

We must leave our examination of the export trade with the

statement that, as regards verification of theory, the Argentine

case, so far as the export trade is concerned, is inconclusive.

The stimulus to exports supposed to be afforded by a rising gold

premium was undoubtedly present. The index numbers of prices

and wages show that clearly enough. "Other things being

equal," an expansion of exports would have taken place: but

owing to the presence of other factors working at cross-purposes

to the gold premium, the actual increase in the export trade was

only slight.



CHAPTER XV
PAPER MONEY AND PRICES IN RELATION TO THE

IMPORT TRADE

In the discussion of principles in Chapter XI it was shown that,

according to theory, depreciating paper money, or, in other

words, a rising gold premium, has just the contrary efifects on

exports and imports. It stimulates exports and depresses im-

ports. It is by this dual influence, says theory, that the overturn

of the trade balance in a paper-money country is brought about.

As regards the first half of the statement, the stimulation of

exports, we have seen that the evidence afforded by the Argen-

tine case is inconclusive. We have now to examine the second

half of the theory,— that concerning the diminution of imports.

The examination of imports is a simpler matter than that of

exports, and the results are more decisive. In the first place, the

particular factor to be studied, the effect of depredated paper

money, is not overlaid by so many other factors as in the case

of exports, though other factors were present, as we shall see.

In the second place, the expected diminution of imports did

occur, and to a striking degree. We have simply to determine

to what extent the diminution is ascribable to a rising premium
on gold. The following table shows the change that occurred in

the import trade, as compared with that in the export trade

during the four years 1889-92, in which the overturn of the

Argentine trade balance took place.

Balance of Trade, 1889-92

(Thousand gold pesos)

„ , Excess of Excess of
xear Exports Imports Exports Imports

1889 $90,145 $164,570 .. $74,425

1890 100,819 142,241 .. 41,422

1891 103,219 67,208 $36,011

1892 113.370 9I7481 21,889

236
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The table makes it clear that the overturn took place not by

an increase of exports, but by a diminution of imports. The

overturn occurred in 1891, the year when the gold premium

mounted to 287 per cent (yearly average). An "unfavorable"

balance of over forty-one millions in 1890 is converted into a

"favorable" balance of over thirty-six millions in 1891. Yet

the exports of 1891 are less than 3 per cent in excess of those of

1890. On the other hand, imports amounting to 142 millions in

1890, are followed in 1891 by imports of only sixty-seven mill-

ions, a decrease of about 53 per cent.

INDEX NUMBERS OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS,

1886-1896

(base-AVERAGE OP THE ELEVEN YEARs)

1886 -8 -9 1890 -1 1896

»Imports
=Exports
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The chart on p. 237 shows the relative changes in the

value of imports and of exports in. the period 1886-96. The
curves represent the index numbers of exports and imports,

the average of the elevfen years being taken as the base. The
outstanding fact is the expansion of imports between 1886 and

INDEX NUMBERS OF VALUE OF IMPORTS AND
THE GOLD PREMIUM, 1886-1896

(base-average of the eleven years)

1886 -7 -8 -9 1890 -1 -2 -3 -A -5 1896

=Imports
=GoLD Premium
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1890, and the sudden contraction of imports in 1891. Exports,

meantime, show only a sHght increase.

The period here presented is the period of chief interest as

regards the depreciation of paper money. It includes the years

when the premium on gold rose to its liighest point, and also the

year of the first marked decline of the premium, 1896. In the

chart on page 238 the index number of the value of imports is

compared with the premium on gold for this period, 1886-96.

After 1889 the movements of the two curves are entirely in

accordance with expectation. As the gold premium rises,

imports decrease. The spectacular rise of the premium in 1891 is

matched by the remarkable shrinkage of imports in that year.

And in the following years also, without exception, the curves

are in inverse relation to each other. ^

' This period, 1889-96, is the one of primary significance for the purpose of our

study. It is the " transition period," the period in which the overturn of the trade

balance was eflfected. The excess of imports over exports, until 1891 the character-

istic situation in Argentine foreign trade, reaches its maximum in 1889, in conse-

quence of the extraordinary inflation of imports in this year. Thereafter imports

decline rapidly; exports increase gradually. In 1891 exports exceed imports. In

1893 the situation is again, temporarily, reversed,— imports exceeding exports.

But the following year exports again exceed imports; and since that time, despite

marked fluctuations due principally to bad harvests, as in 1897, exports have

exceeded imports in every year except one, 1911. The "favorable" balance in-

creases even in spite of a falling gold premium in the closing years of the nineties,

reaching over $68,000,000 gold in 1899, and about $118,000,000 gold in 1905. The

transition period, from the condition of an unfavorable trade balance which had

existed prior to 1891 to the favorable balance which has since then characterized

Argentine foreign trade, clearly falls within the years 1889-96. In these years we
have all the factors which have been mentioned as bringing about the overturn of

the trade balance. After 1889 borrowings decrease and interest charge grows, the

overturn in the balance of borrowings occurring in 1890. The years 1890 and

1891 are the panic years which mark the subsidence of the borrowing fever and

the overturn of the trade balance. The years 1891-95 constitute the period of

recovery from the panic. By 1896 borrowings, on a moderate scale, have again

begun; trade is picking up. The worst effects of the panic are past. Regarding

the gold premium, too (and this is the matter of chief significance in our study of

the course of imports), the period 1889-96 is the period of paramount importance.

The marked rise of the gold premium does not begin until i88g; in the next two

years, there is an increase of one hundred and ninety-six points in the premium.*

The general level thereafter is high until 1896, when the premium falls forty-eight

points in a single year. It is in this transition period, therefore, that one looks for

*From 91 per cent in 1889 to 287 per cent in 1891.
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The years prior to 1889 are of secondary iq^rest. The transi-

tion stage in the foreign trade had not then commenced. The

overturn in the balance of borrowings, which was the underlying

cause of the overturn in the balance of merchandise trade, had

not taken place. Borrowings were in full swing; and the excess

of borrqwings over interest charge was at its maximum in 1888-89.

The gold premium, though rising slowly, had not yet assumed

alarming proportions. The average premium for 1888 was only

48 per cent, which is but eleven points above the premium of

1885, the year in which specie pa)mients were terminated. In

1886 and 1887, the premium, on an average, remained about

stationary.

Our chart of imports and the gold preinium (p. 238) shows that

the inverse relation between imports and the gold premium does

not appear prior to 1889. Despite the fact that the gold premium

is rising, imports do not decrease, but on the contrary show an

extraordinary degree of inflation, which reaches its maximum
in 1889, with imports of about $165,000,000 gold, as compared

with $95,000,000 in 1886. The apparent failure of theory to

"work" in these years, 1886-89, requires explanation. As in

the case of exports, we have to recognize the presence of "other

factors." In the first place, it may be pointed out again that

the rise of the premium in those years was only moderate; not

sufficient to dominate the import trade in opposition to other

forces. In the second place, these were the "boom" years;

the years in which personal credit over-extended itself to a

degree never witnessed in any other period of Argentine history.

The expansion of credit appKed to the import trade quite as

much as to any other phase of commercial or financial activity,

and tended to increase purchases from abroad. The spirit of

"easy come, easy go" was in the air. It appears in the increased

purchase of articles of luxury, of "consumption goods" gen-

erally, despite the fact that these articles, like imports in gen-

the effect of movements of the gold premium upon the value of imports; and the

fact that the chart shows in every year an inverse relation between the movements
of imports and of the gold premium, establishes a very strong presumption of the

soundness of the theory that a rising gold premium discourages, and a falling

premium encourages, imports.
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eral, were rising in price, under the influence of a rising gold

premium.

In the following table are shown the combined imports of

manufactured foods, drinks, tobacco, and textiles; that is, the

pure consumption goods. With them are compared the total

imports for the period 1886-96.

Total Imports, and Imports or Food, Drinks, Tobacco,

AND TEXTILKS, 1886-96

(Thousand gold pesos)
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too, that after 1889, imports of consumption goods move in

closer sympathy with the gold premium than do general im-

ports, particularly in 1891-92 and in 1895-96.

Imports of "luxury" and other consumption goods, then, do

not sufl&ciently explain the extraordinary inflation of total im-

ports in the period 1886-89, in the face of a rising gold premium.

In only one year, 1889, did this kind of imports fail to respond

to the influence of the gold premium. The main cause of the

inflation of imports was the character of the other imports in

these years,— the imports of construction materials and other

reproductive goods. The consideration of these necessitates

fuller discussion than has heretofore been given of the relation

between imports and foreign borrowings.

At various points in Part I of this study, as well as in Chapter

XII of the present section, we have discussed the relation be-

tween the balance of borrowings and the balance of trade. And
it has been shown that the overturn of the balance of borrow-

ings in 1890 was responsible for the overturn in the trade balance

in 189 1. That is to say, prior to 1890 Argentina annually bor-

rowed more from abroad than she was required to pay out in

interest charge; new annual borrowings exceeded interest charge;

but with the virtual cessation of borrowings after the outbreak

of the panic in 1890 the situation was reversed; interest charge

annually exceeded new borrowings. This overturn in the balance

of borrowings communicated itself to the balance of trade in the

foUowing year, 1891. When prior to that date borrowings had
exceeded interest charge, imports had exceeded exports; and
when after 1890, interest charge exceeded new borrowings,

exports exceeded imports, the change taking place, as has been
shown in the present chapter, not by an increase of exports, but
by a diminution of imports.

This relationship between borrowings and merchandise trade

is a familiar fact of international trade, and beyond the calcu-

lation of the balance of payments, as presented in Part I, re-

quires no special discussion. The real matter for examination,

the central point of this study, has been to explain the mechan-
ism whereby the overturn of the balance of borrowings com-
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IMPORTS OF FOODS, DRINKS, TOBACCO AND
TEXTILES, COMPARED WITH ALL IM-

PORTS AND WITH THE GOLD
PREMIUM, 1886-1896

(index numbers: base = eleven-year average)

300
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municated itself to the trade balance. There is no need to re-

capitulate the situation : how in most discussions onnternational

trade the mechanism is gold movements and gold exchange;

how in Argentina this mechanism was lacking because paper

money was depreciated and gold, being always at a premium,

could not circulate. The nature of our problem has been already

sufficiently explained. The only point requiring restatement for

our present purpose is the relation between imports, borrowings,

and exchange operations.

The balance of borrowings affects the trade balance through

its effect upon the value of paper money; and it affects the

value of paper money through its effect on the rate of exchange.

This is the gist of the discussion of principles in Chapters II and

XL Thus, Argentina borrows from England; Argentine bor-

rowers draw on the English lenders; the supply of exchange in

Buenos Aires is increased; the rate of exchange rises. If the

borrowing is heavy, exchange rises to gold import point; gold

flows into Argentina. The gold cannot, however, flow into cir-

culation, and this is the point at which the Argentine case,

despite the fact that the Argentine exchange was a gold and not

a paper exchange, differs from that of the gold-standard coun-

tries. Gold was at a premium. The inflow of gold would alter

the ratio of exchange between gold and paper. The gold supply

being increased, gold would fall in terms of paper; that is, paper

money would appreciate. In contrary manner, when as in 1891

the interest charge on former borrowings grew larger than the

new annual borrowings, the contrary process would begin,

ending in an outflow of gold and a rise of the premium on

gold.

It is in this manner, as has been shown in Part I, that the

balance of borrowings affected the value of paper money. From
that, in Part II, we turned to the second half of the process.

The balance of borrowings governs the value of paper money;

the value of paper money governs the relative movements of

imports and exports. A rising premium through its effects on

prices and costs encourages exports and discourages imports.

Thus is established, through the mechanism of depreciated
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paper money, the relation between balance of borrowings and

balance of trade.

This relationship, however, depends entirely upon the fact

that borrowing operations give rise to foreign-exchange opera-

tions. This is the step that sets in motion the whole series of

consequences. Some of the Argentine borrowings, however, and

a very considerable part of them, did not give rise to exchange

transactions at all. It is to make clear the significance of this

fact that the argument underl)dng our study has been recapit-

ulated.

Much of the -capital borrowed in England was borrowed for

the express purpose of buying materials in England. It did

not leave England either in bills of exchange or in gold: it left

England in the form of goods, in the form of imports into Ar-

gentina. It is these imports, which have no relation whatever

to depreciated paper money, to fluctuations of the premium on

gold, but which came as the direct result of borrowing opera-

tions, which are mainly responsible for the failure of the Argen-

tine import trade to show an inverse relation to the movement

of the gold premium in the years prior to 1889.

The imports referred to are railroad construction and operat-

ing materials. They were imported almost exclusively from

England by the English-owned railroad companies of Argentina.

They represent a considerable part of the heavy railroad bor-

rowings in the last half of the eighties.

In the following chart the railroad borrowings and the im-

ports of construction materials are compared, in millions of gold

pesos. In addition is plotted the curve representing "con-

struction materials"^ plus "iron and manufactures thereof."

It is seen that the great outburst of borrowings for the con-

struction of new Hnes and the expansion of old ones in the late

eighties is accompanied by large imports of construction materials

and iron goods. In 1891, the panic year, railroad borrowings

virtually ceased; construction materials continued to be imported

'These are the two main branches of the Argentine classification of imports

which refer to "reproductive" goods, and which may therefore be expected to

show the closest relation to borrowings for purposes of construction.
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in considerable quantity as a result of the borrowings of former

years. Railroad construction does not come to a halt imtil

1892. After 1891 railroad borrowings are insignificant, as also

are imports of construction materials.

liillion Pesos
Gold

RAILROAD BORROWINGS AND IMPORTS OF
CONSTRUCTION GOODS

1886-1896

1886 -7 -8 -9 1890 -1 -2 -3 -A -5 1896

=Railroad Constroction Materials

Alone
=Railroad Constrtjctioh Materials

Plus Iron and Manitfactiires

Thereof
= Railroad Borrowings
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In the following table the general course of imports of con-

struction materials is compared with that of all imports. Both

the absolute and the relative figures are given. The percentage

figures are based in each instance on the average of the eleven

years 1886-96.

All Imports, and Imports of Construction Materials, i886-g6
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were goods imported as the direct consequence of railroad bor-

rowings. These borrowings did not result in exchange operations

and had therefore no effect on the value of paper money; and

the imports to which they gave rise were, in turn, unaffected by

the fluctuations of the premium on gold.

This direct connection between borrowings and imports,

however, extends only to a portion of total borroivings and of

total imports. Investments in railroads were only one item in

the balance of borrowings. There were besides the government

borrowings,— national, provincial, and municipal; the cedulas;

the investments in other forms of private enterprise. Moreover,

not aU of the railroad borrowings could have been expended

directly on construction materials abroad. Some part of them

would be needed in Argentina to buy domestic materials, and

particularly, to pay wages and salaries for the building of the

roads. In the late eighties, with construction of new roads

proceeding at a pace never equalled in Argentine history, ex-

penditures within the country were certainly very large. And
for these the railroads would need to receive a part of their

capital in the form of money. This portion of the new rail-

road investments would give rise to exchange operations, and

would therefore exert an influence on the value of paper money;

as would also the very large borrowings for purposes other than

raihoad construction.

In like manner, only a part of the imports, even in the late

eighties, were construction materials. The major portion of the

imports had no direct connection with borrowing operations.

They, therefore, might be expected to rise or fall in accordance

with the fluctuations of the premium on gold, or, stated more
exactly, in accordance with import prices as these were affected

by the movement of the premium on gold. Such indeed we have

seen to be the case, once the interfering factor of railroad bor-

rowings and imports of railroad materials was removed. The
depressing effect of a rising gold premium is so great that total

imports begin to decline from 1889, notwithstanding the fact that

imports of construction materials (as shown in the chart on

page 249) do not reach their maximum until 1890.
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INDEX NUMBERS OF ALL IMPORTS AND OF

IMPORTS OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
1886-1896

BASE =AVERAGE OF ELEVEN YEARS

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

1886 -7 -8 -9 1890 -1 -2 -3 ^ -5 1896

=AU. IllPOETS

=Raiiroad Construction Materials

Plus Iron and Manotactdres

Thereof
=Railroad Constrdction Materials Alone
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As regards the import trade, then, the facts of the case are

clear. Imports did diminish simultaneously with the rising

premiimi on gold. Since throughout the important period, 1889-

96, the curves of imports and of gold premium move inversely

to each other, there would appear to be no doubt that an inverse

relationship did exist between them. There remains to be con-

sidered the manner in which this relationship made itself felt.

By what means does a depreciating paper currency exercise a

discouraging effect upon imports?

This question brings us to the comparison of import prices

with wages and the premium on gold.* Concerning Argentine

import prices there are but few sources of information even

today. There are no officially published import prices. One or

two trade journals devoted to the import trade did exist in the

period of this study; but most of their mmibers have long since

been lost. I have data for only eighteen imports, and these for

only three years, 1886, 1890, and 1896. These years represent

the beginning of the depreciation of paper money, the period of

greatest depreciation, and the first year of marked appreciation.

• There is no need to restate the theory in detail. A rising gold premium dis-

courages imports through the difference in the degree to which it affects import

prices and wages. The former are more sensitive to movements of the premium

than are the latter. The reason for the greater sensitiveness of import prices is

that the importer buys abroad in gold and sells at home for paper. Were there no

gold premium, a sterling bill for £1000 of imported goods would cost 504° paper

pesos (mint par). With gold at 100 per cent premium the same bill would cost

10,080 paper pesos: with gold at a premium of 200 per cent, iSji^o paper pesos.*

As the premium rises, then, the paper cost of imported goods increases. The im-

porter raises his selling price to recuperate himself. Meanwhile, the paper-money

income of consumers, especially wage-earners and salaried clerks, rises more

slowly. They are less able to purchase; and imports decline in consequence.

Imports decline, too, because of the instability of a paper-money situation,

which by its very nature is abnormal. The premium on gold constantly fluctuates.

The importer does not know what his goods may cost; the premiiun may change

one himdred points between the date of drawing and that of settlement of a ninety-

day bill. Though covering operations become habitual and to some degree remove

the element of uncertainty, legitimate business is impaired. The importer becomes,

perforce, a gold speculator. The more conservative'^reduce their purchases, or

withdraw from business.

* The bill would be bousrht with Argentine gold, as previously explained: but the gold would

have to be bought with Argentine paper. The above calculation, therefore, represents accurately

the underlying transaction.
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The articles are representative, but pertain wholly to two classes

of imports, foods and textile goods.*

The following table compares, in the form of index numbers,

import prices with wages and with the price of gold. On page

252 the same data are shown in a diagram.

Index Numbers of Import Prices, Wages, and the Price of Gold, 1886-96
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INDEX NUMBERS OF IMPORT PRlltES, WAGES
AND THE PRICE OF GOLD, 1886-1896

8 -9 1890 -1 -2 -3 -5 1896

export prices (cf. chart in Chapter XIII, p. 193). That such

was very probably the case one is led to believe by the other

aspects of the situation already reviewed,— the particularly

hazardous nature of the import trade under the unstable con-

ditions of depreciated paper; and the fact that other forces,
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particularly falling prices of Argentine products abroad, tended

to offset the influence of the rising gold premium on export prices.

Whether import prices did in fact, however, rise higher than the

price of gold is a matter of secondary importance. The im-

portant matter, and here a general conclusion appears amply

warranted notwithstanding the scantiness of the evidence, is

that import prices were much more sensitive to the rising price

of gold than were wages. Import prices increased markedly

and rapidly; wages rose but slowly, and even by 1896 had not

caught up with import prices. The power to purchase imported

goods was clearly reduced.

Summing up the examination of the import trade, then, we
find first of all that the diminution of value of imports asserted

by theory as the result of a rising gold premium did occur: that,

in fact, the diminution was very marked, and was principally

responsible for the overturn of the trade balance in 1891. On
comparing the course of imports with the gold premium, we find

that in the period of chief importance, 1889-96, there was in every

year an inverse relation between imports and the premium on

gold. Finally, by a comparison of import prices (though the

data are scanty) with wages and the price of gold, we find the

reason for the depressing effect of depreciating paper money on

imports. As the price of gold rises, import prices rise more

rapidly than wages, and power to purchase imports is thereby

reduced. In other words, the Argentine import trade appears to

offer complete verification of theory.



CHAPTER XVI

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this inquiry has been to test the theory of inter-

national trade under conditions of inconvertible paper money.

The question has been to see whether from a mass of complex

facts and forces there would emerge, upon analysis, a framework

of tendencies and principles substantially in accord with theoret-

ical expectation. For such a purpose, it has been necessary at

each stage of the investigation to relate fact to principle and

principle to fact, to formulate such conclusions as appeared

clearly to be warranted, and with the threads of the situation

well in hand, to pass on to the examination in similar manner of

the succeeding phases of the problem. Such, at any rate, has

been the writer's conception of a proper method of analysis, and

such is the method which he has sought to pursue in this inquiry,

even at the cost here and there of some repetition of argument

or example.

There is no occasion at this point, therefore, for a detailed

restatement of conclusions. More profitable and necessary is

the consideration of the worth of those conclusions, their limi-

tations, and their significance for the theory of international

trade.

The question of the reliability of the data— a point of major

importance in any investigation of a statistical character— has

been discussed in detail, and need not be reconsidered here.

Despite some deficiencies, especially in the official statistics of

merchandise trade and in wage data, the essential features of

the situation stand forth unmistakably. The main movements

and changes— in the balance of payments as a whole, in borrow-

ings, in the import trade, in prices and wages, in the gold pre-

mium, and in the quantity of paper money in circulation— were

so marked and spectacular, and were supported so amply by

2S4
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the general course of events, especially in the most significant

period, that leading up to and including the Baring Panic, that

one need have no hesitation in basing conclusions upon them.

Moreover, it may be said again that in an inquiry of the charac-

ter of the present one, which aims chiefly to trace broad under-

lying tendencies, small errors are of small consequence. What
is required in the data is substantial accuracy, sufiicient for

purposes of general comparison and interpretation. In passing

upon the data, also, the fact should not be overlooked that,

though some of the evidence is defective, other portions of it

possess unusual merit, owing to the fact that the government

played so large a part in the situation and that in consequence

much of the data may be drawn from official records. This is

especially true of the balance of borrowings, and renders the

computation of that balance much less liable to serious error

than would be the case for most- other countries.

Accepting the data as on the whole adequate for our purpose,

what they indicate is a pretty general correspondence with

theoretical reasoning. The investigation provides substantially

the same explanation of the overturn of the Argentine trade

balance as is offered by theory. Especially clear-cut is the

interrelation between the balance of international payments and

the value of inconvertible paper money. It is upon the clear

proof of this relationship that the entire theory fundamentally

depends. The further assertion of theory, that changes in the

value of paper money bring about changes in exports and im-

ports through the varying intensity with which movements of

the gold premium affect prices and costs, is also sustained,

though, as we have seen, the theoretically expected result upon

the foreign trade is apparent in the Argentine case only in the

import trade. So far as the export trade is concerned, the results

of the inquiry are inconclusive, since, notwithstanding the fact

that the particular set of forces that we have analyzed was

undoubtedly at work, exports failed to expand, because of the

presence of more powerful conflicting forces. Viewing the in-

vestigation as a whole,— when one recalls the multiplicity and

complexity of forces which are at work in any industrial or
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commercial situation, and especially in a period of expansion

and panic such as has been reviewed, the degree S verification

of theory which the facts of the Argentihe case provide is rather

striking.

Two points brought out in the inquiry deserve special empha-

sis, as indicating possible modifications, or at least the need of

a more careful restatement, of theory. The first is suggested by

what has just been said regarding the foreign merchandise trade.

In most discussions of the problem that we havfe been consid-

ering the emphasis has been placed too exclusively upon the

"bounty" that is afforded to exports by a rising gold premium.

Too httle attention has been given to the depressing effects of

the rising premium upon imports. Yet, as we have seen, in the

Argentine case it is the imports that afford the most clear-cut

example of how the premium actually makes itself felt. In the

writer's opinion this greater sensitiveness of imports to the

movements of the premium on gold is not a mere vagary of Ar-

gentine foreign trade, and therefore incapable of a more general

application. It would seem to be a characteristic condition in

any agricultural country on a depreciated paper money basis,—

and to be so by virtue of the marked difference in the character

of the products (as well as in the general conditions) which make

up the export trade and the import trade of any predominantly

agricultural country. The exports of such a country are, of

course, mainly agricultural products, whereas the imports are

mainly manufactured goods. The exports are usually few in

number; or at least a comparatively small number of staple

products usually comprise the major part of the exports. The

imports, on the contrary, are numerous and are drawn from

many sources. Finally, the exports ordinarily constitute but

a minor portion of the total supply available for the world's

markets. Cases of the contrary sort, of agricultural products

drawn so largely from a single country as to dominate the world

market— such cases as Brazilian coffee or our own cotton—
are exceptional.

These differences between the general characteristics of export

and import trade in agricultural countries are significant as
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regards the comparative effects of inconvertible paper money
on exports and imports, or to state the matter more carefully, as

regards the likelihood of those effects being allowed to work

themselves out unimpeded. Since the exports are of an agri-

cultural character, they are subject, as we have seen, to the

uncontrollable vagaries of nature. Natural irregularities occur

which are in no wise connected with domestic monetary and

price conditions, but which interfere profoundly with any set

of forces which are dependent on conditions of money and prices.

On the other hand, the imports, being manufactured goods and

drawn from a variety of foreign sources, are relatively unaffected

by fluctuating natural conditions. Again, since the exports form

only a minor part of the world's supply, and therefore do not fix,

but merely reflect, the world price, fluctuations in the world price

(which is a gold price) affect the total value of exports far more

deeply than does the effect of a fluctuating gold premium upon

domestic paper prices. And when, as is likely to be the case, the

export trade is composed chiefly of a few major exports, the

effect of changes in the world price of any one of these major

exports is likely to have a greater effect upon the total value of

the export trade than is the influence of a shifting premium on

gold. The import trade, on the contrary, being made up of a

great number and variety of smaller items, is less apt to undergo

marked alteration by reason of fluctuations in individual prices

abroad.

In other words, it would seem probable that as regards agri-

cultural countries "other things" are more apt to remain "equal"

in the case of imports than in the case of exports. In any event,

there seems to be no reason why the depressing effect of depred-

ating paper upon the import trade should not receive as much
consideration from theorists as the "bounty" upon exports,

which has more commonly engaged their attention.

The second point brought out by the investigation which may
be regarded as indicating in some degree a modification of theory,

or at least the need of a more careful statement of it, is that

which has to do with the mechanism of foreign exchange in de-

preciated paper-money countries. At various points in the
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inquiry attention has been called to the fact that in most state-

ments of the theory a depreciated paper exchangers presupposed

or, as more commonly stated, a condition of "dislocated ex-

change." It has been shown in this study, however, that the

presence of depreciated paper money by no means renders

necessary any dislocation of exchange, and that so far as exchange

mechanism is concerned the Argentine situation differed in no

wise from that of gold countries. Gold exchange did in fact

exist throughout the period. Except for a few brief months in

1884 there was no "dislocation" whatever. It was shown too

that the question of exchange mechanism does not touch upon

the essential problem, which is one arising entirely out of the

presence of depreciated paper money within the country, and

the necessity in international dealings of constant comparison

between the domestic paper and the international gold standard.

The term "dislocated exchange," therefore, though genuinely

applicable to those cases where a depreciated paper exchange

does in fact exist (as in Chile, for example) would appear to be

a misnomer in so far as it is used to designate the theory of inter-

national trade imder conditions of depreciated paper; for in the

first place, it does not apply to such cases as that of Argentina

at all, and in the second place, it puts the emphasis upon a

matter which is of purely incidental importance.

In conclusion, it need scarcely be repeated that this inquiry

has been concerned mainly with events and consequences grow-

ing immediately and directly out of a disturbance in the balance

of international payments,— the disturbance occasioned by the

heayy borrowings of the eighties and the consequent increase

of the interest charge in the early nineties. It has been concerned

with following through the train of sequences whereby this

disturbance eventually brought about an overturn in the trade

balance. In other words, the purpose has been to find out what
reaUy happened in what is called the "transition period" be-

tween " states of equiUbrium" in the balance of payments, and to

compare the findings with the conclusions of theory. No attempt

has been made to inquire into ultimate consequences, the event-

ual terms of commodity exchange, the possible benefits or losses
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accruing to the people of Argentina from the series of changes

reviewed. It is generally conceded that these larger implications

of the theory of international trade— working out their conse-

quences over long periods, and overlaid, as they are bound to

be, by other factors— are extreir^ely difficult (probably impos-

sible) to verify even in the relatively simple situation of gold-

using countries. To endeavor to test their validity under the

infinitely more complex conditions of depreciated paper money

would be futile.
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of paper money, theory of, see Con-

tents, Ch. II; analysis of for Argen-

tina; see Contents, Part I; relation

to prices, wages, and balance of

trade, theory of, see Contents, Ch.

XI; analysis of for Argentina, see

Contents, Fart II; statistics of, in,

138, 140, 14s, 146, IS4J compared

with balance of payments, in, 145,

154, 166; with paper money in cir-

culation, in, 146, 154, 164; with

balance of gold imports and exports,

in; with export prices and wages,

192, 193; with import prices and

wages, 251, 252; with value of

exports, 203; with value of imports

238; with wheat exports, 224; with

wool exports, 218; rise after passage

of Guaranteed Banks law, 60 fi.;

fluctuations of in early nineties, 136

ff.; fall in late nineties, 148; ter-

mination of, 155-161, see Conversion;

Conversion Law of 1899; multi-

plicity of factors affecting, 61-69,

136-147; effect of manipulations of

gold speculators, 61, 62, 96, 124, n.,

141; of foreign c^dula and other

security holders, 62 ff.; law prohibit-

ing gold speculation, 64 ff.; effect of

harvests on, 141, 142; of Saenz

Pena's election, 140 ff.; of Revolu-

tion of 1890, 117; how it affected

government revenue and expenditure.

96 ff.; operations of exporters and

importers, 142, iscpff., 174-177, 200,

201.

Gold reserves, 8, 29, 37, 52, see Conver-

sion.

Gold standard of exchange, see Foreign

exchange.

Gonzales, 189 n.

Government foreign loans, see National

foreign loans.

Great Britain, see British.

Guaranteed Banks, see National

Guaranteed Banks.

Guaranteed Bank bonds, see National

Guaranteed Bank bonds.

Hamburg-South American steamship

line, 149.

Hansen, 90, 99, 100, 150.

Herbert, 198 n.

Immigration, statistics of, 207 n.;

effect of on export trade, 207, 208;

distribution of, 208 n.; effect of land

boom and mortgage banks upon, 208,

209, n.

Immigrants' remittances, 47 n., 105

ff.

Imports, see Contents, Chs. XII, XV;
statistics of, 183, 241, 247; diagrams

showing, 182, 184, 237, 238, 243, 246,

249; criticism of statistics of, 107,

108,178-180; compared with exports

by index numbers, 237; with gold

premium, 238 ff.; total imports of

consumption goods, 241-243; with

imports of railroad construction

materials, 247-249; imports of con-

struction materials compared with

railroad borrowings, 246; direct

relation to borrowings, 242-248;

change more marked than in exports,

236; the significant period in, 239
n.; offers more conclusive verifica-

tion of theory than exports, 253,

2SS-2S7-

Import duties, 96, 119, n., 129, 179, n.,

180.
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Import prices, see Contents, Ch. XI,

XV; meagemess of data on, aso;

compared with wages and price of

gold by index numbers, 251, 252.

Inconvertible paper money, relation to

borrowings and balance of payments,

theory of, see Contents, Ch. II,

analysis of for Argentina, see Con-

tents, Chs. Ill, IV, V, VII, VIII,

DC; general survey of, Ch. X;
relation to prices, wages, and bal-

ance of trade, theory of, see Con-

tents, Ch. XI; analysis of for Argen-

tina, see Contents, Chs. XIII, XIV,
XV; conclusions regarding, Ch.

XVI; statistics of, 28 flf., 35, $$, 60,

III, 133, 146, 154; compared with

gold premium, 60, in, 146, 154,

164; with balance of payments, in,

154; with balance of gold exports

and imports, in; foreign loans for

conversion of, 37, 38, 98, 99; early

history of, 28 ff; law of 1881, 33 ff.;

law of Guaranteed Banks, 56 ff.;

abuses of issue privilege, 59 ff., 116,

n.; fiscal difficulties arising from,

96 ff; treasury notes, 117, 131;

failure to cancel bank notes, 127 ff.;

prohibition of bank note issue, 130;

conversion law of 1899, 155-162;

factors affecting value of, 6 ff
.
; see

National Guaranteed Banks Gold

premium; Conversion.

Interest guarantees, see Railroads.

Interest payments on foreign capital,

and the gold speculators, gj; statis-

tics of, 43, 45, 84, 85, 93, 94, 100, loi,

104, 127, 135, 152; see Borrowings;

Balance of borrowings; Funding

Loan.

International payments; see Balance of

payments.

Investments, see Foreign capital.

Italians, run on banks by, 119; see

Immigration; Wages.

Justo, 197.

La Nacidn, 43.

La Plata, 40, n., 228.

Lamas, 72, 92 n., 150.

Land, project for sale of in 1889,

68, 69; see Land mortgage banks;

C^dulas.

Land mortgage banks, see Contents,

esp. Ch. VI, 73-85; purpose of, 73,

74; method of operation, 74, 75;

provisions of law of 1886, creating

the Banco Hipotecario Nacional, 75

ff.; the mechanism delicate and

complex, 78; abuses of, 79 ff.; sale

of mortgaged properties by, 121;

Banco Hipotecario Nacional

weathered Baring Panic but provin-

cial mortgage bank collapsed, 121

ff.; effect on immigration and

exports, 208, 209, n.; see C^dulas.

Latzina, 197 n.

Lawson, 10, 79.

Lewandowski, see Martinez and Lewan-

dowski.

Lincoln sheep, see Wool.

Lix Klett, 208 n., 214 n., 220 n.

Loans, internal, 56, 57, 59, 98, loi n.,

134 n., 151, n., 152.

Loans, foreign, see Foreign capital;

Borrowings; National foreign loans;

Provincial foreign loans; Municipal

foreign loans; Railroad foreign loans;

C6dulas.

Locust pest, effect on exports, 205,

2o6; loan to fight, 152 n.

Lopez, dictator of Paraguay, 27.

Lopez, v., finance minister, 117, n.

Mabragai^, 52 n.

Manipulation of exchange and gold

premium, see Gold premium.

Martinez, 85, 90, 150, n., 151-155 n-

Martinez and Lewandowski, 28, 43
ff., 162, 180.

Masse, 188 n.

Meat, 73; statistics of, 191 n.

Melgarejo, 32 n.

Mendoza, state of currency in, 31 n.,

3». 33-

Minerals, lack of, 12, 178.
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Miscellaneous foreign investments, 42,

91, 149 ff.

Monetary laws, see Contents, Chs.

III, V, IX; law of 1881, 33 £f.; law

of National Guaranteed Banks, 56 ff.;

Conversion Law of 1899, 155 ff.; see

Inconvertible paper money; National

Guaranteed Banks; Conversion law

of 1899.

Money, see Inconvertible paper money;

gold coins; Silver; Gold premium.

Moratorium, 117 ff., 120, 123, 124, see

Funding Loan.

Mulhall, 42, 47 n., 92, n.

Municipal foreign loans, 98, 99, 135.

National foreign loans, see Contents,

esp. Chs. IV, VI.; description of,

37 ff., 93 ff., 125 ff., 149, 152; statis-

tics of, 41, 94, 99, ICO, 103, 133, 134,

n., 150, n.; balance of National

foreign borrowings, 94; interest pay-

ments on, 94, 123 ff., 134, 13s;

Funding loan, 123 ff.; relation to

monetary policy, see Contents, Chs.

IV, V. VI, VIII; fiscal difficulties

created by, 94-98; see Borrowings.

National Guaranteed Banks, see Con-

tents, Chs. V, Vni; law of, $6, 57;

abuses of, 58 ff.; government expen-

ded reserves of, 114; liquidation of,

119.

National Guaranteed Bank bonds,

provisions governing, s6, S7; how
acquired by banks, 159; a special

burden on national government, 95;

a chief cause of provincial foreign

loans, 98.

New companies formed in boom period,

statistics and classification of, 72;

liquidation of, 116.

Oil deposits, 12 n.

Pampas, 213.

Panic, of 1874, 29, 37; of 1884-85,

see Contents, Ch. IV; Baring, see

Baring Panic.

Paper money, see Incontrovertible

paper money.

Paraguay, 27.

Patroni, 189, 195. ^
Payments, see Balance of international

payments; Interest payments.

Pellegrini, 87 n., 89, 116, 122, 156.

PiUado, J., 28.

Pillado, R., 28 n., 58 n., 151.

Popularion, 12, 28.

Prices, relation to balance of payments

and value of paper money, see Con-

tents, Chs. II, XI; relation to wages

and gold premium, see Contents, Ch.

XI; relation to exchange mechanism

and gold movements, 21 ff., 173;

general price level, 194 ff. ; see Export

prices; Import prices; Domestic

prices; Wages.

Private foreign investment, statistics

of, 42, 43, 8s, 9i> 93, loi. i°3, 149 fi-;

see Borrowings; Cddulas; Railroad

foreign loan£; Miscellaneous foreign

investments.

Procter, 79 n.

Provincial foreign loans, statistics of,

37 ff., 40 n., 41, 98 ff.; converted into

national foreign debt, 133, 134, n.;

defaults on, 118, 135, n.

Public foreign borrowing, statistics of,

41, 43, 99, 100, 133; see Borrowings;

National foreign loans; Provincial

foreign loans; Municipal foreign

loans.

Public Works Loan of 1886, 93, 126.

Puerto Madero bonds, 152 n.

Railroads, statistics of mileage of, 38;

87 n., 89; change in government

policy toward, 87; boom, 85-91;

concessions granted for, 87 ff.;

guarantees of interest to, 87 ff.,

90 n.; wage data, 199; bonds for

rescission of interest guarantees, 134,

11.

Railroad foreign loans, 38 ff., 85-91,

134, 149 ff.; statistics of, 40 ff., 91,

io3> 134, 149, 151; compared with

imports of construction materials,

46, n.; see Borrowings.
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Rainfall, effect on exports, 205, 223, 225.

Repetto, 197.

Revenue and expenditure, 96 ff., 118 n.,

119, n., 129.

Rigging of exchange marltet, see Gold

premium.

Roca, 27, 31, 70, 86, 156 n.

Romero, 33, 127, 128, n., 153.

Rosa, 28 n., 130 n., 156, 158, 160.

Rosario, 10, 79, 194, 225, 228.

Rosas, 214.

Rothschild, 145.

Rothschild committee, report of, 125,

126.

Saenz Pena, 127, 140.

Sams, 230 n.

Santa ¥€, bank of, 35 ; foreign loans of,

37. 99; wages in, 197.

Seasonal variations in exports, effect

on exchange rate, 108, 109; and

export prices, 191.

Securities, fall in 1890-91, 122; rise in

1892, 143 n.; see Borrowings; Bar-

ing Panic; Gold premium.

Sheep, see Wool.

Silver, foreign coins in circulation, 31;

Argentine, coinage of, 33 ff.

Sociedad Rural Argentina, 214.

South Africa, gold and diamond dis-

coveries, 70; wool exports, 220.

Spain, and wool trade, 213, 214;

Spaniards, see Immigration.

Specie payments, see Conversion.

Standard, Buenos Aires, 42 n., 69, 79.

State of equilibrium in international

trade, discussion of, 176, 177.

Statistics employed, description and

criticism of, foreign trade, 106-108,

178-181; wages, 188-190, export

prices, 190, 191, n.; import prices,

250; Borrowings, 40 n., 42, n., 90,

91 n., 92, loi n., 134 11., ISO, 151;

general, 255.

Sterling exchange, see Foreign exchange.

Tarifa de avalfios, 107, n., 179-181.

Taussig, S-

Taxation, 96, 119, n., 129, 179, n., 180,

214, 219, 220; see Revenue and

expenditure; Export duties; Import

duties.

Terry, 157, 138.

Tomquist, 37 n., 42 n., 85, 88 n., 101

n., 107, 134 n., 150, 151, "., iSS n.,

156.

Tourists' expenditures, 47 n., 105 ff.

Transition period in international trade,

discussion of, 176, 177, 239 n., 258,

259-

Tucuman, wages in, 197.

United States, and gold premium, 61,

64 n.; cotton prices, 211; importer

of wool, 214, n.; effect of tariff of

1867 on wool industry, 214.

Unburn, 116.

Urquiza, 214.

Uruguay, 27; National Bank of, 115.

Varela, 63, 114.

Wages, see Contents, Chs. XI, XIII;

description and criticism of statistics

of, 188-190, 196, 197; Patroni's

data, 189; data of department of

immigration, 189; department of

labor created, 188; Buchanan's

investigation, 190, n.; data used in

index number, 190; comparison of

with export prices and price of gold

by index numbers, 192, 193; with

import prices and price of gold, 251,

252; supplementary index number

of, 19s, n.; rural wage data, 196-

198; railroad wages, 199; effect of

depreciating paper on less than on

prices, 192-194, 196, 199, 200.

War, with Paraguay, 27; civil, 29, 37;

threatened with Chile, effect of, 151

ff.

Western Railway, sale of, 119.

Williams, 156 n.

Wheat exports, see Contents, Ch.

XIV; statistics of value and quantity,

229' n.; increase in cultivated area
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of wheat, 229 n.; irregularity of

due to natural conditions, 305, 206,

n., 223 S.; effect of railroad expan-

sion on, 207; of immigration, 207,

208, 226; of land boom, 208, 209, n.;

factors determining prices of, 209-

212; relation to wool and meat
exports, 213 n.; value and quantity

of compared with price of gold by
index numbers, 224; effect of Euro-

pean prices on, 228-230; position of

wheat growers compared with that

of wool growers, 225 ff.; gold pre-

mium only one factor affecting, 226;

improvements in methods of grow-

ing, handling, and storing, 227, 228.

Wool, see Contents, Ch. XIV; geo-

graphical distribution of industry,

213; historical development of, 213-

216; restricted by Spain, 213, 214;

first importations # merino sheep,

214; effect of U.S. tariff of 1867,

214; influence of Sociedad Rural

Argentina, 214, ff.; the Negrette,

215; the Rambouillet, 215; the

Lincoln, 215 ff.; distribution of

sheep in 1900, 210 n.

Wool exports, see Contents, Ch. XIV;

fluctuations of, 206; factors deter-

mining export prices of, 209-212;

value of compared with quantity

and with price of gold by index

numbers, 216-219; predominant

effect of foreign gold price of, 219-

222; effect of export duty on, 219,

220.

Zeballos, 190 n.










